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Iwk A 16 bit audio sampling and play back
expansion card. Features include stereo
line-level input and output, MIDI
connection and software support. A copy

of AudioWorks is included to handle the capture, manipulation
and playback of samples and a copy of lAudioCtrl which
controls the Lark's sampling options (for example sampling to
memory or disc, continuous of single shot sampling,
background or foreground sampling and setting of sample rates
and formats). Suitable for any Acorn RISC computer except
3000/4000 series, requires 2MByte and RISC OS 3.1 or later.

Price £199 + £6 p&p + VAT (£240.87 inc.)
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MidiMax

Card

An expansion card designed to provide a
stand alone MIDI solution at an affordable-

price. A 16 byte memory buffer is included on
the card for both transmit, and receive which

means no data is lost even when the MIDI

interface is transmitting at maximum rate. Standard MIDI In,

Out and Thru connectors are provided, with the added benefit
of a second Out connector to ease the interfacing of multiple
devices. MidiMax is supplied with the same MIDI support
software as the Eagle M2 and offers full compatibility with
Acorn MIDI implementation. Suitable for any Acorn RISC
computer except 3000/4000 series, requires 1MByte and RISC

OS 3.1 or later.

Price:£69 + £6 p&p + VAT(£88.12 inc.)
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The MPF.G card allows full screen, full motion

MPEG videos to be played back at better than VHS
J quality, with CD quality stereo sound tracks. MPEG

1 videos can be played from hard disc or MPEG
compatible CD ROM drives. Any Video CD format
CDs are suitable (feature films, music videos etc) as

are multimedia CDs that include MPEG clips. Any application
that can display Replay movies can play MPEG movies. The

TA

software provides video type control over the movie eg fast
forward, pause etc. Any frame can be captured as a 24 bit full
colour sprite. Requires a Rise PC with 4MBytes and a suitable
RGB monitor or TV capable of 50Hz PALmodes.

Price: £249 + £(, p&p + VAT (£299.62 inc.)

TV tuner comes in two forms; a tuner

only device which allows live TV to be

displayed, either through connection to
a video composite compatible monitor
or in a window on the desktop in

machines that have a digitiser installed. The user can scan the
frequency range, set up frequency pre-sets and select channels.
The second option with Teletext software can access and
display all the pages available on Teletext, select Teletext or
Fastext pages, decode foreign teletext and save pages out as
either text or sprite files. Suitable for any Acorn RISC
computer except 3000/4000 scries, requires 2MBytes and RISC

OS 3.1 or later.

Price: TV Tuneronly £89 + £6 p&p + VAT (£111.62 inc.)
TVTuner+Teletext software £159+£6 p&p + VAT (£193.87
inc.)

Computer Concepts haveotherproducts in theirrange which canalso beusedin thisfield— forexample a range of videogenlocks, colourdigitisers and flatbed
scanners, the Colour Cardgraphicsacceleratorcardand many more. Pleaseask for our ProductGuide.

Computer Concepts Ltd
GADDESDEN PLACE • HEMEL HEMPSTEAD • HERTS • HP2 6EX • TEL.01442 351000 • FAX01442 351010 • Email: lnfo@CConcepts.co.uk



WILD AND WACKY STORIES FOR CHILDREN AND ADULTS

R H Y M E S
Written S- illustrated by

Tony »e Saulles

Uncle Willy'shomemade wine.
Daddy says it tastes divine.
Mather says it's what she needs.
To deor the drams and ki3 the weeds

Narrated by TV's
Tony Robinson

% % «

Age 7+ years COMING SOON - Floppy version (May) & CD ROM version (September) £47-00 inc VAT
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ForWINDOWS, APPLE MAC or ACORN RISC OS

AND FOR THE YOUNGER CHILDREN Comeand
"tonus

The results of recent research have shown that'.. children using the (Sherston) electronicbooks showed
significantly greater increases in word accuracy than those who did nothave access to the computer.'
Age 5-7 years Volume I orVolume 2 (six talking stories including books) Each volume £64-33 inc VAT

CONTACT US NOW FOR A FREE COPY OF OUR 24 PAGE COLOUR
CATALOGUE AND DEMO VERSIONS OF THE ABOVE PRODUCTS

sher(\ton
Sherston Software Limited,

Angel House, Sherston, Malmesbury,
Wiltshire, SN16 OLH. |

Tel: 01666 840433 Fax: 01666 840048

e-mail: sales@sherston.co.uk

Sherston Software Ltd.

Access and Visa
welcome.
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one (let alone four)extra processors so plugging
one in is not going to makeyour desktoprun
faster — until the modules are re-written.

It also has to be said that any software that is
goingto use additional processors properly will
have to be re-written and, possibly, completely
re-designed.

But at f150-ish for the production version (£250
withdevelopment software)it's not that
expensive to upgrade, then add processorsas you
can afford them. This means that it is worthwhile

for developers to design with the Hydrain mind
because Acorn owners will buythe board.

For under £600 you could havea Hydra with
five processors. That mightseemexpensive but
consider this:A multi-processor Mac with only
one piece of softwaresupporting it (PhotoShop)
costswellin excess of £10,000. You couldbuyfive
multi-processor Rise PCs for that.

It's worth thinking about.
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Selected prices 14thApril 1996

Around the World in 80 Days.3909-12 Sheraron £3

. Artworks fo- dongle-less version
£98

^

«f Artworks Made Easy
S Astro,(32.3
Jjj AudioWorks
- Aztecs, age 7-11

Badger Trails,«2
Balloons, ksi
Balloons(Izzyand Lizzy), icsi
Banner II

Battlechess
BBC Basic Reference Manual
Beginning to Read, age5-7
Betsi, «2

'fy Big Bang

Big Picture
Birdsof War (not RisePC)

] Birdsof Warfor Rise PC
I Black Angel
I Blinds
S Bodywise,age9-14

K Break 147 & Superpool(not RisePC)
V Break 147S Superpool forRise PC
; Budget DTP
: Bum'Out
i> C Version 2
5 iCVersion 3
3 oc++
SJ CADet, KS3.4
- Calabash Pirates, age7-11

Cannon Fodder

CardShop
Carnage Inc.(not Rise PC)
Carnage Inc. for RisePC

i» Cartoon Collection
Castle of Dreams, age7-11(nottec PC)

tiJCDtracker
CDtracker Plus
Celebration

Chameleon. age7+

Epson GQ-5000 Printer, second-hand
Epson LQ-2500+ Printer, second-hand
Citizen Swift 24 Printer, ex-demonstration

£150
£150

£125

PC software
Windows for Workgroups 3.11

CD rom software
Art in the National Curriculum, KSt-3 aw

ArtWorkS CO - dongle-less version CC
Bitfolio 6 CD
Bitfolio 7 CD
BreakawayMaths, age7-13
Britain from the Air, KS2-4
BritishBirds,age7-16
Cars - Maths in Motion CD. age8»
Castles, KS2.3
CD Francais (York), age H-16
Clip-Art CD 1
Clip-ArtCD 2
Clip Art Collection (Zenta)
Counties of the British Isles, •"..'-' (needsKeynoie/Key Plus!

Angha £39
Countries of the World, KS2-4(needs Keynote/Key Plus)

Anglia
Dictionaryof the Living World Media
Dinosaursl The Multimedia Encyclopedia Meda

Dune II CD mp*
Earth and Atmosphere, KS2.3 aw
Electricity& Magnetism, age7-13 W7M
Elements, age 11-16 VI7M
Font Emporium zenia
Frontier 2000 CD rom, KS2-4 Cambs Sort
Garden Wildlife. KS2 Anglia
Ghosts Media

Granny's Garden CD, KSI.2 4Ma&on
Guardians of the Greenwood, KS2.3

Microsoft £65

£48

£98
£29
£59
£64

f39

£99

£49
£39

£94

£18 £ Champions Compilation (not R«PC)
MChartwell

Chessll

Children's Graphics
Chocks Away Compendium

Christmas Adventure, free
f4? |^j with 3Storm titles over £22 each, age 5-8
' ' | Chuck Rock (not Rise PC)

ICineWorks
" Classcardzfor Resultz
JClasscardz for Wordz
]ClickArt Animals &Nature
•ClickArt Sports 8i Games

Cobalt Seed ibai
ColorMobile Software Driver Mam

Command Ship iba i
Complete Animator lora

•1 Composition (tec PConly) Clam
* Compression CC

Conjuguez Creative
Si Creator II Atome
^1Crystal Maze, age 7* Sbenton
Ml Crystal Rain Forest FD. KS2 Sheraton

Cyber Ape iba
Cyber Chess fourth

Darkwood mr* J
Darryl the Dragon. KS1.2 4M.mon
DataPower iom

Demon's Lair fourth
DeskEdit 4 Beebug
Desktop ScreenTurtle, ksi-3 ropotog

J]Desktop Thesaurus Beebug
Desktop Tracker vn
DigitalSymphony Oregan
DigitalSymphony+ CD Rom Oregan
Dinosaur Discovery, KS? 4Mai»n
Disc Rescue iook
DrawBender ics
DRAW_Changerv2 DCC.oATA
Draw Print & Plot Oak

Dune II FD fctpse
Dungeon (not RisePC) fourth
Dungeon for RisePC found
E-Type2 (not RisePC) fourth
E-Type 2 for RisePC fourth
E-Type Compendium fourth
Earthwarp, KS2 longman
EasyC Beebug
EasyC++ Beebug

EasyClip nu,i
Easyfont 3 fab* £271
Eclipse Collection icfipse £201
Eidoscope CC £1571
ElfTales, age5-7 Sherslon
Eureka 3, K52.3 longman
Event CxplAN
Eyefor Spelling,KSU fSM
Fervour (nol RisePC) Clares

Fire & ICe Renegade J
Fireworkz Colion
Fireworkz Pro Cohon
First logo. KSI.2 Longman
First Page, KS2-4 longman
FirstWords with Smudge, age4» storm
Fistlore Mystery
Flashback. 1.6 Mb disc USGold
Flashback. 800 kb discs USCold
Flight Path, age9» Storm
Flossythe Frog, ksi 4Mji«m
Flossythe FrogArt Disc JMjtion

loriyman

(ongman

VffM

Angfta
vttm

Cambs Sort

Anglia
YITM

Zenla

£39

•i Hutchinson Multimedia

g*^- Encyclopedia (shrink-wrapped) Attica £25
Inventions AngUa £39
Kid Pix2 CD. KSI.2 ISM £42
Kingfisher Children's Micropedia.itsi-3 ism £86
LandS Air, age tl-16 VJTM £99
Magpie CD longman £61
Meteosat Collection Photo CD Spacerech £34
Mysteriesof Nature Angba POA

J Naughty Stories Volumes 1and2 (set of 12) CD.
age 5-7 Shenron £81
Nelsonand HisNavy,KS2.3 Anotu £49
PDCD-1 Datafih £20

PDCD-2 Oaranle £20
PDCD-3 Daulile £7.0
Photobase Decades: The 1960s Longman £51
Photobase Decades:TheVictorians longman £51
Photobase: Science Longman £51
PiCturePoint CD, KSI,? longman £30
Romans! Angla £39
Shareware CD zenu £24
Simon the Sorcerer CD Gamesw £34
Understanding Energy, KS3 Angla £39
Understanding the Body, «3 AngU £39
Up and Away, age9-14 Sheraton £49
Vikings! (Anglia). «2 Angfa £39
World of Robert Burns, age8. CamtaSort £79
World's Weather, KS3 Angka £39
World War II- On the Home Front, KS2.3
(needsKeynote/Key Plus) Anglia £24

Other software
10 out of 10 Dinosaurs

10 out of 10 Driving Test
10 out of 10 EarlyEssentials,age3-7
10 out of 10 English (ForeignLanguage)
10 out of 10 English,agc6-l6
10 out of 10 Essential Maths, age s-12
10 out of 10 French, age8-16
10 out of 10 German, age8-16
10 out of 10 Junior Essentials, age 5-11
10 out of 10 Malhs Number, age6-16
10 out of 10 Structured Spelling, age-9
2067 BC
ABC Version 3

Access* for Rise PC
Acorn Companion
Acorn Companion 2 for Rise PC and A7000 SfMfRC
ACross
Advance
Advance primary site licence
Advance secondary site licence
Advance User Guide

Advantage, KS2.3
AdventurePlayground, age5-8
Air Supremacy
Alone in the Dark
Amazing Maths,mm
Anagram Genius
Ancestry II
Animated Numbers, age3-6
Animator

IANT Internet Suite
Apollonius PDT
ArcFax

ArcFS 2
ArchiTech

lArcPCB
I Arcturus Oregan
I ArcventureI... The Romans,age10-12 Shersron
IArcventure II...The Egyptians. age8-n sbenron
I Arcventure 111 ...TheVikings. KS2 Shenron
IArcventurc IV... The Anglo Saxons, age 7-t i Shenton
I Aries tSamesW

Data «£7

Topolog £30
CC f45

Shersron ' £40
Shenron £40

ropoiog £17
Topolog £17
Kudlon £29

Knsate £20
Acorn W£2S

Sbenton £39
4Mation f32^.
ftycore £12 tj

Longman at Mat. j?
ftwrtfi

fourth

founlt

Quantum

Sherston

fourth

fourth

Data

Oiegan

Date

Data

Atom

Minerva

Storm

Krisalrs

Clares

fourth

fourth

Micro S

Slorm

Werewolf

Werenoll

Clares

4Mauon

Knots.

Beebug

Mng
Micros

fourth *
Storm

Krtsalis

Oregan

10/10 £12

10/10 £12
10/10 £12
10/10 £12

10/10 £12

10/10 £12

10/10 £12

10/10 £12

10/10 £12

10/10 £12

10/10 £12
Oiegan £15

Oat £44

Acorn £9U
SIMCK *!11

)0 SfMfRC »°f 11
Kudos £21

Atom £9H

Acorn tiyy

Acoin £485

Acorn ™£14

Longman tbl

Storm £1S
Superior £1(J

Krtsalis I2t!

Camta Sort f.1'j
fourth fib

Minerva £76
Slierston £21

Clares £21

Ant E98
Oak £140

pilling 128

VTI t/(

Aspex £15/
Sakon t9y

Fontasy ics f 15

Fontasy/ DrawBender/ Placard
-CS £30

Font Designers Toolkit isv i
Font Directory2 look i
FontFX DataSI
Font Pack 277 isv
Font Pack 298 rSV
Font Packs 277 and 298 iSV
Formula Two Thousand iba
Formulix CC

Freddy's Adventure, KSI ropoiog
Freddy Teddy, KS1 fopolog
Frontier 2000 FD, ks?-4 CamasSoft
Full Phase SfMfRC
Full Phase + 2 SfMfRC
Fun School 3. age -5 furopress
Fun School 3, age 5-7 furopiess
Fun School 3, age 8+ furopress
Fun School 4, age -5 Etnpns
Fun School 4, age 5-7 tmoptess
FunSchool4, age 7-11 EuroproB

£701
£281
£781

£281
£331
£241

£1!

W
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Genesis Professional 0.1k £117

Genesis Project Oak £47

Geordie Racer, ks? Longman £26
Giant Killer, KS2J Topolog £19

Global Effect Ichpse £27
Gods (not Rise PC) Knsalrs £9
Gothic 8i Medieval Fonts and Decoration Pack 1Daiai* £30
Gothic & Medieval Fonts and Decoration Pack 2Daui*£32
Granny's Garden fD, ksi.2 4Mjtion £23
Graphics Loaders CC £36

Graphics on the ARM Machines Dabs w>£7

Hard DiscCompanion 2 fleebog £44

Hatchback, age7+ 4M.tlion £32
Haunted House fourth £20

Hearsay II Beebug £59
Heimdall Knsalis £23
HeroQuest Krisahs £22
HighRiseRacingfor RiseOS<3.1 Modus £20
HighRiseRacingfor Rise OS3.1 Modus f20
Holed Out Compendium fourth f18

Home Accounts Minerva £27

Hostages Supenoi £9

HyperStudio TAG £98
Illusionist Clares £40

Image Oulliner lora £46

ImageBank kim £24

ImageFS 2 Alternative £39

ImageMaster ,- m; £24

Impression (Dabs) Date «£7

Impression Publisher
- dongle-less version + freebook CC £ • • 5

|Impression Publisher Plus
+ free book cc £228

jImpression Publisher Resource Disc Ofc_dAM £11
Impression Style +free book ,, £75

IImpression Style Resource Disc
I Impressive
I Interdictor 2
I InterTalk
I Investigator III
IJahangir Khan Squash (not Rise PC)
I James Pond(notRise PC) Knsah £9
I James Pond - Undeiwater Agent / Running Water,
| KSl-4 SMMV £28
. James Pond 2 + (not Rise PC) fctose £17
j Junior PinPoint, KSI J longman £30
Junior Sibelius

^s KeyPlus 3.0
^j Keynote 2.0
s Keystroke

Kid Pix, KS1.2
Kid Pix 2 FD. ksi.2
Krisalis Collection (not Rise PC)
landmarks - Egypt, KS2.3
Landmarks - The Civil War, KS2.3
landmarks Datafile Britain Since 1930, KS2.3 loogmttt £14
LandmarksDatafileLookingat the World, KS7.3

lonijman

landmarks Miaoworlds - The Victorians, KS2.3
(ongman

••IILemmings Krta* £19 !;!
Lemmings&Oh No! More Lemmings(Rise PConly)

KnsaH

Lemmings II(Tnbes) Kiisaks
J look' Hear!Talking Topics (setof 6),age5-7 Shenron £55
ji Lotus Turbo Challenge 2(not Rise PC) Kmafa £18
HURTV
5 MacFS
• MacFS light

Magic Maths
Magnetoids
Magpie FD
Manchester United (not Rise PC)

;3 Manchester United Europe(not RisePC)
Masterfile 3

J Mathematics ThroughWinLogo, KS3
MathMania, KS2-4
Mathsbook

Maths Card
Maths Circus, ksi-3
Maths Odyssey
Merp / Mirror Image
Midi 8ox
Mission: Control - Crystal Rain Forest 2, age 7-11

Shcrston f431
Mouse in Holland, KSI.2 4Manon £28 j
Music Box, KSU fopotog £32 j
MUSiC StudiO 32 longman £82

IMy World 2 ScMiRC £38 j
INaughty Stories Volume 1(set of6)FD, age s-7 Shentonl44 j
jNaughty Stories Volume 1Books, age 5-7 Shrrsfon ^£141
jNaughty Stories Volume 2(set of6)FD. age 5-7 Shenron £441
Navigator, KS2-4 ropoiog £34 IS,
Nebulus (not Rise PC) »Wn £17
NightSky Clares £61
Noot, age4-12 4Mahon £41
Notate, KS2-4. tongman £61

?lNstore4D nss £37
Numbertime,ksi Lonomin £76h'

MOakPCBII Oak £66
5 Occasion Cxoian f 58
^ Oh No! MoreLemmings (requires lemmings)Knsalis £15

JSOrrery Spateteih £59
!;JOvation Pro .•...••..•£163
! \ Ovation Resource Disc ore Oaia £8
1 Oxford Reading Tree Stage 2 More TalkingStories A.

age5-7 Sheiston £35
I Oxford ReadingTreeStage 2 StoryBooks,age5-7

|| Sherston ™£9
Oxford Reading Tree Stage 2 Talking Stories FD.

.-. age 5-7 Sherslon
6 OxfordReading TreeStage 2 WrensTalking Stories.

age 5-7 Shetston
Oxford Reading Tree Stage 3 More Talking Stories A.
age5-7 Sherslon £35

OxfordReadingTreeStage 3 StoryBooks,age5-7

DIC.iMTA £11
Ouanrum £12 |

Clares £16

Acorn £78

HI £42

Knsab £9

w«n £48
Angaa £59
Anglia

Quantum

ISM £27
fSM £39

Kitsaks f 20.

longnun £261
tongnun f76

f14

£26 « J

£22 ^
£20*^

longrrun £26Sfc
CC £85 £
CC E4SB-

CfCMfM* £25 C
Oegjn f20g

tonqmjn £61 H
Krfnfa f9E
Ktiuhi £9|V

Bet'buij £45 hi
lorujrrwi £301 J

Topolog £24 h
lopokxi f24l
Crettm £48j
4M.itton £25,

Comp lut £401
IBA £17

Topolotj £741,

£35

£39

Slierston «£9

Oxford Talking Infant Atlas FD, KSI Sherston £19
Party,Wedding S Anniversary Collection OlCdMA f13

PC x86 Software Acorn £11

PenDown, KSl-3 longman £56

PenDown DTP tongnian £58

PenDown Etoiles, KS3.4 longm,in £56

PenDown Plus. KS2-4 lonnman f82

Personal Accounts V3 Apncofe £37

Phases - Ancient Egyptians SfMfRC £28

Photodesk Spacerpch £157

PiCturePoint FD, ksi.2 longman £30
Pinpoint 2. KS3.4 Longman £79

PinPoint Datafile Animal Kingdom. KS2.3 longman £14

Pinpoint Datafile Diet and Nutrition. KS3.4 tongman £14

PinPoint Datafile Second World War KS3.4 (ongman £14

PinPoint Datafile Solar System, KS3.4 longman £14

Placard ICS £10

Plantwise. age 9-14 Shenron f47

Playdays, age3-8 SkAW £21
Playground, ksi lopolog £21



Plot

Podd. KSI.2
Populous
Prehistoric Animals
PrimaryTeachersClipArt Starter Set
PiimeSolver Full version, ksi-4
ProArtisan 24 (Rise PConly)

t~j ProCAD, K54
" Prophet 2

PublishArt Release 2. Artworks format
PublisliArtRelease 2, Draw format
Puddle, ksi
Quest for Gold

QuicKey
Rainbow, KS1.2
Record?
RemoteFS Parallel Port
Report Writer, ksi-4
Result*

Revelation ImagePro 24 bit
limited offer,KS2-4 Longman X.3 " "^

Revolver **»-,• £12
Rliapsody 2 Clares £48
Rhapsody3 Clares £74
Rhythm-Bed Clares £38

Rick Dangerous .w™,, £11
Ridiculous Rhymes,age7+ Shenron £39
RISC OS 3 First Steps Oabs M17
RISC OS 3 Programmer's Reference Manual vol 1-4

Acorn «£ 105

RISC OS 3 1 Documentation Acom £28
=M Roll VT Paragon
jRosie and Jim :

Duck loses hisQuack, age 3-6 Shenron £10
Rosie and Jim:Jimgets the Sneezes, age3-6Shenton £10
Round the Worid Yacht Race, age9i Srorm £26
RTFand WordPerfect loaders and Savers CC £28I

Clares

rSM

Knsaln

Micros

DEC.dAM
Mrfierva

Claras
Mmert'j

Aiwicole

Smart

Smart

ropoiog

KfttslSf

Co/Ion

Aromwde

Creative

Cotton

£63

£19
£23

£16
£13

£49

£125

£450

£143

£29 .«,

£17 ;t

ics£10 j
Longman £30

£93
£49 a.

£75 g

Twain Canon IXincl Scan-light Professional ft&ng £16
Twain Epson GT80Q0, 6500 fiang £16
Twain HP Scanjet II. He. Ilex fvftng £16

TWO (Task and Window Organiser) ics £ 10
TypeStudiO Becbug £28
Vector, age9' iMalion £58
VersaTile longman £40
Virtual Golf fourth £22
Virtualise Clares £20
Vox Box Claras £40
Voyage of Discovery, «|e 9-13 Sherston £31
Wardrobe, KSI ropotog £17
Watch - MagicGrandad 90 YearsAgo longman £26
What Do You Know?, age4. CambsSort £19

' WintogO, KSl-4 longman £72
World Geography Maps Mkro S £23
World Wildlife Micros £16
WorraCad Oak £65
Worst Witch, age 7-10(nol Rise PC) Shernon £24
Zig Zag - Vikings tongman £33
Zoo. KSI ropoiog £17

1Acorn Rise PC
;Risc PC700 10M HD850 14" Monitor
Rise PC700 10M HD850 17" Monitor
Rise PC700 10M HD850CD 14" Monitor

[Rise PC700 10M HD850CD 17" Monitor
IRisePC700 5M HD425 14" Monitor
IRise PC7005M HD425CD 14" Monitor
Rise PC700 X System

Acorn £1689 •£
Acorn £2015

A<orn £1799
Acorn £2125

Acorn £1359

Acorn £1469

Acorn £2265

ICS Hard Disc Kits

The best IDE filing system
• Password protection • Disc partitioning •

•Not limited to 512 Mb*
Please specify OS 2 or OS 3 for nil kits and intoifacos

All ICS CD products roquiro Rise OS 3.1 or later

£2| i ? IDE Internal Hard Disc Kit for A3000 Series:
- ADD f 14 TO INCLUDE OUR CD HUNG SYSTEM -

- OR £5 IFYOU REQUIRE A USFRPORT-
IDE HD 60 Mb Kit for A3000 Series ics £ I
IDE HD 80 Mb Kit for A3000 Series ICS £ 1

IDE HD 240 Mb Kit for A3000 Series ICS £2
Internal Interface only ICS 1
Smaller sizes are now rare so please check availability

IDEInternal Hard Disc Kil for Archimedes range:
IDE HD 330 Mb for Archimedes ics £2
IDE HD 540 Mb for Archimedes ics £2
IDE HD 1000 Mb for Archimedes res £3

Internal Interface only ics I
Hard Disc Cradle Kit for Archimedes ics I

Hard DiscFitting Kitfor A3000 KS
Hard DiscFitting Kit for A3020 ICS
Hard Disc Form Factor Converter 214" to 314" ics

J ICX 5X86-100 Card for Rise PC Aleph £495
h ICase Mid Upgrade for Rise PC 600 2M and 5M Acorn f105
• iErgo Keyboard forRise PC Castle £38
*j Hard Disc Fitting Kit for Rise PCS V4" bay ICS £20
ij IDE. Internal Interface forRise PC res £60

IDE Removable Hard Disc Kit forRise PC. 270Mb ICS £359 jj
Power-tec SCSI IICard for Rise PC Ahysiems £173
Removable Hard Disc Fitting Kit for RisePC 5W" bay

A305/310/440 1 -4Mb
A3000 1 - 2 Mb. Upgradable
A3000 1 - 4 Mb

A301O1-2Mb

A3010 1 -4Mb
A3010 2-4Mb
A3020/A4000 7-4Mb
A5000 2-4Mb

i Printers

IfCl £118
HI £52
m £95
m £38
irtL £115

ifll £83

Iftl £74

Iff I £75

Rise PC 2 Mb VRAM
Rise PC Sound Card
Rise PC x86 Card DX2-66

£] Rise PCx86Card DX4-100
SIMM 4 Mb 32 bit
SIMM 8 Mb 32 bit (IFEl)
SIMM 16 Mb 32 bit

BJ-30 Bubble Jet Printer (Blade/White) Canon £159
BJC-70 Colour Bubble Jet Ptinler (Black/White) Canon £245
BJC-210 Colour Bubble Jet Printer Canon POA
BJC-600 InkCartridge.Black HighCapacity Canon £12 |
BJC-600 Ink Cartridge, Cyan
BJC-600 Ink Cartridge. Magenta
BJC-600 Ink Cartridge. Yellow
BJC-610 Colour Bubble Jet Printer

, BJC-4100 Colour Bubble JelPrinter
POA <8 BJC-4000 Ink Cartridge. Colour

-S BJC-4000 Ink Cartridge, Black
U BJC-4000 Ink Tank. Black

BJC-4000 Ink Tank. Colour
DeskJet 340

DeskJet 600
DeskJet 660C
DeskJet 850C
EP-l Toner Cartridge for IBP-4
EP-SII Toner Cartridge for 1BP-8

Stylus Colour II

Dabs Guides
only £7

Artworks Made Easy

Budget DTP

C Guide

Graphics on the
ARM Machines

Impression
Rise OS 3 First Steps

or FREE with
one of these

ICS £20
Acom £195

Acorn £58
Acorn £248
Acorn f7»8

POA

Ifll POA

Canon £10

Canon £10
Canon £10

Canon £359
Canon £239

Canon £40

Canon f.2b
Canon £9
Canon MS

HP f199

IIP f219

HP £275
IIP £3/5

Canon £59
Canon £69

tpson £285

Artworks • Big Picture
C/C++ • Easy C (++)

ImpressionStyle
Impression Publisher

(Plus)
Pendown • Photodesk

ProArtisan 2 or 24
Textease

Rise OS 3.1 upgrades

jS-Base 2Developer Ion
. S-Base 2 Personal Ion

Sallyand Wally 0
Saloon Cars Deluxe (not Rise PC) I
Saloon Cars Deluxe Extra Courses I
Saloon Cars Deluxe for Rise PC I
Schema 2 i

Science fc
Score Draw

Scrabble w

ScreenTurtle. ksi-3 re
Sea Rescue, age 7-9 sr>
Search and Rescue, age9»
Seashore Guide Micros £16

Seelinks - Ourselves, ksi.2 fSM £27
Serenade Clares £75
Shakespeare Show ropofog £39
ShapeFX DataSt £9
Sibelius 6 Sibelius £154

Sibelius 7 SMius £829

Sim City Krisa* £22
Sim City 2000 for A5000 KVfcate £30

j|Sim City 2000 for Rise PC Knwiis £30
• I Simon the Sorcerer FD Gamesw £28

| Sleuth 2 Beebug £93
smArt. age 7* AMatntn £33
smArt Faces: English aMabon £15

S smArt Fantasy 4Matmn £15
smArt Fashion 4Matnn £15
smArt Homes: English 4Ma»on £15
smArtFiler, age 7* aMauon £24
Smudge the Scientist,age4+ Storm £38
Smudge the Spaniel,age4. Storm £19
Somerset Talking Computer Project Learning Materials

Longman v°£30
Space City, age7-9 Sherslon £25
SpaikFS filling £20
Special KS £10

£j Speech! 2 Superior £24
Jj Speech! 2 +German Superior £29

s,Speedballll Kitsahs £18
Spelling week-by-week, KS2 ciwHsort £24

rjsjSpex+ Full version Aspex £38
| Spex+ Home version Aspex £33
U Splosh* Kudtan £38

h Spobbleoid Fantasy fourth £28
\ Star Fighter 3000 feoNet £23
< Starspell Plus fhher £19
S StartWrite icon £55

•I Stereoworld fourth £28
\:iStig ofthe Dump. KS2.3 (not Rise PC) Shenton £24
| 9 Sludio24 + Studio24Pro Pineapple £124
j ' Stunt Racer 2000 (not Rise PC) fourth £24

Stunt Racer 2000 for Rise PC fourth £24
Stunt Racer 2000 Extra Tracks fourth £16

I Swiv (notRise PC) Krisalis £9
J Table Aliens, age 8-11 Sherston £23
« TableMate3 Djlriaaj £29
! TABS Aspex £95

Talking Animated Alphabet, age3-6 Sherston £27
Talking Clocks, ksi.2 ropoiog £32
Talking PenDown, ksi-3 Longman £67
Talking Rhymes Pack 1. ksi ropotog £24
Talking Textease Softease £64
TechWriter Icon £144

TechWriter Professional icon £191
Teletext-Turbo xob £168
Termite Basic Doggy £49
Termite Internet foggy £79

Textease Version 2 *«<*» £48
Time Detectives ... The Victorians, KS2 Sherston £42
Time Machine fourth £19
Time Traveller - Britain Since 1930, KS2 fSM £27
Time Traveller - The Victorians, KS2 fSM £27
Time Traveller - Tudors & Stuarts, KS2 fSM £27
TinyDraw/Tinylogo. KSI.2 ropotog £25
Topographer Clares £59
Touch Type lota £38
Trace Wftng £9
Transport Moo S £25
Trccka tea £17
lurboDnver Canon CC £39
TurboDriverEpson Stylus 800 CC £39
TuilioDiiver HP CC £39

A3000 CD Bargains ?
Do you already have an ICS IDE interface?

Would you like a

4-speed CD
for £206?

Acorn Portables
Pocket Book II 1MB

IPocketBookII256K
jAlink for Pocket Book
| Flash Disc 512K for Pocket Book
jFlash Disc 1Mb for Pocket Book
I Mains Adaptor forPocket Book

Parallel link for Pocket Book

Acorn £284
Acom U0i
Acom £44

Acom £79
Acom £102

Atari £16

Atom £28

Other Computers
(A70004MHD425CD

Other hardware

I

i
£34 S

(Pricesmaybe even tower by the time you read this)
^. IDE CD4-speedUpgrade

f25g forA3000 Series with ICS IDE . ICS £206
' " IDE CD 6-speed Upgrade

for A3000 Series with ICS IDE ICS £252

- Vou need Rise OS 3.1 and a free external IDEconnector-
Cheek the version number of your IDEFS module:

press F12 and type'Help IDEFS
If it is 3.14 or more you just pay the above prices.

If it 2.5 or more but less than 3.14
your interface needs a modificationcosting f 19.

If it is less than 2.5 please callfor advice.

A305/310/440 RISC OS 3 Carrier Board
Backplane,4-s!ot 4-layerwith fan
ColotMobile Direct Scanner for Windows
ColorMobile Office Scanner for Windows
ColourCard Gold
DMI30
DMI 50 - S
Dongle Dangle
EagleM2
Ergo Keyboard
Fan Kit for A300 / A400 Series
GamesPad Dual
GamesPad Pro Dual

Micro Mouse

Midi Max
Movie Magic
PD Cartridge. 650 Mb Rewritable
Power Pad (Dual)
Power Switch

3 PowerWAVE50XG
* PrinterPortSampler

RISC OS 3.1 10 Set Rom Pack

RISC OS 3.1 3 Set Rom Pack

RISC OS 3.1 Softwar

! ICS CD only Kits
-ALL ICS CD PRODUCTSREQUIRE RISCOS3.1 -

IDECD 4-specd Kit for A3000 Series ics
IDE CD 4-speed Kitfor Archimedes KS
IDECD 4-speed Kit for RisePC KS
IDECD 4-speed Kit + HDfS for A3000 Series KS
IDE CD 4-speed Kit+ HDFS for RisePC KS
IDECD 6-speed Kit for A3000 Series KS
IDE CD 6-speed Kit for Archimedes ics
IDE CD 6-speed Kitfor RisePC ICS
IDECD 6-speed Kit + HDFSfor A3000 Series KS
IDECD 6-speed Kit + HDFSfor RisePC ICS
IDE CD Interface for A3000 Series KS
IDE CD Interface for Archimedes ics
IDE CD Interface for Rise PC ics
IDE CD + HD Interface for Rise PC KS

I ICS HD +CD Kits
- ALLICS CD PRODUCTSREQUIRE RISCOS 3.1 -

IDEHD 60 Mb + CD 4-specd Kit for A3000 Series £319
IDE HD60 Mb + CD 6-speed Kit for A3000 Series £367
IDEHD80 Mb + CD 4-speed Kitfor A3000 Series £351
IDEHD80 Mb i CD 6-speed Kitfor A3000 Series £399

Audio

Audio

GamestV

GamesIV

Clares

CC

CC

Panasonic

fclipse

GamesW

Audio

vn

Acorn

Acorn

£6 r
CC £315 1

Castle £98 £
f15
£30

£34

£21

£68
£245

£38

£25
£17

£749
£49

£249

£75
Upgrade with documentation

Acorn f 67 J
] RISC OS 3.1 Software Upgrade without documentation

Scanlight 256 cc
ScanLight256 for A3000/3010/3020/A4000 cc

*UScanlightVideo256 A310/40075000/Risc PC CC
Seanlight Video 256 A3000/A4000 CC
Sound Force I Multimedia PC Speaker System

QuickSnot

Tele-Card xoe
Tele-Card ♦ Teletext-Turbo xoa
TV Tuner with Teletext cc

yi User Port /MIDI Upgrade forA3000 Acom
Vision 24 A3000/30100020/4000 internal MCCS

Vision 24 A500Q/4007300/Risc PC MCCS
Vision 24 508 line A300073010/302074000 internal

Hi hccs
IS Vision 24 508 line A5000/40a/30G7Kise PC HCCS

£39
£1281
£1381
£188;

£1881

£34
£153
£298

£157|
£51
£671
£67

£911
£91

IDE HD 240Mb+ CD4-speedKit forA3000Series £391 j:. Whisper FanQuietener (forA30WA400 Series only)iCS£15
IDE HD 240 Mb + CD6-spced Kit forA3000Series £439 | I WizzoS for A5000

Hard Discs & CDs
3 IDE CD Drive 4-speed KS £

IDECD Drive 6-speed KS £
IDE214" Hard Disc. 60 Mb KS
IDE2)4" Hard Disc. 240 Mb ics £
IDE 314" Hard Disc. 330 Mb ics £
IDE3)4" Hard Disc, 540 Mb KS £
IDE 314" Hard Disc. 1000 Mb KS £
Second Hard DiscFittingKitfor A5000 tcs
Second Hard Disc Y Power lead KS

WE CAN SUPPLY

ALMOST ANY PRODUCT

FOR THE ACORN PLATFORM

HOW TO ORDER

Carriage is free within mainland UK if you pay
on ordering.
Cheques should be made payable to Ian
Copestake Limited.
You may also pay by credit card debit card or
Switch. We normally make nocharge for this,
and take no payment until goods are
despatched. We need your address as known
to the card issuer, the card number and expiry
date, and the valid from date and issue num
ber if any.
Ifyou leavean order on our answering machine
please include your telephone number, your

jU card number and its expiry date (and issue
number if any), and your calculation of the
total payment due.
Official orders are welcome from UK edu
cational and government institutions (invoices
are due for payment within 14 days and are
subject to carriage and late payment charges).
VAT is not included. Zero-rated items are
markedV0. UK customerspleaseadd 17/6%
to all other prices. EC customers outside the
UK please do the same unless you are VAT-
registered, in which case quote your interna
tional VAT number. Ours is GB 595 7258 84

Overseas carriage: If you are paying by credit
card we will add airmail and insurance at cost
Otherwise please add £6 (Europe) or at least
£12 (elsewhere) for each software item and
send a pounds sterling bank draft payable at
a London clearing bank, or Eurocheques for
not more than £100 each.

All products, prices and specifications are
offered ingood faith and are subject to avail
ability and change without notice. Special
offers apply only while stocks last. We process
all orders immediately, but suppliers do some
times keep us waiting. Goods are guaranteed
but we do not supply them on approval.
Returns and cancellations can only be
accepted by prior agreement and there may
be a charge to cover the costs involved.

fi

Authorised Acorn Dealer and Developer
Cheques payable to Ian Copestake Limited please

Dept U29,1 Kington road
West Kirby, WIRRAL

Merseyside, England, L48 5ET

Tel: 0151-625 1006 Fax: 0151-625 1007

sales@ianco.co.uk
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What do these images
have in common?

Not much, except that they were all captured in glorious 24 bit colour by the latest
multimedia system - 24i16. This combines an advanced video digitiser with a 16 bit sound
sampler. As well as beautiful stills, 24116 captures superb Replay movies and hi-fi audio.
But don't just take our word for it..

"The image quality possible from 24i 16 is the best obtainable...
...Replay quality is superior to anything else I have seen." Archimedes World

In fact 24116 is a no-compromise design that surpasses all others in the Acorn World thanks
to the following unique features:

> Compact Disc quality 16 bit stereo sampling at up to 48KHz
I Full frame still capture (resolution up to 768 x 576 with 1Mb option)
I Replay Moviecapture of any size and rate limited only by machine and hard disc speed
> Capture rate up to 25 images per second and time lapse facilities
I Contrast, brightness and saturation control in real-time

For a limited time 24i16's will be available for a special price together with Empire -
Uniqueway's highly acclaimed Replay Movie editing package - so contact us now!!!

For the Complete Picture...

Irlam Instruments Ltd, Brunei Institute for Bioengineering, Brunei
University, Uxbridge, Middlesex, UB8 3PH, Tel/Fax 01895 811401

Please note: 24116 requires one expansion slot, RISC OS 3.1 or later, at least ARM 3, a hard
disc and 2Mb RAM minimum. All hardware products come with full I years guarantee. E & OE.



News
Simtec's Hydra unleashed
SIMTEC Electronics has started to ship it's
exciting Hydra multi-processor upgrade
card for the Rise PC. The Hydra card
endows a Rise PC with remarkably afford
able asymmetric parallel processing power.

The Hydra card interfaces with the Rise-
PC via one of the standard dual processor
slots and duplicates both of the original
slots and combines additional slots with

the necessary arbitration logic to support a
further four ARM processor cards.

Because the Hydra design includes the
hardware needed to control the extra

boards in the interface itself, ordinary
ARM610 and 710 processor cards can be
used. This makes it possible to add up to
four off-the-shelf ARM processor cards to
any Rise PC system.

Indeed, any processor which appears to
the system to be an ARM card can be used.
This opens up the possibility of adding
alternative high-speed I/O cards which

access memory or other expansion cards
directly, according to Simtec engineer,
Gareth Simpson.

With four slave processor cards fitted, a
Rise PC with a Hydra has, in theory, five
times the processing power of a standard
Rise PC. What software can take advantage
of Hydra? Versions of Rise BSD (a Unix-
compatible OS) is already being developed
for the Hydra.

The board is also ideal for Taos — the

multiprocessor OS which already runs on
the standard ARM. These operating systems
are ideal for Hydra as they can multithread
the execution of applications programs and
will automatically take advantage of any
available processors.

RISC; OS was never designed for a multi
processor system, but Simtec has produced
a Hydra API (application programming
interface) via which modified RISC OS
programs can run. As the API exists inde
pendently on RISC OS, any MP aware
applications will make use of the new
resources while ordinary applications will
run unaffected.

Because RISC OS applications require
individual modification to run on a Hydra
system - even via the API - the choice of
Hydra-aware software will be limited to
start with. However the Hydra-driven Rise
BSD system could form the basis of a
remarkably cheap and powerful Unix
system and Fidos, the video compression

Online Media wins major award
ACORN Online Media's digital interac
tive TV set-top box, the STB2, has won
the accolade of Most innovative cable or

satellite telecommunications product at
the recent 1996 Cable & Satellite Show

awards.

Simon Wyatt, Acorn Online Media's
General Manager, commented: 'The
STB2's open architecture means that it is
the best choice for interactive multime

dia, be it broadband or narrowband.

Acorn Online Media is dedicated to

being the world's leading authority on
iTV and I am delighted we have been
awarded such an important industry
award. It is a very exciting time for
Acorn technology and our partners who
are licensing it.'

Behind the Acorn Online Media STB2 in

the 'Most innovative cable or satellite

telecommunications product' category
was Nokia Consumer Electronics' DVB

9500s Multimedia Terminal with Digital
Receiver, followed in third place by

ARM Club's biggest event yet

and editing company featured in last
month's news, is committed to using
Hydras for ultra high-quality digital video
compression in real time.

Eidos' co-founder, Stephen Streater told
Acorn User that the Rise PC and Hydra
could be at the heart of new Optima profes
sional off-line video editing packages and
Streater looks forward to running
StrongARMs with Hydra. Spacctech is also
working on a Hydra-compatible version of
its PlwtoDesk image processing package.

So what about pricing and availability?
Pre-production iterations of the Hydra
hardware are available now for £249 +

VAT. These are being produced primarily
for developers, but a more affordable single
piece version of the card will eventually be
available for end-users, priced £.149 + VAT.
Simtec say ARM610 cards, many of which
are suitably re-cycled from Rise PC users
who have upgraded to ARM710s, are avail
able from around £20 each, so the prospect
of a powerful multi-processor upgrade for
your Rise PC for under £300 is on the cards.

It's interesting to note that the Hydra
with a complement of processors fitted
compares rather favourably price-wise
with, for example, the cost of some single-
processor options for the Rise PC and other
platforms.

Simtec Electronics, e-mail:
gareth("\simtec.demon.co.uk, tel: (01772)
812863, fax: (01772) 816426.

Nortel's SDH transmission product -
Nortel Fibre World TN-16X.

See also news feature
STB Internet access

THE ARM Club will be holding it's biggest ever event on the week
end after the Wakefield Acorn Spring show at the Gonville Hotel,
Gonville Place, Cambridge, CB1 1LY on Saturday 25th May open
ing at 10.00am.

Confirmed exhibitors so far include: ART, Aleph One, ANT,
APDL, Atomwide, Beebug, I.S.V., RComp, Eesox, ERIC
International, Creative Curriculum Software, Digital Databank,

Fabis Computing, Iota Software, Alsystems, Topologika, V.T.I. &
Eclipse, Armed ForcesSoftware and Computer Concepts.

ARM Club members can get into the show for £1 - slightly
cheaper than non-members and it's free for under-16s. The ARM
Club, FREEPOST ND6573, London, N12 OBR, fax: 0181-446 3020,
email: cIubinfo@armclub.org.uk, WWW http://www.brunel.ac.
uk:8080/~cs92adf/ArmClub.html

June 1996 Acorn User
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PenDown surfs

the Web
Longman Logotron has released

an updated version of its success

fulPenDown word processing
package. The new version is called
PenDown DTP and, as its name

suggests, desktop publishing
features have been added.

Another enhancement is HTML

(hypertext markuplanguage)
compatibility so you can use
PenDown DTP to create Internet

World WidePages.Another novel
feature of PenDown DTP is that it

has three levelsof configuration
suitable for 6-9 year olds, 8-12

year olds and a full function mode
for everybodyelse.

PenDown DTP is priced £59 +

VAT for a single-userpackand a
varietyof site licence options.
Longman Logotron, tel: (01223)

425558, fax: (01223) 425349,

WWW,http://www.logo.com/pen
dtp/index.html

8X CD ROM drive
from Eesox
An 8X CD ROM drive has been

announced by Eesox. Four times

faster than an ordinarydouble-
speed CD-ROM drive, missed

frameswhen running Replay
movies should be thing of the
past with the new drives. They
use an ATAPI drive interface,

which Acorn has now standard

ised on in its latest models.

Called the ATAPI Gold, the 8X

drive is priced £199 + VAT and

Eesox's optional CDFast cache

program is priced £15 when
bought with the drive.

Eesox has also announced a CD-

ROM recorder for making your

own CD ROM discs - useful for

backing up data or publishing
your own CD-ROM titles. CD-ROM

Recorder, which uses Eesox's

CDScribe software, is priced £799

+ VAT (internal version) or £60

extra for a cased external version.

You will also need a SCSI inter

face. Blank CDs cost £6.99 or £65

for ten. It takes about 35 minutes

to write a full CD (working in

double speed mode). The drive
can also be used a quad-speed
CD-ROM drive for read-only
purposes. Eesox, tel/fax: (01954)

212263, e-mail:

eesox@cityscape.co.uk

Acorn User June 1996

Pocket Book gets floppy
PURPLE Software, which specialises in the Psion
Series 3 pocket computer family, which includes
the Acorn Pocket Book, has launched a new
games cartridge and an external floppy drive.
Purple Software's best known products to date
include DataView Pro, a database management
program which was apparently endorsed by
Psion as the 'best general purpose database for
the Psion Series 3a'.

Purple Software also sells Toolkit I, a package
featuring four utility modules, including a
graphical file manager, a units conversion util
ity, a universal bit image graphics file viewer and
display print utility.

DataView Pro is priced £59.95 inc. VAT when
supplied on floppy disc and costs ten
pounds more for the SSD (solid state
disc) cartridge version. Toolkit I is
priced £39.95 inc. VAT on disc and
£49.95 inc. VAT on SSD.

The new games from Purple
Software include versions of

Backgammon and Chinese Chess.
Both games were developed specifi
cally for the Psion/Pocket Book and
have very good graphics. Games can
be suspended and saved for later
resumption and, if you wish, you
can take pack pieces and replay
moves. Other options include asking
the computer to suggest a move for
you and choosing aggressive or
defensive playing styles.

You can play against the computer or another
player, or even just watch the computer play
itself automatically. The version of Chinese Chess
was apparently written by a champion Chinese
Chess programmer. Backgammon and Chinese
Chess are available either on floppy disc or SSD,
with the disc version priced £34.95 inc. VAT and
the SSD version £39.95 inc. VAT.

STB Internet access
ACORN Online Media STB users participating in
the Cambridge Interactive Television Trial can
now access the World Wide Web through their
domestic TV sets. While many Acorn User readers
will be familiar with surfing the Net using a
keyboard and mouse, as with all of the services
available on the Trial, access and navigation is
controlled by a simple VCR-style infra-red handset.

Access to the web is fully integrated with the
other services like video and audio on demand

and fast cached Teletext, a text service for ITV and

Channel Four, providing viewers with 24 hour,
up-to-the-minute national and regional informa
tion. Video and audio can be launched from web

pages, and if a Teletext page contains a web link,
the user can jump, to that web page with a single
press of a button.

Alan Clarke, Cambridge Trial Services Manager,

From the end of May you will be able to buy
Purple Software's new Cyclone external 3.5 inch
floppy disc drive for your Series 3a/Pocket Book.
The drive is also compatible with the Psion
WorkAbout, the industrial version of the Scries
3a.

The drive is compatible with standard 720K
and 1.44Mb PC floppy discs and the obvious
attractions are being able to back up your Pocket
Book files quickly and conveniently without
having to use the serial link with another host
computer, saving money by buying disc-based
versions of applications software and easing file
transfer from a PC or Acorn (using PC format
discs) to or from the Pocket Book. The Cyclone

also comes with Purple Software's File Manager
software as standard. The drive itself can be

either battery or mains powered.
The Purple Software Cyclone is priced £149

inc. VAT' and like other Purple products should
be available from most major Psion stockist.
Purple Software Limited, tel: 0171-387 7777, fax:
0171-387 1188, e-mail: 100526.3715®
compuserve.com.

commented: 'Interactive television is not simply
about video on demand, games, or home shop
ping - it is about giving the user access to the
widest possible set of information and entertain
ment services, presented in a simple and
accessible manner. Having the Internet on the
trial takes this a step further, for example, if you
look at a web page with an associated video clip,
over narrowband you get text only, but over a
broadband network you can play video or CD
quality audio.'

Each home or school on the Trial is connected

to the central server by a 2 Mbit/sec ATM
(Asynchronous Transfer Mode) link. This is about
70 times more efficient than a fast modem

connection, so the problem of sluggish World
Wide Web graphics experienced by modem users
becomes a thing of the past.
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*i,\ BEE8UG is Acorn's largest dealer^
' £ is an Acorn Centre of Technolo
The Rise PC is the ultimate system for the home
user and enthusiast, and it is now faster and better
priced than ever before.

Support From Beebug
We exclusively supply Acorn systems, and our support staff are
second to none

Trade In Your Existing System
Attractive trade in discounts for your existing Acorn system,
call for details. Your data and upgrades will be transferred to
yournew system at no charge

Choose from either:

/Ovation DTP (rrp £69)
or

12 months

RISC User
Magazine &

DiSC Subscription
(RRP £72.50)

."six.

OPTIONAL

PC486DX4

100MHz card .

NOW ONLY £199

j"* «•» w **

Risc PC600 4Mb HD425. with AKF60 monitor £1148.00
Rise PC700 5Mb HD425, with AKF60 monitor £1360.00
Rise PC700 10Mb HD850, with AKF60 monitor £1692.00
12 months on-site warranty included.
17" Acorn AKF90 Monitor - Add £325.00

Acorn Double Speed CD Drive - Add £111.00
0% APR credit is available over 20 months.
Please call for written details.

UK delivery £8.00. All prices are exclusive of VAT

Fast Ethernet Networks NETWORK!
Expandable

Cost Effective

Easy to Manage

Link To Your PC Network

Advice and Support

letwork Recovery Servic Zi;

Free Pamphlet

Acorn Coi

with ,
nue;

and Seconla
iH'l^milHiiJi^Mlnl^mllHiii'JliJUt lEifflt.iiimv

being cheaper, we now have^netiiyorking solutions ranging froi..
Access+ which needs no management at all, right through to full
client-server systems suitableW larger schools. *

/
For More Details Call or Write to

—' die

Acorn
1 BEEBUG Ltd 117 Hatfield Road St Albans Herts AL1 4JS
I Tel 01727 840303 Telesales Hotline 01727 840305 Fax 01727 860263

e-mailsales@beebug.co.uk -..-^
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RISC User Theme Discs
We have decided to make RISC User magazine discs even better value for money. Instead of simply
adding random collections of items to the disc, we are now giving each disc a THEME. In. addition, we
will have a very special offer coinciding with each disc, available only to subscribers.

-..

\
1

O CD, Audio

0 SampleCD

0 Small CD

0 PCD
0 CD Type

0 CD Fix

O EasyType

0 Estimate
0 WinWrite5

© Puzzle
0 ArcScan ,
0 Bondar

y

••

May's Theme- CDs

CDAudio is an application which enables you to controland play audio CDs using your CD-ROM drive. It will displaythe
CD title and track titles automatically for any CD that it recognises, and it can hold the details of over 300 CDs.

SampleCD is a command-line utility with a multitasking desktop front-end whichreads audio data directly from music
CDs. Who needs a sound sampler when you can obtain high:qualitysamples from audio discs!
SmallCD is a special 'hide-away' CDplayer: once installed, holding downthe left Alt key pops up the playerwindow,
allowing you to play CDs and switch forwards and backwards between tracks.

PCD allows you to translate PhotoCD filesto the five standard resolutions using older versions of ChangeFSI.'
This little application is designed to fix various flaws within the current versions of Acorn's CDFS filing system. Itworks by
extracting the existing CDFS from the RMA, then patching and reinstalling it. /
CDFix provides a solution to the problem of using 'dual-format' CD-ROMs such as PC and Mac CDs. It uses the
same mapping facilities as used by CD Type, so there is no need to run both programs at the same time.
EasyType provides an easy method for children (or their parents or teachers) to type in words or phrases quickly. The
words are entered into icons in the EasyType window, and when the Type button alongside the entry is clicked, the
appropriate word or phrase is placed in the keyboard buffer, and appears to be typed at the caret.

The Estimate program demonstrates graphically two methodsofestimating the valueof Pi.
To accompany this mohth's Wimp Topics article on multi-document editors, the disc contains a new version of the
Window Writer application which demonstrates the techniques of displaying text in windows. This new version allows you
to open several documents at the same time.

This month's puzzle competition for the magazine s !\
RISC User Magazine Index update / /'
Full interviewwith Peter Bondar - Acorn Rise Technology's Managing Director, on the 14th March 1996 - shortly after the
announcement of the Acorn/Apple joint venture.

Special Offer for May

June's Theme

Graphics

Special Offer will be
one of the most

sophisticated art
packages available
on the Acorn

platform.

Quad Speed CD drive

only £67.23 + VAT

Yes, it's true, subscribe to our monthly RISC User Theme discs and you can purchase a quad
speed internal ATAPI CD drive for £ 79 including VAT and delivery.

Alternative offers:

Quad speed internal SCSI CD
Quad speed external SCSI CD

£ 157.45 inc VAT & delivery
£ 216.20 inc VAT & delivery

Offer ends 30th June 1996

Phone to check the most suitable drive for your computer.

Subscribers will get RISC User Magazine and the new Theme discs delivered to their door. You can subscribe for:
Six months: £38 and get free: ImageFS* OR PipeDream 3
One year: £74 and get free: ImageFS* AND PipeDream 3

* ImageFS comes with a leaflet to upgrade to ImageFS2

RISC User Theme discs without the magazine are available on an individual basis at £4.75 + £1 p&p, but our special
offers are not available to one-off purchasers of Theme Discs.

Send a cheque or credit card details to: BEEBUG Limited, 117 Hatfield Road, St Albans, Herts. AL1 4JS
Tel: 01727 840303 Fax: 01727 860263 email: ruser@beebug.co.uk stating which issue you would like to start with.

y

\



Being a good Xempiar?
XEMPLAR (pronounced 'exemp-lar') is the
new name chosen by Acorn and Apple UK
for their new joint venture company which
was launched back in March. More accu

rately, the new concern will be officially
called Xempiar Education Limited.

Xemplar's job will be to market both
Apple and Acorn computer products to
schools throughout the UK. Although
Xempiar has acquired an attractive new
logo design, hardware products at least will
continue to bear the branding of their
source - either Acorn or Apple.

There has been some concern within the

Acorn world that Xempiar would be bad for
Acorn - eroding Acorn's individuality and
unique ARM-based computer platform.
Acorn User took time out talk to Xemplar's
managing director, Brendan O'Sullivan -
himself recruited from Apple's ranks - and
he was very keen to allay any fears that the
Acorn community might have.

O'Sullivan re-iterated the fact that the

PowerPC. RISC platform was an agreed plat

form of choice for Xempiar in the not too
distant future (see the feature on CHRP in

this issue) and that a development of the
Apple Mac OS would be the default operat
ing system, but at the bottom line Xempiar
would sell what the customer wanted.

Asked if he would be under pressure from
the management of Apple UK to sell Apples
instead of Acorns, O'Sullivan's answer was
double-edged. Yes, of course Apple would be
keen to sell as many Apples through
Xempiar as possible, but Xempiar is a 50/50
joint venture and there would be just as
much sales pressure from the Acorn side of
the equation.

There was confirmation from O'Sullivan

that, if there was enough demand, there
may be a plug-in solution to endow a Power
PC Xempiar computer of the future with
RISC OS compatibility. Xempiar had
commissioned Acorn to develop such a solu
tion, but it would have to be commercially
viable to earn its place on the Xempiar price
list.

Meanwhile, ARM processor improvements
to the RISC PC, for example, would
continue unabated, especially the prospect
of StrongARM-powered Acorn designs. One
avenue, however, Xempiar apparently won't
be exploring is that of selling IBM PC-clones
into school classrooms. PC-compatibles
supplied by Xempiar will be aimed at school
administration departments and for local
area network server applications only.

Another interesting revelation from
Xempiar is that the idea of a joint venture
with Apple actually originated from discus
sions between Apple and Olivetti at a
Europe-wide level. Olivetti, until recently,
was a majority shareholder in Acorn.

Xempiar UK will be the first of several
Xempiar companies to be formed in several
other European countries to tackle the local
education market, however it's not clear if

Acorn will have a role in these sibling
Xemplars. Xempiar Education Limited, tel:
(sales) (01223) 724200, (customer service)
(01223) 724201.

SEMERC's early talker Acorn World Show
updatePAGES is the name of

SEMERC's new easy-to-use
word processor, with a talking
facility, for youngsters. The
package complements
SEMERC's existing Phases
word processor and is able to
accept Phases documents.
Pages allows you to drag and

srfte r /•

The Forest *

4
walked through (he torost

and saw lots ot different

animals.

Some had long legs ond
some had short legs

drop pictures and text files
onto the page, start typing in
new text or even doodle using
a drawing tool.

Objects on the page can be
moved around easily and
things like text can be
changed in size and colour,
etc. Special effects include
shadows and variable colours.

There is also a picture bank
facility via which a teacher
can store resources, like

pictures and text, which are
easily accessible by the
student. Pages is priced £49 +
VAT for a single user or £98 +
VAT for a site license.

SEMERC, tel: 0161-627 4469,

fax:0161-627 2381

WITH six months to go to
Acorn World there are already
nearly 30 major exhibitors
committed to the exhibition,

which is at Olympia Two this
year between November 1-3.

EPS Events, the organisers,
are mailing out information
and booking forms in May to
potential exhibitors which will
include some selected PC and

Apple Mac-based companies.
Stephen Bozdan, EPS Events
Director explains, 'With the
Rise PC's rapidly growing
potential to embrace media
from other operating systems,
we believe it will do no harm to

invite developers from other
backgrounds to step inside the
Acorn World.'

Plans for the Fringe — as
opposed to the Fring as
described in last months news

— seminar programme for day
one of the exhibition are in

progress, which may include an
Acorn Publishers' Forum organ
ised by Mike Williams. The
Internet will be well-repre
sented both at the exhibition

itself and in Fringe sessions
with contributions from

Argonet and ANT.
There are sure to be plenty of

product launches and Sherston
Software have chosen Acorn

World to launch two new prod
ucts. Rusty Dreamer is described
as 'the ultimate reading experi
ence' and The Talking Nursery
Rhymes which is expected to be
a Sherston classic.

EPS are arranging special
discounts on travel, accommo

dation and entertainment for

those wanting to make a week
end of it. Advance ticket prices
for the exhibition are held at

1995 prices: £5 adult, £4 under
16 and £16 family ticket (2
adults, 2 children). Prices on
the door are £7 adult, £5 under
16 and £20 for families.

For further details look at the

Acorn World website, spon
sored by Argonet which can be
accessed on http://www.
argonet.co.uk/acorn-world/

Acorn^
WORLD
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YITM ships magnetic
CD-ROM
YORKSHIRE International Thomson Multimedia (YITM) has released Electricity and
Magnetism, a new CD-ROM title aimed at Key Stage 2 primary and Key Stage 3 secondary
students. The CD-ROM is presented in three sections; theory, generation and the home. This
means students get a progressive insight into what electricity and magnetism are, how the
two relate to each other, howelectricity is produced for national use and finally howwe use
it in our homes. Classroomworksheet sets accompany the CD-ROM.

The primary version of Electricity and Magnetism is priced £59.99 + VAT and the
secondary edition £79.99. YITM, tei: 0113-243 8283, fax: 0113-243 4884.

r^denc^j <3 Electricity &
Magnetis m

"vr-'^\
.. • -. TS

Generation Home

Credits

New Canon colour duo
CANON has added a pair of mid-range colour
bubble jet printers to its line up. The sub-£200
BJC-210 is actually a mono printer which can
take an optional colour cartridge. The colour
option is three-colour only, so blacks - which
are made from combining three primary colours
- are not as pure as a true four-colour printer,
like the other new Canon model - the more

expensive BJC-4100 or the established range-
topping BJC-610.

However, sample prints supplied by Canon
show that reasonable blacks are achievable by
the BJC-210 when using the colour cartridge
and colour reproduction in general is very good.
Using the mono cartridge, up to 3.4 pages of
text can be printed per minute. The mono
cartridge can print at a resolution of up to
720x360 dpi and benefits from edge-smoothing
technology. The colour cartridge has a maxi
mum resolution of 360x360 dpi and each page

14 Acorn User June 1996

printed takes four minutes to form.
The BJC-4100 can print at 720x360 dpi in

both colour and black and white modes and the

colour cartridge option works in tandem with a
mono ink cartridge for true four colour print
ing. The BJC-4100 is also faster than the
BJC-210, offering 4.5 page per minute mono
printing rates and 3.4 pages per minute mono
text printing when using the colour cartridge.
Full colour printing takes just over a minute per
page.

Computer Concepts has added Turbo Drivers
for both of these new Canon models. CC's price
for the BJC-210 is £179 + £10 P&P + VAT. The
BJC-4100 is priced £239 + £10 P&P + VAT. Prices
include Turbo Drivers. Computer Concepts, tel:
(01442) 351000, fax: (01442) 351010, e-mail:
Lnfo@cconcepts.co.uk, WWW: http://www.
cconcepts.co.uk. Canon: tel: 0121-680 8062, fax:
0121-693 5070.

CC hardware

price cuts
Computer Concepts has reduced

the prices of three of its upgrade
cards. The TV Tuner card and the

TV Tuner with Teletext have each

been reduced by a tenner to £79+
£6 P&P + VAT and £149 + £6 P&P +

VAT, respectively. CC's Movie

Magic card has received a £30 cut,

from £249 to £219 (+£6 P&P+

VAT). Computer Concepts, tel:

(01442) 351000, fax: (01442)

351010, e-mail:

info@cconcepts.co.uk, WWW:

http://www.cconcepts.co.uk

Pocket Book 2 e-mail
Psion, which has just reported its
best financial results ever, has

launched PsiMail, a remote e-mail

package for the Psion Series 3a

pocket computer family. PsiMail
will also work on the Acorn

Pocket Book 2.

PsiMail is primarily aimed at

business users who run e-mail

systems like Microsoft Mailand

Lotus cc:Mail on an office

network. However as Acorn has

started to sell Microsoft Windows

NT-based SchoolServer machines,

PsiMail could be relevant to

teacher or even students who

require remote access to e-mail.

Connection to the e-mail server

is made either through a GSM

mobile phone data adapter or
usinga standard PSTN phone line
over a modem like a Psion 3Fax.

Of more interest to Acorn users

generally would be a native

Internet e-mail client and the

good news is that this is

scheduled to be introduced later

in the year, according to Psion.

Psion PLC, tel: 0171-262 5580, fax:

0171-258 7340.

Apologies
The Regan Filesinterview with

Richenda Wood last month

contained a couple of mistakes.

Thefifth paragraph should read
that Richenda worked as an

account executive in a PR

company and that she 'didthink it

was inappropriate to diversify so
much'. Also, in the seventh

paragraph Microwave should read
MicroWay.
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StartWrite (Wordprocessor),
Application Suite, Mouse Mat,
PLUS choice of Options I or 2 below
(£39 extra for both together)

0/7/ftv / - Early Times Bundle.
Artisan 2. Art package from Clares.
Doris the Dotty Dog. Naughty story from
Sherston.

Daryl the Dragon. Adventure story from
4Mation.

Amazing Maths. Mental arithmetic from
Cambridgeshire Software House.
Gemini. Matching pair game from
Cambridgeshire Software House.
Maths Gen. Maths worksheet creator from

Creative Curriculum Software.

Oftio\2- Home Bundle.

Resultz. Spreadsheet from Colton Software.
Desktop Database. Database from lota.
Revelation. Art package from Longman
Logotron.
Zool. Fantasy arcade game from Gremlin.

The Castle Technology Product Range

Flatbed SCSI scanner
Fits all Acorn computers with SCSI interface
ImageMaster software included

< Fast scanning speed - 3.6ms per line
Twain compliant

.

Supplied with Acorn Driver
Choice of SCSI or IDE interface
Free headphones, Photoview & Audioplayer
Compatible with Kodak Photo CD
Internally or externally housed

2.5" or 3.5" sizes
Fast access of up to 8ms
20Mb to 2Gb capacity
Formatted and soak-tested
Interface may be required

Suitable for all Acorn computers
Menu & select buttons on pen
Instant response time
Three colour aluminium or plastic casing
National Curriculum "input device"

l rgo Keyboard
Buiit in wrist support
Tested to 30 million operations
Quiet, tactile and curved low profile keys
Full two year guarantee
international versions available

bfe Drive
3.5" 105/270 Mb capacity
5.25" 200Mb capacity
SCSI or IDE interfaces
Programmable power saving modes
Internal or externally housed

: Din Shar* .
Suitable for all Acorn computers
Easy to use and manage
Share CD ROMs, scanners and printers
The fastest disk sharing system
Plug-in and go installation

Scanflat

Ergo Keyboard

Designers of interfaces since 1988
Connect your computer to hard drives etc
Up to seven devices per interface (SCSI)
Available for all Acorn computers
Transfer rates of up to 4.5Mb/sec

A Special Offer from

CASTLE TECHNOLOGY

Acorn User Best Dealer Award 1995 - Runner-up

Available now while stocks last!

Call 01728 621222
A HIGH RESOLUTION

ACORN C01OUH

COMPUTER SYSTEM

AT A SENSIBLE PRICE f ROM

Monitor extra

Connect our amazing offer to your TV, or

use any of the options below to create a

high specification computer system:

Hardware Options:

• 2-4Mb RAM

• High resolution colour 14" monitor

• Hard Drive (80Mb, 120Mb, 200Mb, 500Mb)

• SCSI Interface

• CD-Rom Drive

• MIDI Interface

• Printer

Etc., etc.

THE A30I0 COMPUTER

The A30I0 is ideal for schools, small businesses

and, of course, in the home. The A30I0 shares

the same processor and main electronics as the

A3020 & A4000 computers. It has one internal

expansion slot, a serial port, two joystick ports

and a parallel printer port.

ORDER 10 - GET 1 FREE!
Order 10 computer systems with
hard drives and monitors and we

will supply one of our Special
Offer 2Mb A30I0 computers

FREE!

O
SK

CfiS

Order by telephoneon 01728 621222
or Fax on 01728 621179.
Deliven' .69per computer. Prices exclude VAT.
Cheques*, debit cards (Switch &Delta),
credit cards(2% charge mayapply), and
educational orders accepted.
All trademarks acknowledged.
'Cheques: allow 5 working days to clear.

SPECIAL BULK PURCHASE
80Mb, 120Mb and 240Mb Hard Drives

for A3020 / A30I0 / A3000 (Rise OS 3.1 required)

80Mb 120Mb 240Mb

A3020 £69.00 £99.00 £129.00

A30I0 incl Interface £99.00 £129.00 £159.00

A3000 incl Interface £99.00 £129.00 £159.00

Further unexpected bulk purchase allows this unbeatable
offer to be repeated - order NOW to avoid disappointment!

Get one of our Special Offer hard drives and dramatically increase the
power of your Acorn. Fit it yourself - no special knowledge is required

and no extra parts are needed. Just connect and go!

♦ Easy to fit
♦ Uses Rise OS 3.1 for full compatibility
♦ All drives formatted and soak tested

♦ Full I year guarantee
♦ 500Mb also available

This is another unbeatable Special Offer from
Castle Technology - one of the UK's premier manufacturers and

suppliers of Acorn upgrades. Watch out for more!
For a full price list and colour brochure call 01728 621222

Castle Technology Ore Trading Estate Woodbridge Road Framlingham Suffolk IP13 9LI.
Telephone: 01728621222 Fax: 01728621179 e-mail: sales@castlet.demon.co.uk



RiscPC+Upgrades« IWI^T f}rr\C±rJe]
All RiscPCs * A7(XX)'s I ¥ I Cl I V^ I UCI P-All RiscPCs Ai A7000'

include Iyr on-site maintenance

RJSCPC GOO(armBlO)
iflT1/HD5itO lif"mon. CllttB.OOe

RJSCPC 700(arm710)
5m/HD"»25 1If"man. £13G0.00e
10m/HD850 1Virion. €1692.00e

For 17'RKF90 monitor Rdd £278.00

For CDrom Drive >tx Rdd £99.00

For CDrom Drive Gx Rdd £ 129.00
AllComputers are huiltandtestedbeforedispatch
with printers and software purchased Installed us

required <u noadditional cost

ifBG-SX-33 PC Upgrade £ 199.00d
ltBG-DX2-GG PC Upgrade £2lf9.00d
>tBG-DXl*-100 PC Upgrade£299.00d
Deduct £100 offPCupgrades
when purchased with RiscPC

PC Exchange £25.00a
LUindoujs 3.1 + DOB 6.22 £5S.00c
Recess* Card £99.00b
Rrm710 upgrade £ 12S.00b
(Ilovie fllagio £237.00c
Second Slice £99.00d
Sound Card £59.00b
RiscPC "tfTIb Rflm £5S.00c
RiscPC 8mb RRm £99.00c
RiscPC lGfllbRRm £ 199.00c
RiscPC 32mbRRfIl £"ftt9.00c
RiscPC llTlbVRRm £ 129.00c

RiscPC 2(Tlb VRRfll £ 199.00c

01924 254800 Fax: 01924 258036I
e-mail: sales@davyn.demon.co.uk

Rrchimedes Camp
R7000 (l.BFloppy 2 ori. mhexpandable
to 130ITlb ram. Rrm 7E00 RKF60 (TUB mon.

i>2Sfr,b HO. on site 12 months warranty)

2m/HDV2S 1if"man. €799.00e|
"fiTI/HDWB li»"mon. £B75.fJ0e[
For CDrom Drive Add £11 1.00

i Pocket Book
Pocket Book2(256k)
Pocket Book 2(1mB)

£205.00c
£28S.00o R

R-Link £1+2.5lb 3
m-Link £6i+.80b
PC-Link + £6B.00b
Parallel Link £2lf.28a

Power Supply £12.72b •
Flash SSD 128K £29.7i+a B
Flash BSD lftlB £ 102.00c

Hardware Upgrades

Colour Card Gold £99.00c

Printers
Canon

BJ-lOsx
jgjBJ-30
• BJ-70

JBJ-210
ajc-moo
BJC-610

Citizen

PRIflTiva 600c
Epson
Stylus Col 2
Hewlett Packard

DeskJet 600
DeskJet 660

LaserJet 5L

Calligraph
R<i 1200 Laser (black) £979.00d

Printer Inks/Refills

COLOURSAVAJLAl f fROV fWMXtt PJKS

If I HUB i
Mill iffHi Is t

Inkjet Refills are an economical Luay
of re-charging your existing cartridge
Rll inks come complete Luith gloves,
syringe and easy to use instructions.
Single 20ml Rny Colour £5.70a
Tujin 2x20ml Black £ 10.50a

Bulk 125ml Rny Colour £20.00b

'CartridgefTlate' r new and

easy to use cartridge refill system for
HP 51626R high cap. cartridges

R refill system with no mess
Comprises: Cartridgemate

& 2 x if Oml Ink Tanks

Cartridge not included £30.00b
Ink Tank 2 x 40m! £ 18.00a

HPS162SR Tri-Colour Cartridge refill
kit 3 x 3 colour refills Comprises:

C/m & Y Inks. Cap Retaining Clip
Cartridge Cap Remover £30.00a

We alsoearn «large slock»/ InkJet
courtages and ribbons

Hawk V9 fTlkll £165.00c

Lark fTlidi Sound-Sa. £llt9.00c

midi ITlax EGG.00c

Rise OS Upgrade Chips £30.00a
SCSI Suit £81.00c

SCSI 16bit £81.00c

SCSI2 32bit ElGi.OOc

TV Tuner £8S.00c

TV Tuner + Teletext £151.00c

EP-L Toner for LBP-if

EP-S Toner for LBP-8

£59.00c

£69.00c

Data Storage

IDE 2.6"
2S0mb £ 129.00c
Si.Omb £2>f9.00c

IDE 3.S"
: 1.0 gb Conner £ 199.00c

1.6 gb maxtor £2i»9.00e
SCSI 2 3.5"
5"t>t meg Fujitsu £ 169.00o
1 EblOmsISm £2«t9.00c
IDE CD Tray Internal
Panasonic Quadpro £ 129.00c
Pioneer Quad £99.00c

Toshiba 6 speed £ 129.00c
SCSI CD Tray Quad Internal
Pioneer XfT136IB £2S9.00c
Toshiba DR-U12"fX £279.00e

J SCSI CD Caddy Quad Internal
Toshiba Xm-350IS £259.00c

[Panasonic PD System
I'fX speed CD-RDm drive
650 (TIBOptical Disc Drive
Ext. including cartridge £^79.00
Extra 650mB Curtndge £39.0

I memory Upgrades
|R3000 l-2mb
R3000 l-l»mb

IR3010 l-2mb
R3010 2-Umb

R3010 1-ifmb

£55.00b

£119.00c
£lt5.00b
£99.00b

£140.00c

R3020 / FVtOOO 2-^mb EBS.OOb
R5000 2-ttmb £85.00b

AllUpgradesJiltedfree ifordered
with Computerelse £IS.OO

monitors
liyama 17"mF8617E.2Sdoi £539.00d
liyama 17"mT9017E.2td=i £S9S.00d
microv 1<t"l>t38 (rwso) £2i+9.00d
microv 1h" 1tfSO (outgo) £ 199.00d

Imicrov 15" 1565.28do< £259.OOd

Scanners }
I Epson GT5000 parallel £339.OOd
Epson DT5000 scsi £399.00d
Epson GT8500 para/sesi £^9.OOd
Epson QT9000 para/scsi £SS9.00d
Scanlight 256 8bit £ 139.00c
Bcanlight 256 16bit £ 129.00c

| Scanlight 256Video £189.00c
Image master/Tiuain Driver £29.00

Printable Items

IColour'n UJear (2white Baseball Caps +
3 transfer papers £9.00b
Print'n UJear (2 white T Shirts +
Wtransfer papers £ 11.50b
Design & Print mouse mat £"f.25a

[Design &Print Business Cards
10x8 Rlf lEOg Perforated £'l.50,i

| Col InkJet mattphotowhite paper
25 sheets x I20gms £5.001)

monochrome InkJet brilliant white
paper 100 sheets x 90gms £2.50b

CD Software
ArtWorks (CC) £ 135.00c

IArtWorksClipartI (CC) £17.00a
ArtWorks Clipart II (CC) £17.00a
Being a Scientist (Anglia) £37.00a

IBitfolioEd7 (Lino) £75.00c
Breakaway Maths (YITM) £59.00b
Britain from the Air £37.00a

Britain Since 1930 £24.00a
Cars-Maths in Motion(Cambs) £89.00b
Dinosaurs (M/S) £39.00a
Castles (Anglia) O7.00a
Guardians of the Greenwood £46.00a
Granny's Garden (4Mat) £30.00a
Hutchinson M/Media O9.00a
Industrial Revolution (Anglia) £80.008
Inventions (Anglia) £37.00a
Kingfisher ChildrcnsMicropcdia£79.00b
Langsdale (CCS) £89.00b
Medieval Realms io&s-isoo £139.00c

Musical Instrumenls (M/S) £39.00a
Mysteries of Nature (Anglia) TBA
Naughty Stories VI&2 (Slier) £79.00b
PhotoBasc I920s,30s.40s.50s,60s
Viclorians.LandscapcsEach(LL)£46.00a
RiscDisc2 (Uniqueway) £20.00a
Seashore Life (7-11) £37.00a
Understanding Energy £l5.(X)a
Understanding the Body £37.00a
World War 2 £24.(H)a

Rpplication Software
Advance (Acorn) £99.00c
Advantage (I.I.) £46.00a
ANT internet (ANT) £99.001)
Ancestry II (Minerva) £75.(K)h
Arcfax (David I') 28.50a
ArtWorks (CC) E89.00C
Card Shop (Clares) £ 19.50a
Celebration (Clares) £27.00a
The Comp.Animator (Iota) £79.00b

20/2
Finance

Clearly the Best Choice
(based on 20% deposit and 0%
Finance over 20 month period)

(Acorn Items Only)

Personal finance is available to

qualifying purchases.
Credit subject to status.

Written quotation on request.

APR 0%

Sunday t9t£ Way

StcuU 24

Composition (Clares) £ 129.00c
Compression (CC) £27.50a
DataPower (Iota) £89.00c
Desktop Thesaurus (R Dev) £ 17.50a
Easy Font 3 (Pabis) £26.50a
Bidoscope (RiscPConly) (CC) £146.00b
Eureka 3 (LL) £89.(K)c
Formulix (CC) £60.00a
Font FX (Dataslore) £9.50a
Frame-It I or 2 (Davyn)eacli £'5.(X).i

Publisher irregular frames
Graphics Loaders (CC) £37.(X)a
Illusionist (Clares) £39.00a
ImageFS (Alternative P) £34.95a
Image Oulliner (Iota) £46.00a
Impression Publisher (CC) £ 109.00c
Impression Style (CC) £69.00c
Intertalk (Acorn) C79.00C
Knowledge Organiser 2(Clare) £61.50a
Notale (LL) £53.00b
PendownEtoiles (LL) £49.00c
Pendown Plus (LL) £69.00c
Personal Accounts (Apricote) £37.00b
PholoDesk2 (Space Tech) £220.00c
Pinpoint (Longman) £89.00c
Pro Artisan 2 (Clares) £49.00a
Pro Artisan 24 (Clares) £125.00c
Prophet 2 Accounts (Apricote) £139.00c
Render Bender v2 (Clares) £39.00a
Replay Starter Kit (Acom) £34.50b
Revelation ImagePro (LI.) £1 19.00c
Rhapsody 3 (Clares) £79.O0a
RhythmBed (Clares) £39.00a

RiscCad Professional
SlV (Davyn) £ 159.00c
Education £141.62c
She Licence £495.00c
Serenade (Clares) £79.(X)a

ShapeFX (Dalastorc) £9.5()a
Sibelius 6 (v3) (Sibe) £I59.00c
Sibelius 7 Prof. (v3) (Sibe) £799.(Xkl
Sibelius 7 Student (v3) (Sibe) £449.00d
SmArt (4Mation) £49.00a
SmArt Files (4Mation)each £14.50a
SmArt File Mod.l.ang.(4Mation)£ 18.50a
Snippet (4Mation) £32.00a
Sound FX Maker (CIS) £34.O0a
Termite Internet (DoggySoft) £76.00c
Tiller (Clares) £79.00a
Topographer (Clares) £79.00a
Touch Type (Iota) £39.00b
Turbo Driver (CC) £43.O0b
Twain Drivers (DP) £!6.50a

Education Softtuare

10 out ol 10 Full Range Each £12.00a |
DinoKurn, DrivingTest,BaityHssentials.
English,EssJvfaths. EsiScience, French,Cerma
IrJEtssentiab, M«uh Algebra.MothGeometry,
Maths Number, MathStatistics, StuctSpelling,
Adventure Playground (Storm) £17.00a I
Amazing Maths (CSH) £19.00a
AmazingOllie (Storm) £13.50a
Arcventure I Romans (Slier) £32.O0a
Arcvenlure II Egyptians (Slier) £32.00a

rcventure III Vikings (Slier) £32.00a
Arcventure IV A Saxons(Sher) £32.00a
Around World 80 Days (Slier) £42.00a
A/lees (Sher) £41.00a

BadgerTralls (Sher) £41 .()()b

BodyWise (Sher) £41.00a
Balloons and Zoo (Topo) £ 18.00a

Calabash Pirates (Topo) £21.00a
Coffee (Storm) £25.00,1

Connections (Sher) £29.00a
Crystal Rain Forrest (Sher) £41.00a

CrystalRainForrest 1 (Sher) £41.00a

Darrvl the Dragon (4Mat) £IS.00a

DaiaGraph (Topo) £24.00a

Farm (Sher) £ 19.00a

FirstLogo (LL) £21.50a

First Page DTP (I.I.) £45.00a
Flossy The Frog (4Mat) £22.(X)a

Flight Path 9+ (Storm) £26.(X)a

Freddy Teddy (Topo) ElZOOa
FreddyTeddy's Adv (Topo) £l2.(X).i
Fun School 3/4 (5.5-7.7+) each £ 17.00a

(Please Specify age group)
Granny's Garden (4Mat) £22.00a
Happy Lite (CCS) £2f>.00c
James Pond running water £25.00a
Landmarks full range(LL)each £24.00a
Look I[ere Talking Topics(Sh) £52.00b
Magpie (LL) £50.00b
MathsCircus (4Mat) £2S.00a
MathsMania (Topo) £22.00a
Music Box (Topo) £29.00a
Naughty Stories VI or 2 (Slier) £49.00b
NumberTiles (Topo) £21.00a
Ollie Octopus Sk Pad (Storm) £ 13.50a
Oxford Reading Tree Stage 2
Talking Stories (Slier) £38.00b
More Talking Stories A (Slier) £38.00b
Oxford Reading Tree Stage 3
Talking Stories (Sher) £38.00b
Oxford Talking Infant Atlas
PinPoinl Junior

PlantWisc

Podd

Prime Solver
Rosie & Jim Duck

Rosie & Jim Sneeze:

ScreenTurtle
Sea Rescue

Selladore 'Tales

Smudge the -Spaniel

£ 18.00a

(LL) £26.00a|
(Sher) £42.00a

(F.SM) £20.00b

(Minerva) £39.0Oa

(Sher) £l0.00a
I (Sher) £ 10.00a

(Topo) £29.00a
(Sher) £26.(X)a I
(Sher) £22.50a

£ 17.50a

£36.00a
£26.(X)a

(S(orm)
Smudgethe Scientist (Storm)
Space City
Splash
Slig of the Dump
Story Starts
Talking Clock

(She.)
(Shcr) £ 19.00a I
(Sher) £22.50a
(Sher) £22.50a
(Topo) £31.00a

Talking Animated Alphabet £27.00a I
TalkingRliyinesI (Topo) £21.00a |
The Playground (Topo) £21.00a
The Puddle &Wardrobefjopo) £!8.00aI
Time Detectives
TinyDraw/l.ogo
TinyPuzzle
Teddy Bear's Picnic
Voyage of Discovery
Worst Witch

(Slier) £42.00a
(Topo) £21.00a
(Topo) £I6.00a
(Shcr) £26.00a
(Sher) £32.50a
(Sher) £26.00a|

Games Softujare

Alone in the Dark (Krisalis) £27.00a I
Aries 4games (GamesWare) £ 15.00a
Big Bang (Psycore) £ 12.00a
BallleChess (Krisalis) £21.50a
Black Angel (4D) £24.00a
BurnOul (Oragan) £20.00a
Cannon Fodder (Krisalis) £19.50a I
Chuck Rock (Krisalis) £8.50a
Cobalt Seed (TBA) £l9.50a
Crystal Maze (Sher) £23.00a
CyberApe (TBA) £15.00a
CyberChess (4D) £24.00a
Darkwood (Eclipse) £19.00a
Dune2 (Eclipse) £27.00a
Dunc2CD (Eclipse) £39.00a|
Dungeon (4D) 2mh £24,(X)a
EmpireSoccer (Empire) £23.00a
Enter The Realm (4D) 2mb £l8.00a|
E-Type Jaguar 2 (4D)2mb £26.00a
Fire A: lee (GraflGold) £l9.(X)a|
Flashback (US Gold) £21.00a
F.T.T. (TBA) £ 19.00a
Global Effect (Eclipse) £27.(X)a
Gods (Krisalis) £8.50a
Haunted House (4D) 2mb £19.(X)a
Heimdall (Krisalis) 2mb £21.00a
Hero Quest (Krisalis) £21.00a j
James Pond (Krisalis) £8.50a
James Pond 2 RoboCod (G/W) £ 17.00a I
James Pond running water £25.(X)a
Krisalis Collection (Krisalis) £22.(X)a
Lemmings (Krisalis) £18.50a I
Lemmings Oh No More (Kris) £ 15.00a
Lemmings RiscPC (Krisalis) £21.00a I

••••••••••

All Prices

Exclude VAT
ILemmings 2Tribes (Krisalis) £21,(X)a I
Magnetoids (Oragan) £l9.00a|
Man United Europe (Kris) £8.50al
Populus (Krisalis) £22.00a
Revolver (Psyeore) £ 12.00a
Real McCoy (4D) £21,00a |
(VIMArcadeSocccr.WhiltMaflc.Quaur)

IReal McCoy 2 (4D) £21.00a |
tAlix-alypir. llotnl Out. Olympics, Inertia)

IRealMcCoy4 (4D) £21.00a I
(Galactic Dan. Orlevousbadlly'Ann, X-Flrr.Caiaclpmll
Saloon Cars Delux (4D) £23.O0af
Scrabble (US Gold) £21.00a
SimCity (Krisalis) £24.00a
SimCity 2(KX) (Kris)A50(X)/PC £29.(X)a
Simon The Sorcerer (GAV) £29.(X)a
Simon The Sorcerer CD(GAV) £35.(X)a
Small (Virgo) £ 19.00a
Speedball (Krisalis) £20.(X)a
Spobbleoid Fantasy (4D) £23.(X)a I
Starfighter 3000 (Fedncl) £23,(X)a |
Swiv (Krisalis) £K.5()a
Time Machine (4D) £24.00a I

IVirtual Golf (4D) 2mb £24.(X)a
Virtual Golfaugusucoune (4D) £17.00a
GamesPad 2player (G/W) £28.00h|

Special Offers
IAMX mouse incsloppress £10.00b I
5.2540tbarediscdrive £l5.00cI
8bit User Analogue Interface £20.00b I
Alderbaran (Evolution) £IO.O()a[
Apple FS (Oragan) £30.00a
Armadeus (Clares) £25.(X)a

Arcturus (Or.igan) £8.(X)a |
Boxing Manager (Krisalis) £5.(X)a
Demons Lair (4D) £5.00a I
Flight Sim Toolkit (Simis) £l9.(X)b

IHigh Rise Racing (Modus) £15.00a|
Magic Pockets (Renagade) £l3.00a|
Prime Mover (Minerva) £30.(X)a
Quest for-Gold (Krisalis) £5.(X)a
Sally &Wally (Oragan) £!2.(X)a
Spobbleoid (Cybernation) £5.00a
Wavelength (G/W) £12.008
Word Works (CC) £15.00a|
Master Compact Games Various £3.00a

r
Houj To Order

Cheques: should be made

payable toDavyn ComputersI
Credit Cards: you may also pay]
byVisa, Delta, Euro, Switch.
Electron, or Master Card. Wei
normally make no charge for litis.I
and take no payment until goods!
are ready for dispatch, We need!
the card holders address sindf
telephone number, card number!
and issue number if any and thej
expiry date.
Carriage: chargestireas follows
a Small £l.00|
b Medium £2.00
c Medium Recorded £4.()()l
d Courier £9.001
e Courier Large£15.001
Official Orders: are welcome!
from UK education audi
government institutions (invoices!
are due for payment within 141
days and are subject to carriage|
and late payment charges).

VAT is not included:!
Zero rated items are marked vo.l
UK customers please add 17.5% to|
all other prices including carriage.
Order Address: please send|
your orders to;
Davyn Computer Services
'The Workshop'
off Princess Street, Sandal,|
Wakefield, West Yorkshire,
WF1 5NY
Opening Hours:

Monday 9.30- 5.30
Tuesday 9.30- 5.30
Wednesday 9.30- 5.30
Thursday 9.30- 7.30
Friday 9.30- 7.30
Saturday 9.30- 5.30

Terms: All products, prices andI
specifications are offered in good!
faith and are subject to change I
without notice. We Process all!
orders immediatly, but suppliers!
do sometimes keep us waiting.
Goods are guaranteed but are notI
suppliedon approval. Returns audi
cancellations canonly be accepted!
by prior agreement and there may!
be a restocking and administration!
charge A full copy ofourterms are|
available upon request.
E.&.O.E 24-04-96



Business
Some incentive
IT is very easy to criticise —
much less to offer construc

tive criticism. But here goes:
The question of how to
break the PC stranglehold
in business is a difficult

one. For industry-standard
read industry-habit and all
bad habits need breaking.

Acorn now have an

excellent platform — fast,
easy to use, easy to net
work, colourful and

complemented by a full
range of low-cost industry-
habit PC cards. So we are

halfway there but not really
competing on a level play
ing field. Economies of
scale are difficult to achieve

with a small user base.

PCs arc relatively inex
pensive by comparison and
whereas the IT Department
might be convinced of the
benefits of a multi-platform
approach to data processing
it is the bean counters in

the Accounts Department
who really need to be con
vinced. You can tell them,

you can show them, you
can argue with them but
the bottom line is cost-dri

ven.

This is where Acorn

could help themselves to a

slice of the market. We

need an incentive scheme

for business. A sort of 20/20

for business. There are spe
cial prices for Education
and rightly so and there are
low-cost finance schemes

for individuals — the 20/20

Scheme. Business has no

such incentives and would

be expected to pay the full
retail price minus any bulk
discounts.

The difference between

education price and retail
price on a top-end Rise PC
system currently stands at
about £250 — a lot of

money to the bean coun
ters.

Reduced profits
1 know any such Business
Scheme would reduce prof
it per system but might be
offset by the number of sys
tems per order. Any
business it generated would
be new business. All the

scheme would require
would be an official com

pany order. Perhaps a
signed declaration that to
qualify for whatever dis
counts were available, the

computer would be used

Presentation makes perfect

for business purposes
would also be required.

The discount need not

be as great as to Education
but should bring the costs
into line with an individ

ual purchaser using the
low cost finance scheme.

Discounts should increase

in direct proportion to the
number of systems ordered.

Could the Scheme be

abused? Any Scheme is
open to abuse but all VAT-
registered businesses would
claim back the VAT on the

purchase and the Inland
Revenue are traditionally
very heavy on those abus
ing the Treasury.

Businesses not registered
for VAT might need to pro
vide more details as to

proposed use and it may be
cheaper for them to use the
current 20/20 Scheme or its

replacement.
It is just an idea and one

that has probably surfaced
at Acorn House in the past.
It might be just enough to
catch anyone toying with
the notion of giving Acorn
hardware a go and particu
larly now that Acorn have
a decent portable computer
at last.

A PARTICULAR area of business that has

been poorly served by Acorn is presentation
software - packages for the creation of pre
sentations either free-standing, rolling
demonstrations or the production of OHP
slides.

I know Acorn programs exist but it has
been difficult to say that anything of the
sophistication of Freelance or Powerpoint
has existed. Even those packages that have
been around for a while have been ham

pered by the lack of full 256 colours until
the arrival of the Rise PC.

That has changed and the Rise PC with
its high end colour modes and a 17 inch, or
bigger, monitor makes an excellent delivery
platform for presentations. This is particu
larly the case when these are combined
with programs like Studio24 Pro from
Pineapple Software (tel: 0181-599 1476)

which can so easily be used to produce the
graduated fill backgrounds so beloved of
many of the PC packages. Of course we
have !Draw and [Paint on every machine
and an ever-increasing library of good qual
ity clipart.

Presentations may appear trivial to those
outside the business world but they are an
extremely useful tool particularly if you are
trying to persuade someone as to the validi
ty of your position or advertise a product at
a trade show.

One package that I have some experience
of in this area is Noticehoard from The

Really Good Software Company (tel: 01582
761395). This relatively inexpensive pack
age is a delight to use and can present pages
to a high standard. I intend to report fur
ther on its use in a future issue once I have

researched an actual case study as to its use.

Welcome back
I have been shocked, stunned

and amazed at the response to

the return of the Business Page. I

have had phone calls,e-mails,
and letters, all of encouragement

and support.
Many offer case studies as to

Acorn use in businesses and I

intend to feature these in forth

coming issues.
We seem to have tapped a

wealth of real business use —

keep the stories coming. One

slight word of warning though
— the Business Page is currently
bi-monthly so please be patient

and I will run a feature on each

use in coming months.

News items
In coming months I will make

constant references to Internet

addresses.

You may think it is all hype

but I know better. Ifyou want
convincing of the benefits of a

web presence and some good
web pages to your business,

point your browser at Acorn's
own pages or www.cybervil-
lage.co.uk/folio/printmaker.

Not got a browser? —then
now is the time to invest in one.

The Net may be somewhat

overhyped but as a medium

for advertising your products

and services it has no real

comparison.

In print on vinyl
It's a commoncomplaintof
Acornusers that many
commercial printers are unable
to handle their output when it

comes to production.

One companythat can output
to self-adhesivevinyl and is able
to cut masksfor screen printing
from RISC OS generated files is
PrintMaker.

Contact Chris Mercier on

(01734) 561112 or email

mercier@argonet.co.uk for
further information.

Contact

You can contact me, Mike

Tomkinson, by post at the usual
AcornUseraddress or by drop
ping me an e-mail at:

aubizniz@idg.co.uk
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NKJET Printing Solutions,,#•

BJC-210 +TurboDriver
£179 + £10 p&p +VAT
(£222.07 inc

Gaddesden Place
Hemel Hempstead • Herts HP2 6EX

.Tel:0.J42 351000 • Fax: 01442 351010
Email: lnfo@cconcepts.co.uk
http://www.cconcepts.co.uk

A fast andaffordable qualit]
mono Inkjet, with ar

i optional colour cartridge
Mono resolution witr

smoothingupto
720dpi.

I The obvious choice
if yourworkis

black and white.

A fast
dedicate!

colou

«? inkje
printer

i^True 720dp
resolutior

p; for botl
colou

and mono

Fourseparatt
colour inks

The one to go fori
/ themajority ofyou

work is in colour

printer/TurboDriver bui
are available direct from

Computer Concepts.
Allprintersare supplied withall necessary loads, a user guide,one inkcartridge(or set of). DC

Windowsdriversand one years otfsite maintenance. The sland alone TurboDrivers can be bought
any Acorn dealer, the RRP is (M9< VAT.street prices may vary. The new printers and TurboDrivers ai

able lor allAcornRISCcomputers,with2MBytesot RAM (4MBytes forcolour)and RISCOS 3.1 or later.
IPrinlers 1.45 or later. A hard disc rocommended.



Graphics
Another dimension to the
Acorn graphics scene
BY the time you read this, Aspex will have
released the first version of the first DaVinci 3D
applications. DaVinci 90, the most basic of the
DaVinci series is aimed at the low end user and as
such, is an entry-level package. Much of the
development time has been channelled into the
parallel development of the features to be found
in the more powerful versions of DaVinci. As a
result '180 and '270 will be released in the near
rather than distant future.

Stickingwith the present, '90 has the ability to
import files from the popular Architech package
as well as the industry standard DXFand emerg
ing VRML (Virtual
Reality Modelling
Language) which at
present is fighting for
the Internet's standard

3D file format.

The modelling tools
are all very standard,
the application front
end is simple and
intuitive and the gen
eral feel of the

program in operation
is as familiar as it is

easy to use. It is fast to
render its images even
using its highly
impressive gouraud
shading based 'envi
ronment mapping'
technique and oper

ates in all of the standard Acorn true colour
screen modes. Additionally, it features basic ani
mation facilities adding life to your real-time
rendered models.

I would not like to say much else at this stage
as the present beta test version should not be one
on which to base concrete conclusions. However,

it promises to bea fast and usable starter'smodel
ling package; a must for present Architech users
for its powerful rendering engine and a potent
taste of things to come in the much anticipated
DaVinci 180.

Aspex are on (01822) 611061

Pic of the month
FIRSTLY I would like to thankall of you who have continued to send in your images for inclusion on
the next CD-ROM. All your efforts and support for thegraphics page are much appreciated. But away
from all that, and on to the issue of Pic of the Month,
which this time has been awarded to Penny McEvoy
for a lovely image called Nativity created using Art
works.

The image was actually sent in just before Christ
mas last year which would have been a far more
appropriate time to have published it. However,
thanks to the wonders of e-mail and because the
Christmas issue was in print well before the festive
season the pic has had to wait until now to claimvic
tory.

Created using a 5Mb Rise PC and an A6 graphics
tablet - nice to see people using their graphics tablets
to good effect - Nativity impressed me with its use of
very simple lines to paint subtle facial features, and
graduated fills in a few basic shapes composed to cre
ate fine impressionsof the characters' garments.

Remember that £20 and a free slide recording from
the Digital Darkroom couldbe yours, if youenter, and
win, the one and only Picture of the Month.

BV returns
Iam pleased to report, that after
a short departure from dealing
with the Acorn platform, BV

Computers, London are back. For
the expanding graphics user BV

are a must because of their

stunning printer (including the
Epson Stylus - see below) and
monitor offers and their equally
impressiverepair expertise.

BV

Tel: 0181*965 4056

Superjet come back
The EpsonStyluscolour,or Epson

Stylus Colour II as it is now known
isarguably the finest colour inkjet
that f 200-£250will buy you.

Epson, boldly makes thisclaim
with promotional leafletsdirectly
comparing the qualityprintouts
fromthe Stylus Colour against
Canon and HP offerings. But a

couple of months ago, in reply to
a letter I received, I said there was

a great deficitin qualityand
speed usingthe Acorn to drive
the Epson whencompared to the
Mac.

Iwas swiftly corrected in my

explanation bya number of
people whotoldmethat Printer
Drivers 1.52 included a

MicroWeave option for 720dpi
error diffused printing for the
Stylus Colour. I promptly
upgraded myPrinterDriver
version, and lo and behold, the

Acorn now produces the same
qualityin approximately the same
time as myMac. However, the
fact still remains that the original

Epson software has far more,
beautifully interface controlsover
such variables as diffusion

density, colour correction, and
print speed.

The take home message isthat
if youown an Epson Stylus,
upgrade to 1.52and you'll be
amazedby the capability of this
wonderful printer.

Contacting me
You can contact the graphics and

DTP page bywritingto me, Jack
Kreindler at Acorn User, Media

House,AdlingtonPark,
Macclesfield SK10 4NP,or by

email to augrafix@idg.co.uk.
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Public Domain
RiscWorld PD

After several recent attempts to

start up new PD libraries,

unfortunatelyfollowed by

relatively little success, another
PDenthusiast is launching a new

source of PD. Daniel Hayes is

startinghisown library, called
RiscWorld PD.As well as having

plenty of experience in the world
of PD, Danisa regular Internet

and BBS user, making his library

an invaluable source of PD for

modem-less PD users. I think this

isa veryimportant area that Dan
should take advantage of.

Discs cost £1.50 for DD and

£2.50 for HD. RiscWorld can be

contacted at: R.W.P.D, 1

Standhouse Lane,Aughton, Lanes

L39 5AR. Ifyou'reon the net and
want to order by email, contact:

Daniel.Hayes@Argonet.co.uk.

AfterDarc Software

AfterDarchas several projects in

the pipeline, as well as

maintaining its PD library. The

brand new catalogue software

shouldbe ready soon, as well as

an arrayof programs including
everything from command line
utilities to an 'interactive fiction

game'. I'll keepyou up to date
with developmentsin this

column.

UnCrunch

Oneof the incredibly handy

compaction utilities that canbe
found in the tool box of any self

respecting coderisthe Crunch
application by Bernard Jungen.

Crunch compresses executable
files and appends some

decompaction codeto the result.
This producesa self extracting
archive that can be run just as

easily as the original code.
Until now, it was impossible to

un-crunch files created with

Crunch. However, help is at hand

from a little command line utility

by Dizzy Wizard Software that
does all the work of

decompression for the price of a
simple instruction entered at the
command line. UnCrunch is

available from Arcade BBS.
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Coder's Revenge
AS revealed in a

previous PD col
umn, the very
popular German
scene magazine,
Coder's Revenge, is
moving to a bi
lingual format to
open the disc mag
to a UK audience.

The first partly
English language
CR is here, and it
was well worth

waiting for.
Its first appear

ance is reminiscent

of typical Amiga
disc magazines
while maintaining
that strong Acorn
enthusiast feel.

The magazine opens with a
little demo effect before offer

ing either a multi or single
tasking mode in which to
view the magazine.

The standard of graphics
and ability to run in the desk
top or in a more visually
appealing single tasking
mode indicates the level of

work put into the project. It's
nice to see this kind of pre-

lick on iten to load article!
...Coder's Revenge 82/96 - contents

editorial - hi ya archi-freax!
How to control the discnag
Contributions and delivering

szene neus

archie party tine
aCorN deltogrOup nEnberLisTs
world wide acorn bbs list
aCoRH cHarTs
sales and contax

Bedienung des DiscHags
Hie konn ich an und in Coder s Revenge?

Flohfiarkt und Contax

aSCii-aRt - thE aHinaHiaCs....
POURay course part 81 - English

Convention Party live report :)

POVRay-Kursus Teil 81 - deutsch
Die grofte CR-Unfrage
GPaint Test
Die Conputerfreaks
und uie Hacker uirklich sind... :)

coding, sources, hints&cheats

Hints'n'Cheats TiPS&Tricks

sentation. In terms of con

tent, the articles are mainly
demo or demo group oriented
with a strong emphasis on
programming.

User input is encouraged
through a voting section for
demos and coding software, a
strong scene feel is present.
My only complaint is the lack
of more articles - a problem
with most other disc maga

zines. Hopefully if English
readers get involved, plenty
of effort will be spent to keep
the magazine bi-lingual.

Coder's Revenge is available
on the net from the Stuttgart
ftp server, or direct from the
magazine's authors, the group
Archiologics, at: David
Schalig, Raoul-Wallenberg-
Str.44, 12679 Berlin,
Germany.

Symposium
BY the time you read this, one of Europe's
biggest scene parties will have taken place in
Germany. Running for all of 72 hours in an
enormous conference centre in Hamburg, the

meet is supported by coders from almost every
platform. Organised by big name Amiga groups
like the Polka Brothers and Sanity, the party also
features strong support from the PC, and more
importantly, Acorn scenes.

The party culminates with a multitude of
competitions. In addition to cross platform
music and art contests, prizes are up for the best

demos on each of the computers featured at the
party. Reports that Acorn are offering a RiscPC to
the winner of the Acorn demo competition have
understandably acted as a major incentive for
demo entries and I'm sure will provide demo

fans with even more graphics to check. Full
marks to Acorn for getting involved at this kind
of level.

Results of the competition winners and details
of the demo entries will be featured in the next

column, but in the meantime, watch out on the
Stuttgartftp serveron the net for the entries.

Meta conversion
ONE of our software requests in an earlier issue
was for the ability to convert Windows Metafiles
to Draw format. WMF->Draw is a Careware
application which goes some way to providing
the answer.

Although nol all object types are supported,

author Keith Sloane is interested in developing
the program further. Keith can be contacted by
email at: keithsC^cix.compulink.co.uk and his
application is on the Arcade BBS and available
from Five Star Marketing on disc U43. Thanks to
Dave for finding this invaluable app.



Games
PLENTY of news from Germany this month,
with several new PD and shareware games hit
ting the scene.

Xylon II
First up is Xylon II, a fantastic shareware shoot
'cm up coded almost entirely in BASIC. Now
don't let that put you off, because this is one of
the best PD games I've featured in this column
since the time when PD enthusiasts used to men

tion the name 'Tom Cooper' with alarming
regularity.

After the unusual 'Spots' game, Patrick
Hinricbs has created yet another excellent PD
game. It's of the sideways scrolling landscape
type, where you control a little spaceship with
the task of blowing loads of weird and wonder
ful aliens to kingdom come. The graphics are
very varied with all kinds of flying aliens, limpet
guns and strange bubbles of water that engulf
your ship if you're off guard.

Power ups appear with useful regularity equip
ping your ship with additional guns, drones and
rockets. An options screen allows you to tailor
the effects used in the game to the speed of your
computer. If you are running on ARM2 it's possi
ble to turn off the quantity of explosions and
some of the levels of parallax graphics.

I did find the game a little on the hard side.
You are equipped with plenty of lives, but one

f'Pff^f^f

hit from an enemy spaceship is enough to send
your ship crashing into the ground and it can be
a little bit frustrating when you're hit by an alien
that comes on to the screen behind you leaving
you little chance to get out of the way.
Fortunately the two-player mode sets the odds of
players versus alien scum a little more evenly,
but watch out for key clashes on a RPC key
board. Xylon II is available on disc GA72 from
Five Star Marketing.

Space Taxi
Space Taxi is a small Freeware game in which
you control a rocket powered taxi. Vaguely
Thrust-like in terms of gameplay, the object is to
pick up fares by landing your taxi by waiting
customers and transporting them to their
required destination. The controls provide the
ability to thrust in any direction or put your
undercarriage down, allowing you to touch
down on a landing pad.

Unfortunately this prevents you from operat
ing your thrusters, necessitating last minute
deployment of the wheels. The only drawback is
the small number of levels provided. Three isn't
really enough to keep you going for long. To sum
up, not an amazing game, but certainly worth a
look. Space Taxi is on disc GA72 from Five Star
Marketing.

Infinite Mass
The final offering is a rather nice puzzle game.
These kind of brainteasers seem to be very popu
lar in the PD field, where the design and
production values don't really need to be too
high as long as the game is playable. Infinite
Mass, by Armbugs, is very unusual in its game-
play. The overhead view is very reminiscent of
an arcade style game, and the Help text informs
you that you have to move a frog around a maze
and collect all the pills on the screen.

What it doesn't tell you is that you are work
ing against a very harsh time limit and that you
can only control the direction of your frog when
it crosses special control squares. Its all rather
hard to explain on paper but what it comes

down to is a wickedly addictive puzzle
that requires a lot of experimentation
and the ability to formulate and
remember the correct path to take
across the screen.

The features are good with an all
important password system, essential
for this type of game. There's also a
comprehensive and easy to use level
editor. Functioning in the desktop, the
editor provides all the features you
need to formulate new puzzles. Just
remember to place any you create in
the public domain!

Infinite Mass appears a little strange
at first glance, but do persevere
because it's a great little game. Infinite
Mass can be obtained from Five Star

Marketing on disc GA72.
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StickyEdge
Another little module to enlarge

your boot up sequence. It runs a

specialcheckwhenever you drag
a window off the edge of the
desktop. The window will be

forced to stop at the edge of the
window unless you move it much

further off the edge. This has the
effect of making it stickto the
edge, allowing you to line it up at

the side of your desktop very
easily. StickyEdge is on the

Arcade BBS.

Recommended

PD Libraries

The Datafile

71 Anson Road

Locking

Weston-Super-Mare

BS24 7DQ

Naked PD

'Fayence'

Fulford Road

Stoke-on-Trent

Staffs ST119QT

ArchAngel PD

PO Box 41

Exeter

EX4 3EN

APDL

39 Knighton Park Road

Sydenham

London

SE26 5RN

FiveStar Marketing

4 Shepherds Walk

Bushey

Hertfordshire

WD21LZ

Beebware PD

83 Forrest Road

Huncote

Leicester

LE9 3BH

ARM Club PD Library
Freepost ND6573

London

N12 0BR

Contacting me
Youcan contact the PD page by
writing to me, Paul Wheatley, at

Acorn User, IDG Media, Media

House, Adlington Park,

Macclesfield, SK10 4NP or by
email to aupdpage@idg.co.uk
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Showroom open Mon-Sat 10-18.00 hrs (All prices exclude VAT) Carriage included except where indicated

CD-ROM
A

Hard Discs TopicArt
Single disc clipart containing approx. 50 high quality draw format dtp art images,
each on a single subject. Comes with mono reference sheet. 20 subjects are
availablenow. Ploaso specifywhen ordering.Site lic^nccs^arc£16*VAT per disc,
please ring for further details.

All CD-ROM's are Multi-Session.
PholoCD, CD-DA. While Book
compatible & come complete with
data/sound cables, screws S lilting
instructions. SCSI drives require an
interlace with CDFS 2.20 or greater. Oliver included.

Internal Drives
4x Speed ATAPI (IDE) (Tray) £90
6x Speed ATAPI (IDE) (Tray) ECall
These drives can only be used on a RiscPC or A7000 with
RiscOS3.6 or later (Add E34.VAT lor RiscOS 3.5).

2x Speed SCSI (Tray) £110
4.4x Speed SCSI (Tray)oR-ui24x £210
PCW Verdict.- 'It's extremely quick, and a bargain.'

6.8x Speed SCSI (Tray) 135ms £270
External Drives
2x Speed SCSI (Tray) 275ms £170
4.4x Speed SCSI (Tray) isoms £260
6.8x Speed SCSI (Tray) isoms £320
SCSI cards
Morley cached SCSI card £160
PoworTec SCSI II card £165
Above are suitable for A300. A400, A3000 (Ext.£30). A540.
A5000 and RiscPC.

RiscPC Computers
AllAcorn computers include 1yr on-site
maintenance. 3yr On-site is available,
20/20 finance available, ring for details.
For PC Cards see PC Card section below.

14" Monitor Systems (AKF60)
RPC600 4MHD425 £1128
RPC600 4MHD425+4xCD £1179
RPC700 5MHD425 £1319
RPC700 5MHD425+4xCD £1370
RPC700 10MHD850 £1658
RPC700 10MHD850+4xCD £1709
17" Monitor Systems (AKF90)
RPC600 4MHD425 £1446
RPC600 4MHD425+4xCD £1497
RPC700 5MHD425 £1639
RPC700 5MHD425+4xCD £1690
RPC700 10MHD850 £1957
RPC700 10MHD850+4xCD £2008
Add £20 for liyama MF-8617E
Add £85 for liyama MT-9017E

IDE Bare Drives ISCSI Bare Drives
635Mb 12ms £1301730Mb 12ms E170
850Mb 12ms ECall j1Gb 12ms £210
1Gb £Call| 2Gb 12ms £500
Abovo are 3J4" bare drives only. Please add the rclavcnt
accessories IfOm below. Drives are Connor or Quantum.
ForA3000/A3010 hard discs see Hard Card section below.

Syquest Removable SCSI Drives
External DrivesInternal Drives

105Mb Syquest £150
270Mb Syqucsl £250

Syquest Cartridges
EZ135MbCartridge £20| 105Mb Cartridge £25

1270Mb Cartridge £49
Hard Disc Interfaces/Accessories
50-50C SCSI Cable £10
SCSI II-50C Cable £25
5M-3V2open adapt £10
IDE Accessories
IDE interface £79
2nd Hard Drive Kit £15
External case/PSU £79

EZ135Mb SyquestC199
(Above includes cartr.)
105Mb Syquest £200
270Mb Syquest £329

25-50 SCSI Cable £10
SCSI Terminator £10
5'4-354 HD adaptor £12
SCSI Interfaces
Morley Cached £160
CumanaSCSIII £165
PowerTec SCSI II £165

20/20 Finance
on Acorn Systems (0%APR)

20% deposit (min) and 20 interest
free monthly payments. Available
subject to status. Ring for details.

A7000 Systems with 14" Monitor
A7000 2MNET £799
A7000 2MHD425 £799
A7000 2MHD425+4xCD £899
A7000 4MHD425 £867
A7000 4MHD425+4xCD £969

RiscPC Multimedia CD-ROM Pack
Includes 25W stereo mains speakers, Hutchinsons
Encyclopedia & RiscDisc (Vol.1) together with one ol the
following CD-ROM drives.

4x ATAPI CD Pack £165
The abovo can only be used with RiscOS 3.6 machines.

4.4x SCSI CD Pack £375
The SCSI Pack includos a Morleycached SCSI Card.
Add £20 oxtra for SCSI 2 Card.

New CD-ROM!

£32+VAT
Contains over 2000
ClipArt files, each in

Draw, ArtWorks & EPS
formats + other demos.

Floppy discs
£8 + VAT each

Single Floppydisc subjects available
(onedisc per subject)

Genera
2 Transport
3 Costumes
4 Entertainment
5 Bugs 2 Slugs
6 Road Signs
7 Sports Equip
8 Sports Figures 18 X
9 Dinosaurs 19 X,,.„~
10 Symbols 20 Xmas4>^JV>

11 Tools
12 AnimalsGB
13 Chem Signs
14 Fire/EmorgSn
15 Hazard Signs
16 Saloly Signs
17 Xmasl

QuickLyn
Software only
With 5m Local Cable

With 10m Local Cable
QuickLynk allows you to
automatically access
another Acorn RiscOS
computer remotely using
the serial port via
modems or locally using
a cable to connect the
two computers. Each
computer can bo
configured to allow access to any attached filing
system device og ADFS, IDE, SCSI, CDFS, etc.
Once connected, files can be transferred to/from
the remote computer. Other features include
password access, auto dialler with phone book
and chat mode to send messages to remote
computer/user. Transfer rales up to 1900 bytes/s
can be achieved with older computers, eg. A410,
A3000, peaking at 11400 byles/s on the RiscPC
range. The transfer rate is limited by the speed of
the serial port. Requires RiscOS 3.10 or greater.

zip Drives
• Zip Drives work just like your hard drive, letting
you instantly access files and applications, exept
they are removable.

• Zip Drives use 100Mb Capacity Zip Discs.

• Any Number of discs can be used giving
unlimited capacity.

• Zip drives are fast, data transfer speeds around
IMb/s - ideal to backup your hard drive.

• Each drive comes with a 1 year warranty and a
free starter disc.

• The Zip drive requires a SCSI card.

InternalZip Drive (SCSI) £180
Above also includes a PC SCSi card.
External Zip Drive (SCSI) £170
Single 100Mb Cartridge £15
Pack of Ten Cartridges £115

Mail Order - 0161-474 0778 (All prices exclude VAT) Carriage included except where indicated

en purchased with a RiscPChen purchased with a RiscPC System
PC5x86-100 £399
PC486DX4-100 £199
PC486DX2-66 C149
PC486SX33 £99
When purchased seperately
PC5x86-100 £499
PC486DX4-100 £299
PC486DX2-66 £249
PC486SX33 £199

Trade-In discounts of £100 for DX2/DX4 cards
and £200 for PC5x86 cards are available when
trading in a ACA42 486SLC33 PC cards.
Add E6.VAT carriage for PC cards.

iscPC Upgrades
Microsoft Windows "95 (CD-ROM) £70
Microsolt Encarta '96 for Windows £40
MicrosoftCinemania '96 (Win95only) £35
ESP16 bit Sound Card (Carr.£2.VAT) £60
YES 16 bit Mozart Card (carr. £2. VAT) £60
2nd Slice Case Upgrade (Carr. £6. VAT) £99

emory upgrades
:PC Memory, please ring to conlirm puces

4MbSIMM £60|8MbSIMM £110
16Mb SIMM £210 32Mb SIMM ECall
1MbVRAM £100 |2Mb VRAM £160
1-2Mb VRAM Upgrade (exchange) £100
A3000 Memory
1-2Mb RAM £55|2-4MbRAM £90
1-4Mb RAM £129|
A3010 Memory
1-2Mb RAM £40 2-4Mb RAM
1-4Mb RAM £145
A3020/A4000 Memory
2-4Mb RAM £89
A5000 Memory
2-4MI)RAM £89 |4-8Mb RAM

A300/400 Scries
4-8Mb RAM £229

lonitors

Acorn AKF60 14" 0.28dp MultiScan £325
Acorn AKF90 17" 0.28dp MultiScan £599
llyama MF-8617E 17"0.26dp M/Scan £540
llyama MT-9017E 17"0.25stripc M/Scan £600
Older computers willrequire an adaptor £12

rimers (Include Cable)
n BJC-210 (360dpi Mono) New! £189

Includes free colour cartridge whilst stocks last
Canon BJ-230 (360dpi Mono) £265
Canon BJC-4100 (720x360dpi Colour) £240
Canon BJC-610 (720dpi Colour) Newl £350
HP LaserJet 5L 4ppm (600dpi) £410
IIP LaserJet 5P 6ppm (600dpi) £630
Add £40 to above printers for TurboDrivcr

jr etworking
A30X0 Ethorl.an 102 10Uasc2/l

A3020/A4k EtherLan 200 10Base2
A3020/A4k EtherLan 201 10BaseT
A300-A5k EtherLan 502 10Base2/T
RlscPC/A7k EtherLan 602 10Base2/T
For Access* add £15 to above prices.
NctCubcs (Easy to install 10bT Hub
pack for -6 computers. Ring for mor

£125
£135

£135

£125

£105

ECall

info)

liimvrlll'l
SingleRomsel (lilting instr./no discs) £34|
3 Rom sets (titling instr./no discs) £79
10 Rom sets (luting instr./no discs) £255
Documentation (Guide & Discs) (0% VAT) £29
Carrier board for A300/A440 £22 I

ortable Computers
Acorn A4 Portable Eli
Pocket Book II (256k) £2
Pocket Book II (1Mb) £2
Psion 3a (1Mb) £2
Psion 3a (2Mb) &
AutoRoute Express UK/EIro
- 'This must be one of the best packages
- you can add to your PockolBook/Psion3a'
A-Link £42
Parallel Link £26
128k RAM SSD £43
256k Flash SSD £47
PB/Ps3 Games ECall

PC Serial Link £60
Mains Adaptor £15
512k RAM SSD £105
512k Flash SSD £77
PBII/Ps3a Games £45

24Tl6WuT!!m3aCW(!^
24i16Multimedia Card (1Mbframestore) £385
486SLC50MHz Bare PC Card £339
FPA Upgrade for ARM3 £59
iTVTV Tuner & Teletext card (Mam) £169
Joystick Interfaco (all m/c's) £28
Logitech Mouse (Acorn) £25
MidiMax Card (CC) £68
MovieMagic (CC) £249
Scart - 9pin Monitor/RGBTV cable £12
Scart - 15pin Monitor/RGBTV cable £12
Serial Upgrade for A3000 (Acorn) £19
Stereo Speakers 25W (mains powered) £35
Stereo Speakers 80W (mains powered) £50
TVTuner withTeleText (CC) £157

I i'if«T» M i'iT?Bi
USR 14.4Vi Sportster £110
USR 28.8Vi Sportster £185
USR Courier V.34 £265
Above modems come complete with a 25-25
PC wired cable utilising a 25-9 adaptor at the
computer end as standard. This may hinder the
printer port. We can supply 9-25 way cables if
required, see below. A3000 and Archimedes
will require an Archi wired modem cable.
Add CG, VAT if additional cable is required.

ANT Internet Suite £98
ArcTerm7 £78
ArcFax £28
9-25 Archimedes Wired Modem Cable £10
9-25 PC Wired Modem Cable £8
3-wav Serial T-Switch Unci, common cable1£28

canners/Digitisers
canLight Video 256 £189

Epson GT-5000 Colour Parallel Scanner ECall
Epson GT-5000 Colour SCSI Scanner £389
Epson GT-8500 Colour SCSI Scanner £525
Colour scanners incl. ITWAIN, ImMaster & Cbl.
Vision24 Colour Digitisor Int £69/Ext £94
Hi-Vision24 Digitisor A5000 Inl £94/Ext £119

Hard Cards/Multi-Pods

80Mb i •Usor Port . 2 Slots £ 186
130Mb • User Port . 2 Slots £269
160Mb. User Port. 2 Slots £319
A3000 Internal IDE Hardcards
80Mb . User Port £156

130Mb i User Port £219
160Mb i Usor Port £279
See top ol page for other hard discs.

BO-OI
BC-02 Cartridge (BJ-200/BJC-210) £17
BC-05 Cartridgo (BJ-210) ECall
BJI-642 Cartridge (BJ-300) £15
BJI-201bk Black Cartridge (BJC-600 ser.) £10
BJI-201C/M/Y Cartridge (BJC-600 ser.) £8 ea,
BCI-21Bk Black Cartridge (BJC-4000) £9
BCI-21C Colour Cartridge (BJC-4000) £17
BC-20 Fast Black Cartridge (BJC-4000) £25
BJI-643 Black Cartridge (BJ-800) £16
BJI-643C/M/Y Cartridge(BJ-80O) £20 ea.
DeskJct500 Mono/Colour Cartridge E20/E23
EP-L Toner (LBP-4/HP LJIII) £59
Epson Stylus Colour Black £16/Colour £30
HP 92274A Toner (HP LJ4L) £59
Swilt24 Mono/Colour Ribbon £7/£ 15

JEW/

.corn HISCOS3 PRM s Add £7 carr.
Acorn Volume 5a PRM Add £7 carr. £29.95

Acorn BBC Basic VI Guide £19.95
RiscPC Tech Rel Guide Add £7 carr. £29.95
ArtWorks Made Easy (Dabs) £10.00
DTP on the Archimedes (Sigma) £12.95
Firststeps inprogRiscOS (Sigma) £14.95
Game Maker's Manual (Sigma) £14.95
RiscOS 3 First Steps (Dabs) £10.00
Add £2 Carr to above (£4 for Acorn books)

residonts add 17.5% VAT to all prices
except books. Carriage free in UK (excluding
romoto areas) (except books), elsewhere at
cost. Orders MUST be accompanied by a
phono number. Prices and spec's subject to
change Without notification.Goods subject to
availability. Goods not ottered on trial basis.
Restocking loo on non-faulty returns. Official
orders welcome from educational institutes,
chq withorder under £30. ESOE.

31;.
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Advantage (Longman) £46
ANT Internet Suite (ANT) £98
ArcFax (David Pilling) £28
ArcTerm7 (Serial Port)
Artworks (CC)
AudioWorks (CC)
Blinds (Quantum)
C/Cr. (Acorn) (£7 Carr;
CADot (Minerva)
Card Shop (Clares)
Chameleon 2 (4Mation)
Compl. Animator (IOTA) £79
Compression (CC) £29
DataPower (IOTA) £123
Desktop Thesaurus (BB) £19
Digi.Symphony (Oregan) £48
Disc Rescue (Look) £28
Easy C++ (Beebug) £93
Eureka v3 (Longman) £93
FireWorkz (Colton) £89
FireWorkz Pro (Colton) £139
Font Directory2 (Look) £28
Font FX (DataStore) £10
Glimpso (Sherston)
Graphics Loaders (CC)
Hard Disc Comp. (BB)
Hatchback (4Mation)
Hearsay II (Beebug)
Home Accounts (Minen
HTML Edit 2
Illusionist (Clares)
ImageFS (Alt Publ)
Imago Outliner (IOTA)
Impression Publisher
Impression Publisher.
Impression Style (CC)
InterTalk (Acorn)
Koystroke (Quantum)
MacFS (CC)
MacFS Lite (CC)
Magpie (Longman)
Morpheus (Oregan)
Night Sky (Clares)
Notato (Longman)
Ovalion (Beebug)
Personal Accounts (Apr
PhotoDesk (Spacetech) £157
PhotoTouch (Oregan) £68

are tor

ArtWorks on CD (CC) £90
Childrens Micropedia CD £85
ClipArt CD 1/2 (CC) £19 each
Dinosaurs (MS) £39
Dune II (Eclipse) £36
Granny's Garden CD £28
Guardn's of the Greenw'd £45
Hulchinsons Encyclopod' £30
Musical Instruments (MS) £39
PB Bears Bthday Party £32
Replay Starter Kit (Acorn) £37
RiscDisc Vol 1 CD £17
RiscDisc Vol 2 CD £17
Simon the Sorcerer CD £36
TopicArt CD-ROM £32

£78
£90
£45
£21

£213
£99
£19
£33

£10
£42
£42
£32
£75
£28
£37

£40
£38
£46

£120
£210
£75
£78
£28
£76
£45
£50
£32
£63
£54
£79
£36

n Point Junior (Long)
PipeDream4 (Colton)
Plot (Clares)
Poster (4Mation)
ProArtisan 2 (Clares)
Prophet (Apricote)
PublishArt (SmartDTP)
Rocordz (Colton)
Rosultz (Colton)
Rhapsody (Clares) v3
S-Base2 Personal (Lon
S-Base 2 Developer
S-Base 2 Developer*
Serenade (Clares)
ShapeFX (Datastore)
Sibelius Junior
Sibolius 6
Sibelius 7
Sleuth (Boebug)
Sleuth2 (Beebug)
Snippet (4Mation)
SparkFS (Pilling)
Speech 2! (Superior)
Studio24 (Pineapple)
Touch Typo(IOTA)
TurboDnver BJ (CC)
TurboDriver HP (CC)

£85
£63
£74

£102
£145

£29

£97
£75
£74

g)£48
£98

£147
£75
£10

ECall
£175
£789

£50
£93

£32

£21
£22

£120

£38
£42
£42

TurboDriver Epson (CC) £42
Twecn (Ace)
TypoStudio (Beebug)
Vector (4Mation)
WordWorks (CC)
Wordz (Colton)

M:lllM:!M
Xrbuprcmac^Sup^^m
Alone in the Dark (Kris) £26

£20

Axis (TBA) £20

BattloChoss (Knsahs) £22

Birds ol War (4D) 2Mb £23

Black Anqel (4D) £23

Break 147/Superpool £23

Burn Out (Orogan) £20

Cannon Fodder (Krisalis £20

Carnage Inc (4D) £18
Champions (Krisalis) £22
-Includes Man Utd, J Kr in

- Squash. Wld Class
- Lcadcrbrd & Boxing M
Chocks Compendium £23

Chuck Rock (Krisalis) £10

Crystal Maze (Sher) £24
Cyber Chess (4D) £23

Darkwood (Eclipse)
Dune II (Eclipse) £27
Dungoon (4D) 2Mb £23
Empiro Soccer (Maglm) £23
Enter the Realm 2Mb £18
E-Type Compend. (4D) £18
E-Type 2 (4D) £23
Fire & Ice (Times Wame )£20
Flashback (US Gold) £22

FTT (TBA) £20

Global Effect (Eclipse) £27

GODS (Krisalis) £10
Haunted House 2Mb £18

Tel: 0161-474 0778AM
Authorised Acorn Dealer, Fax: 0161 474 0781, Email: info@desktopp.demon.co.uk

Unit 2A, Heapriding Business Park, Ford St, STOCKPORT, Cheshire. SK3 0BT

Hero Quest (Krisalis) £22
Holed Out Compendium £18
James Pond (Krisalis) £10
James Pond 2 RoboCod £20
Krisalis Collection £22
-Includes. Mad Prof. Pipo'm,
- Torramox & Revelation
Lemmings (Krisalis) £15
Lemmings for RiscPC £22
Lommings 2 Tribes 2Mb £22
Lotus Turbo Chall2 (Kris) £19
Magic Pockets (Reneg) £20
Magnotoids (Oregan) £22
Man United Europe (Kris) £10
Oh No More Lemmings £16
Playitagain Sam 1/2/3 E19ea.
Populous (Krisalis) £22
Real McCoy2/3/4 £24ea.
Repton 3/4 (Superior) £19ea.
Rick Dangerous £14
Sally & Wally(Oregan) £20
Saloon Cars Deluxe (4D) £23
Scrabble (US Gold) £21
Sim City (Krisalis) £26
Sim City 2000 (RiscPC) £30
Sim City 2000 (A5000) £30
Simon the Sorcerer 2Mb £31
Speedball 2 (Krisalis) £20
Spobbleoids E20
Spobbleoid Fantasy (4D) £24
Starfighter 3000 (Fednet) £23
Stunt Racer 2000 (4D) £23
Stunt Racer Xtra Tracks £17
SWIV (Krisalis) £10
Time Machine (4D) £18
Virtual Goll (4D) 2Mb £23
Virtual Golf Augusta Cse £13
Wotlenstein 3D (Powers) £23

107i?SoftwarSer!e^^^
-EarlyEssentials(over7) £18
-English (6-16yrs) £18
-French (8-16yrs)
-Junior Essentials (5-11) £18
•Maths (Number) (6-16) £18
-Maths (Algebra) (6-16) £18
-Maths (Statistics) (6-16) £18
-Spelling (over 9) £18
-Driving Test £10
-Dinosaurs (all ages) £10
Crystal Rain Forest (Sh) £40
Darryl the Dragon (4M) £18
Fun School 3 £17
(Spec age group ,<5, 5-7, >7)
Fun School 4 £17
(Spec ago group .<5.5-7. >7)
Granny's Garden (4M) £23
KidPix (ESM) £37
Maths Circus (4Mation) £25
Noddy's Playtime (JBn) £20
('laydays (Gameswarc) £21
Rosio & Jim
- Duck loses its Quack £10
• Jim gets the sneezes £10
Call lor titles not listed
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Portables
DataView Pro
THE Pocket Hook's database has

never been much to shout about

and a number of packages have
been released to try and
improve this situation. One of
these, DataView, was reviewed
in this column some time ago
and now Purple Software have
released DataView Pro, a com

pletely re-written and vastly
improved version.

DataView Pro (DVP) is a com
plete replacement for the PB's
database and provides all the
features of Cards and many
more including card and list
views, user definable groups,
single and multi-level sorting
and searching and the ability to
define the content of a field as

either number, date, currency or
text etc.

The groups function is, in my
opinion, a good enough reason
alone for buying DVP. It allows
the user to create up to eight

named groups which can then
be called up at the touch of a
button. In a school situation the

groups could be your teaching
classes, and by selecting the rel
evant group you can access the
information on the class you are
teaching within seconds - the
hassle of searching for the rele
vant pupils has gone.

DVP's searching and sorting
options are both fast and com
prehensive. Sorting and
searching can be both single
and multi-level with a 100

record database taking less than
a second to sort. Searching also
supports wildcards as well as
and/or/not operators.

The printing options in DVP
are some of the most compre
hensive in any Pocket Book
program. DVP allows you to
print out labels (the program
includes definitions for the

most common labels including

the Avery range), reports in
both list and card formal and

the ability to mail-merge in
conjunction with Write.

DVP contains numerous

other enhancements to Cards

including password protection
of data, the ability to act as an
address book for 3-Pax and a

split screen option. Optional
modules are also available

which enable the Pocket Hook

to read barcodes and send mes

sages via the SMS mobile phone
message system.

Overall DVP is an excellent

application. Every feature of
Cards seems to have been

looked at and improved with
numerous other features added

for good measure. Very Highly
Recommended.

DataView Pro costs £69.95 on

SSD and €59.95 on PC disc.

Purple Software
Tel: 0171-387 3111

Uroup: Acorn Comp
Name: Phone:^
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1 Acorn Computers (Press Dept) 012Z3 254287

2 Acorn Computers (8 i,iitohhrij^rd,| 01223 254254

m

8%
39th

3 Acorn Rise Technol Shou group l 01223 577800

4 Acorn User tuaniiu« f:IIRiin[2H 01625 878888

5 Acorn Cornp fi# 01223 400400

6 Aleph 1 01223 811679

7 ANT 01223 567808

8 Atomuide 01689 814580

DataView Pro in action

Storks and NewsPADs
ACORN Rise Technologies' new web server
contains a wide range of data sheets on ART'S
products range. Two of these contain details of
new RISC OS based portables: the NewsPAD
and the Stork.

The Stork is a compact sub-notebook com
puter powered by a 32MHz ARM7500 chip and
will be supplied with an external disc drive
and an internal PCMCIA slot. The machine will

have an inbuilt tracker ball, 16 bit sound and

will be supplied with either a 10.4inch colour
or a 9.5inch monochrome screen. The Stork

also features a 'Freeze Mode' standby system
which enables the machine to be suspended in
any mode of operation and returned to the
same state up to five days later.

The NewsPAD is a tablet-style portable com
puter with a colour touch screen and is
powered by the new 40MHz ARM 7500 chip.

The NewsPAI) contains all the features of the

Stork but with a better display unit capable of
displaying 32,000 colours at 800x600, a bi
directional infrared link for communicating
with various I/O devices such as the HP Laser

Jet 5P and provision for a CCD camera
module.

Both the NewsPAD and the Stork can hold

up to 128Mb of SOD1MM memory boards
removing one of the biggest limitations of the
old A4. Optional docking stations will be avail
able for both systems, enabling them to
connect to external monitors, ac power sup
plies and various input/output devices.

Neither product is currently available but the
specification of both machines is enough to
make your mouth water. If you want to know
more check out ART'S web site at: http://
www.art.acorn.co.uk/.

More portables
In next month's issue of Acorn

User, the Education and Network

pages will feature a wide range

of Pocket Book software

including reviews of AutoRoute,
Telenote, PondLife and

PocketLab.

Pocketable Media
Pocket Media is a new company

set up to develop high quality

educational programs for the

Psion 3a and the Pocket Book II.

The company has a large number

of programs due for release over

the next few months including

two which should be available as

you read this: PondLife and The

ThreeLittlePigs.

PondLifeis the first program

from the PocketExplorer series

and allows children to explore a

pond environment. Children can

identify and learn about the

different creatures that can be

found in a pond. The program is

ideallysuited to KS2 and adds a

new dimension to Pocket Book

usage. Other titles planned for
the PocketExplorer series are

Farm Life and City Life.
TheThree Little Pigs is a

version of the popular

educational CD-ROM. The Pocket

Book version contains all the

animations, sounds and graphics

of the full version.

As mentioned last time, with

the launch of the MediaRange,

Acorn is trying to show there are

more uses to the Pocket Book

than the ones people

immediatelythink of. This has

been proven with the launchof

PocketMedia and the two

multimedia-style programs

mentioned above.

Pocket Media

Tel: (01234) 349261

Contacting me
You can contact the Portables

page by writing to me, Mark

Taylor at AcornUser, Media

House, Adlington Park,

MacclesfieldSK10 4NP,or by

email to auport@idg.co.uk.
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Jolly Roger
renumbered
BT have changed the number

issued to Sysop DanielGarrod for

hisCambridge-based Jolly Roger

BBS, mentioned in the April issue

of Acorn User. The number to call

is now (01223) 264347.

URL of the month
Computer consultant and

software developer Paul Skirrow

of OctopusSystems in Ipswich has

opened his personal and company

Web site. They contain

descriptions of Paul's personal

interests and hobbies as well as

details of Octopus Systems' Acorn

dealership, software activities and

products. There's a useful section

on designing Web pages with

links to helpful resources, such as

the CERN HTML style guide, and a
linkspage to all the Internet

search enginesworth knowing

about.

http://www.octosys.co.uk/

Digital Oasis Web
magazine
DigitalOasis,the new Acorn

based online E-magazine co
ordinated by Kai Andersen should

have its first full issue out about

now. Arecent draft edition gave
shape to forthcoming issues,

which will include computer

news, Internet related topics,

games and entertainment, Public

Domainsoftware, their Digital

Avenue multimedia section and

Soft and Hard, reviews from the

Users' point of view. Digital Oasis

will have its own permanent web

URL but try this one for now:

http://www.argonet.co.uk/

users/aok/

Contacting me
Send me any Acorn-interest URLs

you find, and I'll publish a

selection. You can contact me by

writing to David Dade, Acorn

User, IDG Media, Media House,

Adlington Park, Macclesfield,

SK10 4NP,orbye-mailto:

DaviD@arcade.demon.co.uk, or

mail #2 on Arcade BBS 0181-654

2212.
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Comms
A BBS from the blue
TOBY MacKenzie now has a dedicated phone
line installed for his BBS and it's finally online
and already attracting new callers. The
Thunderbolt BBS is located in Orpington, Kent
and runs ArmBBS software on a Rise PC 600

using its internal hard-disc, CD-ROM and sound
card, coupled to a 14400 Sportster modem,
which gives local call access to the London and
south suburban areas.

The telephone line is supplied by Nynex and
costs £25 to install and £7.11 a month rental

(inc. VAT) - quite reasonable running costs.
However, even £85.32 a year can be a sizeable
amount to find for some sysops. Toby and his co-
sysop Helen Rayner are school
students.

There are some special fea
tures including free small-ads
for users' surplus items and,
probably a first among Acorn
interest BBSs, a Recipe of the
Month section.

The BBS has plenty of local
message areas and has
FidoNet licho connections to

the Werewolf BBS, and offers
users limited Internet email

facilities using the hostname
thunderboIt.fido.zetnet.co.uk.

This Fido-linked email system
allows users to receive email

easily, but posting out is
rather unwieldy. Thunderbolt
is FidoNet point 2:254/310.2

Thunderbolt generally spe

cialises in online features including The
Spraywall Door - a sort-of invitation to digital
graffiti, the Good BBS and Good RSDFS BBS
guides, and the popular ARMsRace 'Run-your-
own-BBS' game.

Several separate and growing 'Freeform' file-
bases are available including a section devoted to
the file lists from other BBSs.

Toby and Helen may be among the youngest
Sysops of any Acorn BBS, but their great enthusi
asm and inventiveness should make the BBS a

success.

The Thunderbolt BBS

(01689) 603608

A striking screen design

Which Internet Access Provider?
IT'S certainly difficult to decide which company
offers the best combination of access, software,
service and support. Several Web sites specialise
in collating this information, and the list of
access providers is lengthening daily. Here's a
look at three that caught my eye.

KENTnet Internet Services charge £20 inc. VAT
to set up a domestic account. For the monthly
charge of £15 inc. VAT, you get a full-featured
service, including fixed IP address, V34 28k8bps
access with a maximum of 15:1 user-to-modem

ratio, unlimited Internet access, local call for Mid
and West Kent area codes, newsgroups, WWW,
FTP and POP3 Email, and free software, but not
for Acorn machines. For more details see this

URL http://www.kentnet.co.uk/membershii)
.htm or email info@kentnet.co.uk.

Moose Internet Services provide local call
access to an area which includes most of

Middlesex, Hertfordshire and Buckinghamshire
and the London area as well. Their lines use V34

modems and ISDN access is also available, as
well as reduced rates for some Bell Cablemedia

customers. Their £10 a month or £100 a year exc.
VAT charges get you a userlD and up to three
POP3 e-mail accounts, 500K of Web space and
access to their newsgroup server. For details see
this URL http://www.moose.co.uk/moose/
MOOSEISP.html or email info@moose.co.uk.

A service that's hard to beat on features, price
and technical support is provided by Zetnet
Internet Services Ltd, based up in Lerwick,
Shetland Isles. Their standard account (all inc.
VAT) costs £25 to register and £6 a month or £65
a year, and for this you get Windows software for
a dial-up Internet account with email address,
offline mail and news readers, FTP, WWW,
Telnet, Archie and IRC clients, and a 250K WWW
site. Amazingly, you get all this with total UK
coverage local-call access. For more information,
see this URL: http://www.zetnet.co.uk/
zetpages/info.html or email info@zetnet.co.uk.

For lists of UK Internet access providers, try
http://www.connect.org.uk/techwatch/providers
/index.gif.html or http://www.limitless/inetuk/
providers.html.



Technology
Matrix

Authorised Acorn Reseller

Authorised Apple Macintosh Resseller
Authorised IBM Resseller *

:esexclude VAT & carriage. Prices & spa
maychange without notice. E.&O.E.
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HARD DRIVES HARD DRIVES
INTERNAL DRIVES

SIZE

120MB IDE

250MB IDE
420MB IDE

510MB IDE
850MB IDE

1.0 GB IDE

540MB SCSI n/a
850MB SCSI n/a
1.0 GB SCSI n/a
2.0 GB SCSI n/a

EXTERNAL DRIVES

540MB SCSI £179

850MB SCSI £199

1.0 GB SCSI £249
2.0 GB SCSI £639

A3000

£149
£239

£289

n/a
n/a
n/a

RISC PC

A4/5000

n/a
n/a
n/a

£159
n/a
n/a

£139
£159
£199

£589

RISC OS

VER. 3.6

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

£159
£195

£139
£159

£199
£589

A3010

£149
£239

£289
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a

I£179

I£199
£249

£639

A3020 A3/400

£89 n/a
£189 n/a
£229 n/a

n/a £159

n/a n/a

n/a n/a
n/a £139
n/a £159

n/a £199
n/a £589

£179 £179

£199 £199

£249 £249

£639 £639

£179 £179

£199 £199
£249 £249

£639 £639

SPECIAL SPECIAL

SPECIAL SPECIAL

850MB IDE

850MB SCSI

£159

£159

SYQUEST
DRIVES

INTERNAL

SIZE DRIVE CART

200MB SCSI £289 £55

270MB SCSI £229 £39

270MB IDE £229 £39

135MB IDE £149 £15

EXTERNAL

200MB SCSI £339 £55

270MB SCSI £279 £39

CD-ROM,
DRIVES!! SCANNEF

J^ArliaSOHIC
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PANASONIC PD DRIVE £379

A combined Quad speed SCSI
CD and 650MB optical drive
QUAD SPEED INT. SCSI £129
(Suitable for fining internal to RISC PC)

QUAD SPEED EXT. SCSI £169
(Suitable for connecting to any oxtornal
SCSI port. Includes all cables)

QUAD SPEED INT. KIT £199
(Suitable for fitting internal to RISC PC.
Includes a 16bit SCSI card allowing the
further connection of up to 6 other devices)

QUAD SPEED EXT. KIT £259
(Suitable for A3/400 A3000/10/20
A4/5000 RISC PC. Includes a 10 hit

SCSI card allowing the connection of a
further 6 devices)

QUAD SPEED SCSI TOWERS

pj optical!
DRIVES

^
INTERNAL
230mb with 1 cartridge £329
1.3 gb with 1 cartridge £799
EXTERNAL

u
230mb with 1 cartridge £369
1.3 gb with 1 cartridge £849

H

(ir

MONITORS
MONITORS

IDEK 17"
MULTISCAN

£519

ACORN AKF53 £269

ACORN AKF60 £315

ACORN AKF85 £529

IDEK 17" Multiscan £519

SONY 15"sf Multiscan £329

2 Drive System
3 Drive System

4 Drive System
5 Drive System

6 Drive System

£369

£515

£659

£799

£949

EDUCATION

Technology Matrix supply a full range of
Apple Macintosh and IBM compatible

computers, Printers and Upgrades
Your One Stop Computer Supplier

Equipment, prices and backup
that make Technology Matrix
the preferred supplier

PORTABLE

MONO

360 x 360 dpi.
2 pages per min.

30 page auto
sheet feeder.

DESKTOP

COLOUR

760 x 760 dpi.
2ppm.

Built-in-feeder

A4

IDE CARDS

A300/400

A3000/3010

SCSI CARDS
A300/400 16bit

A3000 16blt

A3010 IGhit

A3020 IGhit

A4000 16bit

A5000 16blt

RISC PC 16blt

RISC PC 32bit

GRAPHICS
Colour card

Gold

Movie Magic
TV Tuner

TV Tuner

with Teletext

Eagle M2 card
Lark card

Midi Max card

GreyHawk
Hawk V9 Mkll

Chroma 150

£69

E69

E85

£85

£85

£249

£89

£159

£329

£199

£69

£99

£199

£129

Chroma £149

Genlock CG3,4,5,6

MEMORY
A3000 1-2r

A3000 2-4mb

A3000 1-4mb

A3010 1-2mb

A3010 2-4mb

A3010 1-4mb

A3020 2-4mb

A4000 2-4mb

A5000 2-4mb

A5000 8mb

A300/400 limb

RISC PC 4mb

RISC PC 8mb

RISCPC 16mb

RISC PC 32mb

SOFTWARE
RISC OS 3

(chips only)
RISC OS 3

(with manuals
and software)

£39

£72

£99

£38

£79

£115

£74

£74

£74

£199

£199

£59

£129

Ccall
Ecall

' II costs six times mors to attract a
< nsv costomerthan It doss to keep

J an existingone.

I Atypical dlsatlstled customer vll tea
J 8-10 people about theirproblem.

It you resolvea complaint on the
spot95%will dobusiness again.

Indiference by the company or a
specificIndividual

In conclusion.-, we are saving that
t

youexpectfrom us I

•TgH'ivft
DESKTOP

MONO

360 x 360 dpi.
3 pages per min.

100 page auto
sheet feeder

CanonI Canon

PORTABLE

COLOUR

360 x 360 dpi.
2 pages per min.

30 page auto
sheet feeder.

DESKTOP

COLOUR

360 x 360 dpi
2 pages per min.

100 page auto
sheet feeder

P DeskJetl HP DeskJet! HP LaserJet
5L

DESKTOP

MONO

360 x 360 dpi
3ppm

Built-in feeder

A4

UMAX

S6E

A4 Flatbed

300x800 dpi
in 24 bit colour

SCSI Interface

DESKTOP

COLOUR

360 x 360 dpi
2ppm

Built-in feeder

A4

EPSON

GT-9000

A4 Flatbed

600x600 dpi
in 24 bit colour

SCSI Interface

DESKTOP

MONO LASER

600 X 600 dpi
4ppm, 1mb Ram

2 paper trays
A4

£385

EPSON

GT-5000

A4 Flatbed

300x300 dpi
in 24 bit colour

SCSI interface

MODEMS MODEMS
SPORTSTER

14.400

ArcFax S/ware

ArcComm S/ware

Voyager Interne! i

£59

£28

£39

£129

SPORTSTER

28.000

Arc Fax SAvaro

ArcComm S/ware

Voyager Internet I

£59

£28

£39

£195

COURIER V.34

Dual Standard

ArcFax S/ware £28

ArcComm S/ware E39
Voyager Internet suite

£59

£319

NETWORK PRODUCTS
EtherLan 102 for A3000/3010/3020/4000 (Podule Slot Combo) £119
EtherLan 210 for A3020/4000 (Network Slot 10Base2) £120
ElhorLan 211 for A3020/4000 (Nlework Slot lOBaseT) £126
EtherLan 512 for A5000 & A400/300 (Podulc Slot Combo)- £119
ElherLan 513 Fibre-Optic Adaptor for A5000 & A400/300 £369
EtherLan 522 for RISC PC with DMAfor improved performance £145
EthorLan 523 Fibre-Optic Adaptor lor RISC PC 600/700 &A7000 £269
EtherLan 602 lor RISC PC & A7000 Podulo Slot Combo £99
EtherLan 102/A+ for A3000 with FLASH ROM (Acorn Access +) £139
EtherLan 210/A+ TenBaso2 lor A3020/4000 FLASH ROM (Acom Access*) £145
EtherLan 211/A+ TenBaseT for A3020/4000 FLASH ROM (Acorn Access*) £145

2 EtherLan 512/A+ Combo for A5000 FLASH ROM (Acorn Access*) £139
EtherLan 602/A+ for RISC PC FLASH ROM (Acorn Access*) £115

' AVIGNON ETHERNET BRIDGE PRODUCTS
E102B A3000 Avignon Bridge card £169
E200B10Base2 A3020 Avignon Briiigo card £179
E201B 10BaseTA3020 Avignon Bridge card £179
E512B A5000 Avignon Bridge card £169
E602B RISC PC & A7000 Avignon Bridgo card £149
Ethorlan/B Avignon Software Upgrado lor any above EtherLan card £49

Technology Matrix supply a full range of i-Cubed
Network products. Please call for prices

Payment Cards Welcome

VISA
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AMIGA ACTION

ACORN USER

CD POWERPLAY

SONYPRO

MACACTION

APPIETALK

MACWORLD

PC HOME

fir Stand Booking:

telephone

PreeisioD Events en

till 518 8374

OPENING TIMES

Friday 17 May 10am - 6pm

Saturday 18 May 10am - 6pm

Sunday 19 May 10am - 4pm

Ticket HOTLINE: 01369 707766

Ckeek eir web site ob: http://www.idg.co.uk/ilive

Br Eiail as bb: iliiB@idg.co.Bk
4'fa
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THE FINANCIAL TIMES GROUP

The Tetal Internet Experience
Visit Internet Live on 17 - 19 May 1996 at Wembley
Exhibition Centre and discover an Aladdin's cave of the

most stunning aspects of the Internet and all it has to
offer.

IT'S MORE THAN JOST AN EXHIBITION, it's a complete experience

Whether you are connected or looking to get hooked
up, the show provides you with a unique opportunity to
unravel the mystery of the Internet and become part of
the action, it's your chance to explore, test, evaluate,
compare and find exactly what it can do for you.
Internet Live is your chance to experience an exciting
mix of interactive features, free seminars, presentations,
advice centres, competitions and a host of special events
catering to your every taste and desire.

EXPERIENCE THE INTERNET - touch it, feel it and experience the

delights of surfing the WEB

WEB VIEW THEATRE - the coolest web sites...ever!

WEB CAFE - relax, unwind and surf

MODEM SHOOT-OUT - the fastest modems right here

SOFTWARE ON-LINE - get to grips with the latest Internet software

EDUNET - learn with the Internet, a must for parents, teachers and children

THE WEB HELP AND ADVICE CENTRE - confused and dazed? Don't

worry the WEB Magazine's experts are here to help solve your Internet problems and

get you back on track to the super information highway

SERVICE PROVIDER GALLERY - test and compare prices from the top

providers.

ADULT ZONE - experience the extraordinary, weird and bizarre... sorry, over

I8's only!

FREE SEMINARS - loads of seminars covering a host of topics about the

Internet and much more.
FINDING wemblev

BY BRITISH RAIL

Wembley Stadium Station
looted between Marylebone and

Banbury on the Chiltern Line.

Wembley Central Station
located on the Euston to Hilton Keynes

and Northampton Line.

BY UNDERGROUND

Wembley Park Station
located on die Metropolitan and

jubilee Lines.

Wembley Central Station
looted on the Bakerloo Line.

BY BUS

The 83,224, 226 and 297 services run
between Wembley Park and Wembley

Central, with the 83 stopping at
the Complex.

Don't delay, avoid the queues book your fast track entry tickets today.

Internet LIVE! PO Box 9, Dunoon, Argyll PA23 8QQ

Simply complete and return this coupon: Please supply: (USE BLOCK CAPS)

Adult tickets QTY @ £7 per ticket = sub-total £

Child tickets QTY @ £5 per ticket

Family tickets QTY @ £20 per ticket =
(2 Adults + 2 Children under 16)

I enclose a cheque/postal order made payable to INTERNET LIVE to the value of £

Please charge my ACCESS/VISA/BARCLAYCARD

Card No _ Expiry date

Full Name of Cardholder Date

Mr/Hrs/lis Initials Surname

Business Name (if any)

Address

Postcode Tel:

sub-total £

sub-total £

Total £

02 ABCDEfGHIIKlHNOPQRSTUVWXT



Simtec
ELECTRONICS

... the Quality Upgrade

Memory Solutions for the A3000,

At Simtec we continue to support all 32-bitAcorn machines. AlthoughA3000 machines
have not been in production for some years, that does not mean we have not continued
to refine the design of our memory upgrades! Originally4Mb boards used 24 chips, but
developing technology soon rendered this design obsolete, enabling the chip count to be
reduced to 8 and now only to 6. The lowerchip count lessens the riskof overloading
elderly power supplies, especially if hard drives or network cards are fitted.

Designed and manufactured using state-of-the-art assembly techniques, our plug-in
boards are engineered with two screw fixing brackets to anchor the board into place to
ensure long term, wobble-free reliability. The use of top quality sockets to match the
computer's tin-plated memory expansion pins eliminates any corrosion problems caused
by sockets of dissimilar metal.

We believe our upgrades are the neatest, most compact around and are available also
as a 1 to 2Mb version with empty sockets for easy upgrading to 4Mb if required. For
those who need even more memory, we offer a 4 to 8Mb upgrade, although this requires
specialist fitting.

Every upgrade is fully tested before despatch and so confident are we of the quality of
our boards, that we offer a full two-year warranty against manufacturing defects.

Whatever your machine, if you need more memory choose
Simtec, the quality upgrade. A full range always in stock.

Memory sizes available:

1 to 2Mb (expandable)
1 to 4Mb 4 to 8Mb

Simtec
ELECTRONICS

Avondale Drive, Tarleton, Preston, Lanes PR4 6AX. Tel: 01772 812863



Cover disc
Baka Chal
WELCOME to Baka Chal! This is an ancient Tibetan game, nor
mally played on a beaten brass board, with the pieces made from
cast brass. This is a strategy game fought between four tigers and
twenty goats — you play the goats while the computer plays the
tigers.

The game starts with the four tigers at the corner points and all
the goats off the board. Click on a point to add a goat, and a tiger
will move — computer's turn.

If a tiger occupies a point adjacent to a goat, and the point on
the far side of the goat is free, the tiger will jump over the goat and
eat it. It's a bit like Draughts in this respect.

Your aim (firstly) is to get all of the goats on the board. Once
they are all on, you may move one in your turn.

To move a goat, click on it (the goat looks at you), and then

'*'~Jx~ •''""•:" "' ''V'

LazyPrint
LAZYPRINT sends simple text or Draw files to a Hewlett Packard
laser printer, allowing easy selection of printer parameters such as
paper orientation, margin sizes and hardware fonts for text print
ing jobs such as program listings, simple letters and address labels.
Draw files can also be printed in either orientation of the paper and
at any magnification and position on the page.

It was written because I am much too impatient to wait while the
Acorn printer driver makes up a graphics page using bitmaps for
characters. The Computer Concepts Turbo driver prints a text page
faster, but much slower than the time taken to print the same page
using the printer hardware fonts and ILazyPrint.

ILazyPrint is not a printer driver, it only sends existing files to
the printer. It does not communicate with other programs so can
not be used from word processors or Desktop Publishing packages.

Operating Instructions
Double-click on the ILazyPrint icon to load the application onto
the Icon Bar.

Fortext files, set up the page layout parameters by clicking Select
over the icon on the iconbar to show a window where you can
select parameters. Then drag text and Draw files to the Il.azyprint
icon.

Text files will be sent straight to the printer; Draw files will open
a window to allow positioning of the image on the page.

b| >'| LinePrimeriHintmeiers

Copies | / | V:"i /;•<:.-;. .
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Tabi (mini
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Lines

| f>0 \ tincli
141 \tpage

[Columns ~~1
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Reset H

click on the point
to which you
wish to move. If

you change your
mind, click on

the goat to dese
lect it. Pieces may
only move along
the marked lines

on to the inter

section points.
The aim of the goats — once all of them are in play — is to trap

the tigers so that none may move. If you succeed, you win. The
tigers must eat four goats to win.

Clicking Menu over the board will offer the option of restart or
quit. The display looksbest in a 256colour mode (15or 28).

This program is PD, please read the help file for further informa
tion about it and Xavier Educational Software Ltd.

Xavier Software

W' ::
i-

*rtl'lr^Jr<./ tffi

D. J. Crennell

The output may be printed or sent to a file of type Printout (FF4),
which can later be sent to the printer by double-clicking over it
provided that the ILazyPrint application has been seen by the filer.
This can be useful for frequently printed files.

Text Parameters

This window is in various sections:

The top left area shows the page layout including:
• Page orientation (portrait/landscape)
• Six positions for a page number (top/bottom and left/

middle/right/)
• Possible heading which shows the complete file name and file

date

• Whether the lines should be numbered — sometimes useful for
program listings

• Whether the output should be sent direct to the printer or to
temporary file for printing later

• How the paper should be fed to the printer. The three possibili
ties are to take all the sheets from the feed hopper, to request that
each sheet be manually fed or to request that odd/even num
bered sheets come from the hopper/manual which allows easy
double-sided printing.
Set the margin sizes in the top right area. Margins are measured

in millimetres from the edge of the paper (not from the edge of the
printable area) and hence have built-in minima. Note: no check is
made on the length of the lines; if they are too long to fit on to the
page, the extra characters are lost without warning; the right mar
gin is used only to set up multi-columns and does not stop the
printing.

Set tab positions in millimetres from the left edge of the paper.
No check is made that the tabs are not off the right hand edge of
the paper. See the help file on how to use the tabs.

Set the number of copies to be printed.
Finallyset up the font for the printing. Up to four different fonts

may be used in any one document. These are numbered from 1 to 4,
the last three being accessed by embedded control codes in the text.

Your layout is now complete. To save the layout for future use,
click over New Layout enter a name for your layout in the white
icon, click over Create and then OK. The maximum number of lay
outs is 12.

Don't forget to save your new layout from the iconbar menu for
next time.

ILazyPrint is shareware, see ReadMe file in the ILazyPrint direc
tory for details.
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Cover disc
DeskBarVu

THIS application is used to monitor sound output coming from the
computer's internal sound channels — it provides VU meters for
most WIMP-based music programs.

There are a couple of options on the iconbar icon menu:
Delay, which changes the way the bars are updated, it makes

them look better if switched on.

Speaker controls the Speaker command for those machines that
support it.

Clicking on icon, makes it toggle through available display
styles, which are:
• Rings which expand with volume
• Two bars which are indicate stereo volume

• Eight filled rings which expand with volume
• Two lines like an F.KG meter

• Eight tiny lines which represent individual channel volume, or

Gudmundur Gunnthorsson

four left/four right
• Eight filled bars for individual channel volume, or four left/four
right
• Eight triangles for individual channel volume, or four left/four
right.

Clicking with Adjust makes the second, fifth and sixth appear
more I.ED-y as on a stereo or VCR.

There are no known problems - this program has been tested on
the full range of Archies available, with the exceptions of the A4,
and RlOx Machines. And it has been tested with:

• Armadeus

• PlayerCD
• Maestro

• Symphony^
Warning: This program takes a lot ofprocessor power.

Regular
items • Run the Rise with thesoftware to get data

from the PC joystick

• *INFO contains a plethora of demos, utili
tiesandapplications to keep you busy

• Wimp Cincludes the beginnings of a special
library of routines for creating applications

Also on the disc is the latest verson of the

Careware package ClicBack.

Disc information

THE software on this disc has been

compressed using ArcFS 2 from
VTi, and are opened by running a
copy of ArcFS then double-clicking
on the archive to open it. There is a
copy of ArcFS on the disc.

Most software will run straight
from the archive, but some pro
grams may need to be copied out
of the archive before being run,
uncompressing them in the
process. Any program that saves a
file to disc, for instance, will be
unable to do so into the archives

on the disc.

Faulty disc?
If your disc is faulty, test whether
it will verify by clicking with
Menu on the floppy drive icon and
choosing Verify.

If it fails to verify or is physi
cally damaged you should return it
to TIB, TIB House, 11 Edward
Street, Bradford, Yorkshire BD4
7BH. If it verifies successfully
return it to the Acorn User editorial

office at the usual address.

The Acorn User cover disc has

been checked for viruses using
Killer version 2.204 from Pineapple
Software.
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a low cost

Tape Streamer

£175
exc VAT

.... the Fast SCSI II

£175
32-bit DMA Transfers

Direct DOS Formatting

Create 4GB partitions with RISC OS 3.6.
Fully compatible with:
• All branded SCSI Hard Drives

• New SyQuest EZ135 and Iomega ZIP Drives
• SyQuest 5.25" and 3.5" Drives
• Mag-Optical Drives
• 'Proteus' Panasonic PD Drives

• Scanners

exc VAT

• ••• Enhanced ADFS

exc VAT

EADFS Software Module

Add a bigger IDE Hard Disc (ie 1GB
or larger) to RISC OS 3.5 Rise PC
• Multiple 512MB partitions possible
• Read/Write Access Parameters

• Passwording

Complete with a 350MB
tape for starting a sensible
backup program for your
important data, this internal
Power-tec drive is a compact
and attractive alternative

to over 200 floppy discs.
It is multi-tasking, network
compatible, and comes with
software for timed and

selective backups.

Power-tec
the power to perform

Check out our Web Site

on the Internet!

http://www.alsystems.co.uk
or email

sales@alsys.demon.co.uk

Power Up a Power-tec
Please call Alsystems on 01420 561111 for further information on any product in the Power-tec Range
Alsystems. 47Winchester Road, Four Marks, Allan, Hampshire. GU34 5HG. England. Tel: +44(0) 1420 5611II. Trade Enquiries Welcome.



V_xD Systems Wuad speed £* 1UU olA speed £/ 1DU

I
Prices

Exclude

VAT

Quad Speed IDE CD Rom System £ 100 six Speed!!
SIX Speed IDE CD Rom System £ 150 '

Double Speed SCSI CD Rom Drive £ 120
Quad Speed SCSI CD Rom Drive tray loading £ 150

Quad Speed SCSI CD Rom Drive caddy loading £ 200
SIX Speed SCSI CD Rom Drive caddy loading £ 300
6.7 SPEED SCSI CD Rom Drive tray loading £ 300

Combined Quad speed CD ROM and 650MB Optical Read/Write Drive £ 450*

6 CD Autochanger Quad speed was £ 999 now £ 500
All drives include CDFS driver. Prices are for internal RiscPC versions. Please phone for details of other versions.

SCSI Interfaces A3()x0/A4000 £ 97

SCSI Interface for RiscPC/300/400/5000 from £ 81

SCSI II Interface for RiscPC (Cumana or Powertec) £ 165
CD Rom systems for A3/4/5000 from £ 195

Cases for CD ROM drives from £ 40 Caddies from £ 4

'Optical drive is SCSI interfaced, no media provided. Optical discs £ 39

'o on

RiscPCs

from £ 54 p.m.
20% deposit

20 Months to pay
Phone for further details

Acorn PC Cards £ 100 or£ 200 OFF when trading in your old Acorn 486SX33
DX2/66 £ 249-£ ioo = £ 149 DX4/100£299-£ioo = £ 199 5x86 £499 -£ 200 = £ 299

RiscPC Ram
April 4MB £ 60
Price 8MB £ 111
Dropf 16MB £239

32MB £579
Guaranteed Acorn compatible

Microvitec 14" M/S (as AKF50) £ 250

Idek 8617e 17" 0.26mm Monitor £ 530

Idek 9017e 17" 0.25mm Monitor £ 580

425MB IDE Conner Drive £ 130

850MB IDE Conner Drive £ 160

Hard Disc Kits for A3020 from £ 80

Hard Disc Kits for A3000 from £ 140

1GB SCSI Drive £ 240

Syquest 105MB Drives from £ 149

Syquest 270MB SCSI Drives £ 270

ARM3 (not for A3000) £ 130

RiscPC Technical Ref.Man. noVat £ -44.95

15MMonitorat 14"Price
with ACB75 RiscPC systems

(£20 ACB70/£30 ACB60)
or

£40 Quad Speed CD Drive
with ACB75 RiscPC systems

(£50 ACB70/£60 ACB60)

Prices above are for Quad Speed. £50 extra for SIX Speed

RiscPC's built to your specification

Prices Exclude VAT

Post from £ 2.00 Courier from £7.00

Credit Card & Official orders accepted.

S@[RntoPgS
78 Brighton Road, Worthing, West Sussex. BN11 2EN. Telephone 01903 523666 Fax 523679

email: cjemicro@pavilion.co.uk Web: http://www.acorn.co.uk/CofT/CJE/
19-960302



Are you

Quasar - been there, done

that, got the scoresheet.
For those who've played Quasar
a few times that might be how
you're feeling; for those who
haven't let me explain.

Basically Quasar is a futuris
tic combat game played in an
indoor arena. Players wear
computer-controlled packs
with sensors and carry a laser
gun with which to zap their
opponents. The lights are low
in the arena and flashing
lights, smoke and loud music
all make for an intense atmos

phere to play the game. Sounds
pretty exciting and it is - at
first.

Several games later you'll
become rather skilled and

begin to crave that bit more.
You're not alone - which is

why Creative Realities began
developing an upgrade to
Quasar, known as Chroma

burst.

Patrick Arnold, Bob Voisey
and Hugo I'iennes of Creative
Realities introduced me to the

wonderful world of laser tag.

How it all began
Quasar, the original system,
was invented in Australia by a
couple of students. In late 1989
Leisure Corp of Ireland bought
Quasar outright, as Patrick
explains: 'They developed it
from what was essentially a toy
into something they could sell
and make some money from'.
Sites began to appear with
Leisure Corp selling guns, packs

Chromaburst

Karen Peach meets

Creative Realities, the
team behind the

upgrade system for
Quasar - Chromaburst

and basically all the kit that was
needed for a Quasar arena to set
up.

And all was going well until,
as Patrick comments: 'With

most games, if you don't come
out with new things the players
become bored, no matter how

good it is, and unfortunately
Leisure Corp never took the
opportunity to revitalise the
game by bringing out new,
interesting things. It's the sort of
thing people gel used to very
rapidly and except for a few
diehards, people come a dozen
times, get used to it, nothing
has changed and they'll go to
find something more interesting
to do.'

That little extra
Hugo introduced Patrick and
Bob to Quasar at the Bath arena.
After playing a few times it
became obvious to them that

something more was needed to
make a customer want to play
again. So about three years ago
they began to throw a few ideas

around in the hope of making
laser tag games more appealing
in the long term.

They checked out the differ
ent types of games - Quasar,
LaserQuest and MegaZonc and
decided to concentrate on the

Quasar system.
The reasons were that there

was an arena close by, it was the
largest seller and also the oldest
and one most in need of an

upgrade. Quasar used an infra
red protocol rather than radio
feedback (which the others

used) for score updates. This
meant that the player had to
return to an energiser to upload
and download data during the
game otherwise they would run
out of shots and not be able to

continue.

Although this gave players a
goal, the problem lay in the lim
ited amount of game options
and variations available. Patrick

says: 'It was quite noticeable,
even at that point that they
were starting to lose business
and there were sites going bust
every now and then.'

There was obviously lots of
room for improvement, and so
about two years ago Creative
Realities was formed with the

purpose of creating an upgrade
for Quasar. They approached
Mark Ldwards, the owner of the

Quasar site in Bath.

Patrick expresses how lucky
they were to find him. 'He was
one of the few people who was
willing to talk sensibly, the
usual response from a lot of peo
ple in the entertainment market
is that they assume everyone is
out to rip them off - which they
usually are - and their response
would be to get out and don't
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Chromaburst

Using the Chromaburst touchscreenfor bookings

come back. His response was
'how much?', and it essentially
went very well from there.' He
has since become a Director of

Creative Realities

Creative Realities are actually
based at the Bath Quasar arena

and from here they have devel
oped and tested new features.
Bob explains, 'basically as a Beta
site the players had to put up
with the occasional fault, on the
other hand they get the soft
ware - the latest thing we
happen to have done.'

The Acorn upgrade
The original Quasar system ran
on PCs, but Creative Realities

decided to use Acorn machines

for their upgrade for various rea
sons. Patrick explains: 'We
started off using them as we
know them inside out. I've been

using them for years and to be
honest they were the best for
what we wanted to do.'

Bob adds that for Creative

Realities 'if the only choice had
been a PC we probably wouldn't
have bothered. It's genuinely
saved us money - all the soft
ware has been the work of

myself and Hugo whereas it
would have been a bigger job
otherwise. With RISC OS we

could bring in a lot of other
people's applications and seam
lessly integrate them.'

Patrick is responsible for the
digital design and the other
member of the Creative Realities

team, Dan Wilson, develops the
analogue sound samples and
analogue electronics.

Patrick explains how
Chromaburst is set up: 'The
main system is based around
the Rise PC. The original net
work boxes were based on the

A3010 and now the A7000,
we've got a number of units,
each of which controls a certain

amount of equipment. We
wrote some pretty simple net
working protocols that were a
lot easier to handle than the

existing Acorn ones, specific to
our application.

We could then control every
thing from the main computer
and upload software to all the
machines', which they have
found works very well.

He also feels that as every
thing is in ROM there are

The Chromaburst system
• RiscPC

• Visual display unit 14in high resolution (VGA) monitor, low
radiation, integral touch screen

• System memory 420Mb Hard Disk,4Mb RAM (Fully

upgradeable)
• Bar code reader Swipewand for reading membership cards
• CD-ROM drive Doublespeed, for sequencingaudio CDs

and installingsystem software upgrades
• Smart-token reader For reading game smart-tokens (player to

pack registration)

• Keyboard and mouse Can be used instead of the touchscreen

• Video camera Monochrome for members' photos

• High quality laser printer Forscoresheets
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advantages as software upgrades
can easily be sent out on floppy
discs or CDs.

All that's new
Bob explains some of the differ
ences of the new Chromaburst

upgrade: The first thing that is
noticeable for the operators is
that it's an integrated system
designed to do everything that
happens, everything that needs
doing for a Quasar site. The old
Quasar ran games, that's it. The
new system takes advantage of
the RISC OS multitasking sys
tem, it basically does anything
you can think of.'

There are eight key modules:
• Game control: This handles

the actual operation of the
games including the controls to
prepare games, print scores and
monitor the player scores dur
ing the game. It allows the
controller to alter the game
options while the game is being
played - even down to applying
them to a particular team or
specific player. The scores can
also be viewed and altered if

needs be - you certainly don't
want the birthday child in tears
when their score sheet shows

they've been hit most. Easier to
just alter the scores so that
everyone is happy.
• Game options: This is used
to set up the game options.
There are many new options in
the upgrade. Options can be set
up in advance and preset
options can be stored for future
use. Time, Lives and Printing,
Team Allocation, Gun, Shield
and Power Up are just a few
options that can be changed.
• Game Scheduling: This mod

ule allows 10 games to be set up
in advance saving time as play
ers can be allocated and options
selected.

• Bookings database: Advance
bookings can be made on this
diary system.
• Player database: Includes
player details including a pho
tograph and previous scores.
• CD player: Plays audio CDs
which can start and stop auto
matically in sequence with the
games.

• Networking: This will pro
vide inter-site mail facilities,

sharing of membership data
bases and automated online

software update installation
• Point of Sale: Acts as a cash
till and bookkeeping system

The second most noticeable

difference for the operators is
the front end. Bob says: 'The
old system ran off DOS and was
very basic, our system runs out



of RISC OS although you're hid^
den from it — things like
pop-up menus and scroll bars
are unnecessary for Quasar mar
shals. You have to work on the

basis that the people who use
the system are not computer
operators. RISC OS lends itself
towards this anyway because
it's a fairly friendly type of
operating system.'

He goes on to explain: 'The
primary control mechanism is a
touch screen, making it, in the
ory, as intuitive as possible. Not
many marshals want to sit
down and read a 250-page man
ual, they need a system that
does what they expect, to that
end we've also made use of the

BubbleHelp system.'
Another improvement Cre

ative Realities have made will

increase the efficiency in terms
of game turn-around. Bob
explains: 'One of the biggest
problems is that even if a
Quasar site had all the cus
tomers it could handle, they
can't get them through the door
fast enough - can't get them in,
briefed, play the game and out
again as fast as people coming
in the door.

'The way the original Quasar

system works was a completely
single-tasking idea, one thing at
once. You set up the game, run
the game, print the scores and
then set up the next game. Our
system is designed so that you
can be doing a certain number
of those things simultaneously.
You can't be running more
than one game if there is only
one arena, but you can be set
ting up the options for the next
game in advance, and on the
latest version of the software,
printing the scores while the
next game starts, which used to
waste time.'

Bigger and better
'The Chromaburst system
doesn't so much add to Quasar
as replace 90 per cent of it - we
got carried away. The end result
is that we completely replaced
everything in the Quasar system
bar the guns.' The guns have
remained untouched due to the

expense of producing the actual
moulded casing. Also, if they
had been replaced then
Chromaburst could not be mar

keted as an upgrade, an
important strategy as Bob
points out, 'an upgrade sounds
more attractive to the operators.
Upgrade rings bells about not
actually spending.'

Many of the upgrade features
have been based on requests,
complaints or moans from play
ers. Patrick says: 'It's a vastly
different system from our origi
nal specification and essentially
much better, it's a hell of a lot
bigger than the original design.
It's one of those things that sort
of grew, we started off with
pretty modest aspirations, it
began going more and more
over the top, we eventually said
we've got to stop making any
major modifications.' It has
essentially been finished since
around New Year but the soft

ware is always been tweaked.
Chromaburst could mark

a real turn around for laser

tag arenas. With
the thousands of

options avail
able a customer

could play a dif
ferent game
every time. This,
of course, will
depend on the
marshals chang
ing options and
basically making

For more information contact:

Creative Realities Limited

The Ambury

Bath

BA11UA

Tel: (01225)338585

Fax:(01225)469900

email:sales@reality.demon.co.uk

the most of all that is available.

Patrick sympathises that 'a
new marshal may get totally
overawed by what it is capable
of doing', which he fears may
result in all game options being
selected, a few selected at ran
dom or simply the same options
repeated from a previous game.
This would result in either a

stagnant situation or at the
other extreme a game that
could be almost impossible to
play.

Done correctly a player would
never become bored and if a

player's scorcsheet indicated
that they were becoming rather
accomplished, an option could
be selected to confuse and make

it more challenging again.
The Quasar arena in Bath has

been running off the Chroma
burst system for 18 months
now. The original Quasar sys
tem was kept for a while as a
backup with the two running
side by side for about six
months, the Quasar system
turned off.

Bob explained that it was just
as a safety measure in case the
new system crashed and there
were queues of eager tourists
waiting for a game. He empha
sises that they have rarely had
any problems with only a
minor crash every now and
again. Chromaburst has proved
so reliable that they can now
confidently run without the old
system as a backup which has
since been sold.

Time to sell
Patrick says: 'You get so involved
playing it that you don't get
round to trying to sell it.'

There have been a couple of
problems with EC regulations
which have held up shipping
but apart from that it's a matter
of deciding the marketing
strategies and distribution
channels best suited to

Chromaburst. Patrick feels that

'it takes longer and costs more
money than actually develop
ing the product in the first
place.'

Chromaburst will be predom
inantly sold in the UK and
Europe. There have already
been enquiries from Canada,
although they are rather more
hesitant about selling there and
in America as the situation is

rather different. Q-Zar sites (as
they are known over there) are

Chromaburst

franchised and they can only
buy equipment which passes US
safely regulations from Q-Zar
themselves.

Creative Realities are still

considering whether to proceed
with selling there. They are
aware that there are operators
in the States who would like

something better yet many of
the players are still quite con
tent as it is relatively new over
there.

There are three main markets

Creative Realities hope to sell
to. Existing Quasar sites provide
a ready-made customer base to
sell the upgrade to. As Creative
Realities have not gone out to
get the maximum profit they
have developed an upgrade that
will provide a cheaper way of
setting up an arena from
scratch - buying the Chroma
burst package and second-hand
guns. Other potential buyers
may be interested in the advan
tages of using a developed
package like Chromaburst
which also allows flexibility in
the design of the guns, allowing
them to incorporate whatever
gimmicks they desire.

For an owner of a Quasar site,

keeping the business profitable
is probably more important
than whether the customer

actually enjoys the game, fortu
nately Bob says, 'because we do
enjoy playing the game we've
worked in all of our benefits

along good sound commercial
lines as well.' Chromaburst

gives both the players and the
owners what they want.

So for all of you who think
you are laser tag masters, don't
get too smug it might not ,1-.,
last for much longer. /lU

Karen dresssed

for a night on
the town!



A3000 upgrades

Memory
I-4Mb £99

l-2Mb £39

(Sec also ihc "2nd user" section)

I-2Mb (upgradable to 4Mb) £48
2-4Mbupgradepack £72
4-8Mb £199

The above upgrades are all constructed on four-layer boards, as
recommended by Acorn. Gold plated connectors are used for
reliable contact with the A3000 main board. There arc no clips or
wires, and no soldering is required (except 8Mb upgrade). Some
older types of 2Mb board cannot be upgraded to 4Mb. but we offer a
trade-in allowance. Please phone for details.

Hard drives

A range of internal hard disc upgrades is available. The upgrades
simply plug into the internal expansion slot. Also suitable for the
A3010.

80Mb £149

120Mb £185

170Mb £205

240Mb £230

RISC OS 3

ARM3 (25MHz)
(Dealer fitting recommended for the ARM3)

£39

£129

A3010 2-4Mb RAM upgrade
Introductory price £79

A3000 4Mb RAM £99

A5000

Memory
2-4Mb £69

4-8Mb £199

Dealer lilting for the 8Mb
upgrade is recommended for
the 25MHz A5000.

A400/1

Memory
Per Mb (up to 4Mb) £38

4-8Mb £199

RISC OS 3 £39

ARM3 (25MHz) £129

Hard drives. For prices refer

to the A310 section.

How to order: Please add

VAT (17.57^) to all prices.
Cheques made payable to
IFEL. Most Credit cards

accepted, and Switch. Official
orders welcome.

A3020/A4000

Memory
2-4Mb '
Hard drives

80Mb

120Mb

140Mb

£74

£96

£132

£147

Various 1
Alsystems SCSI 2 £170
ARM3 £129

RISC OS 3 £39

MEMCIa £39

Hard disc cradle £6

Fan filters (pack of 5) £3
RISC OS manuals, no vat £22

Donglc dangle £6
Chip extractor tool £4
(for eg MBMC, ARM2)
CDFS upgrade for Oak SCSI
card £25

The following items are
reduced to clear. Please

phone to check availability.

1 Meg V Ram £50
Wordworks £25

IFEL
34 Culver Road, Saltash, Cornwall PL12 4DR. Tel (01752) 847286. Fax (01752) 840029

Educational and quantity discount available.
Dealer enquiries welcome.

A3010 upgrades

Memory
I-4Mb " £99
l-2Mb £38
2-4Mb £79

The 2-4Mb upgrade is constructed on a compact four-layer board.
No soldering is required.

Hard drives

A range of internal hard disc upgrades is available. The upgrades
simply plug into the internal expansion slot. For prices, refer to the
A3000 section.

A310 upgrades
Memory
l-2Mb £69

l-4Mb £99

All our A3I0 memory upgrades are constructed using four-layer

circuit boards. There is no other 300 series RAM upgrade which has
been available for as long as this one, and which has the same
reputation for quality and reliability. A fitting service is available.

4-8Mb £199

Hard drives

A range ol' internal hard disc upgrades is available. Prices below are
for complete systems, including metalwork, controller card and
cables as appropriate. No specialist knowledge is required either for
installation or use. A backplane is normally required in order to fit a
hard drive.

IDE

850Mb £215

IGb £240

SCSI

540Mb

1Gb

Backplane (4-slol, four-layer)
Fan for above

RISC OS 3

RISC OS carrier board

ARM3 25MHz

MEMCIa

RISC PC

Extra RAM (SIMM)

4Mb £49

8Mb £99

16Mb £199

32Mb . £Call
SIMMs taken in part exchange
(4Mb or larger).
2Mb VRAM

RiscPCY»00

4M, HD425 AKF60

4M, HD425 AKF85

RiscPC7()0

5M, HD425 AKF60 £1360

5M, HD425 AKF85 £1635
I0M, IID850 AKF60 £1692

I0M, HD850AKF85 £1970

486PC card £99

(when ordered with RISC PC)

£139

£1148

£1426

£215

£284

£49

£8

£39

£17

£129

£39

2nd User

Please phone to check
availability.
A3000 I-2Mb £20

A3000 RAM board £5

(ie bare board, no chips)
A5000 2-4Mb £58

4Mb SIMM (Rise PC) £55

Spares/Repairs
We carry slocks of most
replacement chips for the
Acorn range. (MEMC, V1DC,
IOC and most memory
devices). We can also fit any
upgrades and offer a computer
repair service.

Allproducts (except some from the "2nd User" section)are fullyguaranteed for 12
months. All items normally carried in stock have a 14-daymoney-backguarantee.



CHRP

The

CHRP
architecture

Amit Gupta looks at CHRP
and its future implications
for Acorn users
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Early this year, Acorn
announced plans to build

its next generation of personal
computers around the Com
mon Hardware Reference

Platform (CHRP) standard.
Although Acorn's embracing of
an emerging industry standard
was welcomed by most, the
announcements also created

confusion as to the implica
tions were for existing users.

What exactly is CHRP and
why are Acorn so keen to get
involved with it? What would

the benefits of such machines

be over existing Rise PC and
A7000 technologies? Will such
machines use ARM chips? Will
they run RISC OS and existing
software?

A new standard
CHRP is the new hardware

standard for the next genera
tion of personal computers. It
was developed by a consortium
led by IBM, Apple and
Motorola and is widely recog
nised in the industry as the
most likely successor to Intel-
based PC computers. The
potential power of a CHRP
machine is formidable; such
machines will be highly effi
cient, capable of running
multiple operating systems
across multiple 64-bit proces
sors and provide speed
increases of typically eight
times over the fastest available

Rise PCs, together with a huge
software base.

It is too early yet to judge the
impact which the CHRP stan
dard (recently renamed the
PowerPC standard) will have

on the computer industry, but
with the backing of almost all
the industry giants it could
spark a revolution of a scale
not seen since the original IBM
PC was introduced 15 years
ago.

figure I shows a block layout
of a Rise PC which has been

simplified so that we can look
at it in relation to CHRP

machines. The main processor
is an ARM; a high-speed bus
(which we will call the proces
sor bus) connects it to the
system memory and video sys
tem. A non-ARM processor can
also be connected onto the bus;

the Intel PC card sits on the

processor bus in exactly the
same way, sharing the main
memory and other resources.
Also present is a 'bridge' to con
nect the processor bus to the
expansion card bus (known as
the DEB1 bus). The bridge
allows the ARM to talk to

expansion cards and also
allows expansion cards to
access main memory.

Figure II shows the layout
changes in the CHRP standard.
The first thing to note is that
CHRP specifies a PowerPC
processor rather than an ARM.
The PowerPC processor is IBM's
own RISC processor, early
implementations of which are
currently used in the Apple
Power Macintosh and some

network servers. The PPC620 -

the latest PowerPC device - is a

fully 64-bit chip which can
operate at up to 150MHz. It has
a 32K internal cache and sup
port for external (level 2) cache
up to 128Mb.

The 620 uses all

kinds of tricks to

squeeze maximum
performance out of
the silicon; for exam
ple, it can change the ordering
of program instructions to
make them execute more effi

ciently, and can look ahead of
the instruction currently being
processed in order to prepare
for the next operation. It also
has six separate execution units
(three for integer operations,
one for floating point, one for
branches and one for memory
accesses) which enable it to
complete up to four operations
in a single clock cycle.

Although the clock speed of
the 620 (and other members of
the PowerPC family) is slightly
slower than StrongARM's antic
ipated 220MHz, the 620 has the
advantages of a built-in float
ing point unit and multiple
execution units, which will
give it even better performance
- particularly in graphics and
multimedia applications. The
graph in figure III gives a fairly
modest rating to the PowerPC
chip since it is based on the
older 603 device; no reliable
benchmarks were available for

the 604 or 620 at the time of

writing, although the latter will
be well ahead of both Pentium

Pro and StrongARM.

In common with the Rise PC,

CHRP is designed with multiple
processors in mind; as the top
half of figure II shows, multi
ple PowerPC CPUs can be
connected to the processor bus

Figure I:Rise PC architecture

and can run in parallel in an
arrangement known as sym
metric multi-processing (SMP).

This is a substantial advan

tage over the Intel architecture,
which was never really
designed to work with more
than one CPU. The method of

talking to multiple CPUs is
carefully defined in the stan
dard and CHRP operating
systems (see later) will all be
able to make use of any extra
processors. Unlike the Rise PC,
however, you cannot plug in
an alien processor and run it
alongside the others; all the
CPUs must be PowerPCs.

PCI expansion bus
The CHRP consortium have

adopted the PCI (Peripheral
Component Interconnect)
expansion bus for talking to
the outside world. PCI is a

high-performance expansion
bus which is currently used on
high-end PCs and many UNIX
workstations. It offers transfer

speeds of up to 132Mb per sec
ond (far beyond the speed of
the current Rise PC DEBI bus)
and is extremely well sup
ported by third parties.

As well as the PCI bus itself,
the CHRP standard also defines

standards for 'tertiary bus'
adapters which can be used to
allow other non-PCI cards to
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CHRP

work in the new machines, in

much the same way that Atom-
wide's ISAdapter allows the use
of PC ISA cards in the Rise PC.

Typical applications of this
would include the use of older

ISA and EISA cards (as used in

Intel PCs) and interfaces to
other high-performance buses
such as VME and Futurebus.

Existing PCI devices will of
course fit the new machines,

providing an immediate range
of expansion cards including
ISDN adapters, sound and
video cards, SCSI and network

ing. Prom our point of view, it
would be possible (as Figure IV
shows) to put an ARM chipset
and RISC OS ROMs on to a PCI

card, with the ARM using the
host's memory and discs but
otherwise running indepen
dently.

It would also be possible,
using the tertiary bus, to build
a 'DEBI bridge' into which
existing RISC OS expansion
cards could be plugged, achiev
ing the ultimate in backwards
compatibility. The possibilities
are exciting, with dual moni
tors (one for RISC OS and one
for the PowerPC), data
exchange between RISC OS and
PowerPC applications and even
RISC OS in a window all per
fectly feasible. Acorn have
confirmed that the ARM and

RISC; OS will live on in the new

machines and a PCI card would

seem to be the most pragmatic-
option, but we'll have to wail
for the exact details.

Mobile computing
In keeping with the trend in
mobile computing, CHRP pro
vides extensive support for
portable devices; as well as hav
ing a low component count
and low power requirements,
the firmware contains a power
management system similar
(but more sophisticated) to that
found on the classier PC note

books. CHRP systems can
monitor their own power levels
and control external devices,
such as screens, to reduce con
sumption during inactive
periods.

They can also stop entirely
(colourfully called 'hibernation
mode') while preserving the
state of the machine, so that

operation can be resumed at a
later time. These facilities will

be controllable from software,
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Key features of CHRP machines
• PowerPC processor running at up to 150 MHz- different operatingsystems to utilise the same

typicallyfour times fasterthan Rise PC 700 hardware and expansion cards

• PCI bus (asused on high-endPCs) with transfer • The CHRP specifications are freelyavailable and
speeds up to 132Mb/second (eight times faster any interested partycanbuild compliantmachines

than Rise PC700) • CHRP-compliant machines will initiallybe available

• Multiprocessor support:multiplePowerPCs canbe from Acorn,IBM, Apple, Motorola, Canon, Pioneer,

connected in parallel, with full operating system Zenith and others

support • Vast range of application software from

• PowerManagementand PCMCIA support for Macintosh, NTand UNIX developers

portables • Baseconfigurationcomes with 8Mb RAM,IDE and

• Multiple operating systems: UNIX (Sun Solarisarid 16-bit sound

IBM AIX), Microsoft NT(but not Windows 95), • RISC OS/ARM compatibilitypossiblethrough plug-

MacOS, Linux and Novell NetWare. All will be in cards

available by Q41996 • Acorn'smachinesareexpected to be availableby
• RTAS (Run-Time Abstraction Services) allow the end of 1996

which will allow the imple
mentation of intelligent
power-management algorithms
(for example, the rescheduling
of disc operations to allow the
hard disc to be powered down)
and a degree of user-interaction
with the power management
process.

Even switching off the
machine can be software con

trolled; this allows the

operating system to intervene
and bring the system down in
an orderly manner before
removing power. This is partic
ularly important when running
multi-user operating systems
such as UNIX, where an unex
pected loss of power can result
in a trashed hard disk and an

unrecoverable filesystem. The
same power management facil
ities can be provided on
desktop machines too, which
should contribute to lower run

ning costs and (claims the
consortium) a reduced environ
mental impact.

OS and applications
So much for the hardware;

what operating systems and
applications will these
machines run? At the time of

writing Apple's MacOS, Sun's
Solaris, IBM's AIX, Novell's Net

ware and Microsoft's Windows

NT were all in an advanced

state of preparation and were
slated to ship by the end of
1996, when CHRP machines
will be available in volume.

The ease with which multi

ple operating systems can be
ported to CHRP is due to the
innovative Run-Time Abstrac

tion System (RTAS), which
removes much of the need to

rewrite device drivers and low-

level code for each operating
system by providing sophisti
cated on-board firmware to

access hardware devices.

Needless to say, applications
from all these platforms will
also be available, opening the
door to the widest range of
software Acorn users are ever

likely to see. Acorn have cho
sen MacOS as the standard

operating system to ship with
their machines but it is possible
that others might be offered to
those outside the education

market.

Other operating systems are
still in a state of flux. IBM

admitted as recently as April
that OS/2 was unlikely to make
it to CHRP due to technical

problems, whereas Apple's Cop
land - the innovative

object-oriented version of
MacOS - has now been pushed
back to the beginning of 1997.
Windows 95 will never be

available for PowerPC] since it

contains too much 16-bit

legacy code, but 32-bit Win
dows applications (such as
CorelXARA! and Quark XPrcss)
will run under NT.

Would it be possible to run
RISC OS on the PowerPC

processor? Possibly, but it's

unlikely to happen. Part of the
motivation for Acorn's moving
to CHRP is greater standardisa
tion, and running a proprietary
operating system would erode
some of that advantage. RISC
OS is strongly tied to the ARM
architecture and getting it to
run on the PowerPC would be

non-trivial and costly.
Furthermore, all RISC OS

applications would need con
verting (and in some cases
rewriting) to work on the new
processor; the effort required to
do this probably wouldn't jus
tify the rewards, given that it
would be relatively cheap to
simply fit an ARM processor
into the machine (as described
above) and use that instead.

How much will all this technol

ogy cost? Looking at the
specifications demanded of
even the low-end CHRP

machines it's clear that it won't

come cheap, and anyone hop
ing for the PowerPC equivalent
of the A3010 is likely to be dis
appointed. The CHRP standard
specifies that standalone
machines must contain at least

one CPU, 8Mb of RAM, an IDE
hard disk, 16-bit sound and a

fast serial port.
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Figure II: CHRP architecture

A very rough estimate, based
on projected hardware prices,
might be around £1,200 for a
machine of this configuration.
A high-end machine with multi
ple CPUs, graphic acceleration,
CD-ROM, networking and
16Mb of RAM would be useful

for running the more powerful
operating systems such as
Solaris and NT and might retail
for around £500 more. The

CHRP consortium is hoping
that mass production and com
petition will drive prices
downwards and this could

potentially make CHRP
machines cheaper than Pen
tium and Pentium Pro PCs, due

to the PowerPC processor being
much cheaper than Intel equiv
alents, and the reduced need
for plug-in cards to provide
basic facilities such as sound

and video.

Keeping customers
As with PCs, CHRP mother
boards will be produced in bulk
by a handful of manufacturers
and then sold on to companies,
such as Acorn, to be turned
into fully-fledged systems. The
list of other companies devel
oping CHRP computers

includes notable names such as

Apple, IBM, Motorola and
Canon, as well as (interest
ingly) a handful of consumer
electronics companies such as
Zenith, Goldstar and Pioneer.

This last sentence raises an

important point for educa
tional and home users alike: if

Acorn's machines arc now

going to be exactly the same as
Apple's and Motorola's, why
bother buying an Acorn
machine at all? What incentive

is there to stick with Acorn as a

company? The answer - for
educational users at least - lies

in Acorn's recent split into a
sales and product-oriented arm
(Xempiar Education, in con
junction with Apple) and a
technical consultancy arm
(Acorn RISCTechnologies).

Xempiar will concentrate on
value-added services to schools

and colleges and will (it is
intended) offer a wealth of spe
cialist experience and support
on its products which won't be
available from other manufac

turers. In other words, schools

will continue to buy Acorn but
for the backup and support,
rather than for the technology
alone.

For professional and home
users who want to move to

CHRP the reason is less clear;

Acorn will almost certainly
offer some kind of ARM/RISC

OS compatibility package as an
initial reason to stay, but
beyond that it has yet to show
its hand in these markets. They
will need to provide incentives
to avoid losing non-education
customers to the likes of

Motorola and IBM.

Acorn is keen to reassure its

customers that, whatever hap
pens in the future, there is
plenty of life left in the existing
ARM technology for a good

Further details
For moreinformation on CHRP, try looking at IBM's web siteon
http://www.chips.ibm.com/products/ppc/chrp/chrp1.html.

This isquite a slow sitesince it'sso heavily used. The complete CHRP
specification stretches to hundreds ofpages and isn't very readable,
but there are also various summaries and question-and-answer docu
mentson the site which givean overview of what you canexpect.
For more information on the latest PowerPC processors, try:
http://fnctsrv0.chips.ibm.com:80/products/ppc/DataSheets/620/620risc.
html.

Thiscontains a useful summary of the PPC620 architecture, and
information on other members of the PowerPCfamily.
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Figure IV: CHRP and ARM

while yet - although it is
unlikely to be extensively
developed beyond the Rise PC
StrongARM card and the forth
coming RISC OS 3.7. There are
probably around 500,000 RISC
OS computers in regular use
around the world, and they cer
tainly aren't going to become
obsolete overnight.

The market for third-party
hardware and software will still

be thriving for a long time,
although the emphasis will
probably be on enhancements
to existing products rather than
major new projects. The arrival
of the new machines will prob
ably make the current Rise PC
range look less attractive unless
Acorn can massacre the price
before the end of the year, but
the A7000 (with a similarly
massacred price) may well find
a niche as a low-cost, estab
lished and reliable system for
those who don't require the
power of the latest machines.

The success of Oracle's net

work computer will be
instrumental in determining
the future market of the A7000,
and if the former takes off, the

latter could prove to be highly
lucrative.

The networking and multi
media extensions to RISC OS

developed for the Oracle pro
ject will almost certainly find
their way into an upgrade for
existing machines. Both the
A7000 and Rise PC will con

tinue to be available for as long
as there is demand, and it's

unlikely that either will disap
pear before late 1997.

It will be interesting to see
how CHRP is received in

Acorn's key markets. For educa
tional establishments in the

primary and secondary sector
the machines may provide an

CHRP

excess of power which will be
difficult to justify financially.
Most schools don't require the
capabilities of a current RiscPC,
never mind a multiprocessor
machine with eight times the
speed.

The best bet for those schools

might be to stock up on new or
second-user A3020s and

A7000s, which give very good
value for money and which
will have fallen in price by the
end of the year.

If anything forces a move to
the new machines it will be the

arrival of educational and mul

timedia software from the

Macintosh market which might
never be seen running under
RISC OS.

For professional and home
users, the outlook is much
more clear-cut than before;

CHRP will bring increased stan
dardisation, price competition
and a much-needed power
boost over both the current

Rise PC range and the forth
coming Intel technologies such
as Pentium Pro.

Professional applications
from the UNIX, MacOS and
Windows NT markets will be

available to Acorn users for the

first time ever - although they
won't be cheap - and PCI cards,
such as graphic accelerators
and digitisers, will also be
usable in the new machines.

Big changes ahead
Whether or not Acorn's new

technology succeeds, it is clear
that the Acorn market is head

ing for a change comparable to
that of the introduction of the

Archimedes nine years ago; and
just as the transition from 8-bit
6502 to 32-bit ARM was eased

by software such as the 6502
emulator and BBC disc reader,

we can expect similar dual-
platform support during the
move to 64-bit PowerPC.

Acorn's machines are widely
expected to be available by the
end of 1996, so it will be one of
the first to produce a CHRP-
compliant machine.

And while the author is nei

ther a speed freak nor a MacOS
aficionado, the prospect of
Solaris applications running on
an affordable multiprocessor
computer, with RISC OS and
StrongARM just a mouse click
away, might prove too A
much to resist. liXJ
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Forget calculators or paper -

there are easier ways of doing
your home and business finances

Personal Accounts v3 Prophet Accounts v2 Shares v5
Running your personal finances on a
computer might seem like overkill, but
until you try you will never know the
benefits.

Keeping track ofdirect debits and
standing orders is, at best, fiddlyand,
at worst, expensive when you consider
the charges most banks levy ifyou
become overdrawn.

Personal Accounts takes the
guesswork out of it. You will know
exactly how much you have in each
account and when it needs topping up.
This, however, is only one of Personal
Accounts many features.

Contact us today to see what Personal
Accounts can do for you.

Ifa computer program could replace a
manual business accounting system
and not only give you more
information but also save you time, it
would be a worthwhile investment.

If it could also produce invoices,
purchase orders, send overdue
statements to your customers,

automatically enter standing orders on
time, produce VAT returns, calculate
Profit &- Loss and balance sheets it
would be hard to ignore.

Prophet does all this and a lot more
too. It's no wonder that it was voted

Best BusinessSoftware by Acorn User
magazine.

Simple, easy to use personal stocks
and shares portfolio software. Accepts
information from most teletext cards.

Varied selection ofgraphs which
include moving averages, historical
low, interest rate comparisons, log &-
linearformats, comparative graphs and
overall portfolio graphs.

Other features include detailed
summaries, capital gains tax
calculations, data import &- export and
growth functions for comparing
different financial products.

Please telephone, write or fax for a
brochure and demonstration disc
on any ofthe above.

Apricote Studios
2 Purls Bridge Farm • Manea • Cambs • PE15 OND

VISA

01354 680432
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The term 'Wild West' conjures up won
derful scenes of magical adventure and

excitement. Of course the real West, was

not quite such a pleasant place in the days
of characters such as the James brothers
and Billy the Kid. But I hope to reproduce
some of the drama and much of the
beauty that survives in the majestic
scenery of the West.

There are basically two reasons why
anyone would produce artwork: for some
one else - possibly for commercial reasons
- and for personal satisfaction. I hope to
encourage as many as possible to try to
produce work that will give a great mea
sure of the latter.

We will be working together using dif
ferent packages, hopefully getting similar

results, each creating pleasing illustra
tions.

Everyone can be an artist! That state
ment will be contradicted by many, but
how many times do we hear the cliche:
'Art, like beauty, is in the eye of the
beholder'? But it's true. We often see on

television someone getting a grant for a
piece of work, and we think 'what is
that?'. Well hopefully your work will at
least give you pleasure and you will feel
justified in callingyour masterpiece 'art'.

In this series of articles I'll try
and give as many suggestions
and tips in producing images
with 24-bit painting packages.
We'll be using most of the avail
able software. By that I mean art
packages that can produce
images over 16 million colours.

That does not mean you have
to have a machine that can

display this number of
colours.

Most of the art pro
grams can be used on
any 32-bit Acorn com

puter, it just means
that your work

can be output as
a 24-bit image,

though not
viewed as

such. Don't be put
off by the complex
ity of the software -
wherever we get
into difficulties

we'll just 'wing it'.
One thing I

learned at college
was that it doesn't

really matter how you get the final image
done, as long as it is what you want, it

The art of the West

In the first instalment

of a new series

hands-on look at how

to get the best out of
24-bit painting pack
ages. This month he
looks at Studio 24 Pro

does the job for which it was produced,
and you enjoy doing it, that's vital!

I am not just going to cover what the soft
ware can do - I'll be concentrating on
what can be done, and how. The manufac
turer can explain what his program can do
- we will use it and see for ourselves.

This series will not be a review of the
different programs, but a comparison of

The brushes I

created to

simulate the hit
and miss effect

of oil painting jf
A Number 5
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The art of the West

figure'

bow various techniques and methods are
employed to 'create'. I'll try to explain the
various ways illustrations are built up, and
release as many tips as I think I can afford,
without giving away too many secrets!

I will try to create as many techniques
on as many packages as possible, and
explain why it works better on one than it
does on another. Of course the first cannot

be covered in a comparative way as there
are no others to compare it with. It will to
some degree have to stand on its own mer
its alone, although as the first is Studio 24
Pro this shouldn't cause any problems as I
am very familiar with it.

The articles will cover one program at a
time and this month, as I said, I'll start
with Studio 24 Pro. Though, like any artist
I have my preferences, there is no defini
tive way to produce art, and I will only
cover the way I work. There is no right
and wrong way to work, just your own
way!

Pure imagination
I'll try to explain the use of the various
tools and allow your imagination full rein.
Don't think you haven't an imagination,
everyone has - perhaps you just find it dif
ficult to use it or think that you cannot
come up with an original picture. Let me
tell you it's all been done before anyway,
even if it's in nature. Almost everything
you see is a copy of some kind, perhaps in
a different composition. Nearly all artists
work from life- they 'copy' what they see!
The only way to produce anything is to
have a go.

What 1will do with each picture is pro
duce a similar type of landscape, then for
more intricate work produce a character,
animal or other symbol of the West in as
much detail as possible - to show off the
various packages to their best advantage. I
will attempt to create all the illustrations
as traditional 'oil paintings', in the sense
of using the techniques of this method of
painting.

This will keep the uniformity needed for
comparison. Of course it's not possible to
reproduce all the techniques of oil paint
ing, as the various brushes you would use
with traditional painting can be re-shaped
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Figure IV

as you work, simply by increasing the
pressure and turning the brush hence
altering the brush shape. Butanyway we'll
give it a good shot! Wherever possible I
will create brushes that will give the best
reproduction of the 'tools' used by tradi
tional artists. (See Brushes 1 to 5)

fortunately Studio 24 Proallows the cre
ation of as many of your own brushes as
you like. The brushes that I created were
to enable me, as much as possible, to pro
duce the hard brushes and knives that are

used to create the 'hit and miss' effect of

oil paints. The brushes are produced sim
ply by airbrushing the shape you want
and then saving the file as a 256 grey scale
Sprite.

I will also work with the colour squares
as displayed in the H. S. V. format, as this
is the most intuitive way for an artist to
choose colour - it appears more natural
this way.

Desert sun

I decided that the theme of 'The Wild

West' should begin with the real Ameri
cans - the Indians. So the first illustration

will be of the desert tribe of the Apache

and will include a portrait of an Indian.
Since I was trying to recreate an oil

painting the first thing I did was disregard
my format at the outset and, with the
advantage of a fill option, filled the sky
with a gentle blend of a yellow/orange.
(Figure 1) There was no point in spending
too much time in using oil techniques on
such a simple but long process. The time
involved in creating an 'oil painting' and
then 'writing' about the evolution of the
procedure is forbidding so there will be a
few jumps in the routine.

I began working on the clouds using the
number 2 brush. The reason this was cre
ated is because I paint clouds using a
circular motion with a 'fan brush' and this

was the best shape I could come up with.
It was no good using the usual fan shape
on a computer as the brush cannot bend,
and it could not create the gentle swirls
that I needed. The bottom of the clouds
were gently blended with the 'smudge'
brush.

Rock faces
The mountain range (Figure 11) in the dis
tance was produced very simply by



dragging the number 1 brush, which has a
variable amount of white and grey - to
produce a random effect of 'hit and miss'
of colour. It works similar to a large flat
bristle brush and was used in a 'dabbing'
motion to produce the shadows. The opac
ity was set low, at about 15 per cent, and
the colour built up gradually, this is
important if you are to retain control. The
bottom of the mountains was dragged out
with the smudge brush to blend them into
the desert floor and give the illusion of
distance.

The large rocks in the foreground (Fig
ure 111) were constructed in exactly the
same way. The flat brush was used to add
the dark brown, it supplied a dark colour
in a random way - down the canvas as it
was dragged. Highlights were added in the
same way, using a pale cream which was
achieved with a 'palette knife'

The 'brush' and 'grasses' on the desert
floor were painted using the number 4
brush, which simulates a 'fan brush' being
pressed and pushed up to give a saucer
shape effect. I of course had to make a spe
cial shaped brush! It was not worth
putting in a lot of detail as time would not
allow it, and the small size at which the
illustrations would be reproduced made it
insignificant.

Apaches
The figures in the scene in Figure IV were
added using the 'clone' brush, a very use
ful tool which I will describe in a little

more detail later. The figures themselves
were created with my favourite tool - the
'airbrush'. Though once again, detail was
of little purpose given the size of the flee
ing horsemen. Figures V to Vlll give some
of the steps in the galloping action. Figure

VIII is of course a complete Indian, just VI
added to give a little more variety.

In the time I had available these horse

men could not be painted straight on to
the canvas, as they should have been. I
produced them on their own canvas and
then 'cloned' them across. This allows a

great deal of control over how and where
they will appear. The 'clone' brush allows
you to recreate the figures (or anything
else) onto a new picture by copying the
figures with a brush similar to an airbrush.

You virtually spray the images onto the
new canvas, while monitoring your
progress, by watching the square on the
original work. The size of the brush is
reflected in the size of the square, and the
opacity can be set to suit. I always keep it
low, about 19 per cent, allowing greater
control. If you overdo the process, Studio
24 Pro has an 'undo' brush, which allows a
gradual removal of the cloned image. The
white background was not copied, as this
was protected with a 'mask'.

Geronimo
The figure of Geronimo was almost
entirely created with the airbrush and
smudge tool. The first thing to do was to
produce an outline. This was done with
the !Draw options available in Studio 24
Pro. The lines were then turned into a

mask. (Figure IX) This is simply done by
pasting the images down onto a 'mask'
channel - called an 'Alpha Channel'.

The face was developed - starting with
the eyes and moving down as each part
was completed. (Figure X) The airbrush

The art of the West

• MM

Figure Vlll

tool like the smudge brush in Studio 24
Pro are the best I've come across, but then
I don't have all the art packages yet. The
smoothing effect of the smudge brush is
exactly like 'oil paint' and a finger - the
real difficulty is getting the opacity right.
With this tool the opacity controls the
amount of 'paint' it can pull. If it is set
very low it is more like a blending tool.

Although there is a 'water colour' tool, I
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The art of the West

Figure IX

never used it, as the task did not allow

time to use every feature. What I was look
ing for was the ease with which the affects
could be achieved.

Usually, with enough time, most illus
trations can be generated. Working with
the airbrush, like the real tool, produces
'over spray', so a mask is needed (Figure
XI). These masks were used continually to
protect the surrounding areas from
unwanted 'paint'.

The portrait developed as can be seen in
the next few pictures (Figures Xll and Xlll).
Like any oil painting it's possible to
overdo the work and lose some of the

detail, this happened with his eyebrows,
which deteriorated into smudges of colour
when they had been individual hairs.

Nevertheless this was fine for creating

his long hair. If the reproduction allows
for it, look closely and you will be able to
see the affect of the smudge brush in the
Indian's hair. The background was gener
ated just to set off the figure when
reproduced in the magazine (Figure XIV).

The final composition was produced by
cloning (ieronimo onto the desert scene as
before, allowing the outside of the image
to fade into the sunset.

This series, for reasons of space, will not
allow in depth descriptions, but will give
an overview of the software available on

the Acorn market.

Also it should be kept in mind that not
all of the illustrations will have had the

same amount of time spent working on
them, sobeguided more bythecom- Ajt
merits than thepictures. i\XJ
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Hardware Software
Bookshelf96 £40.95
Dinosaurs £26.951
Encarta96 £39.951
Golf £26.95
MSDOS6.22& Windows £67.95
Works V3forWindows £26.951

Reference
Chambers Dictionary £35.95 I
Grolier Encyclopedia £I5.95[
Red Shift Astronomy II £37.95|
Dorling Kindesley Titles

EncyclopcdiaofScicnce £27.951
Encyclopediaof Nature £27.95
History ofthe World £27.95
My Istlncred. Dictionary £21.95
PB Birthday Party £23.95
Stowaway £24.95
The WayThings Work £27.95
The Ult. Human Body £27.95
The Ultimate Sex Guide £27.95
Virtual Reality Bird £23.95
Virtual RealityCat £23.951
Top sellers on CD-ROM

Mortal Combat £31.951
Will. ShatnersTEK Wars £26.95
Monopoly £27.951
Commands Conquer £32.951
Panic in the Park £29.95
FIFA 96 £33.95
Encarta96 £39.95
Actua Soccer £28.951
Destruction Derby £32.95 I
Hexen £20.95
Rebel Assault £32.951
PGAGolf96 £33.951
Worms £27.95

PC700
5MbHD540&AKF60 £1591.95
5MbHD540CD&AKF60 £1720.95
5MbHD540&AKF90 £1980.95
5MbHD540CD&AKF90 £2110.95
IOMbHD850&AKF60 £1979.95
IOMbHD850CD&AKF60 £2108.95
IOMbHD850&AKF90 £2371.95
IOMbHD850CD&AKF90 £2500.95
PC600
4MbHD540&AKF60 £1339.95
4MbHD540CD&AKF60 £1469.95
4Mb HD540 & AKF90 £1730.95
4MbHD540CD&AKF90 £1860.95

Acorn*
RiscPCfs

0%
Finance

20/20Acorn
Interest Free Credit Finance

20% Deposit20 Monthly Payments

Entertainment Software
nc in the Dark £25.95

Black AiijmI £26.95
Cannon Fodder £22.95
Cobalt Seed £22.95
Cyber Chess £26.95
Darkwood £26.95
Fire & Ice £21.95
Fist Lore £21.95
FTT Formula 2000 £23.95
Global Effect £29.95
High Rise Racing £21.95
Lemmings/More RiscPC £23.50
Rick Dangerous £14.95
Saloon Cars Deluxe £26.95
SimCity 2000 (A5000) £32.95
SimCity 2000 (RiscPC) £32.95
Simon the Sorcerer £34.95
Star Fighter 2000 £26.95
The Real McCoy 2,3 or 4 £26.50
Time Machine £16.95
Virtual Golf £24.95
Wavelength £19.95
Wolfenstein3D £25.95

Application Software
ArcComm 2 £53.95
Arc Fax/. 12 £37.95
Arcterm 7 £65.95
Artworks 1.54 £115.95
Hearsay II £75.95
Home Accounts £31.95
Copernicus Astronomy £29.95
Impression Style £72.95
Impression Publisher £117.95
Sibelius 6 Version 3 £174.95

lius7Sudentver3 £544.95
Hus7Vcrsion3 £999.95

Titler £83.95
Touch Typing £34.95
TurboDrwer%J/Eps/HP £46.95

Educational Software
Badger Trails £42.95
Chrystal Rain Forest £42.95
French Learning Series £19.50
Noddy's Playtime £19.95
Oxford R/Tree Stage2 £39.95
Oxford R/Trce More £39.95
Oxford R/TreeStage3 £39.95
Rosic& Jim (Sneezes) £11.95
Rosie &Jim (Duck) £11.95
Talking Anim. Alphabet £29.95
10/10 Dinosaurs £13.95
10/IODrivingTest £13.95
10/10 Early Essentials £13.95
10/10 Essential Maths £13.95
10/10 Essential Science £13.95
10/10 English £13.95
10/10 French £13.95
10/10 German £13.95
10/10 Junior Essentials £13.95
10/10 Maths Algebra £13.95
10/10 Maths Geometry £13.95
10/10 Maths Numbers £13.95
10/10 Maths Statistics £13.95
10/IOSpelling £13.95

PC Cat*dS With Rise PC Scperatcly
SX-33 £115.95 £233.95

DX2-66 £174.95 £292.95

DX4-I00 £233.95 £350.95

5x86 £468.95 £585.95

Acorn^A7000 Systems|
A7000 2Mb HD425 & AKF60 £933.95

A7000 4MbHD425&AKF60 £1021.95

A7000 4MbHD425CD&AKF60 £1139.95

Quad Speed CD drives from£39.95
Six Speed CD drives from £74.95
16 Bit Sound Card £68.95
Extra Slice Case £115.95

Microvitec 1438

Monitor
.28 dp, Multi-Sync

Only £264.95

10/10 Education series
Any 2 for £25.95

PC CD ROM Software
Schubert £37.95
Strauss £26.95
Stravinsky £37.95
Ancient Lands £26.95

Tabb

£64.95
Theamazingnewgraphicstablet forthe

Acomrangeof Computers, software
developedbyFirstComputers. 94% ratedin

AmigaShopper.Requires Riscos3.1

Acorn Spares
Acorn Mouse (Original)£29.95
A5000/A4000 Disk Drive £81.95
A3020 Disk Drive £100.95
A3010 Disk Drive £100.95
A3000 Disk Drive £81.95
RiscOS 3.11 Full Upgrade £86.95
RiscOS3.l I No Manuals £43.95
MIDIMax(RiscPC&A5000)£80.95
MIDIUser(A30xO&A4000) £56.95
MIDICables (2x3m) £9.95

' Repair&FittingSe '

2.5" H/Drlves
GGSOOm FljJjTbU <%>seagate
80Mb 2.5" IDE £89.95

130Mb 2.5" IDE £109.95

170Mb 2.5" IDE £114.95

250Mb 2.5" IDE £139.95

340Mb 2.5" IDE £149.95

540Mb 2.5" IDE £188.95

A3010/3000 IDE Card*£69.95
. 'When BoughtWith Drive

3.5" H/Drives f Memory Modules
Quantum TO8HIHft^S*«B
540Mb 3.5" IDE £150.95

I.OGig3.5"IDE £194.95
540Mb3.5"SCSI £163.95

l.0Gig3.5"SCSI £222.95
2.0Gig 3.5" SCSI £629.95
A3/A400 IDE Card £80.95

A5000 2nd H/Drive Kit£ 19.95.

(RiscPC/A7000 4Mb£50.951
RiscPC/A7000 8Mb £99.95
RiscPC/A7000 16Mb £213.95
RiscPC/A7000 32Mb £454.95.
RiscPC VRAM2Mb £169.95
With I Mb Trade In £122.95
A3000 I Mb to 2Mb £65.95
A30I0 IMbto2Mb £46.95
A30l02Mbto4Mb £103.95
A3020/A4000to4Mb £96.95
A5000 2Mbto4Mb £96.95

Part X. your old Memory Call....

Multi Media/CD ROMPrinters Accessories
Printer Switch Box 2 way£ 12.95
Printer Switch Box 3 way£ 17.95
Printer Stands (Universal)£4.95
1.8 Metre printer cable £4.95
3 Metre printercable £6.95
5 Metre printer cable £8.95
10Metre printer cable £12.95
SCSI Internal Cable £8.95
SCSI Cable 25D-50Cent £9.95

MULTi

COLOUR
Disk labels

500 £6.95
1000 £9.95

Re-Mark-It disk labels x 10 £2.45
10Capacity box £0.95
50 Capacity lockable box £3.95
100Capacity lockable box £5.95
*90Capacity Banx box £11.95
*150Capacity Posso box £20.95
100CapacityCD holder £4.95
•add£3.00delivery ifpurchasing justonePossoor
Banxbox.Normaldeliverywhenpurchased with

otherproductorwhenbuying2ormore.

per title or
£3.95 for 4+

Canon
Canon BJ30 £169.95
COfltMCtPortable mono primer, JOpage ASF bulk in.
Canon BJC70Colour £235.95
HighqualityPortable colourprinter. 30pageASF.
Canon BJ200ex £183.95
Highipred.hlghquality monoprinter. Virtual7JOdpi.
Canon BJ210 £215.95
MonoPrinter, 720«J60dpi, colour upgradeable.

CanonBJC4IOOColour £283.95
Highqualitycolour, fuper fait monoprinting720dpi.

Canon BJC610 Colour £410.95
Now Enhanced, drdiratnl colour nnnlrr. 770.770dpi.

m
HEWLETT'
PACKARD

HP600 £189.95
Colourupgradcablcmonoinkjet/ Col.Kit£23.80
HP 660 Colour £330.95
New colour inkjet from HP.
HP 5L laser printer £436.95

EPSON.
Epson Stylus Colour II £314.95
770dpi,100ihect ASF.fullcolour printer
EpsonStylus Colour Us £219.95
720dpi.100iheet ASF.colour or mono printer
EpsonStylus820 £181.95
J20 x 720dpi. Mono printer, upgradable to colour

CITIZEN

ABC Colour printer
llmple (at eaty a*ABC)to ute 74pin printer. C

itandard with SOihcet Auto iheel feedei
Tractor (ccd optional at ( 30 00

OKI

OL600ex
LED later printer. 4 pfp/m. IMb of R.ir

OL6l0ex
LEDlater printer, 6 plp/m. 2Mbof Rar

mm
MB—BB—

Star LCI009pin Colour £119.95 |
9 pin colour printer, 8 NLQ font*. IB0cp*dralt.

Star LC909 pin mono £105.95
9 pin mono printer, ASF built in. puth tractor optlo

Star LC24024 pinmono £ I 17.95
24 pin mono printer. 192cpl draft.wllh ASFbuilt In.

StarLC240C24pinColour £132.95
24 pin colour printer ASF built In, 4LQ font!.
StarSJI44Colour £229.95
Stunning afTor

£135.95

£374.95

£476.95

Suprar^ ^Modern Modems (Scoliotics

SportsterVi
• Class I Fax

• Personal Voice Mail

• Fax on Demand

• Call Discrimination BABTApproved
• 14,400 Data/14,400 Fax £98.95
• 33,600 Data/14,400 Fax £166.95

SupraExpress 288
Only

£153.95
• Uptoll5.J00bpi(v42b.»)
• UDDtaphrf
• VJ« Standard • Clan I
• NComm Software • 5 Tear

SupramotJcrmare not BABTapproved,howevertheypcrfon
ai well&often out perform BABTapproved modcrm. Supra

ihavea Syearlimitedwarranty

Supra* 288

i Up to I 15,200bps (v42bis) • Class I & 2 Fax
i Silent & Adaptive Answer • Unique LCD Display
i V34 Standard • Flash ROM
>NComm Software • 5 Year Warranty

(only £188.95]

ourierV34+
thought V32bll wa>fa« try V]4«

£246.95^;
33,600 bps.

Goldstar R580B £ 134.95 8xsPced
Goldstar R560B £74.95 6xsPeed
Goldstar R542B £39.954xsPeed

Dual IDE cable £9.95

Compatible with all new RISCPC's (RISCOS 3.6 only)

Indigo CAA340i Quad Speed CD Drive
Indigo CAA340ia Quad Speed CD Drive
Indigo CAA300i Dual Speed CD Drive
Indigo CAA300ia Dual Speed CD Drive
Oscar(Paraiiei)CD Drive

£223.95
£280.95
£146.95
£233.95

£222.95

Acorn CD Software
£18.95 Hutchinsons Encyc.
£18.95 Oxford Reading Tree

£129.00 PDCD I (Datafile)
£20.95 PDCD 2(Datafile)
£58.95 PDCD3(Datafile)
£87.95 PDCD I (APDL)
£55.95 PDCD 2 (APDL)
£41.95 Simon the Sorcerer
£45.95 Photobase Landscapes
£34.95 Understanding the Body

APDLCIipaitDTPI
APDL Clipart DTP 2
Artworks
Artworks Clipart 1/2
Cars-Maths in Motion
Childrens Micropedia
Creepy Crawlies
Dunell
Goldilocks
Grannys Garden

£39.95
£39.00
£24.95
£24.95
£24.95
£14.95
£14.95
£41.95
£55.95
£50.5

Ribbons
CitlzcnSwift/ABCmono
Citizen Swift/ABC colour
Star LC90 mono ribbon
StarLCI Of 100 mono

Star LCI 0/100 colour
Star LC240c colour
Star LC240c mono

Star LC240 mono
Star LC24-10/200/300 Colon

Re-Ink Spray for mono ribboi
MOST OTHER MAKES

AVAILABLE

PREMIER-INK

Cartridge Refills
• for

Star S|<8. Cltiien Pro|ct and many other..
Full range of colour! available.
Single refills (22ml) £6.95
Twin refills (44ml) £12.95
Three colour kit (66ml) £19.95
Full colour kit (88ml) £27.95
Bulk refills (125ml) £24.95
Printer repair specialists call

for quote

nlngc

Consumables

63.95

£12.95
£4.95

£3.65

£7.95
£13.95

£8.95

£5.95

£13.95

£11.95

Ink Cartridges
CanonBJI0/StarSJ48
Canon BJ200.230
Canon BJ30 (3 pack)
Canon BJC 70 mono (3 pack)
Canon BJC 70 colour (3 pack)
Canon BJC 4000 colour (single)
Canon BJC 4000,mono (single)
Canon BJC 4000 mono high cap.
Canon BJC 600c mono high cap.
Canon BJC 600c colour
HP.Dcsk|et colour
HP. Deskjet double mono
HP. Deskjet 660 double mono
HP.Dcskjct 660 colour
Epson Stylus mono
Epson Stylus colour
StarSJ I 44 mono/colour (single)

Covers
All printer dust covers

Paper
Fanfold (tractor feed) 500 sheets
Fanfold (tractor feed) 1000sheets
Fanfold (tractorfced) 2000sheets
Single sheet 500 sheets
Single sheet 1000 sheets
Single sheet 2000 sheets
Epson Stylus 720 dpi paper pack
Delivery for2000 sheetsMi when purchased

£17.95

£18.95

£12.95
£10.95
£17.95

£16.95

£6.95

£28.95

£8.95

£7.95

£24.95
£22.95
£23.95

£25.95

£13.95

£27.95
£7.95

£4.95
£8.95

£ 17.95
£4.95
£8.95

£17.95
£12.45
separate

Disks

BuikDSDD
10 x £3.45 100 x £26.95

30 x £9.95 200 x £49.95

50 x £14.95 500 x£l 1-1.95

Branded DSDD
10 x £4.95 100 x £41.95

30 x£l3.95 200 x £76.95

50 x £21.95 500 x £175.95

Bi Ik DSHD
10 x£3.95 100 x £29.95

30 r. £10.95 200 x £55.95

50 x £16.95 500 x £129.95

Branded DSHD
10 x£5.95 100 x £44.95

30 x£IS.95 200 < £82.95

50 X £23.95 500 x £189.95,
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Clip-art

Is clip-art actually useful? There is one
school of thought with the opinion that

it is simply an excuse for kindergarten
children to compose altogether pointless
garbage. From the other school, I've
noticed one reviewer in another magazine
claiming that some CD shovelled full of
scanned photographs is a worthwhile
addition to his clip-art collection! I hold
the conventional view: clip-art can be use
ful if sensibly selected and used in
appropriate places.

PublishArt 2
'Our clip-art is different lo most other
company's because it's being sold by the
wagon-load,' declared the young propri

etor of SmartDTP, James
Parry. And it is easy
to see why. Rather
than consisting of
pictures of actual
objects, it is

designed to be a
multi-purpose

resource for transforming
boring documents into eye-catching pages.

PublishArt consists of one of those large
flashy card boxes that lacks robustness,
eight discs which uncompress to 14Mb
(which is often incorrectly rounded-down
to 13Mb) and a guide to producing osten
tatious documents using PublishArt.

One of the most useful parts of
PublishArt is the collection of highlights.
This consists of captivating arrows, colour
ful explosions (like those used during
brawls in the TV series of Batman), flashy
underlines and the like. Yet more useful

are the designs: these are illustrations

which incorporate words - such as 'Bright
Idea,' 'Special offer,' 'RSVP' and 'Free.'

There is a huge collection of (non-
Impression) borders and corners, which are
definitely superior to any others I've come
across. Like the vast majority of
PublishArt, they are in colour and print
well on mono printers.

Dropped capitals are out in force, rang
ing from the ugly to pure modern
perfection. Additionally, PublishArl con
tains Impression borders (regular and
irregular), A4-proportioned page back
drops and special bullet characters.

There is very little to criticise and at £35
(no VAT), it has to be unreservedly recom
mended. The product has now been
grabbed by the 'powers that be' here at
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The graphical
Alex Singleton scans shovel-fuls of CD art

IDG and is being offered at £10 when an
Acorn Usersubscription is taken out.

TopicArt
Over the years, Desktop Projects has been
quietly compiling discs of reasonable to
high quality artwork, each containing
approximately fifty pictures on a specific
topic. The discs cost £8 + VAT each,
accompanied with a thumbnail sheet.
Recently, the company converted their
disc collection onto CD - adding many
additional files - and is selling it at an
attractive £32 + VAT(£37.60 inclusive).

The files are in three formats - Draw,
Artworks and EPS (Encapsulated
Postscript) - which might seem
a little like space-filling, but I'm
inclined to think that (particu
larly at this price) it is better to
produce something smaller that
is generally good, rather than
larger with only a small quantity
worth having. A copy of the
superb Thumbnail application is
included in the root directory of
the CD to make finding the
Artworks and Draw files quick.

The dinosaurs section is about

on par with Bitfolio's
slightly smaller offering,
although TopicArt's tend to
be less intricate and more

impressionistic. The 576
signs - covering laboratory,
fire, safety and so on - are
admirably drawn and are superior to
Bitfolio's portion, simply due to quantity.
There is also an excellent selection of

maps, a reasonable sporting section, a dis
tinguished batch of tools for a variety of
professions and some fully drawn
Christmas scenes.

All in all, the CDis worth every penny.

Bitfolio v7 CD
Containing approximately 1(),()()() profes
sionally created Draw files, the Bitfolio v7
CD is something to get really excited
about. Priced at £80 + VAT (£94 inclusive)
from I.OOKSystems it covers a massive
variety of aspects and in depth to boot.
The coverage ranges from PublisliArt-slyle
designs to a huge collection of cartoons.

There is an inordinately large offering of
corners and one-sided borders, although
PublishArt's smaller collection is superior

in terms of use

fulness. Worth

special mention
are the collection

of presentation
points and
shapes (similar
to PublishArt's

designs and
highlights)
which are exem

plary, although these are, again, outshined
by PublishArt's selection.

British sport is covered better by this CD
than any of the other products reviewed;
there is an impressionistic cartoon section
(85 pictures), a more realistic sport section
(425 pictures), and a group of silhouettes
and page icons (104 pictures). Animals are
out in force both in impressionistic form
(100 pictures) as well as in cartoon format
(117).

The CD contains an unrivalled collec

tion of Christmas art, all bright, colourful
and modern. Despite the lack of Biblical
Christmas pictures, there is also a
Christian section with over 200 images.

There's an exemplary collection of
world flags. The flags, generally, are in two
versions: an ordinary flat picture as well as
a version fluttering in the wind. Road and
hazard signs are featured (30 and 98
respectively), although the latter is better
represented by Desktop Projects' TopicArt.

There are also 200 office and work car

toons - from women with axes smashing
their PCs to people in board meetings. The
uses for these are endless.

The package consists of an attractive
card box (albeit a flimsy one), containing
a CD-ROM and a categorically unsurpassed
book with thumbnails of all the pic
tures in full colour

(although no on-disc
thumbnail viewer is pro
vided). This has
immediately become
my first choice for tra
ditional clip-art.

ArtWorks
Clip-art CDs
For Computer Concepts to
market its two CDs under the

designation 'clip-art' does no
justice to the usefulness of its
products. While they do contain



Clip-art

resource
Managing clipart
For this review, I needed a method of view

ing each of the files quicklyas
double-clickingon each file in a directory
display takes forever. I tried every program I

could find, in particular Fabis Computing's

EasyClip, Ian Palmer's shareware Thumbnail

and Hugh Eagle's public domain PickAPic.

These are all programs to make finding
the exact image required easy, by operating
like an ordinary filing system but with each
file icon as a thumbnail of the image.

EasyClip, although released at AcornWorld
last October, can only be considered to be in
development as it has too many fundamen
tal flaws (such as the inability to have more
than one file with the same name and the

lack of sub-categories), which will be recti
fied in version two.

Despite being the fastest of the crop, and
allowing catalogues to be exported as Draw
files for printing, PickAPic lacks ease of use.

Thumbnail comes out as the leader.

What's more, it simply requires a cheque for
£5 to be sent to Ian Palmer, 40 Birch

Crescent,Aylesford, Kent ME20 7QE. Or, if
you would liketo try it out first, there was a
fully-working shareware demo on the first
Acorn User CD.

some illustrations which could be valuable

for dropping into a DTP package, most are
not - all are in ArtWorks format. Unlike

the other clip-art assortments reviewed
here, it was not produced by artists look
ing at one or more distinct aspects (such as
sport). Instead, the art is made up of
entries for competitions held by the com
pany and, as such, are often attempting to
demonstrate the power of ArtWorks.

Thus, the pictures should be fruitful for
amateur users of ArtWorks to reverse-engi
neer and find out how they were created.
Both CDs also contain a selection of high-
resolution photographs in Sprite format
(and reproduced as TIFF files for IBM
machines, which I believe are popular in
America) and a demo of AudioWorks, Each
CD costs £19 + VAT.

StarT impression borders
StarT Design's £16 (no VAT) 400
Impression Border Puck is a jewel. The four-
disc 400 border collection is categorised
into Chinese Lattice, Old English and
Miscellaneous. Finding the exact file
needed is easy as an illustrated catalogue is
provided on each disc as an Impression
file. Highly recommended.

Also available is a 1000 Impression
Border Pack for £27. The borders are pro
vided on 10 discs and are categorised into
Old Fashioned (two discs), Geometric (two
discs), Ethnic (one disc), Chinese Lattice
(one disc), Mixed (two discs), and Stained
Glass Windows (two discs).

GraphPack
GraphPack, costing £22.95 (no VAT) from
Dalmation Publications, is advertised as a

'design and layout library'. Distributed on
four double density or two high density
discs, it is essentially a collection of Draw
files showing off modern design. Similar
to many of the design books that can be
found (for free) in libraries, but with the
dubious advantage of being editable in a
vector graphics package such as Draw.

Christian clip-art
Perhaps logically, there is a not an
insubstantial number of Christian

ministers and vicars using Acorns for
church magazines. DEC_dATA's
Parish Magazine collection is a very

general pack, but I find it far too tradi
tional and not evangelical enough for my
liking. For example, there are pictures of
fonts, orbs, mitres and candles in prefer
ence to, say, coffee mornings, which most
people would consider to be far more
important.

A far superior source is Christian
Computer Art, which produces a catalogue
of 45 discs, converted to the Acorn world
by Anglican vicar Ian Gooding. Each disc
contains about 35 to 50 monochrome

images in sprite format, about 10 to 30 of
which are converted into Draw and about

10 as full-colour ArtWorks files.

This may all sound a-little off-putting,
but they really are very good, despite obvi
ous duplication of material. I would prefer
to see more of the sprites converted into
ArtWorks format and as Ian uses the files

himself, they get converted. The useful
ness, however, of these discs are simply
down to the fact that they are all topic
based. Furthermore, they are only £7.90
each and there is no VAT to add. A

brochure is freely available.

Conclusion
If you are after something to spruce up
posters and the like, accept nothing but
PublishArt. For an omni-useful CD, the

Bitfolio CD is unsurpassed, although the
less comprehensive TopicArt has a
more manageable price tag. iu

Contact details
Christian Computer Art LOOK Systems

Address: 18 Larksfield, Covingham, Swindon Address: The Gables' Yard, Pulham Market

SN3 5AD. Norfolk IP21 4SY.

Tel: (01793) 520139 Tel: (01379) 608585

Computer Concepts
Address: Gaddesden Place, Hemel

Matt Black

Hempstead, Herts HP2 6EX
Tel: (01442)351000

Address: 6 Henry Court, Henry Street,
Peterborough PE1 2QG

Tel: (01733) 315439
Dalmation Publications

Address: 30 Henley Grove, Henleaze, Bristol SmartDTP

BS9 4EG Address: Park Road, Duffield, Belper,

DEC_dATA Derbyshire DE56 4GR

Address: Dept AUR, POBox97, Exeter EX4 Tel: (01332) 842803

4YA

Tel: (01392) 221702 StarT Designs
Address: 16 Stapenhill Road, Burton-on-

Desktop Projects Trent, Staffs DE15 9AF
Address: 2A Heapriding Business Pk, Fort St, Tel: (01283) 537209

Cheshire SK3 0BT

Tel: 0161-474 0778
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Philip Murray-Pearce
scrutinises the educational

marketplace for suitable
and useful clip-art

Over my 15 years as a teacher I have
encountered large amounts of clip-art

aimed at schools, most produced commer
cially but some also from PD suppliers. My
own criteria for assessing clip-art are as
follows.

Firstly, is it likely to be used productive
ly in a school environment? Secondly, is it
historically, scientifically, or otherwise
sufficiently accurate for its intended age-
range? Thirdly, can it easily be adapted or
modified by pupils or teachers for their
specific purposes.

Anglia Television
Much of Anglia TV's material is aimed at
History Key Stages 2 and 3. Costs are
£14.10 inc. VAT per 800K disc of 15-30
images. Topics covered include Egyptians,
Greeks, Romans, Saxons and Vikings, and
Aztecs, British history is also well repre
sented on six discs covering periods from
the Middle Ages to the present; a variety of
aspects of life is covered.

There are also two discs of faces of 20th

century personalities ranging from Hitler
to Mandela or Pankhurst to Madonna, one
of British clothing over the past 1,000
years, and one of ships from the past two
centuries.

Anglia also produces a smaller range of
discs - attractive topics include Prehistoric
Animals, Farm Animals, NaturalHistory of
Britain, Human Biology, and Music and
Instruments; of more restricted use are col
lections of images of fossils and of modern
actors in Shakespearean roles.

Most of Anglia's images are mono
chrome (Human Biology is an exception),
which may reduce their impact in multi
media presentations; most print well,
though some have been mounted on grey
panel backgrounds which are best
removed before printing. The style is
sometimes impressionistic, though detail
and accuracy are quite acceptable for the
intended age-range. The range of images
on each disc should suffice for most pur
poses. One item I would like to have seen
included is a sheet of thumbnail pictures
with each disc.

DEC.dATA
DEC_dATA covers most of the same areas

as Anglia at Key Stages 2 and 3. Prices
range from £6.99 inc VATfor a single 800K
disc to £23.50 for a set of four; a typical
disc contains around 20-25 images. History
discs cover Greeks and Romans, Saxons
and Vikings, Normans, Tudors, Stuarts, the
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19th Century, and World War I, with topic
discs on ships of the past two centuries,
steam trains, military aircraft, the stories
of flight and rocketry, and famous build
ings of the world.

Scientific and other areas covered

include Extinct Animals, World Animals,
Orchestral Instruments, and sets of country
maps; there is also a two disc starter set of
200 images for primary schools covering,
amongst other things, money, time, ani
mals, and geometrical shapes.

The quality of the artwork is excellent;
most images are in colour and the style is
more precise and detailed than Anglia's.
The range on each disc is sufficiently wide
to be useful for project work in schools.
Many of the discs, including all the histor
ical ones, come complete with a file and
reader for the ClearView multimedia sys
tem; this provides convenient access to the
images together with useful descriptions
suitable for children. 1am most impressed
by DEC_dATA's products, if I were buying
images on a topic from just one company,
for value for money, this would be the
one.

Matt Black
Matt Black has three major products,
Animals & Nature (150 images), Sports &
Gaines (180 images), and the Education
Image Pack (2,000 images) covering a vari
ety of topics, all well-converted from
Mac/IBM originals; the last costs £65 and
the others £35 (there is no VAT to pay).

Each comes with a booklet showing all
the images clearly as well as a copy of the
PickAPic clip-art management program.
On the discs themselves, the images are
sensibly arranged in directories according
to topic. The majority of images are in full
colour, with good attention to accuracy
and detail.

For me, the most useful pack is Animals
& Nature, which contains an excellent
range of beautifully drawn animals,
including some prehistoric, together with
some plants and related scenes. I have
reservations about the others however -

both betray a distinctly American origin,
which has led to some omissions from a

British perspective. Sports & Games, for
example, includes baseball but not cricket

From DEC_dATA's
The Normans

or rugby; the Education Image Pack has
pictures of Washington in preference to,
say, Wellington and includes over 50
American, rather than European, road
signs - not to mention 16 S symbols!

Others
Sherston Software produces three packs of
clip-art of use to schools. These are
Christmas Allsorts, Food for Thought, and
Split an Image. The first two are self-
explanatory, the last is a set of cartoon
heads of contemporary famous people in
politics and entertainment together with a
range of bodies etc. to allow a bit of cre
ative satire.

StarT Designs have an original range of
discs mainly concerned with designs from
different cultures but also including some
pleasing images. Quality is high but
applicability to schools may be limited,
particularly as the images are in Artworks
(a reader is provided) rather than Draw
format.

Finally, 4Mation has created the smArt
linked graphics system, whereby supplied
images can be easily modified on screen
through menus and the results saved as
conventional Draw files. Sets of images
available include Heraldry, Dinosaurs,
Fashion, and Homes. All provide a straight
forward and motivating means for chil
dren to work with graphics rather than
ready-made material of the type reviewed
earlier.

Conclusion
For me, DEC_dATA and Anglia Television
produce the best ranges of clip-art
for junior and middle schools; for histori
cal topics, there are really no Aj-r
alternatives whatsoever. *l\J

Product details
4Mation Matt Black

Tel: (01271) 22974 Tel: (01733) 315439

AngliaTelevision Sherston Software
Tel: (01286) 755811 Tel: (01666) 840433

DEC_dATA StarTDesigns
Tel: (01392) 221702 Tel: (01283) 537209



Fast ATA-2 Interface

Enhanced Performance ATA-2 Interface

Veryfast 32 bit RiscPC Interface for hard
drives and ATAPI CD-ROMs.

Plug your existing drive into RaplDE and
typicallydouble its speed.

Up to 400% improvement on RiscPC
motherboard controller.

Up to 4 devices of any mix.
Sustained data rates of up to 8MB/s.

Peak data rates of 16MB/s on ATA bus.

Ideal for multimedia sound and video.

Price £119.

Call fordetailsofour RaplDE IDE DiscDrive Packages

IDE (ATA) Disc Drives

Quantum Trailblazer 850MB £165

Quantum Fireball 1280MB £229
Quantum Sirocco 2500MB £319

Yellowstone

Ser<

ATAPI CD-ROMs

Quad Speed (600 KB/s) £ 99
Six Speed (900 KB/s) £109

Eight Speed £149
*** (1200 KB/s)

Pleasenote: 6x &8xareonly compatible with RaplDE

Rise PC Audio Systems

Improved 16 bit Digital Audio Card and mixer
with superb reproduction and dynamics.

Incorporates an oversamplingtracking digital
filter for the best sound independent of

sample rate.
The four channel mixer section combines

CD-ROM and multimedia audio.

FHSJO PiS

Audio
Mixer

£59.95

£29.95

Four channel Audio Mixerfor combining
existing sound with CD-ROMs or

multimedia audio.

See DeskTV and all our other products at
the WAKEFIELD ACORN SPRING SHOW

on stand 114

Allprices quoted are exclusive of carriage and VAT@ 17.5%.
Carriage : £2 forgoods up to the value of £100, £5 forgoods £100 and over.

Access and Visa Welcome.

Please call for a catalogue of all our products.

Educational Solutions
Bramineham Park Business Centre, Enterprise Way, Braminfiham Park, Luton, Beds LU3 4BU

Telephone 01582 584828 or Fax 01582 562255

Telephone : (01225) 833266
Facsimile: (01225) 833266

email: sales@microlas.demon.co.uk

705 Midford Road, Combe Down, Bath BA2 5RX
H«S IMAGESETTING • PRINTING • SCANNING • COLOUR LASER COPYING • ACORN HARDWARE / SOFTWARE

Micro Laser Designs is an Authorised Acorn Publishing and Consumer |
Dealer. ALL PRICES SHOWN INCLUDE VAT • CARRIAGE IS FREE !
Prices shown are for CASH/ CHEQUE/DEBIT CARD / SWITCH only.
CREDITCARDS MAYBE SUBJECT TOA SURCHARGE. E&OE.

PRINTING! Don't forget we offer a complete range of printing services at very competitive
prices. Letterheads, Business Cards. Booklets, Leaflets. FULL COLOUR BROCHURES etc.
ATTENTION SOFTWARE HOUSES : Why not ask us to quote for your next brochure, leaflet or
manual. You are assured of the best prices, prompt service and no hassle!

I STOP PRESS ! - PLEASE PHONE TO CHECK SIMM PRICES - THEY VARY ALMOST DAILY!

20/20 Finance - INTEREST FREE CREDIT OVER 20
MONTHS, 20% Deposit. (Max loan £1484.95) Please call
for details. Businesses / schools can use our leasing
schemes. Subject to Status.ACORN ASSISTAVAILABLE
PLEASE TELEPHONE (01225) 833266 for Info!

SCHEME NOW EXTENDED

ACORN RISC PC 600

4M HD425 + AKF60 ...p"3..,
4M HD425 +AkF90 .../... /.. .,
4M HD425 + QUAD CD ROM + AKF60
4MHD425.4- QUADCD ROM + AKF90
ACORN RISC PC 700

5M HD425 + AKF60

5M HD425.+ .AKE9Q —...
5M HD425 + QUAD CD RQM + AKF60
5M HDfJ25 + QUAD CD ROM +/AKF90
10M HDd50^AKF60...Lz77./.. ./......
10M HD850 +AKF9CN *f..L. /..
10M HD850 + QUAD CD ROM + AKF60

10M HD850 + QUAD CD ROM + AKF90

PC CARDS FOR RISC PC

.. £1315-s

..£1685

.. C1390

./ £1,760

Price when

ordered alone

Price when ordered
with RISC PC

SXL-33 £225 £115
DX2-66 £285 £165

0X4-100 £345 £220

5x86-100 £570 £445

ACORN A7000
2M HD425 + AKF60 £1070

2M HD425 + CD ROM + AKF60 £1198
4M HD425 + AKF60 £1169

4M HD425 + CD ROM + AKF60 £1295
4M HD425 + Quad CD + AKF60 £1300
ACORN A4

A4 4M HD80 £1310
ACORN POCKET BOOK

-Pocket Book 11.256k... .» ..y^-rr^ £234
IPocket/Book-fl >Mb_A I. .*~zr4,(. .q_J £326

nil /( Ly-7/ ci^r^ )
SPECIAL OFFERS

while stocks last

WE HAVE RE

Riscrrte's with
PANELS FOR DETAILS

1Gb Connor SCSI II Hard Disc ... £270

Epson GT9000 Scanner..
(Incl. TWAIN/ ImageMaster)

£695

Impression Style £90
Impression Publisher £145
Impression Publisher + ... £275
Artworks £145

PhotoDesk £180

AudioWorks £48
Advantage £48
ProArtisan 2 CI) £75

Turbo Drivers £50
PubllshArt2 £30

ArtWorks ClipArt CD 1/2 ... £20
Haunted House £12

Sylvia Lane £12
Crystal Maze £25
Magneloids £15
Cannon Fodder £20

SIMM MEMORY (RISC PCfA7Qobi
4Mb SIMM
8Mb SIMM
16Mb SIMM ... „.
32Mb SIMM

• •

1Mb VRAM
2Mb VRAM
1 -,?MbVRAM Upgrade:

QUAD SPEED ATAPI IDE CD DRIVE

FOR RISC PC / A7000 £ POA

IMAGESETTING - Check our FILM prices!
(P&P may apply). Prices are per page.
Don't forget prices INCLUDE VAT.

Pages

1 11.75 14.10

2-9 6.45 11.10

10-24' 5.85 9.40
25-49 5.00 8.20

50+ 4.10 7.00

Bromide prices on request.

Further discounts available - please call.
Email: bureau@microlas.demon.co.uk

A4 A3

•ACORN • QMS • CANON • EPSON • COLOURGEN • SONY • CUMANA • SAMSUNG • HEWLETT PACKARD • CONNOR • SYQUEST •



Programming software
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Making use of the Toolbox

If there's one thing that seems constant in
the Acorn market, it's the disproportion

ately large number of programmers it
houses — good ones at that. Those days
spent squeezing every last byte and clock
cycle out of the humble BBC Micro were
not wasted as present Acorn software is
among the most efficiently coded on the
market, among other things measuring
kilobytes rather than industry-standard
megabytes. However, creating today's pro
gramming masterpieces requires good tools
and powerful languages.

Charm is a block-structured, compiled,
high-level language supplied on two 800K
floppies with a 56-page, A5-size manual.
Located on disc one are the primary Charm
tools, such as the program editor, compiler,
assembler and linker, together with a desk
top front-end. Also included is a short
tutorial file and a Drawfile which supplies
function key and numeric keypad legends
for the program editor.

Disc two features the SparkPlug extrac
tion tool alongside three archives which
hold some 1,150K of software. Two of these
archives, ResEdit and Toolbox, contain the
application and system modules which
respectively form the Reslidit application
interface creation tool. Although this tool
box is normally associated with Acorn's
own C++ package (see Steve Mumford's
review in the August 1995 issue of Acorn
User), it is also supported by ('harm.

Eleven demonstration programs written
in Charm occupy the third and final
archive. These are supplied with source
code and include several single-tasking pro
grams, such as a prime number sieve, field
strength calculation and string matching
alongside a desktop Chinese checkers game,
multi-tasking scientific calculator and a
demonstration created with ResEdit to

show how it's done.

trinket?

The language
Block structures are a popular means of lan
guage design because they both map well
on to machine code and present a clear,
logical structure to the programmer. Like
BBC Basic V, Charm code consists of a
number of blocks delimited by an instruc
tion pair such as proc...end_proc,
for...endJar, if...endjf or while...endjvhile.
All the usual conditionals, loops and
expressions you would expect in a high
level language are supported.

Pour basic data types are provided —
boolean, integer, real and character — each
of which can be formed into arbitrary
dimensioned arrays. A one dimensional
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Stephen Wade
investigates the Charm
language and compiler
array of characters, for instance, provides a
nice abstraction for a string. Composite
types can be constructed using the record
facility, while enumerated types are avail
able in a limited context through the list
mechanism.

Pointers, which can initially prove con
fusing in C due to seemingly random use of
asterisks and ampersands, are more easily
understood in Charm because of the more

obvious ref and val keywords denoting ref
erence and value respectively. Separate
operators are also supplied for comparing
pointers as opposed to the values to which
they point.

In Charm, arrays can only be passed by
reference thus maximising efficiency. This
means explicit copies must be made if
localised changes are not to be reflected
globally. Procedure input/output parame
ters can include references to other

procedures which are only resolved at run
time.

The memory management and
input/output facilities are generally more
advanced than those found in Basic, but
not as powerful as in C. While input and
output operations use streams like C and
C++, a task such as printing a string fol
lowed by a number and new line requires
three different write statements compared
to a single pr'mlf'm C.

Definition files and the include directive

enable Charm to support modular program
ming. Indeed, several definition files are
included in the package which provide
access to input/output, real numbers, the

Figure I: Charm file hierarchy

desktop and its related events, strings, tool
box and general operating system facilities.

Documentation
The quality of the documentation and
range of information at your fingertips is of
great importance when learning a new lan
guage. In the case of Charm the
documentation is, sadly, very disappoint
ing. The manual is slim, lacking both detail
and a comprehensive language reference
section. It also suffers from several small,
irritating errors. For instance, some of the
example assignment statements lack the
necessary colons, while it repeatedly states
real numbers take the form 3.1E-3. Fine,
except the compiler isn't satisfied with any
thing other than lower case e.

Two saving graces are appendices A and
B. The first contains the production rules
underpinning the syntax of the language
which can aid understanding of the lan
guage structure and help in discovering
why a given piece of code will not compile.
In the second appendix, the policy govern
ing the use of processor registers by Charm
is explained. This is of interest when con
sidering hand coding certain routines in
assembler to achieve optimal performance.

The disc-based tutorial broadly suffers
from the same problems as the manual,
although it does have several useful, albeit
short, examples. It must be said that there
is no substitute for hands-on, active learn

ing when it comes to programming. Further
Charm programming information can be
gleaned by examining the definition files
and example programs, though they are
not well commented.

The compiler
Charm is serviced by a multi-tasking front
end and runs on any RISC OS machine with
2Mb or more of RAM. The default configu
ration aims to minimise disc swapping on
floppy-based systems and requires a 300K
RAM disk. If your system incorporates a
hard drive, the ICharm.Install configura
tion file can be edited so that Charm uses

this instead.

Charm features a single pass compiler,
artnc, and as such requires everything to be
declared at some point prior to it's use. If
forward references are made to as yet unde
fined procedures you have to use the



declare command to announce function

prototypes.
A mono-tasking program editor is pro

vided for authoring and debugging code.
After years editing programs with Edit and
Impression this at first seemed a little
uncomfortable. However, 1 did warm to it

because when the compiler discovers a syn
tax error the editor is automatically
invoked with the erroneous program, the
cursor positioned on the offending line.

The compiler produces either object code
or assembly language output. The latter can
be of debugging assistance if all other
means fail, also giving an insight to the
world of assembler programming to the
uninitiated.

Figure II shows the assembly language
output for the Hello World program listed
in Figure III. Assembly language programs
created in the compilation phase, or per
haps by hand, can be passed to the
assembler — anna — for conversion to

object code or a list file for more detailed
assembly information.

Executablcs are built using the linker —
annl — and can either take the form of

applications or relocatable modules. In the
latter case, the code is linked with the mod
definition file which defines the execution

entry points. Figure 1 shows the various
locations for the input/output files for each
of the above stages.

The Charm desktop application while
useful when getting to grips with the com
piler is really quite superficial. Everything it
does can be achieved equally well through
a few simple commands in an obey file.
Incidentally, there is a program profiling

string "hello"

xdef start

align
start

xref _write_string
stmfd sp!,{rp }

adr rO,_ll$
bl _write_string
ldmfd sp!,{pc }

address

align

_H$
string "Hello World"

direct

end

Figure II: Charm assembly language output for
Hello World

I Hello World - Charm version
module hello;

include "io"

ent proc start ();

write_string("Hello
World");

end_proc;

end_module;

Figure III: HelloWorld - Charm version

Programming software

Table 1: Hello World comes in a range of sizes
Machine Operating System Language Compiler Executable (bytes)

Acorn A5000 RiseOS 3.11 Charm Charm 1.6 4,444

Acom A5000 RiseOS 3.11 C gee 2.4.5 37,224

Acorn RisePC600 RiseOS 3.6 c EasyC 1,476

Commodore Amiga 1500 AmigaD0S2.1 c gee 2.6.3 2,432

IBMPS/2 MS-DOS6.22 c Borland Turbo C 2.0 6,542

SequentSymmetry S2000 System V3.2.0 Unix Ada Meridian 4.1.4 71,677

Sequent Symmetry S2000 System V3.2.0 Unix C gee2.6.3 45,396

DFI80486 System V4.0 Chorus/MiX C gee 2.6.3 4,664

Sun Sparc (?Pierrot) BSD 4.3 Unix c gee 2.7.0 24,576

SunSparc (?Tina) System V4.0 Solaris c gee 2.7.1 5,016

/* Hello World - C version */

#include <stdio.h>

int main(void)

{

printf("Hello World") ;

return 0;

}

FigureIV: HelloWorld- Cversion

- Hello World - Ada version

with TEXT.IO;

use TEXT_IO;

procedure hello is

begin

put("Hello World");

end hello;

utility which isn't supported by the desktop
front-end. This allows program execution
to be traced so time-wasting regions of code
can be identified and, hopefully, optimised.

Debugging
The compiler generally proved quite astute
at locating syntax errors, causing editor
throwback to the correct point. Some prob
lems were experienced with real numbers
in particular: While the compiler always
permitted the declaration of reals inside
functions, it often wouldn't let them have
values assigned either upon declaration or
in later calculations. The accompanying
error report was quite mysterious, suggest
ing an invalid memory reference at the
semi-colon after the endjiroc which closed
the procedure.

Tool support for tracing run-time errors
was noticeably lacking. For instance, when
a deliberate division by zero was forced, an
accurate report of why the program had
failed was given, but with no easy way
finding out where the problem had
occurred. A good debugger is always prefer
able to resorting to a myriad of
write_stringO statements.

A good compiler?
It's difficult to determine whether any com
piler produces good or poor code. This is
largely because it's a qualitative rather than
a quantitative exercise and people have
wide ranging views about quality. For
example, let's assume the size of an exe
cutable (a definite quantitative measure)
reflects the calibre of a compiler.

Figures III, IV and V list Charm, C and
Ada sources for the classic Hello World pro
gram. These were compiled on several
machines running various operating sys
tems and compilers and the results
summarised in Table I. This shows the exe

cutable files varied considerably in size, the
largest almost 50 times as big as the small
est.

These differences are not, however,
closely related to code quality but the num
ber and size of other object files
amalgamated with the program. Many
compilers link a number of default binaries
as well as those specified by the program
mer, resulting in huge executables.

Figure V:Hello World - Ada version

Summing up
So why should you buy Charm in prefer
ence to another compiler which supports a
more common language such as C or even
Basic? I'm still searching for a definitive
answer to that question, although the mat
ter of price is definitely in its favour. If you
disregard the public domain, this is proba
bly the cheapest compiler on the Acorn
market, a mere tenth the price of Acorn's
C++ package. However, the low price shows
in the form of the budget documentation.

Largely because it's less powerful than
comparable languages, Charm is challeng
ing and as such can prove an excellent cure
for C sickness (sorry, but I had to squeeze
that in somewhere). If you enjoy learning a
new language every once in a while, or sim
ply need something new to get your teeth
into, that is reason enough to buy a copy.

Overall, Charm is a curious, reasonably
powerful but often frustrating Ian- /|jt
guage which I'mdetermined to master. f**J

Product details
Product: Charm v1.6

Supplier: David Pilling,P.O. Box22,
Thornton Cleveleys, Blackpool,FY5 1LR

Email:david@pilling.demon.co.uk

Price: £25 inc VAT and carriage (£18 when
upgrading older version), Acorn
Toolbox manuals extra £47

Requirements: 2Mb minimum
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iCORMJSER
Brings you an Exclusive

reader offer from ECLIPSE

Your pack includes:
James Pond 2 - RRP £24.99

James Pond returns as Robocod. He's mean, he's green, he's
part machine.

Xenon 2 - RRP £24.99

The Xenites are back and have thrown time itself into

turmoil. Only you can save the day - not to mention the
universe.

Cycloids -RRP £19.99
A zany platform adventure game with 25 action packed
levels, 256 colour cartoon graphics and comical sound effects.

F.R.E.D.-RRP £19.99

Afun game combining superb platform action with some
tricky puzzles.-Fifty frames per second update and laser
guidance mayhem.

Ixion-RRP £19.99

A fast-paced graphical, virtual reality arcade game, it's the
closest thing you'll get to being really there on your Acorn.
Includes three graphically stunning zones.

&
Priority Order Form

VpC| Please send me my exclusive software
»wi package NOW!

Please send my goodies to:

Name

Address

Postcode Day tel no

52 Acorn User June 1996

I wish to pay by:

D Cheque/Postal order (made payable to IDG Media)

D Credit card (VISA/Access/Barclaycard)

Expiry date: [

Card no: L

/

enclose a total payment of:.

Now send your completed form with payment to Softvjare Offer, Acorn
User, IDG Media FREEPOST (SK3038), Macclesfield, Cheshire SK104NP.

Please allow 28 days for delivery.Offersubject to availability

IZ] Please tick if you do not wish to receive promotional information
from other companies.



W BRIEF
DrawWorks
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fj Tool in : | ADFS::Conner.$.Publishing.ClipArt.PublishArt.Designs.Party

_ _

DrawExtra Toolbox

a Q] % lE t 111/
Draw as a mo

productive
program

1:1

If you work with Draw, this could he just
what you need. DrawWorks is a compila

tion of five add-ons for Draw. DrawExtra,
which is what I perceive most people will
buy the suite for, adds an extra button bar
and enables choices for the default state of

Draw to be set. It also converts the existing
toolbox into one which can be moved

about.

I've long hankered after a speedier way
of zooming in and out in Draw. It was
gratifying, therefore, that DrawExtra's but
ton bar offers just that. Furthermore, there
are buttons to save, print, turn the grid on,
select all, undo, redo...

DrawExtra's preferences window can set
defaults for, among a multitude of others,
what tool should be selected, the page size
and whether the grid should be switched
on. The only notable omission is the
inability to change the default typeface
and font size used from System.Ghastly.

Unfortunately, the preferences have to
be saved by dragging an 'obey' file from a
save dialogue box to a directory display
which has to be double-clicked on for the

choices to take effect. It would be prefer

Il::n tfii M.± $v« *#

able for the information to be saved direct

ly into Draw's '.Run file.
The other utilities seem peripheral by

comparison, although they can be decid
edly useful. One of Draw's almost funda
mental flaws is its inability to take
advantage of kerning information stored
in fonts. Kerning is a method of making
characters overlap (a W followed by an A
can look untidy if they are not kerned
together).

DrawKern takes any Draw file which is
dragged onto its icon and acts upon the
kerning information in the fonts used.
Fantastically, the text in the resultant
Draw file can still be edited (i.e. text is not
converted into paths).

With the third utility, Drawlnfo, a file
can be dragged on to its icon, unveiling a
window gorged of valuable information
about it. It's amazing how many clip-art
files are distributed with fonts which most

people don't have: this shows if there are
fonts used in the file and, perhaps more
importantly, if the file is RISC OS 3 only.

The fourth of the utilities, DrawScrunch,
takes any Draw file and does the equiva

lent of screwing up a sheet of paper and
flattening it out again, which can generate
pleasing effects for posters. The amount of
scrunching is configurable. Lastly,
DrawMerge merges all the objects in a
Draw file, making cut-outs child's play to
create.

A highly useful suite of programs which
will increase productivity immensely. It's
almost a pity that programs to do kerning
and merging of Draw files were in iTT

Alex Singleton
*Info back in 1994.

Product details
Supplier: iSV Products

Tel: 01344 55769

Price: £9 (no VAT)

Pros: Increases productivity • Memory
efficient

Cons: Nointeractive help
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p0t^ed 1983

All the latest products
on show from the biggest

and best Acorn companies

Tickets on day €2.50 Adults
€1.50 Juniors up to 16

Ssmtas

• \'- U-'.'i'iKrM vfm\;

(Advance ticket holders can
enter from 9.30am)

Pre-bookings must be paid in
advance by either cheques or

postal orders and
made payable to WACG Show

(sorry credit cards not
accepted)

OOKfhC; • ff'im&i'fWm

Organisers:
Chris Hughes

Tel: 0192437 9778

e-mail: chris@cumbrian.6emon.co.uk

Mike Wilson

Tel: 0113 253 3722 Fax: 0113 238 3058

e-mail: mike@barc.demon.co.uk

^^SKsa--

in association with

>und«iy, 19 M<

10,00am to i

Our location
Leave ihf Ml at junction 39-

Take the A636 to Denby Dale.
Cedar Conn is [00 yards on the

left from junction 39-MI

M1, Junction 39,
Denby Dale Road,

Wakefield WF4 3QZ

CEDAR
COURT
HOTEL

for latest information: http://www.cybervillage.co.uk/acorn/wakefield/



THE

ARM
CLUB

The ARM Club, DeptAU61
FREEP0ST ND6573

London

N12 OBR
Fax 0181 446 3020

Email clubinfo@armclub.org.uk

ARMl'96
CAMBRIDGE

The ARM Club's biggest ever Open

Saturday 25th May 1996
at

The Gonville Hotel

Gonville Place

CAMBRIDGE

CB11LY

Doors open at 10:00am until 4:00pm
Admission charges: Adults CI.00 (Members '/•price)

children under 16 FREE

Open to members and non-members alike.
Come and see us and the exhibitors for

help and advice on Acorn matters.

http://w\M.bruhd,ac.uk;8Q80/~cs92adf/ArmClubMml

DTP Users!

Whatever your needs,
We've got the answer.

With our wide range ofDTP utilities
All our products supportOLE editing, full colour and text
controls, graphic importand word-wrapped text editing, with
extcntsivccontrol over your presentation, and great ease of use!

• Links with TableMate 3

__^ ^ / • Extensive controls
lf^-w»d-wV|-*1VAo-|-C* ' Customisable key/legend
IVJTJL C1.JJX1J.YXCM. I.K2 areas with auto formatting

Presentation graphics without tears. • Background/shadow styles
...justfar toomanyfeatures to describe here- why not sendan
SAEforfull information ? Single user pack - £45.

See us at the Wakefield Show -19 May
• Flowcharts, spider

>. diagrams, org. charts,
annotated diagrams,

Diagramsof all sorts - in a flash! and more!
Connects symbols automatically usingArtificial Intelligence

Single User - £50. TableMate 3 User - £45.

TableMateg
The table editorfor RISC-OS '

"I would recommend this package to anyone" Archive Feb. 96
Single User £34-50; Upgrade from Style/Publisher £19-50

74 Greville Road, WARWICK, CV34 5PJ. 01926 492459

t&se OS

#Ml/p4MAM4H'

Featuring over 550 different outline fonts,
plus additional styles. This CD ROM is
supplied with a comprehensive font
selection application which displays full
character previewsfor all fonts on demand.

Usersof Easy Font 3 will also find a handy
linking option has been included to allow
all fonts to he installed directly.

Also included on the disc are a variety of
DTP files to allow users lo easily obtain
hardcopies of thefonts, which are shown in
severalformats.

FONT EMPORIUM £29.95 (inc VAT)

flow* ^*<J

RISC OS

r^ DiqiTAl

Masterpieces

The official Digital Symphony Collection,
complied in association with Oregan
SoftwareDevelopments.

Well over 3000 music tracks are included on
the disc, enough to satisfy even lite most
avid devotee. Pieces are arranged by their
music type, which include Classic, Piano,
Rave. Pop and Mood. Also on the disc are
several hundred samples for track creation.

SYMPHONY MASTERPIECES £29.95 inc

More CD titles are coming in 1996 from
Zenta, if our first few are not to you taste
then you may like us to add your name to
our mailing list for news of future,
interactive and resource discs.

ZENTA

OMS
use OS

cir fwi
€OLLE€TION

No DTP user should be without the ClipArt
Collection. It contains around 10.000 RISC
OS draw format clips, plus Artworks files,
and some monospriteclipartflies.

Almost all subjects are covered, images
range from birds and animals, to computers
and cartoons.

In total 500Mb ofclipart is contained on the
disc, all of which is accessed using a
thumbnail clipart filing system, which
devides the clips into over one hundred
categories.

CUPART COLLECTION £29.95 (inc VAT)

Zenta Multimedia

10 Ravenhurst Drive

Birmingham B43 7RS

Tel. 021 358 3054 Fax. 021358 5969

Email. SalesGPZenta.demon,co. uk

VAT Reg 661 2567 36

BUY ALL THREE TITLES FOR

JUST £69.95
AND SAVE ALMOST £20

VISA



Mower masle^! Smoothed
andtinted. Dpacitu. set to 50%

masicreated'in Compo
andfinishedin ProArtisan 2

Access

visa

plane masiedwith wand
andthenanti-atiased

s£v repaired with
ProArt24atone toot

1MB. Otuprotocots

horsemas£edandStended

simple maSrtintp
withahost efifiect

edtpe and'anti-atiasfittersusedto tidy edpes fa* ^adow apptied
drop shadow added'/or emphasis

/{rtworis importmasied'in Compo

£169.95 inc VAT (P&P free)
Special offer price of £85 for ProArtisan 24 owners

Introductory offer - £99.95 for users of otherartpackages

([lares
MICRO SUPPLIES

98 MIDDLEWICH ROAD, RUDHEATH, NORTHWICH, CHESHIRE CW9 7DA
TEL: 01606 48511 FAX: 01606 48512 email: sales@clares.demon.co.uk

2L
EXCLUSIVE

Q.

U



I'm afraid new releases are

fairly thin on the ground at
present - however, a veritable
cavalcade of titles is

approaching us even as I
write, so grab those rose-
tinted sunglasses and
prepare yourself for what
could be a busy summer.

Fans of Bomberman might
be pleased to know that Paul

Taylor, the author of the
immensely popular game
Moonquake, has plans for a
sequel. Named Marsquake, it's
going to be a complete rewrite-
in Paul's own words:

'Moonquake, from a program
ming point of view, is a tip!'.
He's got a whole range of fea
tures planned for this new
version, including bombs that
can be pushed and thrown, con
veyor belts, super-strength
bombs, pipe networks that can
carryblasts to other parts of the
arena and what Paul describes

as 'roaming bomb creatures'.
During one-player games, the
arena will be expanded to be
several times its own size,
although multiplayer games,
now allowing up to four people
to play,will remain limited to the
size of the screen.

A moral to all prospective
coders out there - Paul never

expected to finish Moonquake,
thinking instead that it would
end up on his pileof half-cooked
projects.Still, perseverancepaid
off and turned it into a house

hold name. However, Paul has
no plans to complete work on
another of his half-projects -

Superb 3Daction in Destiny

Steve Mumford reveals

news of some promising
games in the pipeline

Indiana Pea and the Raiders of

his Lost Arc will remain buried in

obscurity.

Mike Goatly is putting the finish
ing touches to a game named
RHFT - an acronym for Rock
Hard Fluffy Thing, so I'm told. It
follows the adventures of a crea

ture, looking suspiciously like a
cross between a pig and a fur-
ball, as it negotiates mazes in an
attempt to reap the local dia
mond population. The levels are
filled with one-way sections,
conveyor belts, springboards,
bombs and crumbling ledges,
and the stiff time limits imposed
can really make it a challenge. A
designer is supplied with the
game so that you can create
your own screens once you've
mastered the mazes supplied.

Best described as an arcade

puzzler, RHFT is gentle but
demanding with a good learning
curve - and the characterisation

of the furry character can raise a
smile. Although the idea is sim
ple, Mike has developed it well
and as a result, RHFT is great
fun to play.

Mike is still creating a few
more levels and he hasn't
decided how he's going to
release the game yet, but I'll let
you know when and where it's

available once

the time comes.

Mike's also

planning to
write a three-

player Rampage
type game, but
he thinks he'll

need some help with the graph- interpretation promises a selec-
ics. Ifany readersout there think tion of screen resolutions to suit
they could lend a hand, either your machine along with a wide
drop me a line or email Mike variety of weapons ranging from
himself at your average pistol to limited-

DJMftC K&Jfl
"0?»TIO^I
BCTOSfUTO GSIK7C*

M.P.Goatly@herts.ac.uk.

Doom-ii-lika

edition grenade launchers -
maybe even warhammers and
other bludgeoning instruments

Finally, I've got some good news of doom,
for those people who have been The scenery can be damaged
waiting in vain for the release of by gunshots or explosions, so
Biohazard - although the origi- expect to see lots of splintered
nal author decided that he did glass and bullet-holes. The mon-
not wish to continue with the sters will act together to try to
project, he had the benevolence catch you,andlastbut notleast,
to release the source code on to you can keep tabs on the remote
the Internet in case any other corners of each level by using
valiant programmer wanted to the closed-circuit surveillance
take upthechallenge. system. If you'd like to look at

As yet, I haven't heard from the game specifications, Robert
any takers - if anyone out there has provided a web page which
is working on the code, please holds a list of the planned fea-
dropmealine. tures along with some

Although Biohazard may have impressive screenshots. Use
temporarily retreated into the your web browser to access
background, Robert Templeman http://mphhpc.ph.man.ac.uk/~mb
has leapt into the limelight with caprt/DESTINY.html. If the game
news of his project, Destiny. plays as well as it looks, we
Inspired by the likes of Doom could be in for some exciting
and Duke Nukem 3D, Robert's action.

Rock Hard Fluffy Thing: He's cute - but he's hard
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Adventure games

The rook's revenge? Steve Mumford
investigates David Pilling's sequel

Ever since the computer was
brought whirring and beeping
into this world, chess games
have been enormously popular -
perhaps for the convenience of
having a relatively good chess
partner accessible at the flick of
a switch. From my point of view
at least, one of the greatest
advantages of playing against
silicon opponents is the fact that
you can rewind the game if you
make an embarrassing error.
Chess II is an updated version of
the program that's been avail
able from David Pilling for quite
some time. The author is Colin

Granville, and he's included a
wide range of features in this
second edition.

As is common with most

chess games these days, the
board can be displayed in two or
three dimensions. Personal pref
erence it might be, but I've
always been happier with the
overhead view - no 'Virtual

Chess As Seen From an Odd

Angle'for me, thanks. The pre
sentation is crisp and clear, and
the program uses high-resolu
tion icons if you've got the
resources. If you're still not sat
isfied it's even possible to
design your own.

Now, I'd be the first to admit
that I'm not what one might call
good at chess - indeed, my one-
and-only style of play could be
described euphemistically as
impetuous. Chess II, on the
other hand, has a fully
adjustable skill level, to suit
most abilities from the beginner
to the master. It manages this by
providing a time limit for the first
40 moves - there's a range of
presets to choose from, and you
can enter your own time
allowance if you wish.

However, absolute novices
might find it hard to climb the
first step as Chess II is still
pretty competent on its lowest
setting. This is where the replay
feature can come in useful - a

window containing video-style
controls can be used to step
backwards and forwards

through the game and you can
restart play at any point.

An interesting feature of
Chess II is its ability to load in
textual representations of chess
matches in a number of formats

- if you want to analyse the
games reported in the newspa
pers, this is one way to go about
it. It's ideally suited to handling
electronically transmitted data,

so if you've got a teletext
adaptor or you've
received transcripts over
the Internet, it's just a
question of dropping

them into Chess II and letting it
do the rest. If you're looking to
save your game in some
method, either for yourself or to
send to another player, the
moves can be output as a simple
textual list as well as in a format

unique to Chess II. Single game
positions can be captured as a
Draw file in case you want to
document a certain position -
the images look particularly
impressive in this format.

If you're interested in tackling
chess problems, the editing fea
tures of Chess II will prove to be
useful, along with the special
'Mate Search' setting - the board
can be set up to your precise
requirements before submitting
it to the computer to solve.
Instead of working to a time
limit, the computer player hacks
away at the problem using all its
resources until it reaches a solu

tion. This can take some time,

|Show rows and columns

[\/Show Mate sequence

|Beep when computer moves

Level

J Easy j Hard

(9 Moderate O Tournament
J Normal J Mate Search

J 48 moves in mins

Save I Cancel I Change

Edit Board
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To Play Allow Castling

G White [7White-Kingside [7 Black-Kingside
J Black fy"White-(!ueenside f^/Black-Queenside

but a carefully applied cup of tea
can ease the wait.

All in all, Chess II is a very
able program and it will give all
but the most demanding players
a good game. If you're new to
the hobby, I'd recommend
searching around for an intro
ductory guide as the manual
isn't geared to providing this
type of information. As always,
patience pays off and don't be
afraid to step back a few moves
to find out where you went
wrong. It might not provide ani
mated battle scenes or

Sens-O-Rama Surround Sound
but it does give you a powerful
chess engine with a simple-to-
use interface for a most

attractive price.

Product details

Supplier: David Pilling
Address: P.O. Box 22, Thornton

Cleveleys, Blackpool. FY5 1LR
Price: £16 inclusive (£10 with

disc if upgrading from
Chess I)

Pros: Relativelycheap • Clear
presentation • Easy to
use

Cons: Manual a little thin •

Novices might find it
hard to get started



Go once more

a-rovin

Adventure games

Graham Nelson

reviews Acheton,
only 17 years late

You are in a bare room with exits off in all directions. On the ground is a
heavy stone slab bearing the words "fibandon hope all ye who enter here - HNON .
•se
Vou are at a wide place in the corridor. There is a hole.in the ground to one
side, above which the words "Drop treasure here if you wish to pass' Bt^e carved
into the rock. The corridor bends slightly, continuing to the south and
northwest.

Hs you leave the room you hear an ominous rumbling sound. Vou look up to see a.
massive boulder hurtling down. Vou dive through the passage and arrive safely in
the next room. The boulder rises slowly back up, and a.hollow voice says: Oh
bother, I missed; but you won't get away with that again! ...
You are in a huge cave about 3880 feet across, with a gigantic pillar in its
middle stretching up out of sight. Steam vents from fissures in the floor and
walls. The resulting haze stops you seeing any details of the distant parts of
the cave. Vou are standing near the north wall of the cave, fl passage goes to
the north.
:qu i t '
flre you sure you want to quit?
?yes
Vou have passed the entrance examination of flcheton. Well done.
To achieve the next higher rating you need 68 more points.

Do you want another game?
?no

In Byron's famous words, 'the
sword outwears its sheath and

the soul wears out the breast':

likewise, Acheton is software
which has outworn machine after

machine.

Seventeen years is a quite a
geological stretch of time in
computing. When Acheton was
written, in 1979-81, the top-of-
the-range Acorn computer was
an Atom with 2K of memory,
which came in kit form. The

authors - Jon Thackray, David
Seal and Jonathan Partington -
were research students at

Cambridge who met while run
ning late-night jobs on the
Phoenix mainframe: the first two

Adventure games, Colossal Cave
and Dungeon (also known as
Zork), had just arrived from
America. It seemed a challenge.

The result was Acheton, as far

as I know the first British game
and the last of the three great
'cave' games. A mainframe pro
gram once thought huge, it was

still being played right up to the
demise of Phoenix, last year. The
adventure-game assembler
developed for Acheton led to a
whole school of Cambridge
games: Hamil, Peter Killworth's
Doom trilogy, Philosopher's
Quest, Quondam and many oth
ers.

If these names have a familiar

ring to readers with long memo
ries, it may be because
Acornsoft took up the games.
Having joined Acorn after taking
his doctorate, Thackray suc
ceeded in compressing Acheton
to just 200K of database and pro
gram. As heroic as this was, the
two-disc release still became the

largest game published for the
BBC Micro.

After Acornsoft was wound up,
the rights to its Cambridge
games passed to Topologika,
who are still quietly supplying
expanded RISC OS versions on
request: though they call it a
'dead market'. The games sur

vive, but only just. Perhaps there
should be listed programs as
well as listed buildings: I some
times wonder how much historic

source code has been lost.

Installation
Acheton will run on any 32-bit
Acorn machine with RISC OS.

I've been playing it on a Rise
PC700; my only problem was
that the arrow-marked Delete key
wouldn't work. Installation onto

hard disc - for convenience -

was quick and easy, though the
program disc has to be in the
floppy drive at the start of each
session. The disc also includes

Jonathan Partington's splendid
game Kingdom of Hamil, so it's
two for the price for one.

Be prepared for a shock when
the icon is clicked. Away go the
pastel, Habitat shades of the
32,000-colour desktop and in
their place appears chunky white
System-font text on a black back
ground: this game runs in screen

mode 0 and it doesn't multitask.

It's a struggle to remember the
days when this seemed like fine
print, right on the edge of what a
monitor could display. But I did
eventually grow used to it again

Product details

Product: Acheton and Kingdom

of Hamil

Supplier:TopologikaSoftware
Tel: (01326) 377771

Fax: (01326) 377771

Address:IslingtonWharf,
Church Hill, Falmouth,

Cornwall TR10 8AT

Price: £20 inc VAT + £1 p&p

Pros: A minor masterpiece'

targe map • Consistent

atmosphere • Excellent
hints

Cons: Rudimentary user
interface • Thinon plot-
lines • Poor text display
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Adventure games

and find it comfortable enough to
forget about. Acheton is also a
little primitive at text recognition:
only one or two word commands,
with few modern amenities such

as pronouns. But it does under
stand 'take all', saving games is
easy and there are excellent lay
ered hints.

The game in play
The word 'Acheton' is confected

from 'Acheron', the mythological
underworld, and 'Achates', a
character from the Aeneid. This

is a cave game, all right: we
begin at a farmhouse in wood
land and set off to collect the

treasure buried in the caves

beneath - the first puzzle being
to find the way in. We have a
spray-can of paint and an elec
tric lamp, but the caves belong
to an earlier time, a fallen
medieval civilisation. Magic
lingers on, with the 'mystic lan
guage of old Acheton' providing
spells. I expected the magic sys
tem to be simple, yet it took me a
long time to decipher the
coloured stars on certain cave

walls. There is nothing primitive
about the puzzles in Acheton.

That first cave entrance

expands into a rich expanse of
game, with a good hundred loca
tions accessible almost at once:

Acheton has everything, an
enchanted forest, a subter
ranean garden, a royal palace,
misty caves, a magnetic lode-
stone where the compass goes
haywire, a tunnelled-out glacier,
an imprisoned Giant, a harbour-
mouth cave and even an afterlife

of sorts in Hades. Consistently
good room descriptions and a
well-organised map somehow
glue it all into a single work of
art. Like most early games, it's
populated more with items than
people: but puzzles are thick on
the ground and there is plenty of
variety.

Not all of this was very origi
nal. The wizard's house is rather

reminiscent of the one in

Dungeon - now known as Zork
II. Several Colossal Cave

favourites return: a network of

secret canyons and a rock
marked J4, for instance.
Colossal Cave's rock is marked

Y2, an in joke for experienced
readers of American cave maps:
whereas J4 was the name of a

famous discovery in the
Cambridge pure mathematics
department around 1980.
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Acheton: Above Ground

(lamp, spray can,
keys,bottle)

Road to Mine

Entrance

Computers come and go: they
will one day 'go no more a-
roving, so late into the night'.
But Acheton remains a satisfy
ing and subtle game, classic and
influential. Buy now: while
stocks last, and the moon be still

as bright.

The Prologue's end
Something all the early games
have in common is a neck of

woodland nestling in a valley,
concealing an entrance into the
main game. This is really a
cliche deriving from the original
Colossal Cave, which was simu
lating the wooded ridges of the
Kentucky karst belt. But almost
every game has a Prologue of
some kind: an initial section, not
too hard or large, whose pur
pose is to prepare the player for
the Middle Game.

This comes down to several

things: establishing the player's
identity and what is going on;
equipping her with a few items -
traditionally a lamp, a bag to
carry things in, a bottle and so
on; and setting an atmosphere.
To hold the player up a little, the
way into the Middle Game is
always a puzzle of some kind:
one can be fairly sure that the
player will have thoroughly
explored the Prologue before
moving on.

Acheton is nothing if not tradi

tional, and the region above
ground is a good example of
this, as the simplified map frag
ment shows. There are no

physical barriers at the edge of
the above-ground region, no
mountains or cliff walls: instead,
the forest becomes impenetra
bly dense. The player enters,
wanders around for a while and

always ends up back in the map.
This can be convincingly imple
mented with only two or three
game locations, with a little pro
gramming to give them shifting
descriptions.

The farmhouse acts as a

repository for the player's
essential supplies. Only two
rooms are provided, while the
others are said to be 'boarded

up'. The reason there are as
many as two rooms is for a typi
cal Prologue device: the axe is
hidden in darkness to nudge the
player towards learning how to
switch on the lamp.

The player starts not in the

farmhouse, though, but at the
end of the road: and the road is

the back-bone of this map frag
ment. We have the sense that

this is the frontier of the discov

ered lands, beyond which lie
adventure. That ought to be a
hint to the puzzle of entering the
caves: but what about the mine

entrance, or the slight depres
sion in the valley which lies to
the south?

What makes the Prologue a
test for any designer is that, on
the one hand, the player only
wants to reach the end of it, so
that she takes little notice;
whereas, on the other hand, the
Prologue's quality is the
biggest first impression any
player has of the game. With
this in mind, it needs to be
unobtrusively well-written: not
full of rambling screens of text,
not stocked with terribly hard
puzzles, just persuasive and
welcoming. The hard part, of
course, lies ahead.

ime once more to remind readers of the Acorn User

Interactive Fiction Competition. Write a short adventure game on
any theme - without Infringing anybody's copyright - and send it
to me, along with a file containing the solutior

g^j±nigg3j!m^^ng



FREEPOST EH2725, Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR
W Bar Coding Systems Tel/Fax: (01592) 592265pP" BarCoding Systems

We supply a range of high
' quality bar code readers from

various manufacturers, integrated
Into the RISC OS 2 or 3 desktop.

Softwaro processing of the bar codes
allows input Into any multitasking

application. Uses include book checking in
libraries, product labelling and POS facilities.

. • We also produce software to create numerous formats
' of bar codes yourself, enabling all kinds of information

to be stored and read back by a reader.

P" Music Setups
We supply a range of keyboards,

• synthesisers, sound expansion
modules, MIDI Interfaces and software

' to provide you with a complete MIDI setup,
, ' for example:

• Audio Dynamics PowerWAVE 50XG card, Yamaha
• CBX-K1 XG MIDI master keyboard, Sibelius 6

' Version 3, Yamaha YST-M5 actlvo speakers, power
supplies and 2 metre MIDIcable - only E649.00 Inclusive!

T InterLInk
. An easy to use fllo transfer and
'talk' utility, linking any two

' RISCOS 3 computers via serial and/or
parallel cables.

Serial: 2m - £29.95, 5m - C31.95.10m - £35.95

Parallel: 2m - £31.95,5m - £35.95.10m - £42.95
Both: 2m - £43.90, 5m - £49.90,10m - £60.90

Longor serial cables are available to order.
Please call for prices.

Computer Systems
Prices are for anything other than a credit card
Rise PC600 4Mb+0Mb HD42S. AKF60 - £1308.53 _
Rise PC700 4Mb+1Mb HD425, AKF60 - £1551.03
Rise PC700 8Mb+2Mb HD850, AKF60 - £1929.33
Options when buying a Rise PC :
AKF60 (14") to AKF90 (17") - add £369.57
1Mb VRAM to 2Mb VRAM- add £100.00

PC Cards- from £116.33 to £468.00

Quad speed CD ROM drives - from £126.90

Memory Upgrades
Please call to check prices. Others available

A30101-2Mb- £44.65

A3010 2-4Mb- £99.00

Rise PC/A7000 SIMMs:

4Mb- £66.50

8Mb-£124.95

16Mb-£248.50

32Mb - £527.50

1Mb VRAM -from £80.00

2Mb VRAM- £175.00

Music & Sound
This is a small example of our music section

DM150-£122.50

MIDI Max- £75.00

Music Studio 32 - £90.95
PowerWAVE 30 - £209.95

PoworWAVE 50XG - £283.95

Rhapsody 3- £86.95
Serenade- £87.95

Junior Sibelius - £55.95

Sibelius 6-£187.00

Sibelius 7 Student - £523.00

Sibelius 7-£925.00

VT1 Printer port sampler - £54.95
Yamaha YST-M5 speakers - £49,00

Yamaha YST-M15 speakers- £66.00
Yamaha YST-M20 DSP speakers - £75.00

Various keyboards & synths - ECall

Hardware & Software
i Hard drives & kits- ECall

Pockot Book A- Link- £49.90

Scart leads-£10.95

Alone In the Dark - £30.00

Anagram Genius - £18.00
The Cobalt Seed - £22.00

W0 DarkWood-£22.00
Dune II-£31.00

| Dune II CD-£45.00
* Empire Soccer-£22.00

Fire & Ice - £17.50

Game On! 2-£15.00

High Rise Racing - £22.50
Global Effect-£31.00

Personal Accounts 3 - £43.00

Prophet 2-£160.00
Revolver- £14.50

Rick Dangerous - £16.10

We will

attempt to
match or

beat any
advertised

price.

This is a very small selection of our range. Call or write for your free catalogue. 0% finance available.

All prices INCLUDE VAT &carriage -
Official orders and callers welcome ™ $ L^-ii]

Do you think than»xor[Publisher is a
magazine just for professionals?

Lookagain - it's a magazine designed for
everyone with an interest in dtp.

ixblislier
Acorn Publisher is the best looking and most readable magazine
for Acom users. That's what our readers tell us. To find out for
yourselfwill cost you no more than the price of a telephone call
or a stamp. So what are you waiting for? Phone or write today.

Acom Publisher- all that's

best in Acom publishing -
what have you got to lose?
(50;i in stamps for p&p appreciated)

/1KALAT
jfiPublishing

P.O.Box 231, Barton, Bedford MK454HQ.C=^
Tel. 01582 881614 fax 01582 881614
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ArgoNet, VTi and their partners US Robotics and Pipex offer you the latest
development in communication for all Acorn users. This new pack includes fax,
answerphone, voice mail and internet facilities based around the brand new US
Robotics Sportster Vi series of modems.

The system has the following features:
I •Voice Mail/Answer phone
I Professional sounding voice mail with multiple greetings

and mailboxes, remote messages and fax retrieval, plus
alphanumeric notification - all controlled by custom
designed Acorn RiscOS software.

Send and receive faxes direct from your Acorn. Easy-to-
use software - treat the fax just like another printer for
simple use. Fax-on-demand system allows callers to
select a fax to receive from an easy-to-use voice menu.
Send group and delayed faxes, create personal
phonebooks for quicker dialling. ^_^___^

•Intemet
The complete Net solution is supplied with this pack. A
full Internet connection from Acorn Internet providers
ArgoNet coupled with the Voyager Internet access
software from VTi which gives you access to all the major
Internet features e-mail, news, the web, file transfer and
direct remote connection to other computers. It's all
supplied preconfigured - it really is a case of plug in and
go! Ninety per cent of the UK is covered at local call
rates making it easy to access the Net for as little as 1p
per minute

nth's Interne

like this you'

OFFER 1:

Ultra High Speed youwantthe
Comms System fastest kit

possible, then
you need this pack. The pack's

modem runs at a fanta

28,800 bits per second, m
fastest speed commonly

used today. The
pack, with a RRP of

over £350, also
includes:

© A US Robotics Sportster Vi 28.8k modem
© Modem cable

o Voice Mail Software

Fax Software

Q Preconfigured Voyager Internet Suite
<3 °Up to two months' FREE Net access
9 Manuals

• Pre and post-sales support via FREE 0500
number and e-mail

c Courier dispatch

Mobotics
thWpHflil hHimdiitaa

B\U*

£249
incl. VAT

PIPEX

£189
incl. VAT

you have
a more

modest

budget then this is the pack for
you. Running at 14,400 bits per
second, it's fast enough to
use on the internet and

can receive faxes

quickly from other fax
machines. The

pack, with an
RRP of over

£250,
includes

OFFER 2:

High Speed
Comms System

A US Robotics Sportster Vi 28.8k modem
Modem Cable

Voice Mail Software

Preconfigured Voyager Internet Suite
OUp to two months' FREE Net access
Manuals

Pre and post-sales support via the FREE
0500 number and e-mail
Courier dispatch

4ny (Msfions? flinj Ml on 0J00195596



r OFFER 3:

The Software

in is getting on the
Net and you already have

a modem then the _

Voyager Software pack \sj
the one for you. The pack

will work with all US Robotics

and Hayes-compatible modems. If
in doubt phone FREE on 0500 585 586 for

pre-sales support and advice.
The pack includes

YES! If you are not 100% satisfied
that the online world is for you within 30 days, we'll give
you all your money back guaranteed! Though once you have
discovered all the features this packoffers and what you can
do on the Net you'll want to stay connected.

"Offer subject to availability. IDG reserve the right to replace this free gift
with another should stocks runout.

AT LEAST 2MI1 FREE ON YOUR HARD DRI

AND A MINIMUM OF 2MB OF MEMORY (4IY1

RECOMME.N:

• Preconfigured Voyager Internet suite
• Argonet registration
• Ol/p to two months' FREE access
• Pre and post-sales support via a FREE

0500 number.

Priority Order Form mase mman sections
Section 1: Personal details

Name: —

I Address

Post code

Daytime tel no:

Section 2: Machine details

Machine:

Memory:

Modem (if applicable):

Section 3: Order details

Pleasesend me _ 28.8k packs @ £249* each
Please send me _ 14.4k packs @ £189* each
Please send me _ Software packs @ £59* each
Please send me _ Fast serial cards @ £79* each*

Total cost

CD Ienclose a cheque/postal order, made
payable to IDG MEDIA.

I CD Please charge my credit card, details of
j which are belowin section 5.

Section 4: Your email address

We need to allocate your email name, but to make
sure yours is unique, we need three different names
from which we will pick one.
Please give three names, in order of preference, so for
the name "John Smith* you could choose
'"smith", "johnsm" or 'smithy', for example.

Name 1

Name 2

Name 3

Section 5: Subscription
payment details

O Option 1 - I would like to pay monthly by
credit card (£12.50+VAT per month)
and receive one months' free access

CD Option 2 - Iwould like to pay annually in
advance and save £15 (£158.63 inc VAT)
as well as receiving one months' free access

O Option 3 - I just want theone month's free Internet
access

"•— I enclose a cheque for my pack plus my annual
subscription

CD Here are my credit details (Access, Visa or Amex)
- please charge me as appropriate.

Card No (Expiry /

Ifyou have opted for oplion 1or2 please lick as appropriole
below and sign al the bottom; ifyou opted for oplion 3 then jusl
sign al the bottom.

0 Iagree toallow my credit card tobedebited
monthly inadvance after my 1months' free access ala rate of
£12.50 +VAT permonth.
1understand that Icangive onemonth's notice locancel my
subscription at any lime. Argonet will notify users al least one
month inadvance ofany price changes.

O I have paid £135+ VAT(£158.63 inc) for a year's occess
in advance.

Iunderstand that Argonet will provide anon-going Internet
connection with private email address, and free updates lothe
Voyager access package asthey become available; and that
Argonel will endeavour lothebest ofits ability loensure that all
services arcavailable 24hours a day365days a year andwill,
whenever possible, notify users inadvance ofchanges loservice.

Signed:

Dale:

Send your completed order form to:

Argonet Offer, AcomUser, IDG Media, FREEPOST [8K
3038), Macclesfield, Cheshire SK104NP.

Please allowupto 28 daysfor account set-up anddelivery.

( Please tickhereif you do nolwishto receive promotinal
material from othercompanies.

N
• Prices include VAT and delivery " A fast serial card is required on A5000 and older machines if you wish to use a modem al
©Second month free access available ifyou pay annually in advance thereby saving £15.00 - the cost of one month's access.

Its maximum speed.
All specifications are subject to change.

E&OE



iCORNUSER
Reader Offer

Iri E&rents
(§§ Computers ^^^

for on|y £1
*^^ l» C1 OR

Are your children getting
the most out of computers?

Don't worry, you are not alone.This is the concern of parents
across the country, and one we at Parents &Computers get asked
on a dailybasis.

Written by parentsand teachers, for families withchildrenaged
between3-11, Parents &Computers, from the publishers of
.lcDHMSKK, is the onemagazine which helps you understand the
complex world of computers, and education. Everyissue is full of
clear and informative features and advice, which all the family
can enjoy.

Inside the latest issue you'll find:

• An interview with Tomorrow's World presenter Howard Stableford
• Developing yourchildren'sEnglish
• Testing at 7 and 11 - a parents' guide
• Children Online

• On the learning trail- geography on computers
• Multimedia Atlasesexplored
• Learningto type
• Aguideto choosingyour first printer
• Fun to do, step-by-step activitypages

Tomori
world tod

cX-

Don't miss this

exclusive offer.

Open to all readers of
i or.MSER for just £1 you

will receive the latest

issue of Parents &

Computers delivered
to your home.

All you have to do is complete the form below and return it
to us at Parents&Computers, IDG Media, Media House,

Adlington Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP

icORNUSER Reader Offer
\w\r\s an Acorn User reader please sendmethe latest issue ofParents &

Computers, theessential magazine for all parents with children between
3 and11.Enclosed is my £1 coin, cheque or postal order payable to IDG Media

] Please tick if you do not wish to receive any additional promotional materials

Name

Address.

Tel.

;•:•• A

mm

*5T*

,' A

Choosing your
first printer

sixteen tested
'or you

^^ Testing at
^7 and II

larents'
kguide

ige

wmen should you

petitions
A Canon
•"•70 printer

' £,1000 worth
o» software

Piratical lego



Education editorial

The Global Village
I think it was Rex Malik who first used the

term Global Village to describe the way
in which our planet is 'shrinking' due to
the widespread use of modern communica
tion technology.

I'm always delighted to receive email
from readers wherever they may live, but
I'm particularly pleased and greatly
encouraged to receive some from readers
overseas.

This is partly because 'the word' is
clearly reaching the far corners of the
Earth and Acorn computers are not just
within our shores (as many would have
you believe). But if I'm honest, because I
get a buzz out of it. This week I've received
email from (among other places) Bolivia,
Dubai and South Africa. There'll be more

about Dubai and Bolivia in a future issue,

but here is an extract from the mail from

South Africa....

Dear Geoff
I am a computer teacher at a private girls'
school in Johannesburg, South Africa. We
use AcornA3020 computersand am keen to
establish a link of communication with one
or two different European schools. I am
looking for two groups of pupils to commu
nicate with my two senior classes (11-13
years old) through the medium of letters
typed on the computer. This is pari of our
Communications Studies Project in which
we hope to promote the theme 'transition
from conflict to co-operation' (from the
European Studies Project) through commu
nication to develop an insight into, and an
understanding of different lifestyles. By
breaking down barriers and opening chan
nels of communication, co-operation will be
established.

I am keen for my pupils to learn about
other children of a similar age but in a dif

The Table Aliens are on their way!
In view of the recent

criticism of basic

standards in primary
schools, Sherston

Software has

announced a 'timely'
product launch to
help junior school
pupils learn those all
important multipli
cation tables. Table

Aliens is a new

maths adventure,

designed by Sher-
ston's best selling
author, Simon

Hosier, which puts
the fun back into

learning the tables in a highl.y original
and motivating way.

The Table Aliens are coming and Earth
is in grave danger. If primary school
pupils can sharpen up their number skills
they may be able to help, but it won't be
easy! First pupils have to qualify to join
the special task force which has been set
up to combat the alien invaders, and
then they are faced with a series of excit
ing adventures as they bravely do battle
with these number-obsessed creatures

from outer-space.

Y

6 lots of

28

/ \ /

v _3t3.3i3t -
3131313

value up

i value down

Table Aliens includes full teacher con

trol and can be set to teach, practise and
test any combination of tables up to 12.
The program features 10 different tables
activities which can be accessed directly
or through the four exciting adventures.
In addition to the program, the package
will contain photocopiable worksheets
to promote work away from the
computer.

Table Aliens will be available for all

Acorn 32-bit computers from April 15
and will cost only £24.95 ex VAT.

ferent culture. The emphasis is on establish
ing and encouraging a comfortable, friendly
atmosphere for the communication of ideas,
opinions and concerns.

Yourssincerely
Andrew Rex

I have already sent a reply to Andrew
and given him a couple of email addresses
that were previously published in Acorn
User. If anyone else wishes to contact him
with a view to establishing communica
tion between their school and St Mary's
Junior School for Girls in Johannesberg,
Andrew would be pleased to hear from
you. Don't forget, I will publish email
addresses of anyone who wishes to estab
lish a pen-pal type arrangement through
email.

Andrew Rex may be emailed on black-
dogC'Ostmary.jhb.co.za

Give a dog
a bad name
I have to confess, I'm not the number
one fan of 10 out of 10 Software. How

ever, I have recently received four packs
of worksheets from them which were

designed to be used either with or with
out the software.

1 happened to glance at one and was
rather impressed.

1 gave them to my children who were
immediately captivated. We spend a
good part of a couple of evenings going
through some of the sheets.

They really are very good, although I
think some of the suggested age range is
a little suspect.

I'm sorry 10 out of 10, I might not like
your software, but I think these work
sheets are certainly worth full marks.

Contacting me

You can contact the Education page by

writing to me, Geoff Preston at Acorn
User, IDG Media, Media House, Adlington
Park, Macclesfield SK104NP or by email to:

aueduc@idg.co.uk
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SEE US AT THE

ACORN SHOW
CEDAR COURT, WAKEFIELD

19TH MAY 1996
Many new Clipart, Font & Text
files for the show, and around

50 NEW CD's
including 20+ graphics titles

*** PLUS ***

Games & Utils packs on floppy and our
new range of Premier GLAMOUR images
(Glamour Catalogue & Sample HD disc by post for just 2 X 25p stamps)

For full product catalogue please send 4 X 25p stamps

Softcentre

924 2725

ETT WESTYOF

CHEQUES, P.O..VISA, SWITCH ETC. UNDER E10 PLEASE ADD £1 TO COVER BANK CHARGES.
P&P JUST E1.50 FOR ANY ORDER (NOT 50. BLANKDISCS)

CONTRARY TO WHAT YOU MAY

HAVE READ....
THE DATA STORE is still fully committed to Acorn.

There has never been a belter time to invest in a new Acorn

computer, with new models, lower prices and the following
special offers for either educational or home/business

purchasers:

SCHOOLS!
If you are within 30 miles of our base in Bromley (Kent),

we provide FREE delivery and installation, plus
TWO HALF-DAY TRAINING SESSIONS FREE during the year

following purchase of any Acorn computer system.
If you want the highest possible level of after-sales service and

support, our reputation is unbeatable.
Please phone for full details.

HOME USERS!

lake advantage of Acorn's 20:20 FINANCE SCHEME.
Buy a new computer system and spread the cost over

20 months with NO INTEREST TO PAY. Again, please phone
for full details (written details on request).

And we offer a huge range of ex-stock peripherals, add-ons and
software for all Acorn computers which you can see in our

comfortable showroom.

DON'T DEAL IN THE DARK! COME AND SEE THE LIGHT AT

THE DATA STORE
6 CHATTERTON ROAD, BROMLEY, KENT BR2 9QN

Tel: 0181 -460 8991 Fax: 0181 -313 0400

Email: sales@datstore.demon.co.uk

Acorn Centreof Technology

ReSOU rce DiSCS -help files, border^teJdRgrpunds &more...
TextEase &5p%es Resource Disc £12.95
Impression Publisher Resource Disc £12.95
Impression Style Resource Disc £12.95
Ovation Resource Disc /{ N £10.52
Avery Label Templates for pubiisn^tVieViovarton £9.34
Artworks Resource Disc \\//^~'\K ( £10.52
Draw Clip Art Co\\^lOj(s[\Drabn in the UK
Party, Wedding &Annrv^Saro^sc>M I£16.45
Parish Magazine Set 4discsy//l \\v \ )£19.95
Primary Teachers Clip ArpSjet2Lisos\\ /£16.45
Map Set UK-Europe-World 3discs// LOW RRICE £18.00
Greeks &Romans with ciearlfewguidei \\l £11.75
Anglo-Saxons &Vi kingsim, ciearvIL guide /^£11.75
Egyptians with ClearViewguide / /\ NEVV £11.75
19th Century Britain with t\z*A™L\k Nl =W£11.75
Earth &the Solar System lmLaUewiuide NlEW £11.75
The NormanS wilhClearViewguid/- /discs
World War One with ClearViJw'guide - 3discs
Rockets &Space Travel /
Story of Flight /
Military Aircraft include

Applications

£18.80

£23.50

£9.34

£9.34

£9.34

ClearVieW 2 hypertext/mulli-rnedia^ulhoi

DRAWjChanger Draw special effects
£39.00

£19.00

Send for the Free brochure of clip art and multi-media resources
All prices include VAT. Add £1 postage to all orders

(TBTl Sales Hotline
Dep AU6, PO Box 97, Exeter, EX4 4YA Phone/Fax 01392 221702
for Australia - KidsRam 241 Hawkesbury Road, Winmalee, 2777 NSW Phone 047 544 344



Geoff Preston looks at some

of the latest CD-ROMs

Before getting on to the latest discs,
some news about tape: video tape to

be precise. Yorkshire International Thom
son Multimedia (YUM) have just finished
a video for teachers on the use of CD-

ROMs in the classroom. The 20-minute

video features interviews with teachers

and parents about ways in which CD-
ROMs can help children both in the
classroom and at home.

There are numerous scenes of children

of various ages using the technology in a
variety of contexts. These range from
young children learning to read, up to Key
Stage 4 Science students using a CD-ROM
to investigate an experiment. Professor
Ted Wragg adds some very pertinent com
ments at various stages. Although the
video understandably features YITM CD-
ROMs, I don't get the impression that this
is merely a vehicle for advertising their
products.

This video scores over other similar

attempts in that many of the scenes fea
ture CD-ROMs being used in the context of
a particular lesson or subject. This will
hopefully inspire many more teachers to
try them. Learningwitb 'Rows is an excel
lent aid for a school INSET and will

provide teachers with some clear ideas on
how to implement CD-ROMs in their
school.

With that in mind, here are some of the
latest offerings which, in the correct con
text, could be a very valuable asset.

An excellent program for KS2 Art

Art Lesson

by Christopher Jarman
Art Lesson is an extended lesson in Art,
based on 10 themes drawn mainly from
nature. It offers 280 pages of ideas, stimu
lus material and activities in a variety of
art media. It opens with a description of
the 10 on-screen buttons that are used dur

ing the program for moving between
pages. Then comes a screen showing a
view of the art room. Clicking on one of
the objects within the room will take you
to that section of the program. The sec
tions include mixing colours, photography
and a list of material required for each
theme. There is also an Art Exhibition

which shows some examples of work from
some KS2 children.

Art Lesson is aimed mainly at Key Stage
2 although there is some material suitable
for KS3. It costs £29.95 and is available

from Nash Pollock Publishing.

The Way Things Work
by Dorling Kindersley
This is not, in fact, an Acorn program, but
a PC program which runs on the Acom via
a very clever piece of coding by Innovative
Media Solutions. To get the most from this
amazing program you really need a Rise
PC or A7000 which can support more than
256 colours and has the process
ing power to make it run at a
reasonable speed.

The graphics, most of which are
animated, are extraordinary to say
the very least. 1 spent the first
hour just marvelling at the pic
tures before going on to look at
what this program really offers. It
is a complete encyclopaedia of
just about everything mechanical
which is designed to stimulate
right from the very first screen.
The explanations are clear and
there are lots of cross reference

links.

This software was sourced in

It was really difficult selecting a picture
to publish, but this one is typical

America and the American accent may or
may not be seen as beneficial to English
viewers.

TWTW costs about £50 and can only be
purchased through DK Family Library or
IMS/CD Circle.

Software Collections
Collections of anything will inevitably
include items the purchaser will never use.
However, this fact does not necessarily
mean the product does not represent value
for money.

Providing you can use enough of the
collection to justify the outlay, then it is,
by definition, a good buy. Of all the soft
ware collections I've seen, these are about

the only two I would consider buying.

BitFolio7 from Longman Logotron
Clip art has got a poor reputation, and
deservedly so in my opinion. Such collec
tions are notorious for including huge
quantities of poorly scanned pictures,
and/or draw files of mediocre quality
which nobody would or could ever use.

Bitfolio 7 contains a mind-boggling
10,000+ vector graphics all of which are of
the highest imaginable quality. At £60 the
cost seems high, but this CD-ROM comes

Clever animations like this are

used throughout the program
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Bitfolio7 contains some these BSL signs as well as Braille, Morse and Semaphore

with a 260 page book showing every
image contained on the CD in full colour.
The images are thoughtfully divided into
categories and each picture is given a
codename/filename so that the image can
be easily located.

For the very young, I believe it's a valu
able exercise just looking up the pictures
and then finding them on the disc.

Of the massive number available, the

ones which caught my eye were individual
maps of every country in the world, every
flag you've ever seen and 40 superb draw
ings of hands for sign language. I would
welcome information from readers about

how these are being used to enhance

Contact details
YITM

The Television Centre, Leeds, LS3 US

Tel: 0113-243 8283

Fax:0113-243 4884

Nash Pollock Publishing
9 Carlton Close,Grove, Wantage,

Oxfordshire, 0X12 OPU

Tel: (01235) 772118

Fax:(01235) 771607

Longman Logotron

124 Cambridge SciencePark, Milton Road,

Cambridge CB4 4ZS
Tel: (01223) 425558

Fax:(01223)425349

The Datafile

71 Anson Road, Locking, Weston-Super-
Mare, Avon, BS24 7DQ

Telephone/Fax: (01934) 823005

Innovative Media Solutions

PO Box 332, Bristol, BS99 7XL

Telephone/Fax: 0117-979 9979

Sherston Software Ltd

Swan Barton, Sherston, Malmesbury,

Wiltshire, SN16 0LH

Tel: (01666) 840433

Fax: (01666) 840048
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/

learning for deaf
people.

The end user may
reproduce and dis
tribute the images
in printed form
only. Bitfolio 7 is a
worthwhile invest

ment for any school
or anyone who does
any DTP work.

PDCD 3 by
The Datafile

Public domain soft

ware and all the

variations of it,

(Careware, Share
ware) have come a

long way in recent
years. This is largely
due to companies like The Datafile, not to
mention the high profile given to PD in
Acorn User.

PDCD3 comes with a book containing a
brief description of every piece of software
on the disc. This enables the user to decide

whether or not to bother to decompress it,
and if so where it may be found. There is a
staggering amount of software on this
disc, almost all of which is compressed.
Apart from the almost obligatory demos

sagjpl
education section which appears to be tar
geted at Key Stage 2 and lower Key Stage 3.

There are a couple of reall«prt»pfrj^
duced multimedia presentations, one ini
particular contains 112 pages about the
Stuarts and another on the Tudors. These

two alone almost make the £25 disc worth

buying. There is also a really well thought
put quiz program where you have to
match the country, the capital and flag,
there is some modern language software
and a couple of graphing programs.
Finally, there is over 22Mb of Pocket Book
software, which will be reviewed at

another time.

The Oxford Talking Infant
Atlas by Sherston
Many of Sherston's talking books use so
much storage space (due to the speech)
they have to be supplied on an ever

Inspiration for teachers considering
using CD-ROMs in the classroom

increasing number of floppies. The Oxford
Talking Infant Atlas is still available on
three floppies, but if you have a CD-ROM
drive, this is clearly a better proposition as
there is no disc swapping. Like the disc
version, the CD-ROM costs £20 + VAT.

My children have used every one of
Sherston's talking books and both they
and 1 continue to marvel at them. The

Oxford Talking Infant Atlas is in three
parts, The Earth in Space, The World and
Europe and the British Isles. Between them,
they introduce the concept of Earth as a
planet, having areas of water and land,

wrjo'the land being divided into countries,
^^-sherston's ciirrenjl! licensing policy means
^_that for a Primary School, this CD-ROM

costs just £30 for a full site licence.

The Crystal Rainfordffi
bySherston Jf
This is another CD-jfflfljJ^prsion of an
existing floppy disc based program selling
for exactly the same p^rce: £44.95 +VAT.
As with most of Sherston's software, a
huge amount of printed material is sup
plied in the pack including full colour
maps, a teachers' guide, and probably of
greatest use, a list of National Curriculum
subject attainment targets that this mater
ial could address. Crystal Rainforest
addresses 18 attainment targets in at least
four subjects (Maths, Science, Technology
and Ceography). A ready made Aj^
teaching module ifever I saw one. /lU



Logic Gates and Counters review

In days gone by, when students studied
CCE and CSE, and Computer Studies was

all the rage, one of the topics that had to
be covered was that of Boolean Algebra,
(ieorge Boole did a great deal of work on
this branch of mathematics in the mid

19th century and as a result gave his name
to it.

Boolean Algebra is a calculus of binary
variables and its extensive use in comput
ing stems from the fact that the
information transmitted in computer cir
cuits is represented by two values: 1 and 0.
These values may be variously interpreted
and on/off, true/false, high/low,
north/south and so on.

Logic gates are rather like switches and
are the main component of integrated cir
cuits. The same Boolean logic can be
applied to them. There are four main logic
gates: AND, OR, XOR and NOT. The last
can be combined with the first two to

form NAND and NOR. With the exception
of NOT which is unary (acting on a single
input), all gates have two inputs called
operands, and one output. The state of the
output will he determined by the state of
the two operands and the type of gate. To
explain how the gates worked, I used to
give students 'everyday' sentences to help
them with the logic. The sentences were
banal in the extreme, but seemed to work.

AND 'You can go for a drive in your car
if you have petrol AND a driving licence.' In
other words, if either one of the two

things are missing, you can't use the car.
In Boolean terms, both inputs must be true
(or 1) for the output to be true. Do not
confuse this operand with plus (+).

OR 'Youcan go shopping ifyou have cash
or a cheque book.' If you have both, that's
fine, but you must have at least one. In
Boolean terms, either input may be true to
output true. Only if both inputs are false
will the output be false, (or 0).

XOR ' You can get married to either Mary

Following on from the
success of Camboard's

Simple Circuits, Geoff
Preston looks at the three

applications, collectively
known as Logic Gates
and Counters

(X)OR Jane.' Not a typical English sentence
because XOR is not an everyday word, but
the principle is correct: you can marry
one, or the other, but not both. In Boolean

terms, the inputs must be different for the
output to be tmc (or 1).

NOT It isn't easy to apply a common
sentence to this operand. The NOT gate
effectively flips the input so that if the
input is false the output will be true, and if
the input is true the output will be false.

NAN1) is effectively an AND gate with a
NOT gate attached. In Boolean terms, both
inputs must be false for the output to be
true, (or 1).

NOR, is effectively an OR gate with a
NOT gate attached. In Boolean terms,
either input may be false for the output to
be true. Only if both inputs are true will
the output be false (or 0).

Truth tables can also be used to show

the various inputs and outputs for particu
lar gates. Using two bits (binary digits)
there are four possible arrangements of the
inputs: 00, 01, 10, 11. The truth table dis
plays the outputs for each particular gate.

Logic Gates and Counters
If all of that seemed rather heavy, Logic
Gates and Counters will help. The program
from Camboard Technology comes in a
five inch hinged box on two discs. The

Unary counter 8, hexadecimal display

HfMFnn

XI Information

HIGH(l)
r—1 Click with select to

Oil switch to HIGH (Dor

LOW m\ LOW (0) position.

This is the switch in the

m

LOW (0) position.

This is the switch in the

#0

H1GH(1) position.

This is the L.E.D. in the

LOW <0> state.

:«i
This is the L.L.D. in the

HIGH (1) state.

On screen help is always available

manual, it transpires, is on disc one as a
text file and a Draw file. I'm not over-

impressed by this practice, but in this case
the use of the program is largely self-evi
dent, so I suppose it's excusable and it
certainly keeps the cost down. You only
need about 30 minutes with your DTP to
produce a manual and from then on you
can print as many as you need for little
cost. The software is provided as three sep
arate applications called Logic Gates,
Counters and Simulate.

Logic Gates
These take the user on a tour of logic gates
in a friendly easy-going style. The presenta
tion is basically nine 'pages' of mixed text
and graphics describing how the different
gates work. There are several clear 'down-
to-earth' explanations to help clarify what
can be a difficult topic to grasp. Also
included are several simulated experiments
to work through and questions are given at
each stage. You can display truth tables as
well as 'working' diagrams of the gates.
The diagrams are clear, although you do
need to be in a 256 colour mode to distin

guish between a red LEDbeing on or off.

D D U D

liEEM

The counter actually lights up the LEDs in binary sequence A Lesson

in Logic
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Logic Gates and Counters review

Counters
The second application in the suite looks
at counters and begins by showing some
examples of their uses. It goes on to cover
binary and hexadecimal, monostable and
astable circuits and leads on to 4 bit binary
and hexadecimal counters. As with Logic-
Gates, the topics are conveyed clearly and
the animations add to the clarity rather
than provide aimless entertainment. There
are several help windows available includ
ing a hexadecimal to binary table. Of
particular note is the working model of an
LED counter which can be incremented by
clicking on the monostable.

Simulate
The third application runs entirely from
the application menu on the icon bar and
combines the logic gates with the three
digital counters. I'm not quite sure of the
purpose of this other than to enable the
user to display a window whilst using a
word processor to write about it.

Conclusion
This program is an excellent example of
what a multimedia presentation should
be. Self-help is the phrase of the moment
and this presentation encourages students
to learn for themselves. It makes it fun to

investigate. It's lively and is an outstand
ing introduction to the subject.

All too often I see multimedia produc
tions that have taken the word 'multi' too

literally and have produced an over-com
plicated maze that nobody wants to wade
through. This suite uses only the features it
needs, when it needs them. In that respect,
it's difficult to find fault. The software

aims to be a computer aided learning
package delivering what many would
regard as a fairly uninteresting topic.

It delivers the material well and pre
sents good questions based on simulated
experiments conducted within the appli
cation.

I suppose, being a teacher, I would like to
see it aimed more squarely at the classroom
by providing additional paper based mater
ial which could further test the

understanding of the topic. But that's a
minor quibble: it's an excellent program
which should be in every Tech- Ajj
nology andScience Department. /1U

Product details
Product: Logic Gates and Counters

Supplier: Camboard Technology
Tel: (01223) 264512

Email:101320,447@compuserve.com

Price: £16.95+ VAT for a single user
or £49.95 + VAT for a full site licence
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m Binary and hexadecimal counting

m

Click on the Monostable switch again.

When our counter reaches 10 the hexadecimal display shows HI because the

hexadecimal display, can only put up one digit at a time. If you keep clicking

on the switch, you will see that the display continues showing letters right

up to H when our counter automatical!) resets to (> and starts ;ill over again.

1. Which B.C.D. number does this Hex. display IHtrepresent ? If
2. How many times do we need to click the switch, to

display this letter?

3. What is the hexadecimal equivalent of

the B.C.D. number 1110 ?[f

'nl

Learning hexadecimal is just one part of this package

Logic gates (RHP gate) J|j]

HUH* • »-»»-»

The AND gate has more inputs than the NOT gate.

1. Howmany inputs doesthe AND gate have ? 2 -i Cot'

Open the AND gate window and click both switches lo the L(

2. Does the Le.d. light up? | no J Correct \

x| find

QHimnni33 1

Hi . 0

i 0 0

0 0 0
Click the switch (A) into the HIGH (1) position.

3.Does the l.e.d. now light up ? | no -I Correct

Click the switch (A) back to the LOW (0) position and

then click the switch (B) up into the HIGH<D ntwitinn—_
1. ~xj[ AND gate

4. Is the Le.d. lit up ? yes!

Try moving both switches into the HIGH

5. Is it lit up this time ?

The AND gate only lights up the l.e.d. whe

1

AW

azn
Thequestions are based on the experiments with truth tables to help

Give it a try
To revert to myComputerStudiesTeacherguise, what is:

a. 12 AND 7?

b. 13 OR 6?

c. 7 XOR 5?

Answers bottom right.

Test these on your computerby going into BASIC (press f12 and type BASIC) and entering:

PRINT 12 AND 7

followed by Return. BBC BASIC willaccept all Boolean expressions, although Exclusive OR must
be entered as EOR and not XOR. To calculate 'by hand', convert all numbers to binary, calculate

the corresponding bits and convert back to decimal.
Forexample 12 in binary is 1100while 7 is 0111

Apply AND to eachof the corresponding digits(from left to right)1AND0=0,1AND1=1,
0AND1=0, 0AND1=0. Result:0100 in binary, which is 4 in decimal.

Z '3 SI '9 tr'B :sj3msu\/
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Part exchange to
RiscPC

Rise PC600

Rise PC700 5M

Rise PC700 I0M

Tqpicai Trade in
Allowances

A3000 £ 125

A440/I £225

A4000 £300

A5000 £400

PC600 / AKF60 £.700

AKRI/I2/I7/40 £ 50

AKFI8 £ 75
Acorns 0* Finance Scheme

available on exchanges

6Mb RAM

Quad Speed CDROM

£895.00

!

I
AJS Computers

Millstone House

51 Heath Drive
Chelmsford Essex CMz <?H£

tel 0X245 345263

fax 01245 345233
email sales@afscamps.demon.co.ub

all prices plus vatand carriage

Simms for RiscPC
exchange 4Mb to 8Mb- £75.00

exchange 4Mb to 16Mb - £195.00
exchange 8MB to 16Mb - £155.00

additional 4Mb - £50.00

additional 8Mb - £115.00

additional 16Mb - £225.00

PC Card €xchanges
Exchange your old 486SX card

for a new higher spec card

PC486DX2-66 - £149.00

PC486DX4-I00 - £199.00

PC5x86 - £299.00

Arm6IO - Arm7IO - £100.00

Special Offer

A3010 flKf52

3 2Mb RAM

• 1.6Mb Floppy
• 12 months warranty

D AKF52 M/S monitor

£345.00
options:

2-4MB upgrade - £85.00
60Mb Hard drive - £100.00

Hard Disk exchanges

For A5000 ond A4000.

40 or 80Mb to 210 Mb - £ 79.00

40 or 80Mb to 425 Mb - £ 129.00

for RlscPC600

210Mb to 540Mb - £ 109.00

for RiscPC700

425Mb to 850Mb - £ 79.00

425Mb to 1275Mb - £159.00

850Mb to 1275Mb - £ 89.00

Software transferred free.

CARE QUALITY & SERVICE

QUALITY INK JET & BUBBLE JET REFILLS
Ourrefillsuseonlylopquality into. Youbuydirectfromushenceoursuperbquality Msensible pines.

Black refills for IIP Deskjet 500.510,550.500C,550C.560C,660C,850C
CANON BC-01, BJ10E/EX/SX, BC-02, BJ200, BJ130, BJ300, BJ330

BPSON STYLUS 800. 1000, CITIZEN PROJET. OLIVETTI IP150, 250. 350.
6 refill (3 on high capacitycariridgcs) kil 120mlpure black. £16.99

CANON BJC600, BJC4000/4100 20 refills pure black 120ml. £16.99
BPSON STYLUS 4 refills 120ml pure black. £16.99

TRICOLOUR REFILL KITS:
HP Deskjetrange 10 refills of Yellow, Magenta& Cyan 180ml£24.99

CANON BJC600, 4000/4100 10 refills of Yellow, Magenta & Cyan £24.99
EPSON STYLUS Colour/II/lls 180ml ol"Yellow. Magenta & Cyan £24.99

"Print Head Recovery Fluid" for unblocking no/./.les £5.95
all kits come with full instructions. Other refills available.

Important: Please state type when ordering

Colour Printer Ribbons & Reloads Special Re-Ink
To Reloada ribbonis easy,just remove the top. take out the Old
ribbon andreloadil witha newone. Complete One Five

ribbon reload reloads
Citizen Swift/ABO240«C £11.95 £6.99 £29.95
Panasonic KXI'2123/2124/2180 £9.9') £6.99 £29.95
Panasonic KXP2I25 £9.99 £6.99 £29.95
StarLC2009 pin £9,64 £5.99 £29.95
Star I.C24-10/20/200 £9.64 £6.99 £29.95
Star I.C24-30/LC240 £8.99 £4.95 £19.99
Seikosha SL95 £14.95 £6.99 £29.95

For Panasonic 1080/81.

1123/24. 2123/80, 2135.

Star LC200 9 Pin. Epson
LQ100/150, Oki 182 to
390 range. Black bottle
will re-ink 100 + ribbons

£9.95

Black Printer Ribbon Reloads

Citizen Swift/ABC/120D 5 black reloads.. £9.99
Star LCI0/20/100 5 black reloads £4.99

StarLC24range5 blackreloads £9.99
Seikosha I900/240O/SI.95 5 black reloads £9.99

Epson I-X80 toLQ800 range 5black reloadsf 11.99
Star LC24-30/LC240 5 black reloads £14.99

T-shirt printing is simple, just print onto
normal paper ci iron on. One ribbon gives lots
of prints.We can also supply ribbonsin many
colours T-shirt anil normal ink.

T-Shirt printing ribbons
4 col Citizen Swifl/ABC/240....£I9.99

reload for above £9.99

4 colour Star LC10 £10.99

4 colour Star LC200 9 Pin £12.99
reload for above £7.99

4 colour Star LC200 24 Pin £19.99

reload for above £9.99

Black Citizen Swifl/ABC/120D .£9.99
Black Star LC10 £9.99

Black Star LC200 9pin £9.99
Black Panasonic KXPI080/S1.

1123/24 £9.99

Prices include VAT & postage. To order send cheques/PO payable to:

CARE PRODUCTS
Dept ACU, 15 Holland Gardens. Watford, WD2 6JN

or use Visa/Mastercard or Education order
Fax order line 0192.3 672102

VISA

Tel ORDER LINE 01923 894064
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Titccw. Vviovvi
complete br-Aw VtiflJffjCEB
.\lplv»bets ItKiublnj igs
Dozens ofbecor-Attve |&)(W0l.
elements to customize yaw

own letters plus bozens more
btwv objects for making up borbers
.Mib motifs. The ibe^l twItAje for creating
Posters, Ccrtlflc.\tcs,$t<\tloneri|, cmbrolbcnj
bcsljns Anb much much more.

, £37 inclusive
Unlimited Licence £15 plus VAT
for all Acorn RISC computers

#

THE

71 Anson Road

LOCKING

Weston-Super-Mare
Avon, BS24 7DQ
Tel / fax 0934 823005

Dabafile

Li,rchimedesJlublic L/omain Liibrary

c*^

.. P. D., Shareware, and low cost
{&& software for Acorn computers. [in&M^

APDL Clip Art CD-1 only £22.50
APDL Clip Art CD-2 only £22.50

Each contains around 500Mb. all in Acorn format
(Sprite. Drawfile and Artworks). Idealfor schools.
Buyboth Clip Art CDs forjust £42

APDL PD CD-1 only £17.50
APDL PD CD-2 only £17.50

A huge collection ofP.D. and Shareware at a realisticprice.
Buy both PD CDs for just £32

Hard discs
Low cost IDE and SCSI drives and interfaces for all models

A310/A400IDE
210Mb-£160, 340Mb-£185. 512Mb-£210, 850Mb - £230, 1.2Gb-£255

A3010/A3000IDE
80Mb - £ 145, 120Mb - £ 169, 330Mb - £245. 512Mb - £269. 810Mb - £369

A310/A400/A5000/Risc PC SCSI
Bare drives - 240Mb - £95, 1Gb - £239, Complete - 240Mb £199, 1Gb - £349
Prices include cables, brackets and fittings. Lots ofothers available.

Syquest EZ 135Mb removable, SCSI or IDE, internal or external
Discs only £17. Solve your backup and security problems -from £169
pi. |C Rise PCRAM upgrades and ihc famous APDL part-exchange scheme
riUb it'you need a bigger hard disc (eg. 210Mb to512Mb for only £125).

For a catalogue please send £1 orfour Isi class stamps to
APDL, 39 Knighton Park Road, Sydenham, London SE26 5RN

\mm.\ Phone: 0181 778 2659 Fax: 0181 488 0487
[VJiHi^l Prices include \AT and carriage - Nothing nunc topay.'



Free Ads
• Acorn RiscPC 700 with colour monitor
AKF60, keyboard, mouse, 13Mb RAM, 210Mb
III) - 100Mb partition for PC card, 3.5 disc
drive, built-in sound and graphics, Cumana
Indigo CD-ROM, 486 DX4 lOOMHz PC card,
Windows 3.1. Other software available:
Flashback, Wolfenstein, Bum-Out, Chopper
force, Artworks. £1999.Call Robinon (015(19)
843297.

• A3000, 2Mb RAM, RISC OS3.1,colour mon
itor, 5.25infloppy, software, books. £300.Tel:
Rob on (01344) 51006 (after6pm).
• A3000 2Mb RAM. RISC OS 3.1,40meg inter
nal III), 14in Alphascan highrescolour moni
tor, all boxed with manuals. Style , Easyfont,
Pipedream, all installed. £300'. Tel: (01256)
461566.

• Rise PC 600, internal CD drive, 8Mb RAM,
21(1 III), 486 card, 'Advanced' DTP, 4 recom
mendedgames, manvextras,1vearold, worth
£2000+, will accept £900, Tel: (01895) 272698.
• 2 x CA Dab Hand guide, £8 each. CA Dab
Hand guide example disc, £3. Tel: (01353)
664219 (evenings k weekends only).
• Panasonic KX-P1123 24 pin DM printer
with memory upgrade, new ribbon, manual.
As new, £100 ono. Tel: Coventry (01203)
319519(evenings).
• A3000, 1Mb, colour monitor, stand,
Panasonic printer, manuals, Desktop publish
er, Pipedream 3, plus games. As new. £385.
Tel: (01932) 224201.

• flashback, Canon fodder, available for
exchange, looking for Simon the Sorcerer,
Wolfenstein together or separately. Also com
plete packaging for an A5000 wanted. Tel:
(01633)270031.

• A3020, 4Mb RAM, 61Mb III), AKF18 moni
tor,loads ofsoftware, £500 ono.As aboveplus
486 processorcard with additional 4Mb RAM
allowing PC operation. £620 ono. Tel:0181-
325 5143 (lieckenham, Kent).
• Aleph One386 PC podule, 4Mb RAM, last
PAL + PCemulator (Acorn) vl.81, MS-DOS 3.3
and 5.0, £150.00. Tel: 0181-679 0805
(evenings).
• Impression Style, still boxed, brand new.
not usedor registered, £70.Tel:0116-289 2296
(after5pm),ask for Ash.
• Wanted: Any BBC level 9 text adventure
games, eg, Snowball, Return to Eden and
Worm in Paradise.Tel: |ohn after 6.30pm on
(01257)275950.

• A4000, 4Mb RAM. 80Mb 111), AKI'50 moni
tor, Scanlight 256 card, Turbo drive (Canon),
Acorn Home/Office pack, manuals, software,
cables. £700 ono. Tel: 0181-504 9506.

• Acorn A4000, 2Mb RAM, 210Mb IID, never
used. £500 ono. Tel: (01329) 289416.
• Acorn A3000, 2Mb RAM, fitted video
enhancer, allows screen resolution 1024 x
640, I4in NEC Multisync colour monitor,
cables and manuals. £350. Tel: 0181-967 3048
(Middx).

• Wanted: Reasonably pricedgamesor educa
tional discs for Acorn A30I0. Phone: (01784)
453905 (Staines, Middx).

• A3000, 2MbRAM, Acornmonitor, Learning
Curve, educational WP and games software,
manuals. £250 ono. Tel: (01491) 874371.

• A3000, 4Mb, 30 HD, CUB 3000 monitor,
Star l.C10 colour printer. Some software. RISC
OS 3.1, manuals, applications, discs. £325
delivered. Tel: Southend (01702) 714298
(evenings).
• Rise PC, 16Mb, IVRAM, CD-ROM, PC card,
I7in monitor, Mozart sound card, £1700, 2
yearguarantee.Tel:0151-639 7261 after 6pm.
• Rise PC 600, 9Mb RAM, 420Mb HI), SVGA
Win monitor, PC card, CD-ROM, £1500.
A4000, 2Mb RAM, 80Mb III), Min monitor,
Home Office, PCEmulator, InkjetJP150print
er, £650 * games from £10 each. Tel: (01763)
231059after 7pm.
• A3000, 2Mb, VIDC Knhancer, software
titles, including Pipedream 4 and games,
£110. Taxan 795 Multivision, £150. Panasonic
KXP1081 printer, £70. Cables and manuals
included. Tel: (01204) 308849.
• Rise PC 600, 5Mb, 210IID, AKF60, some
software, all manuals, boxes etc. All in excel
lent condition, £950 ono. Tel: Derby (01332)
672480 after 6pm.
• Rise PC 600, 10Mb, 210IID, CD-ROM drive,
16 bit sound and 486 PC card. Software
includes Fireworkz Pro, Impression Style and
Artworks, £1275 ono. Tel: (01909) 515507
(Sheffield).
• A310, 4Mb, ARM3 t IT'A, RO 3.10, VIDC
enhancer, SVGA monitor (800x600x16) SCSI,
46Mb drive. I/O podule, 2 x floppies. £350.
Tel: Ian Nichols on 0117-962 4825 (evenings)
or email: l.a.nlcnoIs@bris.ac.uk
• A5000, ART 18 monitor, all manuals and
full Learning Curse software, excellent condi
tion, £500. Tel: (01484) 720716.
• Rise PC 600, 10Mb RAM, 1Mb VRAM, 420 +
240Mb III), 2 slices, 14in monitor, £1250 ono.
Tel:(0468) 360903 anytime.
• A540, 16Mb RAM, 100Mb SCSI HI), RISCOS
3.11, Serial Port Dual SCSI/HD card,
ColourCard Gold, Acorn MEU, Taxan 775,
Aleph One 486SLC2/50 with 4Mb RAM,
Scanlighl hand held scanner, Pipedream 4,
£1300 ono. Tel: (01865) 779689.
• A310 4Mb RAM, 40M III), RISC OS 3.1,
colour monitor, mono monitor, software and
games. VGC, boxes and manuals. £300 ono.
Tel: 0114-288 5492.

• Citizen Swift 240C printer, c/w cover and
ribbons, £75. Printer stand, £5, CC
Turbodriver Cannon v4, £10, Picture IT, £15,
Quest for (iold, Arcade Soccer Hero Quest, 10
out of 10Maths and English, £7.50 each. Tel:
(01962)880250.

• Pipedream 4 software package, original,
unused, unregistered. £25 plus postage.Tel:
(01706)817570.

• A310, 4Mb RAM, OS 3.10, colour monitor,
2ddrives, 3.5 + 5.25 with PCU ROM/RAM board
+ Interword and RAM Backplane and fan Star
l.C10printer, Pipedream 4 discs and manuals,
£300plus carriage.Tel:0191-234 0119.
• Xenon II, PandorasBox, Pon,Slappit,Guild
of Thieves for side, £5 each or all for £20. Tel:
(01383)772691.

• Various BBC 8-bil pogramming and refer
ence books, ROMs, essential for new learner
or beginner.Tel:0191-285 0097(evenings) for
more details.

• ST506podule, suitable for A30x() series etc,
for Hard Disc expansion with 'second layer'
(adds to first layer) expansion box hardware
for PRES podulebox. £25 the lot. lei: 0191-
2850097 (evenings).
• A3000 RISC OS 3.1, 4Mb RAM, 30Mb HI),
Serial Interface, Philips colour monitor, man
uals, applications discs, VGC. £295. Tel:
(01372) 815184 (Surrey).
• A5000, 160Mb + 40Mb hard disc, fax Pack,
.Scanlight 256 scanner and video digitiscr,
modem. Impression Publisher Plus, Artworks,
Squirrel etc. £550 ono. Tel: Mark 0181-959
7105.

• Wanted: Omar Sharif's Bridge, lair price
paid. Tel:0131-667 1467.
• A3 printer UJ230, as new, cost £340. Sale
due to surprise gill of colour printer, first sen
sible offer secures. Tel: (01746) 765732
(evenings and weekends).
• A5000 I.C 4/80; Taxan Multiscan monitor;
Hand scanner;Epson I.Q500 printer;Joypads;
Style; ProArt2; many games; £550 ono. Tel:
(01246) 217350 (work), (01246) 208877
(home), ask for Dave.
• lor sale: Acorn Advance software. Package
contains Word processor, Spreadsheet,
Database and Graph. Unopened. An unwant
edgift.£70.Tel: Nottingham 0115-966 5060.
• A500O4MI), AKF18 monitor, 2 x 540Mb HD,
SCSI interface, 330Mb external III) (SCSI).
Midi/Sound sampler interface, 486 PCcard.
Lots of software, lioxed c/w manuals. £1200
ono. Could seperate. Tel: Trevor (01775)
710640.

• BBCMaster 512, switchable 40/80 3.5 5.25
Cumana Twin Drive, mouse, ADIS,512 share
ware, lots more software. Little used. £80. Tel:
(01772)864994.
• Wanted: Version 4 of Acorn C compiler,
Acorn Computers Ltd, with manuals. Tel:
(01703) 392915 (evenings) or email
wim@soton.ac.uk
• Rise PC 700, 10Mb, 850HD, Quad speed CD-
ROM, xtra slice, X86 PC card, Min screen, 80
watt speakers, Cannon BJC 4000colour print
er +software. 4 months old, toogood formy
needs. £2350 ovno. Tel: 0181-876 9651 (SW
London)

• Wanted: Cheap but in good condition and
error freehard disc for an A30I0. Anything
considered. Tel: Hereford(01432)358213.

Acorn User Free Ads Service
Why not take advantage of ourfreereaderad service? Fill inyour details on thiscoupon (25 words maximum,
one word perbox below) andsend it to Free Ads, Acorn User, IDG Media Ltd, Media House, Adlington Park,
Macclesfield SK10 4NP. Only onead perreader, please. Although wetryto publish every ad we receive, we
can make noguarantees; publication isentirely dependent onspace andtime constraints. We may also publish
free adson the cover disc ifmagazine space isshort. Please fill inyour name andtelephone number below:
thesewill not be published, but they enable us to contactyou in caseof any queries.
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• RisePC600, 9Mb, 425Mb hard disc, AKF60,
vvarranty,14k4 Modem, Inkjet printer, serious
software, games. £1570. proTeus CD - car
tridge drive, SCSI2 interface, £550. Call
(01509) 264934 (evenings).
• Oak Recorder III sampler £20; Micro
User/Acorn Computing/Acorn User Jan86 -
Dec 95 (120+ issues), 80 discs, £10; Acorn DTP,
1st Word+, PCEm + DOS, filter the Realm,
Speech!, Genesis, Terramex, Wimp Toolkit,
Rendcrll. Demos, 35 ArcWorld discs, £15 the
lot. Buyer collects. Tel: North London 0181-
346 3768 oremail: ajas2@cam.ac.uk
• Acorn software for sale: StartWrite wp, £6.
Chopper force, £8. Spelling Book, £10.
English 10/10, £6. Maths 10/10, £6. PC
Emulator with DOS + books, £20. Pipedream
4, £25. EasiWriter v3.16, £25. Almanac, £25.
Tel: (01474) 356985.

• Software: Desktop Tracker and lots of
music, £35. Sim City, £8, Cyborg, £5.
Pandora's Box, £3. Also loads of PI). Tel:
David 0191-253 1883.

• A5000, 4Mb RAM, 40Mb and 170Mb HDs,
RISC OS3.1,Multisync monitor, PCEmulator,
lots of software, excellent condition, boxed
with manuals. £575 ono. Tel: (01246) 237037
(Chesterfield).

• A3010 VGC 4Mb RAM 80Mb HI), Cannon
BIDf.X Bubblcjet printer, Impression
Publisher, Schema 2 plus more, computer
table and chair, £550. Tel: (01582) 422350
after 6.00pm.
• Impression Publisher(Computer Concepts),
complete with manual, unregistered and
unused, £85. Tel: (01405) 764598 after
6.00pm.
• A5000, 2Mb RAM, 80Mb HI), RISC OS 3.11,
AKP18, JP150, Leading Edge joystick, Learning
Curve, fasiWord, Pipedream 4, Battleehess,
Lemmings, Pandora, Intcrdictor, manuals,
£600 ono. Tel: 0181-866 3913 eves/wcekends.

• Gaines for sale: Dune 2, £15. Carnage Inc,
£12. E-Type 2, £12. ITT, £12. Specdball 2, £12,
ono. Swaps considered also. All good condi
tion. Tel:Stephen (01823)662206evenings.
• for A3000, 1-2MI) RAM upgrade, £20.
Pipedream 4, £20. Impression Style, £70. Tel:
Steve (01304) 812537.

• Gaines: Lemmings1/2, James Pond 1/2, E-
Typc + Designer: £10 each. Cannon fodder,
Diggers, Populous, Birds of War, Pandora's
Box, Chocks Compendium:£15each.Swiv£5.
AlsoMultistore, £60. Ring(015395)68257.
• Integrex Colourjet 132 printer, £60. lei:
(01922) 57814.
• Rise PC 17Mb 420IID, CD 486, £1100. A440,
£250. SCSI 2 tape, 2nd HI), masses of cards
and original software including Publisher,
Artworks, Sibelius 7, DDE PC card. Tel:
(01362)683633.

• 4Mb SIMM for Rise PC, £65 ono.
Archimedes games (not RPC) forsaleor swap.
Tel: 0181-861 6215.

• Forsale:8Mb for Rise PC, £160, Eagle M2,
£190,ArtPad, £100,A4graphics Tablet, £300,
Pbotodesk, £100, Publish Plus, £150,
Artworks, £90, Prophet 2, £100. Tel: (01900)
814602.

• A410 4Mb, 210 HI), monitor, new key
board, software, £400 ono. A3010, as new,
boxed, £100 ono. Tel: 0181-445 3690 or 0956
540055 or email cxwl 140@s2.cxwms.ac.uk
• A310, 1Mb RAM, colour monitor, Menon,
Impression II, Pinpoint, PC Emulator,
Revelation Pro, Junior Databases, Crystal
Maze and loads more, £200. Tel: Alan on
(01249)652121.
• Archimedes A5000, 4Mb DRAM, 203Mb III),
I'PA. f.izo fiexscan 9060S colour monitor,
£650. Tel: (01223) 862293.
• Acorn A3000 4Mb RAM RISC OS 3.1, Arm3,
SCSIcard (no drive), loads of software, includ
ing CC Style, games, including SF3000,
Spheres of Chaos. Bargain at £200. Ring
Kasbifon 0181-689 7433.

• A3020, 4MB RAM, 61Mb HD, AKIT8 moni
tor, loads of software, £450. Asabove plus 486
processor card with additional 4Mb RAM
allowing PC operation, £570. Tel:
(01322)392453 (day), 0181-3255143 (eve).
• Rise PC,8Mb, 210HD, CD-ROM, AKI 60, PC
card, .Scanlight Video, Impression, Alone in
the Dark, 1Mb VRAM, ProArtisan, manuals.
Boxed, lots of software. £1700 ono. Tel:
(01983)883188.
• Star I.C24-200 colour dot matrix printer 24
pin, parallel interface, paper park function,
friction or tractor feed, 3 fonts with italic ver
sions. £140 ono. Tel: (01772) 436499.



Mill's mess

Our current running theme in *info seems to he for desktop games.
The next classic hoard game to be dusted down and brought bang
up-to-date is Mill from Stuart Whitehouse.
* Mill is an ancient game, also called Nine Men'sMorris and vari

ous other names. It is for two players and takes place on a special
board of 24 squares linked by lines. The squares are arranged in
three concentric boxes. Each player has nine pieces. In the first
phase of the game the players take turns to place their pieces on
the board. Once all have been placed, they then take turns to move
their pieces around the board following the lines.

The purpose of the game is to form lines of three pieces of your
own colour; these are called 'mills'. When you form a mill you can
remove one of the opponent's pieces. The first player to be
reduced to only two pieces loses the game.

In each player's first nine turns he places one of his pieces into
any empty square on the board. If your piece.completes a line of
three you get to remove an opponent's piece immediately.

Once each player has played all nine pieces, a turn now consists
of moving a piece already on the board. You can only move your
own pieces, and the move must be a single stop along one of the
black lines joining the squares. You
must move into an empty square -
only one piece is allowed on a
square at once. If your move fin
ishes a line of three you get to zap
one of your opponent's pieces.

A mill is formed when you com
plete a line of three of your pieces.
The line must be straight following
the black lines on the board. There

are 16 such lines available on the

board - eight horizontal and eight
vertical. When you form a mill you
immediately get to remove one of
the opponent's pieces. This is
called pounding. You only get to
pound when you form the mill -
you do not get to remove a piece
each turn that the mill exists. You

mr.
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Dave Lawrence and Dave

Acton reveal the hidden

gems of programming

Author: Stuart Whitehouse

are allowed to 'open' a mill by moving one of its pieces out of
alignment, and then 'close' it again on the following turn. When
the mill is reformed you can pound another enemy piece.

You can remove any enemy piece you choose, unless that piece
is part of a current mill - any piece currently part of a line of three
(following the connectors drawn on the board) cannot be removed
except in the rather rare case that all your opponent's pieces are in
mills

A player wins when the opponent has only two pieces remain
ing (not enough to form a mill). If a player cannot make any legal
moves during the moving part of the game - if all of his pieces are
blocked by enemy pieces - he immediately loses the game.

This is the official end game situation, but this version also
implements a rule that if both players make 50 moves with no
pieces being removed the game is declared a draw.

In the desktop version of Mill, click on a square to insert a piece,
or to pound the piece on that square. Drag the icons around to
move pieces.

Mill comes with a number of computer opponents, ranging from
the easy to beat to the downright impossible. Any combination of

human and computer players can
be set from the options window.
On the higher levels the computer
looks much further ahead, and

has no errors. The quality of the
analysis also improves slightly at
the better levels.

All the levels up to and includ
ing 'Good' will move quite quickly
(i.e. less than 30 seconds and often
less than one second) - the two

best levels are somewhat slower.

'Diabolical' is very slow, and is
only really recommended for ARM
6s or better. 'Advanced' is several

times quicker than this, but may
still need a couple of minutes to
move when running on an ARM2
processor.

Milll

Have:

Hove

Piece:

Positions

examined :

243
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Straight from the horse's mouth
I hope Nick doesn't mind inferring that he may be equine in
nature, but in response to our mini-challengettc in Hie April issue,
Mr Craig-Wood himself has supplied an enhancement to our Send-
Basic-Output-To-An-I'ditor problem.

As you may remember the problem boiled down to how to get
the redirection operators {and ) to work in a satisfactory manner
from a couple of cunningly defined macro commands. In the end
we settled on adding the following lines to Director's MenuMenu:

Author: Nick Craig-Wood

SYS Option,"EditOutput"
SYS Command, "Filer_Run Director:Utils.EdScrap|MRun "+

Path$+" <123> > |<Wimp$Scrap> <125>"

and creating the file DircctonUtils.EdScrap containing the line:

Vibe's Vrids

DirectorEdit <Wimp$Scrap>

Nick's suggestion is that the program being run should be done so
in a multitasking manner as befits a multitasking desktop, so he
suggests the following:

SYS Option,"EditOutput"

SYS Command,"/Director:Utils.EdScrap "+Path$

and creating DircctonUtils.EdScrap as follows

Run %0 ( > <wimp$scrap> }
DirectorEdit <Wimp$Scrap>

This file can either be an Obey or TaskObeyfile according to your
taste.

Author: Jan Vibe

Not content with wringing our eyes,
good old Jan now wants to wring our
screens. The three Vrid programs all
demonstrate sprite rotation in much the
same way as his Chinese puzzle did last
month.

The plain boring unnumbered Vrid
generates a screen of coloured squares
and then rotates circular portions of it
randomly. Because of its randomness,
this can lead to a poor distribution of
rotation on the screen, the program also
goes on for ever...

The more interestingly named Vrid2
gets round this problem by distributing
the positions of the rotations to start, so
they entirely cover the screen (well, as
near enough as makes no odds). It then
rotates each part twice to give the final,
urn, effect.

Finally, the aptly named Vrid3 does
exactly the same as Vrid2, but this time
just rotates each part just once before
moving on to the next. We're sure Jan
wants us all to end up with permanent
brain damage or at the very least a nasty
twitch!

By way of a bonus, also from Jan is a
little ditty entitled Enlarge. This is yet
another of those completely impossible
Vibe-isms which from looking at the pal
try amount of BASIC code in it shouldn't

do anything at all. Instead, it produces
swirling waves of coloured splodges with
just a dab of the mouse buttons. If you
draw circles with the mouse and squint
at the screen you can almost imagine

you're looking at the spinning remains
of an enemy plane...

Oh, and by the way, in case you were
wondering, Vrid is Danish for 'wring'.
Ahhh, it all starts to become clear.

Last orders at the bar
Our second Dirt'tfo/-rclated hint this month comes from Robert

Hampton. The cunning thing is though, that it is not just a Direc
tor hint, it's also a WimpBar hint. Steve Smale's WimpBar, again
from the April issue, was a small utility which added a bar of con
figurable buttons along the top of the desktop.

These could be programmed either to issue a star command or
provide a drop-down menu of, well, whatever. We included Wimp-
Barbecause it included these buttons, which is something Director
can't do. What Robert has pointed out is that because WimpBar
can issue star commands, Director can shown its menus via a star
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Author: Robert Hampton

command (*DirectorShowMenu). It is quite possible to combine the
two utilities. By adding something like:

#ACTION

Paths

DirectorShowMenu Paths

to WimpBar's Config file. Clicking on the Paths button will fire up
Director and display the Paths menu - very useful (until Nick
includes a similar feature into Director,or Steve sends us the Wimp
Bar update he has been promising us...)



Phase planes and autom
Well, tell a lie, no automobiles actually -
but phase planes aplenty. This latest
graph-plotting utility from Darren Green
draws 'phase plane' vector field diagrams.
If you know what one of those is you will
no doubt be jumping in delight by now at
the prospect of being able to plot them on
your very own monitor. If not, read on to
find out what you've been missing all
these years...

'You enter equations for dx/dt and
dy/dt and the application will draw a
graph showing how the magnitude and
direction of |dx/dt,dy/dt] varies over the
limits entered for the graph.

'Install IPPlane and click Select over the

PPlane icon to bring up the main window,
containing the graph. Clicking adjust over
the PPlane icon will bring up the integrate

,•*

window. This is also accessible from the

menu.

'In the control window you can enter
the limits for the axes of your graph, and
enter the equations for dx/dt and dy/dt.
These should be entered as expressions
containing x and y. You can also enter the
number of points shown on the graph
along each axis.

'Arrow scale determines the relative

length of the vector arrows drawn from
each point on the graph. If 'Set arrow
lengths all the same' is selected, all the
arrows on the graph are drawn as if
l|dx/dt,dy/dt|l=l, i.e. have a length of 1.
This means that the arrows then only
show the direction of the vector, not the

magnitude, but can lead to less confusing
graphs. Click OK to draw a graph, or
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Author: Darren Green

redraw the current graph. Try the follow
ing to demonstrate PPlane:

Scale x: -1 to 3, y: -1 to 3

dx/dt: x*y-x

dy/dt: y-x*y 2.

Scale x: -10 to 10, y: -10 to 10

dx/dt: x*x-y*y

dy/dt: 2*x*y

'One of the most common problems
encountered with this application is the
error 'division by zero'. This generally
occurs upon drawing a graph. Try adjust
ing your equations so that this does not
occur, for example by adding on a small
constant such as lli-10, or adjust the graph
scales.

'In the integrate window you can spec
ify the co-ordinates of a point at which to
start integrating, and a step value dt. Then
click OK to carry out the operation. This
involves repeatedly calculating dx/dt and
dy/dt at this point, multiplying these val
ues by the value of dt, and adding them
on to the current x and y. This plots a
curve over the graph, which is drawn
when it is finished.

'Calculating this can take a very long
time, or, if the path enters a loop or a sta
ble node, forever. Pressing F.scape ends the
calculation and returns control to the

user. If 'Stop when out of range' is
selected, calculation will stop when the
value of x or y exceeds the limits of the
graph. Clicking on the main window with
select also enters integrate mode.

'Integration begins at the point on the
graph where the user clicks select, and
uses the dt value in the dt icon on the

integration window. If the integrate func
tion is working strangely, it is possible
that the values of dx/dt and dy/dt are
large. Try reducing the value of dt. If the
integrate function is working too slowly,
try increasing the value of dt. Note the
smaller the value of dt, the more accurate
the plot, but the slower it is to calculate.

'The current main screen can be saved

as a sprite file which contains a single
sprite called 'Screen' with a default desk
top palette. For additional instructions,
use Interactive Help, which PPlane sup
ports.'

Stripped-ease Author: Nicholas Mar- Midi-kado Author: Mr P F Jerome

The stripping in this case is entirely wholesome entertainment
involving nothing more than the shedding of a byte or two. *Strip
simply takes an input file, removes control and/or top-bit-set char
acters and places the result in another file. The syntax is:
♦Strip <input file> <output file> [-Ctrl] [-top]

Our now seemingly regular music spot takes a break from the
techno and instead pays tribute to music of an earlier era.

Mr P F Jerome has converted three Gilbert and Sullivan tunes

and presents them in Rhapsody and MIDI formats for your enter
tainment.
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Scan-tastic!
Justin Fletcher is a name that has appeared more than once in
these hallowed pages. You can now use his latest program -
ITextScan - to count just how many times!

TextScan is a simple but very powerful file searching utility. Just
provide a string to search for (including wildcards) and it will rum
mage through a given directory methodically reporting the
location of the string in any of the files therein. DDE users will
already be equipped with Find which performs a similar function.

To use, install TextScan and drag the directory to search on to
the TextScan icon. Or just click on the icon and enter the path
name, like ADFS::Connery.$ for example. Now enter the string,
including the wildcards # and * as needed.

The application uses 'throwback' so make sure your throwback
handler (e.g. Zap) is running and that its name is entered correctly
in the icon provided. To start, click Scan and watch as all the
matches found appear. Click on lines in the throwback window in
the usual way to load and edit the files in which they feature.

Trigger-nometry
Well, if you can guess what this program
does from its title you deserve a large prize.
Sadly, we have no large prizes or even
small ones, but we do have this little offer
ing called Trigger.

Alan tells us it is a program that went a
bit wrong. However, as it went wrong in a
particularly nice way, he sent it in anyway.
Move the mouse and the dotty arrange
ments will dance correspondingly, not
quite in the manner intended, but enter
tainingly enough in any case. Any other
examples of went-a-bit-wrongisms most
welcome by the way.

Author: Justin Fletcher

The menu option Configure allows you to configure the initial
state of the application and some of the features which are not set-
table by the main application. You will be presented with a simple
text file that contains the following definitions and may be altered
and re-saved:

Program: Do not alter
Path: Path to fill in initially
Throwback: Application to use for throwback (or blank for broadcast
messages)
Poll: Numeric value precededby %giving the number of polls to exe
cute whilst searching. Use +ve integers for a number of multitasks,
-venumber to number of finds to do before executing that number of
polls, or 0 to disable multitasking entirely.
ScanAll:Set to On if all file types would be scanned
ScanData: Set to On if data files should be scanned (useful for
StrongHelp)
ScanObey:Set to On if Obeyfiles should be scanned.

Author: Alan Lowe

...and shimmer for 15 minutes... Author: Daniel Mossop

Well, shimmer for as long as you like
really. This little graphical ditty uses
good old mode 12, and no-nonsense 16
colour palette cycling. It takes a little
time for the screen to build up, but it's
worth the wait. If you would like to try

your hand at a Rise PC enhanced version
we would be delighted to see it,
although it is sometimes the case that
'less is more', so perhaps mode 12 is just
fine and dandy for shimmering
purposes.

n
Send programs, hints, tips, musica

offeringsand whatever else you like
to the usual address please:

*INFO,Acorn User, IDGMedia,

Media House, Adlington Park,

Macclesfield SK10 4NP

or, if your submission is 100K or less, e-mailus (including your real
address please) at: austarinfo@idg.co.uk

You needn't include a letter but please put your name, address and
program title on every disc and include a text file containing your
name, address, disc contents and program details. Saved screens, draw-
files, background information and the like are always useful and an SAE

is appreciated.
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Compatibility table

Program RISC OS 2 RISC OS 3.1 RISC OS 3.5+

TextScanC No Yes Yes

PPlane No Yes Yes

Trigger Yes Yes Yes

Shimmer Yes Yes Yes

Enlarge Yes Yes Yes

Vrid No Yes Yes

Vrid2 No Yes Yes

Vrid3 No Yes Yes

Mill No Yes Yes



don't you just LOVE it!

...if not, contact us for details of our

automated record keeping & report
writing packages for teachers:

H.S.Software, Freepost, Swansea.

SA2 9ZZ Tel: (01792) 204519

visit our web site and download FREE demo software at:

http://www.cybervillage.co. uk/acorn/hssoftware
i

Programs available for all
ages and abilities.

• For school and home use •

• PC and Acorn formats •

Send for our free catalogue.

4Mation

Publishers of

quality educational
software since

1983.

4Mation Educational Resources

14 Castle Park Road

Barnstaple
Devon

EX32 8PA

13* (01271)25353

PDCD-1 PDCD-2 PDCD-3
ThisjCi/contains •ThisjCJ^ontainsThis, Cyccjptians

/lbs

77 ' ^Tf ' ^Tf

Buy all 3 we'll pay the VAT!!

Jatafile Catalogue

We can offer you a truely massive choice of PD,

Freeware and Shareware.

Why pay for other libraries catalogues

OUrS IS FREE Cat@Datafile.demon.co.uk

Full version Single

Ww
IVIerlin Demo Disc £1

Dealer discounts avail

TTttii©- MEsaggfics cq>1F MsiyttrrsiCTirn

THE

71 Amsoni

Data/?/
* Telesales and Mail Order ONLY *

m^ss' HH Tel/fax 01934 823005

LocMag, Westom-s-Mare, Somerset, BS24 7DQ

COMPUTERS

RisePC600 5Mb HD425 14" Monitor (ACB60/AKF60) £1349 add £45 for 4x CD drive
RiscPC700 5Mb HD42514" Monitor (ACB70/AKF60) £1599 add £55 lor 4x CD drive
Acorn A70004Mb HD425 14"Monitor (AMC03/AKF60) £1028 add £65 for 4x CD drive

SPECIAL OFFER with RISC PC 10M3 HD85014' (ACB75/AKF60) System £1989- FREE Quad Speed Alapi CD ROM Drive
Or upgrade theabovesystem toinclude an EIGHT speedAtapi CD ROM Drive for £122

MEMORY UPGRADES RlscPC/A7000

ALTERNATIVE MONITORS
Acorn AKF90 17" add £382
llyama 15"MF8515add £40
liyama MF8617E add £339
liyama MT9017 add £415
Panasonic PD drive CD/Optical internal £500
Panasonic PD drive CD/Optical external £572
Prices ore subject lo change, we reserve the right to modify our prices accordingly. Errors and Omissions Excepted (E&OE)

SELECTIVE COMPUTER SERVICES
Telephone/Fax 01332 690691 email to - selective@globalnet.co.uk

8 Old Gate Avenue - Weston on Trent - Derby - DE72 2BZ

K>B

8Mb SIMM £116

16Mb SIMM £246

32MB SIMM £545
Call lor latest prices
they could bo lower

Prices are inclusive of VAT

Our *NEW* demo/catalogue disc
for just £1 or buy any pack and
get our demo disc free. Sorry,
no credit card facilities available.

..

• Games 1 • Games 2 • Games 3 • *NEW* Games 4
• Draw Clipart 1 • Draw Clipart 2 • Draw Clipart 3
• *NEW* Draw Clipart 4 • Educational 1 • Utils 1
• Utils 2 • Utils 3 • Sound Sample 1 • Sound Sample 2
Each pack has three fully archived discs. One pack for £3.75 •
Two packs for £7.20 - Three packs or more al £3.50 for each pack.

We are distributors ofeducational software from Sherston, Semerc
and 10 out of 10. We offer al least lQ^i saving on their recommended
prices. Official orders are welcome. For free catalogues and further
information write to the address below or call 0181 950 4973.

Five Star Marketing, 4 Shepherds Walk
Bushey, Herts. WD2 1LZ.

Just clicWMnywhere
and start to type _

£49 +VAT (£57.581 *m

s

This highlypraised word processor and DTP is ideal for
home and education use. Use the screen like a sheet
ot paper, click anywhere and type. Text can be easily sized,
moved, coloured or the font changed just by clicking the
mouse. Pictures dropped into textease are also easily
moved, sized and altered. Children love its simplicity.
Adults find it versatile, sophisticated and professional.

iB*<^# £65 + VAT (£76.38)

This combines excellent speech, integrated thoughtfully
into textease. Children delight at hearing their stories read
back. The word being spoken is coloured, making it very
easy to follow the text on the screen. Alsoexcellent for
adults when proof reading work.

Price includes Primary Site Licence for education customers
Secondary Site £99 + VAT and £130 + VAT

Softease Limited, Tel 01332 204911
The Old Courthouse,

St Peters Church Yard, Derby, DE1 1NN
Rsqutros Acorn RISC OS3.1 and2MB/to RAM Produced on t€Xt



Mike Cook's hardware series

Mike Cook develops
an analogue PC
joystick interface

The joy of

I

Back in the January issue of Acorn User I
showed how you could interface a Sega joy-

pad to our favourite computer. The Sega joypad
has 12 buttons on it coming out of nine wires so
there was some nifty footwork to be done. Also
in October '95 I showed you how to connect a
standard switched joystick to the printer port.
Both circuits needed a bi-directional printer port
or my bi-directional emulator from September
'95.

The PC is the most numerous computer - I'll
refrain from saying most popular because most
of those who do have them don't like them

much. As there are a lot of these computers
about a wide variety of joysticks and joypads is
available. Some have advanced features like

automatic rapid fire and come in a wide range of
styles, so I thought I would see how we could
make use of them. This time I have come up
with a design that will work directly on single
direction printer ports as well as the more mod

ern bi-directional ones.

Basically a PC joystick is an analogue
device; even the joypads that appear to
consist of all switches are in fact ana

logue devices. Now the first computer
with an analogue joystick interface built
in was the original model B, but this was
not implemented in the same way as a
PC joystick.

Figure I shows the wiring for a stan
dard PC joystick connected to a 15-way
DIN plug. In fact there is room for two
joysticks in this standard and the pins
for the second are shown in brackets. In

practice most joysticks are wired up as
joystick 'A' and splitter leads allow the
connection to the second joystick.

However, some pads, like the PC Power Pad, nick
the fire buttons from the second joystick and
give you four buttons and one direction pad.

The direction pad or joystick proper is quite
simple and consists of two variable resistors or
potentiometers, one for each axis. In the centre
of travel the resistance between pin 1 and pin 3
or pin 6 is about 50K - this drops to 100R in one
direction and rises to I00K in the other.

The joypads just use switches to make the
resistance across these pins change in the same
manner. To use these on a PC you need a Games
Card adaptor which converts this resistance into
a digital value. My interface is very much
cheaper to make than one of these adaptors.

(9)

/
KX - Potentiometer

— 3(11)

— 6 (13)

1/ /
/

Y - Potentiometer

Button 1y^t\
—• • 2(10)

Button 2

4(12)

7(14)

Joystick B pins in brackets

Figure I: A PC
analogue joystick
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Now a computer can't measure resistance
directly so we need to convert it into something
it can handle. Normally, in an analogue to digi
tal converter, this 'something' is voltage, but we
still need some extra circuitry to read the volt
age. What I am doing here is converting the
resistance into a pulse - the higher the resistance
the longer the pulse. All our computer has to do
is to time the pulse to find out the value of the
resistance.

The heart of my circuit is a monostable - a dig
ital circuit that will produce a pulse from an
edge. The length of the pulse is determined by an
external resistor and capacitor. All we have to do
is to make the monostable's external resistor the

resistor in the joystick. Figure II shows the circuit
of my interface and it uses a 74LS123 which is a
dual monostable - we need one for the X axis

and one for the Y.

The output from each monostable is fed
through a transistor connected together in a
wired OR configuration or open collector. This
means that the pulses from each monostable can
be fed to the same printer port input. Ibis is
important for mono direction printer port users
as you only have two inputs available. If you
want, these two transistors could be replaced by
a NOR gate, or a NAND gate if you used the
inverse pulse from the monostable. However,
that would mean using only one gate from a
package that contains four and doubling the
number of chips in the design.

It does not matter that the output pulses from
the two monostables are merged because we are
only going to measure one axis at a time. We do
this by connecting the trigger to each mono-
stable to different output pins on the printer
port. The remaining status inputs are used to
read the fire buttons.

Note here that mono direction printer port
users will only be able to read one fire button
connected to pin 10 where as bi-direction users
will be able to read all four. Construction is not

very critical and can be achieved on a small
piece of veroboard. Note that you will need a 5v
supply which you can either connect separately
or tap off the inside of the computer. I bring 5v
out to a connector on a panel of one of my pod-
ules.

Now the only thing Figure II does not show
you is the value of the two capacitors on the
monostable. As there are many different speeds
of Acorn computers, this has to be adjusted on



Mike Cook's hardware series

games
test, which isn't as bad as it sounds. You will find
that the same value of capacitor should serve for
both axes.

Start off by using a 33nF capacitor for each
monostable and run the JoyCal program on the
cover disc. This works by triggering each mono-
stable in turn and counting how long it is until
the pulse stops.

The program keeps a record of the maximum
and minimum values and works out the range -
the difference between them. Move the joystick
to both extremes to get the range for a particular
capacitor. What you are aiming for is a range of
128 or as close above it as you can get. In fact, if
all you are interested in is a joypad, any value
above it will do. With a joystick, the closer you
can get to 128 the more of the physical travel of
the joystick will be useful.

To increase the range, increase the capaci
tance. The best way to do this is to solder
another, smaller capacitor in parallel across the
original one, as capacitors in parallel add up (in
parallel just means across the terminals of the
original). You can do this while it is still wired
up and powered up but you will have to run the
program again to get the maximum and mini
mum values of the new capacitor value. I found
that adding a lOnF to the 33nF one gave me a
range of about 158 on my Rise PC 600. With
slower computers the capacitor value will have
to be larger.

When you have the correct capacitor value,
make a note of the value from each axis when it

is at the central or rest position - you will need
to put this value to other listings to produce the
best results.

Now, the standard for joysticks on Acorn
machines say that the values returned should be
-64 at one extreme and +64 at the other. To

process the raw numbers into that range we need
an addition to our program. This is in the file
called JoyComp - change lines 290 and 300 to
reflect the mid-range values you got on your
hardware.

The best way to use a joystick is in a module,
and the File JoySource will assemble a module
with all the code in it. Again you will need to
customise it for your circuit by changing lines
1070 and 1290. Lines 70 to 120 set up the func
tion keys to save the module, set the file type
and install it. You will have to edit these to

reflect the path names on your disc.
Another place you might have to customise

are lines 1410 and 1420. If these lines are deleted

the Y reading is inverted. This can be necessary
due to people's differing perception about what
is up. On some games, like flight simulators,
pulling the joystick towards you constitutes
going up and pushing it away is for going down.
Others would define up and down in exactly the
opposite sense. While this might seem more logi
cal it does not always feel right and so you have
the choice when you create the module.

Finally the file JoyModTest is a simple pro
gram that draws a square in the position
determined by the joystick and wipes it clean
when you press the fire button. Notice that there
is a bit of jitter on the reading - it can change
rapidly between two numbers. This is normal for
any analogue to digital converter and this type
in particular. In fact the amount of jitter is much
less than you get on a real PC.

I have been told of the existence of a module

that will allow the PC card to read joysticks
attached to the Acorn machine but unfortu

nately 1 have not managed to track it down. I am
told it works with any joystick that supports the
joystick SWI so if you come across this it should
work with this interface and software. Happy
joysticking - you should really beable to >|jj
shoot 'em up now. /AU
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Figure II: The
analogue joystick to

printer port interface
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SURREY

Calancmft Ltd. ^
THE COMPLETE ACORN DEALER

Showroom open 9.00 - 5.30 six days and to 8.00 on Thursday.
Acorn range on display, and full demonstrations given.
Lots of programs, games and education software for you to try.
Full service and repair facilities.
Network Dealer and Training Centre for Education and Home.
Printers. Upgrades. Internet, CD ROM, etc. etc.

"Veuj helpful people"
with a 13 year long reputation (or exceptional service and support.

Easy parking. mmm

96 High Road, Byfleet,
Surrey KT14 7QT

Tel: (01932) 342137 Fax: (01932) 336435

WEST YORKSHIRE

THE CHOICE OF EXPERIENCE

Davyn Computer Services

For the best service in Yorkshire!
(we think)

CALL US! for A7000.RiscPC & PocketBook II

Visit our Showroom
Open 9.30 to 5.30

Mon, Tues, Weds, Sat

a30to7.30

Thurs & Fri.

Primers. Ribbons. Ink Cartridges,
Refills
Expert Advice &After SalesService
Mail Order Master Card. Visa. Switch

Ringfor Prices
Service A Repair i« all Equipment twdmiwd
FullRange ofAcorn Hardware &Software u,lmii
(We operate the Acorn Finance Schemes)
Full Range ofEducational Sqftnwe %* W&B
Tel. 01924 254800 Fax. 01924 258036 ?« Prhe-. sum

e-mailsales@davyn.demon.co.uk

Pocket Book II QamSC PC ''• *2kM

EAST MIDLANDS

|k|e|y|b|o|a|r|d|

ACORN Education Dealer

ACORN Network Dealer

ACORN Special Needs Centre

0%,iinance on Rise

Visii our Showroom jusi Vi mile from
Ml junction24 (2nd right on Aft south'

Keyboard Technology Ltd \B'HanJ k.-< •
51 High Street Kegworth \-'
Derby DE74 2DA
Tel 01509 672222

WESTMIDLANDS

MAUDENS
"Millside", 133 High Street,

Wollaston, Stourbridge,
West Midlands, DY8 4NZ.

'Zt/e Have' 6een> aufifitcftHp ectcccetfia*

• Acorn Authorised Service Centre EbI m^fm
• Authorised Microsoft re-seller
• PC Developers and Category 5 Networking Specialists
• NewShowrooms with complete range of Acorn machines
• MAIL ORDER - It is our policy to match most prices on offer
• Come to our showrooms and view the Internet

With 15yearsof serviceyou can'tgo wrongwith Maudens
Tel: (01384) 444433/833300. Fas (01384) 441655

MIDLANDS AND OXFORD CUMBRI,

IWIMn
459-465 Warwick Road, Tyseley, Birmingham B11 2JP

Tel: 0121 706 8933 Fax: 0121 706 4306

• Home use / $h
\/

• Business / wb-l <Pw

• Education /
• Special Needs /
• Software Training Forexpert advice
• Acorn approved \ / &friendly service

network installers \ come and see us.

• Completerange of \^R^< Weare open
Acorn equipment / Monday - Friday

• Consultancy 9.00am - 6.00pm

Acorn (\ Cumbria Software Systems
Education Agency Specialist Acorn Dealer

Rise PC700, A7000
Sales, Repairs, Software, Peripherals

Network design and installation
Ethernet, Nexus ATM, Multi-platform networks

Semerc Authorised Dealer

CSS Ltd., Unit 3A, Townfoot Industrial Estate t0i . r»1 fiQ77 Q77Q
Brampton, Cumbria, CAS 1SW ieL Ulby'' *f'*
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Over the past few months, I've been present
ing you with sections of C source code that

would use kernel SWT calls to initialise a task on

the Desktop. So far, the various routines that
carry out the necessary jobs have been 'hard
wired' into the program - if I wanted to write
another menu, I'd have to head to the reference

manuals once more and recalculate all those

flags. This isn't an ideal state of affairs, particu
larly if you do a lot of coding. One answer to this
problem is to create a library of functions that
you can link with your own source code when
the application is compiled.

What are the benefits? The greatest advantage
is that it hides the complexity of the data blocks
and the SWI calls behind an interface that's

hopefully easy to remember. Admittedly, while
you're developing the library, the compilation
gets a little trickier and it's worthwhile getting to
grips with your compiler's Make utility to
manage your project. However, once your library
contains all the functions you require, all you
need to do to give a program access to those
routines is to #includc a header file and link in

your pre-compiled library object code. This
month, I've been preparing a simple WIMP C
library named AULib and converting the existing
IRunlmage file to make use of it.

The application I've presented on the cover
disc has two extra components - the C source for
AULib, stored in the C directory along with the
main source code, and an AULib header file that
contains various #define statements and struc

ture definitions, as well as the prototyping
information for the functions held in the library.
At present, it's still fairly basic in its functional
ity, but the IRunlmage file is already much
simpler than it was - I'll run through a few of
the features provided below.

Firstly, AULib defines a function to initialise a
task on the desktop - it takes the required RISC
OS version number multiplied by 100 as its first
parameter, along with a pointer to the applica
tion name and a pointer to the list ol" messages
that you wish the WIMP to pass on to you. On its
return, it gives you your application's task
handle, which you should store away for refer
ence later. In use, it looks something like this:

fldefine VERSION_NUMBER 310

int task_handle;

char appnameU = "My Application";
long int msglist[l] = {0};
task_handle =

au_initialise(VERSION_NUMBER, appname,
msglist);

Although it's possible to call an_initiali.se
with an application name in quotes, such as:

taskjiandle = au_initialise(310, "Another
application", msglist);

this can cause confusion later as you'll probably
want to provide the same application name for
use in error boxes and the like. So it makes sense

to store it in a globally accessible variable.
The use of #define to create a list of constants

in the header file allows mnemonics to be

created that make the flags necessary for a lot of
SWI calls much easier to remember - I've made

use of them to manage creation of icons and
menus. Here's an example, in which individual
flags are merged into one integer by using the
bitwise OR operator:

ibar_icon_handle =
au_create_iconbar_icon{IBAR_PRIOR_APP,

IBARJDNRIGHT, ICON_ISSPRITE | ICON_HCENTRE
| ICONJ/CENTRE | ICON_CLICKNOTIFIESONCE,
"inewwimpc");
This might look like a bit of a mouthful at

first, but once you've become familiar with the
various tokens, it's much easier to edit the icon's
behaviour. This function takes four parameters:
• A priority flag used for determining the precise

position of the new iconbar icon
(IBAR_PRIOR_APP is defined to be zero, the
priority of a standard application)

• A flag indicating which side of the icon bar
the icon should be placed

• An integer containing various flags that
control the icon's attributes

• The name of the sprite to use - in this case, the
sprite was loaded automatically from the
'.Sprites file when the application was booted.

finally, it returns a handle to the new icon.
That's all I've got space for this month, but next

time I'll explain the other functions used in the
cover disc* example, including the improved menu
creation routine. You might like to compare this
month's IRunlmage file to the one presented last
issue; hopefully, it should be somewhat Ajj
easier to follow. See you next time. -/1U

Programming

Steve Mumford

starts the process
of building a

WIMP library
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Hints and tips

Musing on the merging of the sales tal
ents of Acorn and Apple I have been

wondering who the junior partner is here.
True, Apple is much the larger company
but in the UK, in terms of sales, Acorn is
the larger. I have written some Apple soft
ware for a well known company who has
the same titles on many platforms. Just
looking at my royalty statement for two
months one title has sales of Mac 11,
Amiga 19, Acorn 54, PC 162. Other titles
have similar ratios. You will see that Acorn

out-sells the Mac five to one where as the

PC outsells Acorn only three to one. If you
compare Mac and PC you will see sales of
nearly 15 to 1. Clearly Acorn is not a junior
partner.

1 have been delving into the PC world
this month looking to interface a PC card
to the Acorn. Those of you who have never
dealt with PC people be very grateful, it is
totally impossible to get to talk to anyone
who actually knows anything. The compa
nies are protected by an answerphone
system that makes your average adventure
game look tame. When you finally get to
press the button to put you through to
technical support it tells you that all the
lines are engaged try again later. I did once
get through by accident and the startled
voice on the other end pretended to be the
answerphone system and hung up - a
sharp contrast to the normal friendly
Acorn voices. In the end I gave up trying to
get information from them and hacked at
the software - the code was appallingly
written making multiple unnecessary
writes to the card. Anyway look out for
that project in a few months.

I have been hit with a sudden flurry of
requests concerning 8-bit Acorn computers
this month. The problem is that I no
longer have my 8-bit system running. It
was part of the bargain with my wife: I was
allowed to get a Rise PC provided I got rid
of an existing computer. Still it seems that
there is a revival in interest in archaeologi
cal computing but unfortunately we can't
devote the space to it here.

I have finally got my university to sup
ply a sensible alias for a Web site, so
instead of quoting the IP address as I have
done previously it can be found on
http://physics.inmu.ac.uk/Physics/Acorn/
Please note, the upper case in the last two
words of the address do matter.

OK let's get on with the letters. First off is
Andrew Tuson, who has a bit of disagree
ment with one ofmy replies.

I have to disagree with your reply to Mr. I
) Cleaver in your Q&A answers in the April
1996 issue of Acorn User, and IDE interface

makers might disagree too. I have used
an NCS IDE interface (with a Syquest
105Mb and Segate 1Gb drive) in a Rise PC
600 and 700 with no problems at all. Fur
thermore, a second slice is a far neater
solution than having external devices
piled round the machine.
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Rambles through
Acorn Wood
Mike Cook offers solutions to your problems,
finishing off with a quick-fire round
Remember, I am writing my own personal
advice and I am more than willing to defer
to anyone with counter experience. This
column is for general discussion rather
than my definitive pronouncements. How
ever, I am not sure what Andrew is
disagreeing with here.

The fact that you have had no problem
with software recognising the second IDE
system doesn't mean that the person who
told me he was, is not telling the truth. Sec
ondly, I was asked if a second slice was
needed, not was it desirable. Certainly a
second slice is a much neater solution, hut
you are paying money for neatness. You
might also save some money too, as inter
nally fitted SCSI devices are often cheaper
than external devices. So all in all I stand

by my original advice, but please feel free
to disagree.

One of the advantages of using Email is
that I can get a response to my advice and
often a supplementary question ensues.
One of the problems of the traditional
approach is that I seldom know if my
advice has been useful or whether I got
hold of the wrong end of the stick.

Jim Betsey whizzed this poser over the net
this month:

Over a year ago now I watched a docu
mentary on Channel 4. In it there was a
strange instrument called a tremolone
(almost certainly spelt wrong). It was
played, as far as I can make out, by dis
turbing, with one's hands, the magnetic
field it generated. From this disturbance
the position of the hand was determined
and hence a sound produced. Is this all a
big con? Are Channel 4 pulling my Pil
sner?

In addition I read in your WWW pages
that you did an article on a touch screen.
Now wouldn't it be snazzy if (and this
relies on the integrity of my previous
information) you could combine the two.
You could determine the position of
someone's hand when it was not touch

ing the screen by digitising the sound
from the instrument and you could deter
mine the touches from the standard

touch screen. In this way you could have a
pointer that followed your hand around
the screen as a mouse follows your hand
around the mouse mat. Also it may make
drag and drop easier to do with a touch

screen as the location of the hand is bet

ter known. Is this possible or is the
threma-thingy a wind up?

No there really is such a device. As far as 1
can see it works on the same principal as
metal detectors. These can detect any con
ducting substance and as the human body
is mainly a splodge of water, it can detect
that too. I did work on such devices many
years ago just after I left school - they were
for detecting metal contamination in food
products. The limiting metal particle size
was determined by what we called the
'product effect', which was mainly due to
the water content.

Using this effect as a pointer is a nice
thought but I don't think it would work.
The problem here is that the shadow mask
in the CRT of the monitor would distort

the magnetic field and you would lose any
positional information. 1 did do something
similar with ultrasonics in one of the last

liody Builds but again the presence of the
physical screen would prevent your idea
from working.

What about on a portable? Does an LCD
screen have magnetic fields? Could this be
of use to the NewsPad development
team:

Yes sorry. Anything that conducts electric
ity will greatly disturb magnetic fields.
Anyway you really don't have the resolu
tion or repeatability to make it work
properly.

Also I have a question that has bothered
me for some time now. What happened
to Microlink? Since I was still in Sinclair-

labelled nappies at the time of all this I
haven't a clue but I would sure like to be

able to get my hands on (and I quote)
'just one of the hundreds of programs
downloadable from Microlink'. If you
could help me with this I would be
extremely grateful.

As to Microlink, it closed down many years
ago when subscriptions to it dropped dra
matically. What happened to all those
programs is something 1 don't know. How
ever, you could try the national micros
archive at Hensa, on the net. It has old 8-

bit Acorn stuff on it.



Ian Jackson has been plagued by a strange
fault, he writes:

My friend has the following problem with
his Rise PC 600. On booting up, everything
works fine until the desktop screen first
appears and then he gets the following
message: 'Not enough stack to call filing
system'. Once cleared, his machine boots
up OK and there seems to be no adverse
effects. We have tried increasing System
size but to no avail. This problem started
after the power supply to his computer
was disconnected for a second or so by his
son knocking the mains adapter. Could
you please let me know any suggestions
you may have as to a remedy.

First of all I would try reinitialising all the
modules. If that fails this sounds like a fault

in the operating system software. Given the
history it might be that a small amount of
damage was done to the hard disc in an
area where one of the disc-based support
packages is located - the SBoot folder. I sus
pect what you need to do is reformat the
hard disc and restore the [Boot folder, not
from his disc but from another machine. 1

know this could be tricky without the cor
rect hardware.

I don't always know the answer to read
ers questions so I am thankful to Dave
Walker from Acorn Support for his help.
Recently I wrote to him to ask:

I have an Acorn User reader who says that
the A3020 does not have a backplane con
nector for podulesand hence he can't find
the IIC interface wires. Is this correct or is

he missing something?

'One quick shufty at the circuit diagrams
and it looks like your reader has a point - at
least in that the diagrams aren't too clear!

'Looking at the signal assignments
around the PCI'8583 RTC, C<1> appears to
be assigned to the IIC clock Scl, and C<0>
to the IIC data line Sda. ARM250 has to

have an IIC brought out of it, otherwise it
couldn't talk to the '8583; identically
named, and very likely-looking, signals are
assigned to SK7 pin 1 (C<0>) and pin 2
(C<1>), so my bet is that these are the lines
your reader is after (even though the dia
gram shows no other association between
these lines and the RTC).'

David Robertson sent me this:

I was searching the net for Maplin, either
a web site or a phone number - but to no
avail. One of my engineers was looking
for a small 1C that allows you to record
several seconds of speech and then play

We have a Maplins next door to the Univer
sity. At present there is no web site but they
say they are working on it. You can Email
the Manchester Oxford Rd. branch on

maplin@body.demon.co.uk.
The device you are looking for is called a

UM5100 - its Maplin order code is UJ48C. It

will record 9 to 26 sec and costs about £5.

Mail continues to come in the traditional

way, Ken Ross writes:
I am the owner of a Rise PC, which has

fitted a dual speed Sony CD-ROM drive.
Looking through the computer press I
have noticed the recent decline in the

prices of CD-ROM Drives in the PC
world. As I am finding my dual speed
drive is a bit slow, I would now like to
upgrade to a quad or even six speed
drive and take advantage of the very
low drive prices available at the
moment. Would any old ATAPI/IDE
drive work, or just a select few, and
with the new drive fitted would it be

100 per cent compatible with CDFS, the
PC Card and applications such as
ICDPIayer?

Well, this is a tricky one. The IDE specifi
cation is quite loose and some drives will
work and some won't. It is likely that
when a drive works, all the associated
software will work as well. We really
need more information from readers

about this - can anyone out there help?
Have you tried this and were you success
ful? Be warned, however, that while a
quad drive is twice as fast as a dual speed
you won't always notice such an
improvement. This is because there are
other factors that act as a bottleneck.

Have others found this to be so?

Now Garry Taylor has a host ofquestions:
As a newcomer to the Acorn platform
there are still a few things that confuse
me as your magazine seems to cater for
experts rather than the beginners
(which is actually quite welcome as I
used to buy Amiga magazines which
were always trying to tell me what a
hard disc was). I realise that there is a
lot to answer but I have a lot of ques
tions. First what is TAOS?

A multiprocessor operating system. A
machine equipped with this could effec
tively multitask with a processor per
task. It is still in the development phase
but is Hearing completion.

How fast a modem is required to go on
BBSs?

Any speed will do, most BBSs are text
only systems so you spend most of your
connect time reading the screen. Speed
becomes important for downloading - if
you have a slow modem you have to
watch what you download.

Can I use a Parallel ZIP drive - if so what

driver will I need?

In theory you can use one but I don't
know of anyone who has written a driver
for it. Anyone know different?

Can 1DRAW and IPAINT support a
scanner?

No, not directly but any scanner driver
should be able to save directly into these
packages.

When I play sound modules using .ICorn-
flgure some run too fast and some too slow.
What can I do?

No idea. 1 have the same trouble running
tracker files on the RISC PC 600. Anyone got
a sound utility that really works?

Whyaren't there any Mac emulators or cards
when there are loads of PC cards? At least the

Mac approaches the standard of the Acorn. I
have found that my A3010 with 1Mb runs
faster than my college's P75swith 16Mb!

Yes, well speed and memory capacity are not
related so there is no surprise here. The rea
son that there are no Mac emulators is that

Apple holds copyright on the Mac OS and
tends to sue the pants off any who tries that
sort of thing. Now that Acorn in theory has a
license to it we could see one but I doubt it. It

is simply not worth it as Macs are quite
cheap now.

Where can I buy classic BBC games such as
Thrust on 3.5 disks to run on HOST.

No idea, I told you there was a BBC revival
about!

Is StrongARM as fast as PowerPC?

We won't really know until they are out, but
they look like they will be.

The hard disc interfaces that come with a

User Port and expansion slots - will the BBC
stuff work on the user port i.e. the beastie,
and what cards will fit in the expansion
slots?

No, nothing will work directly from these
User Ports as they are addressed differently
from the BBC. However, one version of HOST

will make a stab at direct access - it's a hit

and miss affair. You will have to ask the

manufacturers about the expansion slots.

A suggestion - rather than have a PC col
umn which, let's face it is a bit hypocritical
considering that we Acorn users are sup
posed to hate the PC (your magazine is
always saying how slow and inefficient it is,
which is of course, true). Why not have a
section in which readers can send in articles

on their favourite utility or game or maybe
just say why they chose the Acorn in prefer
ence to other formats?

You don't have to hate PC to love Acorn (but

it helps). The magazine is always open for
readers to send in any material for publica
tion and there is always the readers' A
letters page. r±\j
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Back issues
Missed out on one of our previous issues? Now's your opportunity
to bring your collection up to date. But hurry: stocks are limited

Issue 158-August 1995

• Elite on the cover disc •

Techniquest report • Ovation
Pro preview • How a shool

won with Acorns • Acorn's

C/C++ compiler • Animation

software reviewed

Issue 159-September 1995

• The A7000 and new Rise PCs

• Taos • How Elite was

written • Hard disc backup on

the cover disc

Issue 160-October 1995

• The Acorn User WWW site

• Director • Fire and Ice

• Compo • Acorn's education

agents scheme

Issue 161-November 1995

• Acorn User awards

• CD-ROM roundup • Graphic

design• Crystal Rainforest 2
demo

Issue 162-December 1995

• Cambridge Om trial

• Internet package • Acorn's
new divisions • Software for

dyslexics• Skillsware

Issue 163-Christmas 1995

• Unusual gifts for Christmas •
PD round-up • Alone in the
Dark • Global Effect demo

• Online Media Technology

Issue 164-January 1996

• Hybridmachines •

Travelling with a Pocket book
• Virtualdesign • Acorn
Educational Products &

servicesCatalogue • Top
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Issue 165-February 1996

• Wordprocessing round-up• The
Clan • Virusprotection • Sibelius

at the Royal Academy • Resource
editor demo

Issue 166-March 1996

• Video editing • Multimedia
packages• Graphics applications
• Colour printers § Alone in the
dark demo • FSCK

Issue167-April 1996

• Reviews • Power DTP

• Acorn Australia • Swarm

• Float• Glossary

Issue 168-May 1996
• Bulletin Boards

• Internet explained
• PD CD-ROMs reviewed

• Demo of Optical

Order form
Issue 158, August 1995 £3.25
Issue 159, September 1995 £3.25
Issue 160, October 1995 £3.25
Issue 161, Novemer 1995 £3.25

Issue 162, December 1995 £3.25

Issue 163, Christmas 1995 £3.75
Issue 164,January 1996 £3.25
Issue 165, February 1996 £3.25
Issue 166, March 1996 £3.75
Issue 167,April 1996 £3.25
Issue 168, May 1996 £3.25

Name....

Address

Tel No
Pleaseallow 14days for delivery.

Send cheques payable to IDG Media to:
Acorn User Back Issues, Database Direct,

FREEPOST, South Wirral L65 3EB

or phone 0151 357 1275
Fax: 0151 357 2813

E-mail: database@dbdirect.demon.co.uk

Please tickif you do NOT wish to receive further
information orspecialoffers



SOFTWARE SHOWCASE
GRAPHICS

Dixon & Dixon
35 Rokeby Drive, Kenton

Newcastle upon Tync NE3 4JY

0191 2853 042 North EasOnorn Dealer

Textile Transfer Paper
Truly Remarkable and Revolutionary

Print it - Iron it - Wear it
4Sheets A4 30Sheets A4 100 Sheefs
£8 £44 £140

Hobby Kit - includes 2 T-Shirts and 4Transfer sheets 12.99
seMat Kit - Your favourite Pin-Up to stare at 5.99
Refill your inkjet with UVLR ink

No Fade Ultra Violet Light Resistant ALL COLOURS

3 Refills (60 nil) for 18.80 inc VAT & postage

FLUSH SOLUTION (whynot changeyourcartridgecolour)
Flush out the old refill with new £5.00 inc VAT & postage

TlrVlN REFILLS FOR ALL INKJETS FROM 11.98

I Cartridges for JP150's £19.96

FLYPRINT

DEAD CERT
KEYBOARD EMULATOR

£ 19.97

£ 19.00
£ 9.99

Prices inc VAT £1 postage UK mainland

EDUCATION

Xavier Softwarefor
Dyslexia / Literacy skills
Wide range ofspecialist programs, available on
28 day approval. Digitised speech throughout.
See review in Acorn User Dec. 95 or CDROM

January 96. Illustrated catalogue from :

Xavier Educational Software Ltd,
Psychology Dept,University College of Wales. Bangor, Gwyncdd

IL57 2DG Tel; 01248-382616 Fax: 01248-.1X2599

http://vww.psych.bangor.ac.uk/deptpsych/xavier/
email: pss005@bangor.ac.uk

BUREAU

CUT VINYL BUREAU
LETTERING, LOGOS & DECALS

cut in self-adhesive vinylon our
plotterfromAcorn DRAW files.
Any size, colour and quantity.

Ideal for Signs, Van sides, Car Decals
& Exhibition graphics.

Tel 01734 567947 Fax 01734 561112
14 Eldon Terrace Reading Berks RG1 4DX
Contact Chris Morcior lii] Email: mercior@argonGt.co.uk
see us on the inlernet...http://cybcivillage.co.uk/ft>lio/printmaker

ADVERTISERS INDEX
4 Mation 77

5 Star Marketing 77
AJS 71

Akalat Pubs 61

Alsystems 31
APDL 71

Apricote Studios 40
Atomwide OBC

Beebug 11, 12
C.S.S 80

Calancraft 80

Care Electronics 71

Castle Technology 15

CJE Micros 32

Computer Concepts IFC, 18
Daco Systems 80
Dalriada Data 55

Davyn Computer Services 16, 80
Dec Data 66

Desktop Projects 22
DSL Supplies 85
Eesox 66

First Computer Centre 45
HS Software 77

I.C.S. (Ian Copestake Ltd) 6, 7
Ifel 36

Irlam Instruments 8

Liquid Silicon 61
Mauden Sales 80

FAST LOCAL CALL RATE
INTERNET ACCESS FROM

ANY UK LOCATION!
28,800 baud V34 connection, free o.:
space wftft full 24 hour ftp access. PQP3 mailar
newsservice, Free 7 day telephone helpline frc
an Acorn consumer aeaier Who. unclers
Ossof: dmrterciai WeJ3 sites an:
connections are also available.

®MB.W-£8 piUS MOT p&P month

Tower Electronics Ltd Of G5i 89 f 785
http:11 www.enterprise.net\tower-rise

BUSINESS SOFTWARE

DSL SUPPLIES

SPECIAL OFFERS!

OFFARMOC/C/
Sin^e titer £22.75 Saw £12.25/

10titer £90.35 Saw £48.65/

mOFFSQa/RREU
Siipte. titer-£90.35 Saw£48.65/
10tiser £361.40 Saw £194.60/

All prices exclude post &. packing

DSL SUPPLIES
St Margaret's Lane
FAREHAM

Hants POU 4BQ

Tel/Fax 01329 841600 Squirrel

w

Micro Laser Design 49
Pineapple Software IBC
Printmaker 85

Selective Computer Services 77
Sherston Software 3

SkyfallPd 61
Softcentre 66

Softease 77

Technology Matrix 25
The Arm Club 55

The Datafile 71, 77

The Datastore 66

Xavier Educational S/W 85

Yellowstone 49

Zenta 55

No PD Library offer* a
choice of PD as wide
as Skyfall does. So
don 'l bother collecting
other PD libraries cat

alogue discs. Send for
the. one that counts.
And choose Skyfall.

/'lease send £1 for the
Printed Catalogue and
demo disc lo:

SKYFALL PD

PO Box 2220

Birmingham B43 5RZ
Tel: 0121-358 7078
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Subscribe now to claim your
free gift or special offer from

4C0RNUSER
the world's number 1 Acorn magazine

WVH
You already know what a great magazine ACORN
USER is. After all, we've been the main source of
information for all Acorn enthusiasts for the past 13
years.

What you might not know is that by taking out a
subscription today, not only are you guaranteed
never to miss an issue of the biggest and best Acorn
magazine in the world, but you can also claim an
excellent free gift or special offer, available
exclusively to all new ACORN USER subscribers.

As an Acorn User subscriber you'll benefit from:

• Protection from any further price increases
during your subscription

• Free delivery, every issue, direct to your home

• One of our amazing free gifts or special offers

BINDER & TWO

FREE MAGAZINES

Exclusive to Acorn User this binder wil
hold up to 13 issues of your favourite
magazine. PLUS receive an extra two
magazines absolutely FREE!
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EASYFONT 3 SAVE £25.00
Runner up in the Acorn User Best DTP
Software category EasyFont3 is the
essential Font Management System.
Features include: flexible control over
your fonts; WYSIWYG display window;
up to 40% space saving on your hard
drive; specifically designed Font Filing
System giving maximum power and
flexibility; the ability to create countless
new styles of font quickly and easily;
and the elimination of the dreaded 'Font

not found ' errors.

SUBSCRIBING HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER
^J"~v Why not make your subscription
\J^J eveneasier andsubscribe bydirect
direct debit, spreading the cost of your
Debit subscription over quarterly hassle-

free payments. What's more, you need
never worry about missing an issue again,
as the subscription continues until you
decide to cancel.



n'y £io

PUBLISH ART

SAVE £25.00

The ultimate DTP

resource -1500 original
designs, a massive 13Mb
of eye catching resources
- for perfect DTP

STAR

FIGHTER 3000

SAVE £29.95

Winner of our

reader's Best Game

award. An original
and thrilling space
game from Fednet.

£50 HOLIDAY VOUCHER
Acorn User gives you £50 off
your next holiday abroad!

Offerentitlesrecipient to
£50 reduction on mostAtiiA
tour operators' brochures
when booked withXpert
travel Limited. Valid for
minimum two people, seven
days holiday overseas.
Further information avail
able on request. Only
available for UK residents

4 DISC GIFT PACK
Four high density discs (low density
also available). Including a collection
of education resources, a
multimedia presentation detailing

Waves—|tne t0P 10 programs released
this year and the best PD and
Shareware available.

Subscription Hotline numbers
Tel: 0151-3571275

Fax:0151-3572813

Email: database@dbdirect.demon.co.uk

Priority subscriptions form

©vTyesi Please enrol me for the following 13 issue
subscription to Acorn User NOW!

See section 2.

4234 Ell UK £39.99 4202 O EU £53.99 4203 O World £68.99*
To renew subscriptionplease tick:

4235 O UK £39.99 4224 |_| EU £53.99 4225 O World £68.99*
•Unfortunately World subscribers are not eligibleto receivethe free gift/special offer

I would like to pay by:

J Cheque/postal order made payable to IDG Media
~~] Credit card (Visa/Access/Barclaycard/Mastercard/Eurocard/Connect)

Expiry date /
Card No.

(D
Please enrol me as a subscriber to Acorn User.

I 4210 Q with payments of £9.49 by continuous quarterly direct debit
See section 2.

Yoursubscription willcontinueuntilyou cancel.Overa year youwill receive 13issues.

Nameof Bank/Building Society.

Address

Name of Account

Your Account No Sort Code

Date Signature(s)
Vour instructions to thebank/building society:

I instruct you to pay direct debits from my

account at the request of IDG Media. The

amounts are variable and may be debited

on various dates. No acknowledgement

required.

I understand that IDG Media may

change the amounts and dates only after

giving me prior notice. I will inform the

bank/building society in writing if Iwish to
cancel this instruction. I understand that if

any direct debit is paid which breaks the

terms of the instruction,the bank/ building

society will make a refund. Bank/building

society may decline to accept instructions

to pay direct debit from some types of
accounts.

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

Originator's ID No.851412

Ref No

e Pleasesend me the following FREE Gift/Special Offer (tick one):

4208 Q Acorn User Gift Pack FREE
4209 | | £50 holiday voucher FREE

Only £10

4205 Q] Binder and two
magazines FREE

4206 Q Starfighter 3000 FREE
4207 HI Publish Art Only £10 4731 I IEasyFont 3

For the gift packplease specify whether you require High or Low density
discs(delete as appropriate)

• Pleaseremember to either add the appropriate amount when you write
yourcheque or if paying bydirect debit, please send additional payment

All subscriptions will commence with thenext available issue. This offer can notbeused intconjunction
withanyothersubscription offer.Allofferssubject to availability.

© Name.

Address,

Postcode Tel.

ONow send your completed form and payment to Acorn User,
Database Direct, FREEPOST, South Wirral L65 3EB. Tel: 0151-357

1275. Please state if credit card billing address is different from the
deliveryaddress. Photocopiesor handwritten versions of the above informa
tion are acceptable.

IDG Media offers you the chance to receive information about other
organisations' goods and services, please tick the box if you prefer not_to
take advantage of this.
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Proper decimal
points
The excellent article by Clive
Semmens in the April '96 issue
of Acorn User on accents and

other symbols reminded me
how many useful characters are
tucked away in a fully-imple
mented Latin 1 Acorn alphabet.

Now that the DTP world has

found proper quotes, as distinct
from sexless ones, is it not time
that the proper decimal point
was revived? It's there in the

Latin 1 alphabet - character
183 (not to be confused with
the thicker bullet point at char
acter 143).

I wonder how many readers
have forgotten about, or even
knew of, the existence of this
useful character - we have been

living in a decimalised country
for 25 years.

The demise of this character

can probably be attributed to
the limitations of mechanical

typewriters, though I had one
which had both a decimal

point as well as a raised point -
level with the top of the ascen
ders. Can anyone tell me what
that was for?

So how about encouraging
the use of the proper decimal
point by using it in the text
and advertisement pages of
Aconi User. Perhaps authors of
DTP packages, word-processors,
databases and spreadsheets
could be persuaded to ensure
that decimal tabs work with

both decimal points and full
stops.

D A Cox, Reading

Apple and Acorn
merger
As I read through your news
section in the April edition I
thought of the many people
overjoyed that Acorn would
stand a chance in the market

now it has teamed up with
Apple. Unfortunately I am
more saddened by the merger.

I was going to purchase a
Rise PC but am not too sure if I

should get one now because the
press release stated that the
Acorn computers we know and
love will only carry on until
demand dies. How long will
demand last if programmers
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are moved to Mac OS?

Also, the fact that the new
computers are going to use Mac
OS sends shivers down my
spine. Why use Mac OS? What's
wrong with RISC OS? I don't
want to see a radical change in
operating system. It took me
about two years to get to know
the ins and outs of the desktop
and all my programs including
PD will be useless with the new

OS.

I suppose one advantage is
that we don't have to use

Windows but will this new

company last?
Nathan Atkinson, Teesside

An important point to
remember is that the new

company, Xempiar, is really
irrelevant to the farther
development of RISC OS,
beyond being a market for
new machines.

Temptation
I am in a quandary. I have been
an Acorn enthusiast since I

built my Acorn Atom, more
years ago than I care to think. I
have progressed through BBC
B, A3000, and am now the

proud owner of an A5000,
expanded with extra memory,
extra hard drive, and MIDI
interface. The problem is 1 have
started casting covetous eyes
towards other people's comput
ers. 1 even occasionally glance
at my father's Amiga.

Why am I tempted towards
this unfaithfulness? I have

always felt that the Acorn is a
far superior machine, and I still
do.

Rhapsody is by far the best
music package I have seen for
the price, and compares
favourably with packages used
by semi-professional musicians
on the PC. Linked to a Yamaha

keyboard I can produce excel
lent accompaniments.

My pupils at school find the
Acorn system very easy to use,
and are going to have a nasty
shock when they leave school,
and have to get to grips with
DOS or Windows.

Despite my satisfaction with
Acorn there are still things I
cannot do. My father's Amiga

will run the game Civilisation.
If it has been converted for the

Amiga, why has it never been
converted for the Acorn? There

are many good games that are
available for the Amiga but not
the Acorn.

I would like to run

Alitoroute, but can only run a
very early version on my PC
emulator - the newest version

would never run. There are also

many CD-ROMs becoming
available for education, which
will only run on the PC. So,
what are my solutions?

Has anybody ever written an
Amiga emulator for the Acorn,
that would at least allow me to

run some good games.
• I could buy a PC card for my
A5000. The problem is I would
then need a SCSI interface, CD-

ROM drive, and probably a
sound card. This seems to work

out almost as expensive as my
next option.
• Buy a Pentium based PC with
CD-ROM. In some of the dis

count stores this can be

obtained for about £1,000. The

problem with this solution,
apart from the cost, is domestic
harmony. One computer with
monitor and keyboard is
acceptable. Two would take up
rather a disproportionate
amount of the house.

• Buy a Rise PC with PC card.
You must be joking, I am a
main professional grade
teacher, and we need to pay the
mortgage and eat!
• Give up all my ideas about
running better games software
and PC CD-ROMs.

There must be somebody out
there who knows the answer,

without resorting to robbing a
bank, or making my room look
like NASA mission control.

Alternatively, can you tell me
the winning numbers for next
week's lottery.

P FJerome, Havant, Hants

There is a final option which
is not entirely outside the
bounds of possibility: With
the development of the Oracle
NetComputer (and other
A7000-bascd products) it
may become worth the while
of other companies to develop

RISC OS compatible software.
I don't know if this will hap
pen but it's worth waiting to
find out.

Bare boards please
I own a Rise PC 600 early series
and recently had to install a
sound card. First I was afraid of

opening my computer, yet I
have to confess that it was a

dream and I enjoyed unplug
ging and plugging all the cards
inside. But it doesn't have RISC.

OS 3.6 and I can't fit an ATAPI

CD drive.

In an article about

StrongARM (Acorn User, April
1996) it is said: 'Rise PCs have a
bus that is too slow to take full

advantage of the chip's phe
nomenal processing power.
Having now examined the
technical details of the

StrongARM, we will need
changes in RISC OS and moth
erboards,..'. So what will

happen when StrongARM is
really available?

Think about all those people
who can't afford to upgrade to
a new Rise PC every time a new
one is released. What they will
do is buy PCs because it will be
cheaper than buying new Rise
PCs. lor example, for a school
it is no use changing monitors,
HDs, floppies, memory or ARM
processors every time the Rise
PC. architecture is upgraded.

So if Acorn wants to prevent
its customers from moving to
PCs, help them to protect their
investment and let them buy
bare motherboards separately.
Moreover motherboards with

RISC OS ROM and its multi

processor capability and ARM
processors cards are, I think,
the core of Acorn value added

in a Rise PC.

Acorn should continue to sell
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complete systems for first-time
RISC OSusers or people who do
not want to bother but at the

same time should sell sepa
rately all the parts of Rise PC as
it does now with PC cards,

ARM610/710 processor cards,
(sometimes) RISC OS ROM, sec
ond slices, VRAM, RAM and so

on.

As a statistician I have learnt

that one of the most important
mottoes in marketing is: 'It is
always cheaper to keep an old
customer than to get a new
one.'

I know that Acorn hasn't got
a lot of money to spend on
marketing but it should won
der what is more useful, an

expensive ad in a non-Acorn
magazine or a satisfied cus
tomer who has become an

Acorn enthusiast (as I am now)

and who demonstrates to

friends that his/her Rise PC is

better than their PCs.

And in fact I don't think it

will cost Acorn a lot of money
to sell bare motherboards and

maybe Acorn will make a little
money.

Moreover it may be easier to
make someone spend £400
every year for a computer than
£1,200 every three years and be
afraid of being left behind
because of new technologies
although it is the same amount
of money. The more up-to-date
Acorn computers are in use in
the world, the more Acorn will
sell its new value-added tech

nologies such as StrongARM,
new RISC OS (I hope) and so
on.

I think other people will find
more arguments in favour of
making Acorn sell bare mother
boards.

So please let me upgrade to a
new motherboard and keep
everything else: monitor, HD,
floppy, ARM610 card, memory
- even if I plan to make other
upgrades. It would be a huge
step forward in terms of
upgradability and it will really
protect my investment.

Christophc Ponct, France

Programming on
Acorn
I bought my RISC PC 600
almost 12 months ago for one
piece of software - the ubiqui
tous Sibelius 7 - and was happy
to console myself with the
thought that at least I could
buy a PC card in due course.
Having discovered quality soft

ware at silly prices, and the
generally impressive 'less is
more' feel to both the hardware

and the OS, the PC. card idea

soon vanished!

Now, having got to grips
with the machine somewhat, I

am beginning to consider
transferring some of the more
mundane MIDI-associated tasks

still entrusted to my pair of
venerable Atari STs. I was spoilt
on the ST by having an excel
lent compilable BASIC (I have
no other programming lan
guages under my belt), and
wrote quite an amount of fairly
modest routines to satisfy my
obscurer composition-related
ideas.

So, to the crunch. Am I likely
to be able to get to MIDI effec
tively from BASIC VI, or do I
finally need to get to grips with
C, or even (horror of horrors)
machine code?

Could you point me in the
direction of a couple of decent
publications that will give me
some of the flavour of pro
gramming the mighty Acorn,
ideally aimed at intermediate/
advanced 'defectors' rather

than complete beginners?
Jonathon Nowell, Lincoln

Well we don't think you'll
have to go as far as ARM
code, although it's not quite
as horrendous as you might
think. Using BASIC is a real
possibility though, and com
pilers are available.

Compatibility
I've noted there is a ongoing
debate in the magazine for
compatibility and I would like
to add to it.

1 think Acorn has it just right
with the Archimedes and Rise-

PC. Take my setup for example.
I have an A3010 with the oblig
atory hard disc and 4Mb of
RAM. I am only a student at the
moment so I cannot afford to

'get connected' to the internet.
(I do not have a phoneline any
way.)

Thankfully at college they
are connected but only use PCs.
As Acorn computers read and
write to DOS floppies I have
managed to fill up my hard
disc with useful (and other
wise!) software.

I also transfer text, CSV,

DXF, and PostScript files quite
happily between the two sys
tems. I don't see any point
having a PC as I would not be

able to afford the software. I

would of course have access lo

lots of pirate software (as
some of my friends do) but as
a (simple!) programmer I
appreciate the time and effort
that is put into software and
would not stoop to this any
way.

I bought Impression Style
when it first came out mainly
because it had an equation edi
tor bundled with it. If I

remember rightly it cost some
thing very silly such as 70-80
pounds (if you sent in the mas
ter disc of your old word
processor). It's probably the
best purchase I ever made -
pity it's not still being devel
oped.

This year, noting that a
spreadsheet would be very use-
fid I bought TabteCalc. This is a
little rough around the edges
but was well worth the 20

pound note I handed over for
it.

Unfortunately it has no
graphics capability but this was
quickly sorted when surfing the
internet one day.

Looking at some pages from
"MICROS.HENSA" I found a

nice little 'program called
GraphDraw by C.A.Johnson. It
was actually older than my
computer (which I got not long
after the A3010 came out) but

ran without a single bug.
I sent off my registration fee

of a huge £3 and Mr Johnson
sent me a disc with all his

applications in the return
post.

So I now have a system
which is very adequate for
report writing, data analysis,
and calculations which my
degree couse demands and for
very little money.

By comparison a friend of
mine purchased a Dan 486SX
(25Mz, 4MB, 100MB Hard disc)
which set him back about

£1,200 about the same time as I
purchased my A3010.

His computer is of course
obsolete now and he has

upgraded to a nice new (hot)
Pentium. I think it has roughly
cost me the same amount of

cash including purchase price
and upgrades to keep my com
puter useable and I think its
probably good for a few more
years yet. (Unless you have any
spare redundant Rise PC 700s
kicking around the office you
would like to give me...)

The only gripe I have about

Acorn is the lack of dealers.

When I purchased a Canon
Inkjet from CC Ltd I found out
I needed a more up to date
[Printers than version 0.33

(sounds dodgy!) Thank God for
the Internet! I got a copy of
VI.52 three days after it came
out straight from the Acorn
.co.uk pages!

If there were more dealers it

would be only matter of trot
ting down to your local high
street but I would have to make

a 20 mile trip to a different
county!

Oh for the good old days
when I got the computer from
a mystified salesman at
Dixons...

It would also be a shame if

we lost RISC OS in the future. I

continually wow friends who
own PC's with things we take
for granted such as solid win
dow drags and filer windows
(which MS I believe has just
ripped off for Windows)

I can imagine in a few years
when some secretary in an
office has just lost all her
work when Windows 2000

crashes (again) saying some
thing like:

'Whatever happened to those
nice, fast friendly computers I
used to play around with at
school? I wish I had one of

those.'

Just one last comment (my
fingers are getting tired).

The RISC OS I do have is

slightly different from the
norm. Thanks for INewerLook

which I use the sprites from
(the application itself has too
many bugs in). I also have
BlackHole permanently on the
icon bar (straight from the
Internet), Timeless (another Fat
German production) and the
nicest application of all:
DeskSpace.

This is brilliant - I would

actually pay for this program
and is a lot cheaper than a 20
inch monitor.

You simply specify how
many rooms (screens to me)
you want to have and when
you move the mouse off the
screen it goes onto the next
blank one.

You just have to distribute
that jewel of a program on the
coverdisc.

I think you may gather from
this letter I am more than

happy with this computer!
Roger Swaine

k922772@kingston.ac.uk
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To make a business

really fly you have
to build it, and to
get it moving you
have to know it

and the people in
it. You have to

smell the business,
you have to
understand it
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MTcome front Mattel ... well actually a small
JLcompany they bought in leverage' - Rex inToy

Story.
Leverage is a complicated business buzz-word,

which basically means that a company will buy
another company, but allow it to run itself pretty
much independently. The parent company gets
the advantages of the resources and contacts of
the other, without swamping whatever was suc
cessful in the smaller company in the first place.

Leeds is home to many things: Leeds United,
Tetley bitter, the market where Marks and
Spencers had its original Penny Bazaar and
Yorkshire Television. It is the last which is home

to one of the biggest educational software compa
nies in the Acorn market: Yorkshire International

Thomson Multimedia (YTTM). Nigel Ward is its
managing director.

'There is a little joke here, thai the company
would have been called just YTM except that the
previous MD was a Geordie,' laughs Nigel. The
company is a joint venture between Yorkshire
Television and International Thomson, whose aim

is to produce products for the education market
irrespective of the platform. Yorkshire Television
makes the TV programmes and the resultant
videos, and Thomson is very strong in books'.

YTTM also now owns SEMERC, a leading sup
plier for special needs education in the UK. Nigel
explains that it is the potential re-use created by
having all these companies which will make
YTTM successful. Exploiting the opportunities is
how to turn a business into a "world leader".

'Say for example that you run a multimedia
company. You could have a TV company and a
book company as your parent companies, in
which case whenever the TV company makes a
TV programme or the book company publishes a
book, there's an opportunity for you to make a
CD-ROM and in doing so extend the brand name.'

There are economies in production because the
companies are not in competition for rights.
When a CD-ROM is marketed and sold, YTTM is

selling to a market already identified from sales of
their books.

For YTTM the theory is starting to work; it was
only started last year and the growth so far has
been pretty phenomenal. A budgeted loss has

become an actual profit, and turnover is well up
on predictions. Not bad going for Nigel, the local
lad from Doncaster.

i went through the local comprehensive system
which had just been set up by the Socialist
Republic of South Yorkshire. From there I went on
to read Business Studies, because both my parents
worked it was very difficult for me to justify being
supported by them if I wanted lo do a History or
English degree (although they would have done
so).

'I was not afraid of becoming a shift worker but
my father was afraid for me. He drummed this
into me from an early age: "Do what you want so
long as you do not have to do what I do in life."
When I finished my degree 1could not get a job so
I went to London and lived in BScB. On reflection

it was quite an entrepreneurial thing to do, as I
had not really been outside Yorkshire very much.'

For someone working in such a large organisa
tion, Nigel has a refreshingly hands-on approach:
T mustn't lose touch with the business, even

though it is fairly easy to get caught up in the cor
porate structures. To make a business really fly
you have to build it, and to get it moving you
have to know it and you have to know the people
in it. You have to smell the business, you have to
understand it.

'It is the basic argument: do you manage a
business or do you run a business, and I say I run
a business; 1 don't just look at the figures every
month.'

Where does Nigel see YITM's future? The com
pany is, after all, firmly multi-platform. Is there a
temptation to move increasingly towards the PC
side?

'We're staying with Acorn. It is a good plat
form and if we get this leverage right - and we
will - there is no reason why we should not pro
duce Acorn versions of everything. The better the
structure of the business, the more opportunities
to re-use content, and the more cost-effective you
can make any other platform. We personally will
grow in the UK to build depth for greater
leverage, but we have a lot of expansion to do
overseas, to take our products to the rest of the
English-speaking world.' A,-,

JillRegan n\J



Removable Harddrive System
Total Data Security & Harddisc Backup
The removable harddrive system fits into a 514"
drive slot in the RiscPC and harddrives are
available in many sizes which can simply plug
in and out of the slot as required.The drive may
be locked in place to prevent unauthorized
removal. For total security the drive may be
removed and stored in a safe place to prevent

unauthorized accesslo yourdata. Because the removable drivesare available in any
size (uptoat least 4Gb) they arealso ideal foruseas backups for existing harddrives,
and may beeasily transported between different computers for rapid transfer of large
datafiles. The system isavailable for usewith both IDEand SCSI filing systems.
External boxes are available to enable SCSI removable drives to be used with older
Acorn models. Please 'phone for details. See opposite for prices.

PAL TV Coders
The PLC/3 PALTV Coder works in any of the 'Standard' Modes,
e.g. mode 12 and 15 on all Acorn computer models. 'The PLC/3
has a 15 pin RGB output for the monitor, a BNC for video and
an S-VHS connector for S-Video. The PLC/3 will work with

PLC/3 £104.57 RiscPC computers although theAKF60. AKF85 andAKF90 will
not work at the same time.

The AVK/3 will work wilh all computer models in all screen
modes up to 800 x 600 resolution in 16 million colours. It has a
remote control wilh facilities for zooming, freezing & panning
the TV picture. Ideal for lectures and demonstrations etc. The
AVK/3 includes all connecting cables including a SCART which
gives TV frequency RGB O/P for large screen TV's, a phono

AVK/3 £355.00 socket for composite video and an S-VHS socket for S-Video.

ArtWorks Video Tutorial
A Brand new product from Pineapple is this VHS Video Tutorial
covering the use ofArtWorks.
Waller Briggs is the tutor for this I hour video which shows how to use
all the ArtWorks tools and then goes on to show how Walter produced
his famous Tiger head picture. Walter also draws an impressive
landscape picture which can be copied by those with no artistic talent at

ArtWorks Video Tutorial £19.99

24 Bit Colour Scanners
Pineapple can offer a wide range of Flatbed A4
colour scanners starting from as low as £359
including software and VAT!
The Epson range is currently the most popular
although Canon are expected to release a new
scanner to replace their IX-4015 shortly. The
cheapest in the Epson range is the GT5000 with

an optical resolution of 300dpi. This is adequate for virtually all home use. The
GT5000 is available with either a parallel or a SCSI interface. The GT8500 has
an optical resolution of 400dpi and comes with both parallel and SCSI
interfaces. Finally, the GT9000 is the top of the range with an optical resolution
of 600dpi and both parallel and SCSI interfaces. Imagemaster and Twain
software are included in the price, but we also offer our Studio24Pro Photo re
touching software at just £80.00 inc vat with every scanner purchase.

20:20 Finance available on all RiscPC's
Studio24Pro at just £49.00 with any RiscPC purchase
Studio24Pro at just £80.00 with any colour scanner

FREEmembership of the VirusProtection Scheme with any RiscPC

Pineapple Software
Suites 13 & 14

South Park Business Centre
310 Green Lane, llford

Essex IG1 1XT

Tel 0181 599 1476 Fax 0181 598 2343

email:-sales@pineaple.demon.co.uk

Features

Fast Virtual Memory
Random mutated texture generation
Undo brush. Texture and Filter brush

Over 40 pre-defined filters including Spin blur.
Motion blur. Lighting etc, etc.

PhotoCD and Scanner input
Merging of Sprites, Jpegs, Tiffs & Draw files.
Built in Draw File creation

RGB, CMYK or Indexed channel modes

Up to 16, 8 bit mask channels
Filter preview window (shown above left)

'Many Acorn User front covers have been
created from scratch using this program

alone, concrete proof of the power of this
creative tool'. - Acorn User March 96

Studio24Pro
£149.87 inc vat

Virus Protection
The Pineapple Virus Protection
Scheme will allow you to
detect and remove over 100
viruses from your Acorn
computer.

'If you're interested in
virus protection, join the
Pineapple virus protection
scheme and buy Killer. Accept no
alternatives." - Acorn User Feb 96

Printers

Citizen Print/va 600C
* Citizen
* PRINT/Va 600C

Hewlett Packard
Laserjet 5L 4ppm
Deskjet 600
Deskjet 660
Deskjet 850
Canon
BJC600E
BJC610
BJC4000
BJC4100
BJC200
BJC210
Epson
Stylus Colour II
Stylus Colour IIS
Stylus Pro XL (A3)

3.5" Bare Harddrives

Multimedia Speakers
Yamaha 10 Watt YST-M10 £63.00

A4 Colour Scanners
Primax Flatbed A4 £359
Epson GT5000 (parallel) £425
Epson GT5000 (SCSI) £499
Epson GT8500 £569
Epson GT9000 £699
All scanners include Imagemaster &
Twain. Studio24Pro at just £80.00

A7000 Computers
4Mb HD425 14" Mon £1019
4Mb HD425CD 14" Mon £1139

RiscPC 600 Computers
4Mb HD425 14" Mon £1325
4Mb HD425CD 14" Mon £1450
4Mb HD425 17" Mon £1699
4Mb HD425CD 17" Mon £1825

RiscPC 700 Computers

colour
colour

colour
col 720dpi
colour
col 720dpi
mono

(col option)

£399.00

£458.00

£231.00
£315.00

£415.00

£375.00
£415.00
£276.00

£276.00

£205.00

£222.00

£329.00

£244.00
£1079.00

5Mb HD425 14" Mon £1550
5Mb HD425 17" Mon £1925
5Mb HD425CD 14" Mon £1699
5Mb HD425CD 17" Mon £2049

14" Mon £1949
17" Mon £2299
14" Mon £2069
17" Mon £2425

PC Cards
Separately with RiscPC
£233.83 £116.32
£289.00 £169.00
£349.00 £229.00
£579.00 £459.00

CDRom Drives
x4 Speed CDRom £120.00
x6 Speed CDRom £233.82

Memory Upgrades
1Mbto2MbVram £116.32
2MbVram 8= £233.83
4Mb SIMM Ram 2 S £ 65.00
8Mb SIMM Ram £"§. £129.00
16Mb SIMM Ram £s £249.00
32Mb SIMM Ram £§ £775.00
RiscPC Sound Card - £70.44

10Mb HD850
10Mb HD850
10Mb HD850CD
10Mb HD850CD

SXL-33 Card
DX2-66 Card
DX4-100Card
586-100 Card
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540Mb
850Mb
1.0Gb
1.0Gb
2.0Gb
4.0Gb

IDE
IDE
IDE
SCSI
SCSI
SCSI

£149.00
£169.00
£225.75
£235.00
£659.00
£938.00

Removable Harddrives
IDE Mounting Kit £ 25.00
540Mb IDE £168.00
850Mb IDE £188.00
1.0Gb IDE £244.00
SCSI Mounting Kit £ 29.00
1.0Gb SCSI £255.00
2.0Gb SCSI £679.00
4.0Gb SCSI £958.00
External Mounting Box £ 89.00

SCSI Systems
SCSI Card £116.32
SCSI Internal Cable £ 9.99
SCSI External Cable £19.99
SCSI II Card £189.00
SCSI II Internal Cable £ 9.99
SCSI II External Cable £ 22.32

Monitors
14" 0.28mm DPMS £179.00
14" 0.28mm MPRII £189.00
15" 0.28mm MPRII £309.00
17" 0.28mm MPRII £556.00
21" 0.28mm MPRII E'Phone
llyama Visionmaster
17" 0.26mm MF8617E £635.00
17" 0.25mm MF9017E £699.00

!! Special RiscPC offer!!
A Quad speed CDRom drive for just £60 with any RiscPC

Terms:- All prices include
17.5% vat. Carriage FREE to

mainland U.K. Phone for quote
outside U.K. Official orders,
cheques and all major credit
cards accepted. Money back

guarantee on all products.

'Pineapple offer some ofthe
finest andfriendliest after-
sales support you willfind' -

Acorn User Mar 96
Why not come and visit us (easy
parking) where you can see most
of the Acorn range of computers
and other hardware in action.

Monday - Friday 0900 -1730



Sharing printers over a network sounds like a great idea, but dedicating
computers to the task of printer serving is clearly a waste of valuable
resources.

The Atomwide Network Printer Adaptor simply connects between any available
Ethernet socket and a printer, and so allows printers to be located wherever
they are required. The Adaptor is managed by an Acorn SchoolServer or other
Microsoft Windows NT fileserver, so removing the need for a dedicated
printer server.

Httllll

i ons

Single port adaptors cost as little as £199 and can be installed in minutes,
giving fast and simple network printing.

Another part of Atomwide '$ "Complete Solution ".

Atomwide Ltd, 7 The Metro Centre, Bridge Road, Orpington, Kent. BR5 2BE
Tel 01689 814500 Fax 01689 814501 Email sales@atomwide.co.uk

http://www.ant.co.uk/~atomwide/ ftp://ftp.ant.co.uk/

OmniClient® is a registered trademark of Acorn Computers Limited. Mierosoft Windows NT is a trademark of the Microsoft Corporation.
All other trademarks are acknowledged. E&OE. April 1996


